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A Corporate Dedication to 
Quality and Reliability 

National Semiconductor is an industry leader in the 
manufacture of high quality, high reliability integrated 
circuits. We have been the leading proponent of driv
ing down IC defects and extending product lifetimes. 
From raw material through product design, manufac
turing and shipping, our quality and reliability is second 
to none. 
We are proud of our success ... it sets a standard for 
others to achieve. Yet, our quest for perfection is on
going so that you, our customer, can continue to rely 
on National Semiconductor Corporation to produce 
high quality products for your design systems. 

Charles E. Sporck 
President, Chief Executive Officer 
National Semiconductor Corporation 



Wir filhlen uns zu Qualitat und 
Zuverlassigkeit verpflichtet 

National Semiconductor Corporation ist fUhrend bei der Her
stellung von integrierten Schaltungen hoher Qualitat und 
hoher Zuverlassigkeit. National Semiconductor war schon 
immer Vorreiter, wenn es gait, die Zahl von IC Ausfallen zu 
verringern und die Lebensdauern von Produkten zu verbes
sern. Vom Rohmaterial Ober Entwurf und Herstellung bis zur 
Auslieferung, die Qualitat und die Zuverlassigkeit der Pro
dukte von National Semiconductor sind unubertroffen. 

Wir sind stolz auf unseren Erfolg, der Standards setzt, die 
tur andere erstrebenswert sind. Auch ihre Anspruche steig
en standig. Sie als unser Kunde konnen sich auch weiterhin 
auf National Semiconductor verlassen. 

La Qualite et La Fiabilite: 
Une Vocation Commune Chez National 
Semiconductor Corporation 

National Semiconductor Corporation est un des leaders in
dustrials qui fabrique des circuits integres d'une tres grande 
qualite et d'une fiabilite exceptionelle. National a eta le pre
mier a vouloir faire chuter le nombre de circuits integres 
defectueux et a augmenter la duree de vie des produits. 
Depuis les matieres premieres, en passant par la concep
tion du produit sa fabrication et son expedition, partout la 
qualite et la fiabilite chez National sent sans equivalents. 

Nous sommes tiers de notre succes et le standard ainsi 
detini devrait devenir l'objectif a atteindre par les autres so
cietes. Et nous continuons a vouloir faire progresser notre 
recherche de la perfection; ii en resulte que vous, qui ~tes 
notre client, pouvez toujours faire confiance a National 
Semiconductor Corporation, en produisant des systemes 
d'une tres grande qualite standard. 

Charles E. Sporck 

Un lmpegno Societario di Qualita e 
Affidabilita 

National Semiconductor Corporation e un'industria al ver
tice nella costruzione di circuiti integrati di alta qualita ed 
affidabilita. National e stata ii principale promotore per l'ab
battimento della difettosita dei circuiti integrati e per l'allun
gamento della vita dei prodotti. Dal materiale grezzo attra
verso tutte le fasi di progettazione, costruzione e spedi
zione, la qualita e affidabilita National non e seconda a nes
suno. 

Noi siamo orgogliosi del nostro successo che fissa. per gli 
altri un traguardo da raggiungere. II nostro desiderio di per
fezione e d'altra parte illimitato e pertanto tu, nostro cliente, 
puoi continuare ad affidarti a National Semiconductor Cor
poration per la produzione dei tuoi sistemi con elevati livelli 
di qualita. 

President, Chief Executive Officer 

National Semiconductor Corporation 
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Introduction 
To coincide with the advent of the Integrated Services Digi
tal Network (ISDN), this new 1987 Telecommunications 
Data Book clearly portrays the continuing evolution of the 
Telecommunications Network and the Integrated Circuit 
technology required to support it. Previous editions focused 
heavily on analog telephones and analog line card compo
nents for digital switching. This catalog shows components 
supporting the emerging of a fully digital network, which 
upon implementation will give all of us greater world wide 
communications capability and flexibility than ever imag
ined. 

The Integrated Circuits required for modern day telecommu
nications technology and presented within this data book 
are no longer simple functions but are complete systems in 
themselves. Their functionality and parametric performance 
is at levels never before achieved, and they utilize the most 
advanced silicon process technology available today. In re
sponse to the system designer's tasks and dilemma, this 
data book contains a complete product listing and data 
sheets for all "dedicated" telecommunications components, 
both present and future. 

Shipping over 5 million subscriber or trunk lines per year, 
National Semiconductor is an industry leader in the field of 

v 

telecommunications specific Integrated Circuit functions. 
Starting in 1977 with the introduction of the world's first 
commercially available integrated Codec, the TP3000, then 
evolving it into the worlds' first industry standard single chip 
codec/filter COMBOTM TP3054/57. In 1986 the announce
ment of the TP3070 COMBO 11™ proved Nationals' ability 
to continue to provide high performance and cost effective 
state of the art solutions. Other Line Card component devel
opments such as the parallel COMBO, Magnetic Compen
sation SLIC MC, Time Slot Assigner Circuit (TSAC), and 
now ISDN are clear signs of Nationals' dedication and long 
term committment to the market. 

National Semiconductor will continue to monitor the evolv
ing applications requirements in the telecommunications in
dustry and will drive new IC designs which provide addition
al features and further improve cost effectiveness. Systems 
designers utilizing telecommunications Integrated Circuits 
from National Semiconductor should be confident they can 
design both now and in the future with the most advanced 
technology available, and have further assurances of suc
cess by designing in products supplied by the company 
which has the highest quality and reliability standards in the 
world. 
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PRELIMINARY 

TP3200/TP3202/TP3204 SLIC-MC 
Magnetic Compensation SLICs 

General Description 
The TP3200, TP3202 and TP3204 are monolithic Bipolar 
integrated circuits intended for use on subscriber and trunk 
interface cards of digital PABX and central office equipment. 
Each device contains a magnetic compensation circuit, a 
supervision circuit and three relay drivers with latched in
puts. 

The magnetic compensation circuit allows the use of a 
small, low cost line transformer by measuring the loop cur
rent, and producing an output current proportional to the 
d.c. value of the loop current. This output current is passed 
through a winding of the line transformer in such a way as to 
cancel the d.c. component of the magnetic flux. Thus the 
transformer may be wound on a small ferrite core without an 
air gap. 

The supervision output is used to detect off-hook, replicate 
dial pulses and terminate ringing on detection of ring-trip. 

Simplified Block Diagrams 

CAP2 • 
{ TP3200 

ONLY} 

RING -+--ll----1 

RSYNC 

TP3200 and TP3202 

CAP1 

EN-+--t-----...1 

Vee GND 

IC 

Ve 

SUP 

BGND 

RYR 

RY1 

RY2 

TL/H/5589-1 

1-3 

One of the three relay drivers is dedicated to the ring func
tion, the other two are general purpose. TP3200 and 
TP3202 have PNP relay drivers, while TP3204 has NPN re
lay drivers. 

Features 
• Magnetic Compensation Circuit allows the use of low 

cost ferrite core transformers 
• Supervision Circuitry provides hook-switch detect, ring-

trip detect and dial pulse replication 
• Ring relay driver synchronized to zero-crossings 
• Automatic ring-trip circuit-TP3200, TP3204 
• Three Latched relay drivers 
• -48 Volt relay drivers-TP 3200, TP3202 
• + 5 Volt relay drivers-TP 3204 
• Requires only ± 5V supplies 
• Thermal shutdown protection 
• Power-Up reset on relay driver latches 

TP3204 
eAP1 

T-

T+ 

R-

R+ 

eAP2 

RING 

RSYNe 

Rel 

RC2 

EN 

Vee GND Vas 

TL/H/5589-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, V1c w.r.t. GND -70V 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ VAY w.r.t. GND (TP3200, TP3202) -70V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

VAY w.r.t. GND (TP3204) 20V 
Operating Temperature - 25°C to + 85°C Voltage at Sensing Inputs 300 Vpeak 
Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C T+, T-, R+, R-, w.r.t. GND (continuous) 
Vee w.r.t. GND 7V IAY (TP3200, TP3202) -50mA 
V00 w.r.t. GND -7V IAY (TP3204) 120mA 
Vee w.r.t. V00 14V Power Dissipation (Note 1) 1.5W 

Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise specified, Limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed for 
Vee = +5.0V, V00 = -5.0V ±5% and TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% production testing at TA= 25°C. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typical values are 
measured at Vee= +5.0V, V00 = -5.0V, and TA= 25°C. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

COMPENSATION CIRCUIT 

R1N Input Resistance T+, T-, R+, R- 200 Kn 

Vos Offset Voltage at Ve ILoop=O mA, Rs= 1oon -30 +30 mV V0AT= -48V, VG Open. 

Av Differential Voltage Gain RL =150n, Rs= 100, Measure from T+, T-, 0.147 0.153 VIV R+ and R- to VC, ILoop= 10-100 mA 

le Maximum Compensation The Output Current is Nominally 
Current Given by Ve/RL, Where RL is 25 mA 

Connected from VC to GND. 

Ro Output Resistance Measure at CAP1 80 100 120 Kn 

VIC sat Saturation Voltage at IC le= 20 mA. Measure from VC to IC. -0.3 -1.5 v 
Ric IC Output Impedance RL = 150n, f= 1 kHz, le= 10 mA 2 Mn 

le= 20mA 300 Kn 

N Idle Noise IC=20 mA, RL =150n 
Connect 1500n from 0 10 dBrnC 
IC to VsAT· Measure at IC. 

SUPERVISION CIRCUITRY 

lo Ring-Trip Current Source AtCAP2 10 µA 

IA Ring-Trip Threshhold CAP2=0.1 µF, f=20 Hz, Rs= 10on 12 mA 

I+ Off-hook Positive Rs= 100. Increase Loop Current. 11 13 15 mA Threshold until SUP Switches low. 

H Off-hook Hysteresis Rs= 100. Decrease Loop Current from I+ 2 mA until SUP Switches High. 

RELAY DRIVERS 

VRYsat Relay Driver Saturation TP3200, TP3202, IRY=30 mA -2.2 v 
Voltage TP3204, IRY = 80 mA 1 v 

DIGITAL INTERFACE (SUP, EN, RC1, RC2, RING, RSYNC) 

Vm Output Low Level loL =1.6 mA 0.4 v 
VoH Output High Level loH=0.1 mA 4 v 
V1L Input Low Level 0.7 v 
V1H Input High Level 2 v 
11 Input Current 0.7 <V1N <2.0 0.1 0.1 mA 

POWER DISSIPATION 

leeO Vee Supply AL= 15on, Rs= 1oon 3 4.5 mA loLE Current ILOOP = 0 mA, All Relays Off 

1990 V00 Supply AL= 150n, Rs= 100n, ILoop=O mA 2.5 4 mA loLE Current All Relays Off. 

lee1 Vee Supply AL= 15on, Rs= 1oon 3 4.7 mA Active Current ILQOP = 40 mA, IAY = 10 mA 

1991 V99Supply RL = 15on, Rs= 1oon 2.5 4.2 mA Active Current 1Loop=40mA,1Ay=10 mA 

PSRR+ Power Supply Rejection t:Nel 6.Vee. f= 1 kHz -60 -80 dB 

PSRR- Ratio 6. Ve/ 6. V99, f = 1 kHz -38 -50 dB 
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Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise specified, Limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed for 
Vee= +5.0V, V8s = -5.0V ±5% and TA= o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% production testing at TA= 25°C. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typical values are 
measured at Vee= +5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, and TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TIMING (SEE DEFINITIONS AND TIMING CONVENTIONS FOR TEST METHOD INFORMATION) 

ts RE Set-up Time Measure from RING, or RC1, 1 RC2 Valid to EN Falling Edge. 

tHER Hold Time Measure from EN Falling Edge 1 to RING, RC1, or RC2 Invalid. 

twEN Input Pulse Active High 
twRS Width EN 2 

A SYNC 3 

to EV RY1, RY2 Drivers Measure from En Active and 
Delay Time RC1, RC2, Valid to RY1, RY2 

On or Off. IRY (o~ = 10 mA, 
IRYJQ!!)_ = 0.1 m 

to RY AYR Driver Measure from RSYNC Rising 
Delay Time Edge to AYR On or Off. 

IRYR (on) = 10 mA, 
IRYR_iof!}_ = 0.1 mA 

tHs Off-Hook Measure from ILOOP = 20 mA 2.5 Detection Time to SUP Transition from High to Low. 

tR Ring-Trip Measure from ILOOP = 20 mA to, 
Detection Time AYR Off, CAP2 = 0.1 µF, 

f = 20 Hz, IRYR (on) = 10 mA, 
IRYR..{Q!fl = 0.1 mA 

Note 1: Derate based on 15Cl°C maximum junction temperature and thermal resistance of 80'C/W, junction to ambient. 

Timing Diagram 

RING, 
RC1 OR 

RC2 

EN 

----toEY ----j~ 

!~-----------------------.1~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
!::twRs-:=I 

RSYNC-----"( \ __ _ 

-- toRv--t 
RYR 

1-5 

µs 

µs 

µs 
µs 

20 µs 

20 µs 

µs 

150 ms 
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Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Dual-In-Line Dual-In-Line 

R+ 1 22 T- R+ 1 20 T- R+ 20 T-
R- 2 21 T+ R- 2 19 T+ R- 19 T+ 

IC 20 BGND IC 3 18 BGND IC 18 GND 
NC 19 GND Vee 4 17 GND Vee 17 CAP2 

Vee 18 CAP2 
vc 6 TP3200 17 RYR 

vc 5 
TP3202 

16 RYR 
CAP1 6 15 Vee 

vc 
TP3204 

16 RYR 
CAP1 15 Vee 

CAP1 7 16 Vee SUP 7 14 RY1 SUP 14 RY1 
SUP 8 15 RY1 RSYNC 8 13 RY2 RSYNC 13 RY2 

RSYNC 14 RY2 RING 9 12 RC2 RING 12 RC2 
RING 10 13 RC2 EN 10 11 RC1 EN 10 11 RC1 

EN 11 12 RC1 TL/H/5589-4 TL/H/5589-5 

TL/H/5589-3 Top View Top View 
Top View 

Plastic Chip Carrier Plastic Chip Carrier Plastic Chip Carrier 

IC R- R+ T- T+ IC R- R+ T- T+ IC NC R- R+ T- T+ eGND 

3 2 • 20 19 
Vee 4 1 18 BGND 

3 • 20 19 NC 
Vee 4 1 18 GND 

4 3 2 • 28 27 26 
5 1 25 GND 

vc 5 17 GND vc 5 17 CAP2 Vee 24 CAP2 

CAP1 TP3202V 16 RYR CAP1 6 TP3204V 16 RYR 
NC 23 NC 

vc 8 TP32DO 22 RYR 
SUP 7 15 Vee SUP 7 15 Vee NC 9 21 NC 

RSYNC 8 14 RY1 
9 10 11 12 13 

RSYNC 8 14 RY1 
CAP1 9 to 11 12 13 10 20 Vee 

SUP 11 14 RY1 
RING RC1 RY2 RING RC1 RY2 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

EN RC2 EN RC2 
TL/H/5589-13 TL/H/5589-14 

RSYNC EN RC2 RY2 
RING RC1 NC 

Top View Top View TL/H/5589-15 

Description of Pin Functions 
Name 

T+ 

T-

BGND 

R-

R+ 

Vss 
IC 

CAP1 

Function 
Tip positive voltage sense input connected to 
the positive (GND) side of the Tip current sense 
resistor. 
Tip negative voltage sense input connected to 
the negative (line) side of the Tip current sense 
resistor. 
Battery ground return for the relay drivers. This 
ground should be connected in such a way as 
to minimize noise due to relay switching and 
also to avoid large voltage transients in the 
presence of lightning. Preferably it should be 
connected to GND on the backplane. 
Ring negative voltage sense input connected to 
the negative (VsAr) side of the Ring current 
sense resistor. 
Ring positive voltage sense input connected to 
the positive (line) side of the Ring current sense 
resistor. 
-5 volts ±5% 
Compensation current output. The current 
sourced by this output is proportional to the d.c. 
loop current flowing through the line transform
er. By passing this current through an auxiliary 
winding of appropriate winding ratio, the aver
age magnetic flux in the transformer core can 
be cancelled. 
External capacitor input required to filter voice 
frequency components from the loop current. 
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Name 
CAP2 

vc 

GND 
Vee 
SUP 

EN 

RC1 

RC2 

RING 

Top View 

Function 
External capacitor input required to perform 
charging and discharging by lo for one cycle of 
ring frequency in order to perform the ring-trip 
function. 
Compensation voltage output. The output volt
age at this pin is proportional to the d.c. loop 
current flowing through the line transformer. An 
external resistor AL connected from VC to GND 
causes a current to flow from IC which is in turn 
proportional to the d.c. loop current. 
Analog ground. 
+5 volts ±5% 
Supervision output indicating off-hook, Dial 
Pulse and Ring Trip status. 
Enable input. The RING, RC1 and RC2 inputs 
are gated in during the high state of EN and 
latched on the falling edge. 
General purpose relay control input 1, used to 
turn on or off relay driver 1 (RY1) when enabled 
by EN. 
General purpose relay control input 2 used to 
turn on or off relay driver 2 (RY2) when enabled 
by EN. 
Ring command input used to turn on or off the 
ring relay driver when enabled by EN. 



Description of Pin 
Functions (Continued) 

Name 
RSYNC 

AYR 
RY1 
RY2 

Function 
Ring Synchronization input used to synchronize. 
the opening and closing of the ring relay with 
zero crossings of the ring signal, i.e., the mini
mum voltage across the relay contacts. RSYNC 
should nominally be a square wave generated 
by a zero crossing detector from the ringing sig
nal, and should have the same frequency as the 
ringing signal. 
Ring relay driver output. 
General purpose relay driver output 1. 
General purpose relay driver output 2. 

Functional Description 
MAGNETIC COMPENSATION CIRCUIT (Figure 1) 

The magnetic compensation circuit measures the loop cur
rent by sensing the voltage across two matched battery 
feed resistors, Rs. using a high impedance thin film resistor 
bridge, and produces a voltage proportional to the instanta
neous loop current at the output of the OpAmp, A 1. This 
voltage is filtered by the external capacitor CAP1. The out
put voltage follower A2 and output transistor 01 then repro
duce this voltage at the VC output. Capacitor CAP1 is se
lected such that the voice frequency components of the 
loop current are attenuated enough to prevent the compen
sation current from affecting the subscriber circuit output 
impedance. A resistor AL connected from VC to GND caus
es a current Ve/AL to flow from the IC output. This output is 
connected to an auxiliary winding on the line transformer. 
By proper selection of resistor ratios and transformer wind
ing ratios, the current le can exactly cancel the flux pro
duced by the d.c. component of the loop current. The equa
tion relating these parameters is: 

NP/NC = AvRs/RL 

T+ 

SUPERVISION CIRCUIT (Figure 2) 

The supervision circuit consists of a loop current compara
tor with built-in hysteresis. The input of the supervision cir
cuit is taken from the output of the Op Amp A 1. The voltage 
at this point represents the instantaneous loop current. The 
output is the SUP output. During on-hook operation SUP is 
high. When the loop current increases beyond approximate
ly 13 mA the SUP output goes low, indicating off-hook. 
When the loop current falls below approximately 11 mA 
SUP will go high indicating on-hook. In the presence of 
dial pulses, SUP will produce a square-wave replication of 
the dial pulses. During ringing, the comparator will detect 
the instantaneous ringing current through the loop, causing 
SUP to produce a square-wave with a mark-to-space ratio 
larger than 50% during the on-hook condition. When the 
telephone goes off-hook, the resultant de loop current caus
es the mark-to-space ratio to decrease until the threshhold 
is reached when the duty cycle of SUP output is exactly 
50%. This change in duty cycle can easily be detected digi
tally and the ringing terminated. This is the most flexible 
form of ring trip since it is frequency independent and is 
compatible with multi-frequency ringing. A second method 
of ring trip is described in the next section. • 

FIGURE 2. Supervision Circuit 

I 
I SUP o-r-
I 

·I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TL/H/5589-7 

TL/H/5589-6 

FIGURE 1. Magnetic Compensation Clrcult-Slmpllfled Diagram 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

RING TRIP CIRCUIT (Figure 3) 
The ring trip circuit takes its input from the output of A 1, 
which represents the combination of instantaneous ringing 
current and DC off-hook loop current, if any. A 1 output volt
age is compared against a reference voltage at A4. De
pending on the polarity of the comparator's output, current 
source lo either sources or sinks 10 µA into CAP2. This 
results in the charging and discharging of CAP2. Each posi
tive transition of RSYNC enables comparator AS for approx
imately 20 µs through the one-shot circuit, after which CAP2 
is discharged via 02. Thus, the resulting voltage on CAP2 
after one ring cycle indicates the average DC component of 
the loop current. When the threshold of approximately 12 
mA is reached, comparator AS generates a pulse output at 
RT which is used to reset the ring driver flip-flop at approxi
mately the zero crossing of the ringing signal. 

If multiple ring frequencies must be used on the same line, 
then a compromise capacitor value fo·r CAP2 must be used. 
A 0.1 µF value is recommended for ringing frequencies of 
16 Hz to 40 Hz, and 0.033 µF for 30 Hz to 70 Hz. Alternate
ly, if SUP output is used to perform ring trip detect external
ly, CAP2 input should be grounded. 

_[ l CAP2 

FIGURE 3. Ring Trip Circuit 

RING RELAY DRIVER (Figure 4) 

RT 

to fig. 4 

TL/H/5589-16 

The ring relay driver consists of the ring trip latch, a ring 
relay flip-flop and a relay driver output transistor. Based on 
the state of the ring input, the ring-trip latch is set or cleared 
when EN is active high, and latched on the falling edge of 
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EN. It is also cleared by the ring trip circuit. Based on the 
output of the ring-trip latch, the ring relay flip-flop is set or 
cleared on the positive transition of RSYNC, insuring that 
the ring relay is turned on or off near the zero crossing of 
the ring signal to minimize relay contact wear. After the ring 
relay driver is turned on, the RING and/or EN inputs should 
be kept at logic low in order to prevent relay chattering. 

RT 

TL/H/5589-9 

FIGURE 4. Ring Trip Relay Driver (PNP·type) 

GENERAL PURPOSE RELAY DRIVERS (Figure 5) 
The general purpose relay drivers consist of a relay driver 
latch and relay driver output transistor. Depending on the 
state of the appropriate input RC1 or RC2, the relay driver 
latches are set or cleared when EN is active high, and 
latched on the falling edge of EN. On the TP3200 and 
TP3202 the relay driver pnp transistors operate between 
BGND and a negative supply as high as - 70 volts, with 
relay currents as high as 30 mA. On the TP3204, the relay 
driver npn transistors operate with a positive supply voltage 
up to 20 volts. 

BGND 

RYx 

D-LATCH 

TL/H/5589-10 

FIGURE 5. Relay Drivers RY1 and RY2, (PNP-type) 
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FIGURE 6. Typical Applications Schematic 

Note 1: Resistors Rs. RF are matched to within ± 0.1 % to achieve 60 dB longitudinal balance. 

Note 2: Transformer specifications for 600!1 Line Impedance, 5:1 cancellation ratio, Z0 = Ri = 300!1. 

primary windings Np 210T AWG 36 

secondary windings Ns 2x220T AWG 38 

compensation winding Ne 2100T AWG 42 

Siemens Type RM 8-T35 core (AL = 8400 nH/T2) 

Applications Information 
Figure 6 illustrates the use of the TP3200/02/04 in one of 
many possible configurations. In this application, 200 ohm 
feed resistors (Rs + RF) are used with a fixed - 48 volt 
battery feed. 100 ohm current sense resistors in series with 
additional 100 ohm resistors insure that the T and A sense 
inputs of the device never see more than one half of any 
line transient voltages. The two general purpose relay driv
ers are used to operate a line test relay and a battery rever
sal relay. The a.c. line termination impedance is set by resis
tors Ai and Z0 (which should be equal to properly balance 
the hybrid), and the square of the turns ratio of the trans
former, (2Np/Ns)2. The two amplifiers on the secondary 
side of the transformer are normally part of the PCM filter 
such as the TP3040, or the TP3050, TP3060, or TP3070 
series of COMBQTM Codec/Filters. Zbal represents the line 
circuit balance network. It is recommended that the IC pin 
be connected to the finish of the compensation winding in 
order to reduce the effective loading of the line impedance 
as well as Zbal due to the reflected capacitance from the 
compensation winding at IC. 
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Ring voltage insertion is accomplished by breaking the bat
tery feed path and superimposing the a.c. voltage upon the 
battery voltage. To prevent the feed decoupling capacitor 
from shunting ring current, a break contact is placed in se
ries with CF. To prevent the line transformer primary wind
ings from attenuating the ring voltage or introducing distor
tion, make contacts are connected in shunt with the trans
former primary. 

Each relay driver output must be protected by a diode con
nected close to the relay coil. The IC pin must also be pro
tected against line transients coupled through the trans
former. Standard secondary transient suppression must 
also be connected from Tip to GND and Ring to GND. 

In order to minimize errors in flux cancellation, the ratio of 
resistors Rs and AL must be carefully controlled. Normally, 
all would reside on a common hybrid circuit. The two resis
tors, Rs. must be very accurately matched as must the two 
resistors, RF. although RF need not match Rs. 
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Application Information (Continued) 

The a.c. loop voltage will appear at IC, amplified by the ratio 
Ne/(2Np). A d.c. bias voltage must be provided which is 
sufficiently negative to prevent the compensation transistor 
from saturating without producing excessive power dissipa
tion in the integrated circuit. This bias voltage can be an 
intermediate supply voltage or may be generated by the 
compensation current flowing through a resistance. The re
sistance may be made up of the transformer winding resist
ance and discrete resistances such as the filter resistor 
shown in Figure 6. If the bias voltage is generated by an IR 
drop, a higher supply voltage or lower compensation current 
ratio will be required to allow for large variations in loop 
current, resulting in higher circuit power dissipation. 

Design Example 

Assuming a o TLP on the line of o dBm into soon, a 3 dB 
overload corresponds to a peak signal level of 1.55 volts. 
The peak a.c. voltage at IC is therefore 1.55N, where 
N = Ne/(2Np). At minimum loop current, the d.c. bias at IC 
must be sufficiently positive of the zener voltage to allow 
negative swings without clipping. Allowing for the winding 
resistance and reactance, a safe limit is: 

Re• ILOOP (min)/N > 1.55N - Vz min + IVsArlmax (1) 

where Vz is the zener voltage, Re is the total resistance 
from IC to VsAT· 
At the opposite extreme, the compensation transistor must 
not saturate with maximum loop current and positive peak 
swings. This corresponds to a voltage at IC of not less than 

-VICsat + vc = 1.5 + ILOOP (max) • 2Rs • Av. 
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Thus we require: . 

IVsATI (min) > Re• ILOOP (max)/N + 1.55N - VICsAT 

+ ILoop(max) • 2Rs • Av (2) 

Substituting for Re, 

IVsArl(min) > (1.55N - Vzmin + IVsATlmax) 

• ILoop(max)llLoop(min) + 1.55N + 1.5 + 301Loop(max) 
Thus for a minimum loop current of 20 mA and a maximum 
of 100 mA, with a minimum zener voltage of 58 volts, and 
battery voltage from -42V to -54V, the maximum com
pensation current ratio is S.18: 1. 

If N = 5 is chosen, i.e. Ne = 1 O Np, the allowable range for 
Re can then be calculated. From 1 ), Re > 938n, and from 
2), Re < 1487n. Since the resistance of the compensation 
winding may typically be soon, an additional 820n can 
safely be added in series to form a high frequency filter on 
the battery supply. 

Finally, from Np/Ne = Av• Rs/RL, RL = 150n. 

Further Information 
For additional information on design of suitable transform
ers see National Semiconductor Application Note AN-439. 

For information on the design of matched attenuators suit
able for setting Receive TLP levels, see the data sheet 
"TP3052 Family of COMBQTM Devices". 
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TP3070/TP3071 COMBO II™ 
Programmable PCM CODEC/Filter 

General Description 
The TP3070 series are second-generation combined PCM 
CODEC and Filter devices optimized for digital switching ap
plications on subscriber and trunk line cards. Using ad
vanced switched capacitor techniques, COMBO II combines 
transmit bandpass and receive lowpass channel filters with 
a companding PCM encoder and decoder. The devices are 
A-law and µ-law selectable and employ a conventional seri
al PCM interface capable of being clocked up to 4.096 MHz. 
A number of programmable functions may be controlled via 
a serial control port. 

Channel gains are programmable over a 25.4 dB range in 
each direction, and a programmable filter is included to en
able Hybrid Balancing to be adjusted to suit a wide range of 
loop impedance conditions. Both transformer and active 
SLIC interface circuits with real or complex termination im
pedances can be balanced by this filter, with cancellation in 
excess of 30 dB being readily achievable when measured 
across the passband against standard test termination net
works. 

To enable COMBO II to interface to the SLIC control leads, 
a number of programmable latches are included; each may 
be configured as either an input or an output. The TP3070 
provides 6 latches and the TP3071 5 latches. 

Block Diagram 

Features 
• Complete CODEC and FILTER system including: 

- Transmit and receive PCM channel filters 
- µ-law or A-law companding coder and decoder 
- Receive power amplifier drives 3000 
- 4.096 MHz serial PCM data (max) 

• Programmable Functions: 
- Transmit gain: 25.4 dB range, 0.1 dB steps 
- Receive gain: 25.4 dB range, 0.1 dB steps 
- Hybrid balance cancellation filter 
- Time-slot assignment; up to 64 slots/frame 
- 2 port assignment (TP3070) 
- 6 interface latches (TP3070) 
-A or µ-law 
- Analog loopback 
- Digital loopback 

• Direct interface to solid-state sues 
• Simplifies transformer SLIC; single winding secondary 
• Standard serial control interface 
• 70 mW operating power (typ) 
• 5 mW standby power (typ) 
• Meets or exceeds all CCITT and LSSGR specifications 
• TTL and CMOS compatible digital interfaces 
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Connection Diagrams 

N/C 

IL3 

IL2 

rsR 

OR1 

ORO 

co 

4 3 2 1 28 27 26 
25 Ill 

24 IL'4 

23 IL5 

8 TP3070 22 rsx 

9 21 TSx1 

10 20 'i'Sxo 
11 19 Ox1 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Order Number TP3070V 
See NS Package Number V28A 

TL/H/8635-4 

Pin Descriptions 
Pin Description 

Vee +5V ±5% power supply. 

V99 
GND 

FSx 

BCLK 

MCLK 

-5V ±5% power supply. 

Ground. All analog and digital signals are refer
enced to this pin. 

Transmit Frame Sync input. Normally a pulse or 
squarewave waveform with an 8 kHz repetition 
rate is applied to this input to define the start of the 
transmit time slot assigned to this device (non-de
layed frame mode), or the start of the transmit 
frame (delayed frame mode using the internal 
time-slot assignment counter). 

Receive Frame Sync input. Normally a pulse or 
squarewave waveform with an 8 kHz repetition 
rate is applied to this input to define the start of the 
receive time slot assigned to this device (non-de
layed frame mode), or the start of the receive 
frame (delayed frame mode using the internal 
time-slot assignment counter). 

Bit clock input used to shift PCM data into and out 
of the DR and Dx pins. BCLK may vary from 64 
kHz to 4.096 MHz in 8 kHz increments, and must 
be synchronous with MCLK. 

Master clock input used by the switched capacitor 
filters and the encoder and decoder sequencing 
logic. Must be 512 kHz, 1.536/1.544 MHz, 
2.048 MHz or 4.096 MHz and synchronous with 
BCLK. 

The Transmit analog high-impedance input. Voice 
frequency signals present on this input are encod
ed as an A-law or µ-law PCM bit stream and shift
ed out on the selected Dx pin. 

The Receive analog power amplifier output, capa
ble of driving load impedances as low as 3000 
(depending on the peak overload level required). 
PCM data received on the assigned DR pin is de
coded and appears at this output as voice fre
quency signals. 
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Pin 

GNO 

Yr Ro 

Yee 
IL3 

IL2 5 

rsR 6 

ORO 

Cl/O 

CCLK 

cs 10 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 
TP3071 15 

1'4 

13 

12 

11 

YFxl 

Yee 

ILO 

Ill 

IL4 

rsx 

TSxO 

OxO 

BCLK/MCLK 

MR 

Order Number TP3071N 
See NS Package Number N20A 

Description 

TL/H/8635-2 

D 1 is available on the TP3070 only; DxO is avail
able on all devices. These Transmit Data TRI
STATE® outputs remain in the high impedance 
state except during the assigned transmit time slot 
on the assigned port, during which the transmit 
PCM data byte is shifted out on the rising edges of 
BCLK. 

TSx 1 is available on the TP3070 only; TSxO is 
available on all devices. Normally these open
drain outputs are floating in a high impedance 
state except when a time-slot is active~n one of 
the Dx outputs, when the appropriate TSx output 
pulls low to enable a backplane line-driver. 

DR 1 is available on the TP3070 only; DAO is avail
able on all devices. These receive data input(s) 
are inactive except during the assigned receive 
time slot of the assigned port when the receive 
PCM data is shifted in on the falling edges of 
BCLK. 

CCLK Control Clock input. This clock shifts serial control 
information into or out from Cl/O when the CS 
input is low, depending on the current instruction. 
CCLK may be asynchronous with the other system 
clocks. 

Cl/O 

Cl 

co 

This is the Control Data 1/0 pin which is provided 
on the TP3071. Serial control information is shifted 
into or out from COMBO II on this pin when CS is 
low. The direction of the data is determined by the 
current instruction as defined in Table I. 

This is a separate Control Input, available only on 
the TP3070. It can be connected to CO if required. 

This is a separate Control Output, available only 
on the TP3070. It can be connected to Cl if re-
quired. 

Chip Select input. When this pin is low, control in
formation can be written into or out from 
COMBO 11 via the Cl/O pin (or Cl and CO). 

IL5-ILO IL5 through ILO are available on the TP3070. 

IL4 through ILO are available on the TP3071. 

Each Interface Latch 1/0 pin may be individually 



Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Pin Description 
programmed as an input or an output determined 
by the state of the corresponding bit in the Latch 
Direction Register (LOR). For pins configured as 
inputs, the logic state sensed on each input is 
latched into the Interface Latch Register (ILR) 
whenever control data is written to COMBO II, 
while CS is low, and the information is shifted out 
on the CO (or Cl/O) pin. When configured as out
puts, control data written into the ILR appears at 
the corresponding IL pins. 

MR This logic input must be pulled low for normal op
eration of COMBO II. When pulled momentarily 
high (at least 1 µsec.), all programmable registers 
in the device are reset to the states specified un
der "Power-On Initialization". 

Functional Description 
POWER·ON INITIALIZATION 

When power is first applied, power-on reset circuitry initializ
es the COMBO II and puts it into the power-down state. The 
gain control registers for the transmit and receive gain sec
tions are programmed for minimum gain, the hybrid balance 
circuit is turned off, the power amp is disabled and the de
vice is in the non-delayed timing mode. The Latch Direction 
Register (LDR) is pre-set with all IL pins programmed as 
inputs, placing the SLIC interface pins in a high impedance 
state. The Cl/O pin is set as an input ready for the first 
control byte of the initialization sequence. Other initial states 
in the Control Register are indicated in Section 2.0. 

A reset to these same initial conditions may also be forced 
by driving the MR pin momentarily high. This may be done 
either when powered-up or down. For normal operation this 
pin must be pulled low. 

The desired modes for all programmable functions may be 
initialized via the control port prior to a Power-up command. 

POWER-DOWN STATE 

Following a period of activity in the powered-up state the 
power-down state may be re-entered by writing a Power
Down instruction into the serial control port as indicated in 
Table I. The power down instruction may be included within 
any other instruction code. It is recommended that the chip 
be powered down before executing any instructions. In the 
power-down state, all non-essential circuitry is de-activated 
and the DxO (and Dx 1) outputs are in the high impedance 
TRI-STATE condition. 

The coefficients stored in the Hybrid Balance circuit and the 
Gain Control registers, the data in the LDR and ILR, and all 
control bits remain unchanged in the power-down state un
less changed by writing new data via the serial control port, 
which remains active. The outputs of the Interface Latches 
also remain active, maintaining the ability to monitor and 
control the SLIC. 

TRANSMIT FILTER AND ENCODER 

The Transmit section input, VFxl, is a high impedance sum
ming input which is used as the differencing point for the 
internal hybrid balance cancellation signal. No external 
components are necessary to set the gain. Following this 
circuit is a programmable gain/ attenuation amplifier which is 
controlled by the contents of the Transmit Gain Register 
(see Programmable Functions section). An active pre-filter 
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then precedes the 3rd order high-pass and 5th order low
pass switched capacitor filters. The AID converter has a 
compressing characteristic according to the standard 
CCITT A or µ255 coding laws, which must be selected by a 
control instruction during initialization (see Tables I and II). A 
precision on-chip voltage reference ensures accurate and 
highly stable transmission levels. Any offset voltage arising 
in the gain-set amplifier, the filters or the comparator is can
celed by an internal auto-zero circuit. 

Each encode cycle begins immediately following the as
signed Transmit time-slot. The total signal delay referenced 
to the start of the time-slot is approximately 165 µs (due to 
the Transmit Filter) plus 125 µs (due to encoding delay), 
which totals 290 µs. Data is shifted out on DxO or Dx1 dur
ing the selected time slot on eight rising edges of BCLK. 

DECODER AND RECEIVE FIL TEA 

PCM data is shifted into the Decoder's Receive PCM Regis
ter via the DAO or DA1 pin during the selected time-slot on 
the 8 falling edges of BCLK. The Decoder consists of an 
expanding DAC with either A or µ255 law decoding charac
teristic, which is selected by the same control instruction 
used to select the Encode law during initialization. Following 
the Decoder is a 5th order low-pass switched capacitor filter 
with integral Sin x/x correction for the B kHz sample and 
hold. A programmable gain amplifier, which must be set by 
writing to the Receive Gain Register, is included, and finally 
a Post-Filter/Power Amplifier capable of driving a 300!1 
load to ± 3.5V, a 600.n load to ± 3.8V or a 15 kn load to 
± 4.0V at peak overload. 

A decode cycle begins immediately after each receive time
slot, and 1 O µs later the Decoder DAC output is updated. 
The total signal delay is 10 µs plus 120 µs (filter delay) plus 
62.5 µs (% frame) which gives approximately 190 µs. 

PCM INTERFACE 

The FSx and FSA frame sync inputs determine the begin
ning of the 8-bit transmit and receive time-slots respectively. 
They may have any duration from a single cycle of BCLK 
HIGH to one MCLK period LOW. Two different relationships 
may be established between the frame sync inputs and the 
actual time-slots on the PCM busses by setting bit 3 in the 
Control Register (see Table II). Non-delayed data mode is 
similar to long-frame timing on the TP3050/60 series of de
vices; (COMBO I™) time-slots begin nominally coincident 
with the rising edge of the appropriate FS input. The alterna
tive is to use Delayed Data mode, which is similar to short
frame sync timing on COMBO I, in which each FS input must 
be high at least a half-cycle of BCLK earlier than the time
slot. The Time-Slot Assignment circuit on the device can 
only be used with Delayed Data timing. 

When using Time-Slot Assignment, the beginning of the first 
time-slot in a frame is identified by the appropriate FS input. 
The actual transmit and receive time-slots are then deter
mined by the internal Time-Slot Assignment counters. 

Transmit and Receive frames and time-slots may be 
skewed from each other by any number of BCLK cycles. 
During each assigned Transmit time-slot, the selected 
Dx0/1 output shifts data out from the PCM register on the 
rising edges of BCLK. TSxO (or TSx 1 as appropriate) also 
pulls low for the first 7% bit times of the time-slot to control 
the TRI-STATE Enable of a backplane line-driver. Serial 
PCM data is shifted into the selected DA0/1 input during 
each assigned Receive time-slot on the falling edges of 
BCLK. DxO or Dx1 and DAO or DA1 are selectable on the 
TP3070 only, see Section 6. 
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TABLE I. Programmable Register Instructions 

Function 
Byte 1(Note1) Byte 2 (Note 1) 

I 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Single Byte Power-Up/Down z p x x x x x 0 x None 

Write Control Register p 0 0 0 0 0 1 x See Table II 
Read-Back Control Register p 0 0 0 0 1 1 x See Table II 

Write to Interface Latch Register p 0 0 0 1 0 1 x SeeTableV 
Read Interface Latch Register p 0 0 0 1 1 1 x SeeTableV 

Write Latch Direction Register p 0 0 1 0 0 1 x See Table IV 
Read Latch Direction Register p 0 0 1 0 1 1 x See Table IV 

Write Receive Gain Register p 0 1 0 0 0 1 x See Table VIII 
Read Receive Gain Register p 0 1 0 0 1 1 x See Table VIII 

Write Transmit Gain Register p 0 1 0 1 0 1 x See Table VII 
Read Transmit Gain Register p 0 1 0 1 1 1 x See Table VII 

Write Receive Time-Slot/Port p 1 0 0 1 0 1 x See Table VI 
Read-Back Receive Time-Slot/Port p 1 0 0 1 1 1 x See Table VI 

Write Transmit Time-Slot/Port p 1 0 1 0 0 1 x See Table VI 
Read-Back Transmit Time-Slot/Port p 1 0 1 0 1 1 x See Table VI 

Note 1: Bit 7 of bytes 1 and 2 is always the first bit clocked into or out from the Cl, CO or Cl/O pin. X = don't care. 

Note 2: "P" is the power-up/down control bit, see "Power-up" section. ("O" = Power Up, "1" = Power Down) 

Note 3: 3 additional registers are provided for the Hybrid Balance Filter, see Section 9.0. 

Functional Decription (Continued) 
recommended that all programmable functions be initially 
programmed while the device is powered down. Power state 

SERIAL CONTROL PORT control can then be included with the last programming in-

Control information and data are written into or read-back struction or the separate single-byte instruction. Any of the 

from COMBO II via the serial control port consisting of the programmable registers may also be modified while the de-

control clock CCLK; the serial data input/output, Cl/O, (or vice is powered-up or down by setting the "P" bit as indicat-

separate input, Cl, and output, CO, on the TP3070 only); ed. When the power up or down control is entered as a 

and the Chip Select input, CS. All control instructions re- single byte instruction, Bit one (1) must be reset to a 0. 

quire 2 bytes, as listed in Table I, with the exception of a When a power-up command is given, all de-activated cir-
single byte power-up/down command. cuits are activated, but the TRI-STATE PCM output(s), DxO 

To shift control data into COMBO II, CCLK must be pulsed (and Dx 1 ), will remain in the high impedance state until the 

high 8 times while CS is low. Data on the Cl/O (or Cl) input second FSx pulse after power-up. 

is shifted into the serial input register on the falling edge of 2.0 CONTROL REGISTER INSTRUCTION 
each CCLK pulse. After all data is shifted in, the contents of 

The first byte of a READ or WRITE instruction to the Control 
the input shift register are decoded, and may indicate that a 
2nd byte of control data will follow. This second byte may Register is as shown in Table I. The second byte has the 

either be defined by a second byte-wide CS pulse or may 
following bit functions: 

follow the first contiguously, i.e. it is not mandatory for CS to TABLE II. Control Register Byte 2 Functions 
return high in between the first and second control bytes. At 

Bit Number and Name the end of CCLK8 in the 2nd control byte the data is loaded 
into the appropriate programmable register. CS may remain 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Function 
low continuously when programming successive registers, if 

F1 Fo MA IA DN DL AL PP 
desired. However, CS should be set high when no data 
transfers are in progress. 0 0 MCLK = 512 kHz 

To readback Interface Latch data or status information from 0 1 MCLK = 1.536 or 1.544 MHz 

COMBO 11, the first byte of the appropriate instruction is 1 0 MCLK = 2.048 MHz* 

strobed in during the first CS pulse, as defined in Table I. CS 1 1 MCLK = 4.096 MHz 

must then be taken low for a further 8 CCLK cycles, during 0 x Select µ-255 law* 
which the data is shifted onto the CO or Cl/O pin on the 1 0 A-law, Including Even Bit 
rising edges of CCLK. When CS is high the CO or Cl/O pin Inversion 
is in the high-impedance TRI-STATE, enabling the Cl/O 1 1 A-law, No Even Bit Inversion 
pins of many devices to be multiplexed together. 

0 Delayed Data Timing 

Programmable Functions 1 Non-Delayed Data Timing* 

1.0 POWER-UP/DOWN CONTROL 0 0 Normal Operation• 

Following power-on initialization, power-up and power-down 
1 x Digital Loopback 

control may be accomplished by writing any of the control 
0 1 Analog Loopback 

instructions listed in Table I into COMBO II with the "P" bit 0 Power Amp Enabled in PON 
set to "O" for power-up or "1" for power-down. Normally it is 1 Power Amp Disabled in PON* 

• = State at power-on initialization. 
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Programmable Functions (Continued) 

TABLE Ill. Coding Law Conventions 

µ255 law 

MSB LSB 

V1N = +Full Scale 10000000 

V1N = OV 
11111111 
01111111 

V1N = - Full Scale 00000000 

Note 1: The MSB is always the first PCM bit shifted in or out of COMBO II. 

2.1 Master Clock Frequency Selection 

A Master clock must be provided to COMBO II for operation 
of the filter and coding/decoding functions. The MCLK fre
quency must be either 512 kHz, 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz, 
2.048 MHz, or 4.096 MHz and must be synchronous with 
BCLK. Bits F1 and Fo (see Table II) must be set during 
initialization to select the correct internal divider. 

2.2 Coding Law Selection 

Bits "MA" and "IA" in Table II permit the selection of µ255 
coding or A-law coding, with or without even bit inversion. 

2.3 Analog Loopback 

Analog Loopback mode is entered by setting the "AL" and 
"DL" bits in the Control Register as shown in Table II. In the 
analog loopback mode, the Transmit input VFxl is isolated 
from the input pin and internally connected to the VFRO 
output, forming a loop from the Receive PCM Register back 
to the Transmit PCM Register. The VFRO pin remains ac
tive, and the programmed settings of the Transmit and Re
ceive gains remain unchanged, thus care must be taken to 
ensure that overload levels are not exceeded anywhere in 
the loop. 

2.4 Digital Loopback 

Digital Loopback mode is entered by setting the "AL" and 
"DL" bits in the Control Register as shown in Table II. This 
mode provides another stage of path verification by en
abling data written into the Receive PCM Register to be 
read back from that register in any Transmit time-slot at 
Dx0/1. No PCM decoding or encoding takes place in this 
mode, VFRO maintains a low impedance idle output. 

3.0 INTERFACE LATCH DIRECTIONS 

Immediately following power-on, all Interface Latches as
sume they are inputs, and therefore all IL pins are in a high 
impedance state. Each IL pin may be individually pro
grammed as a logic input or output by writing the appropri
ate instruction to the LOR, see Tables I and IV .. 

Bits Ls-Lo must be set by writing the specified instruction to 
the LOR with the L bits in the second byte set as follows: 

TABLE IV. Byte 2 Functions of Latch Direction Register 

Byte 2 Bit Number 
7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

Ls x x 

Ln Bit IL Direction 

0 Input 
1 Output 

X = don't care 
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True A-law with A-law without 
even bit Inversion even bit Inversion 

MSB LSB MSB LSB 

10101010 11111111 

11010101 10000000 
01010101 00000000 

00101010 01111111 

4.0 INTERFACE LATCH STATES 

Interface Latches configured as outputs assume the state 
determined by the appropriate data bit in the 2-byte instruc
tion written to the Interface Latch Register (ILR) as shown in 
Tables I and V. Latches configured as inputs will sense the 
state applied by an external source, such as the Off-Hook 
detect output of a SLIC. All bits of the ILR, i.e. sensed inputs 
and the programmed state of outputs, can be read back in 
the 2nd byte of a READ from the ILR. 

It is recommended that, during initialization, the state of IL 
pins to be configured as outputs should first be pro
grammed, followed immediately by the Latch Direction Reg
ister. 

TABLE V. Interface Latch Data Bit Order 

Bit Number 
7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

Do 05 x x 

5.0 TIME-SLOT ASSIGNMENT 

COMBO II can operate in either fixed time-slot or time-slot 
assignment mode for selecting the Transmit and Receive 
PCM time-slots. Following power-on, the device is automati
cally in Non-Delayed Timing mode, in which the time-slot 
always begins with the leading (rising) edge of frame sync 
inputs FSx and FSr. Time-Slot Assignment may only be 
used with Delayed Data timing; see Figure 5. FSx and FSr 
may have any phase relationship with each other in BCLK 
period movements. 

Alternatively, the internal time-slot assignment counters and 
comparators can be used to access any time-slot in a 
frame, using the frame sync inputs as marker pulses for the 
beginning of transmit and receive time-slot 0. In this mode, a 
frame may consist of up to 64 time-slots of 8 bits each. A 
time-slot is assigned by a 2-byte instruction as shown in 
Tables I and VI. The last 6 bits of the second byte indicate 
the selected time-slot from 0-63 using straight binary nota
tion. A new assignment becomes active on the second 
frame following the end of the Chip-Select for the second 
control byte. The "EN" bit allows the PCM inputs, DR0/1, or 
outputs, Dx0/1, as appropriate, to be enabled or disabled. 

Time-Slot Assignment mode requires that the FSx and FSA 
pulses must conform to the delayed data timing format 
shown in Figure 6. 
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TABLE VI. Time-Slot and Port Assignment Instruction 

7 
EN 

0 

0 

6 
PS 

(Note 1) 

0 

· Bit Number and Name 

5 
Ts 

(Note 2) 

x 

x 

x 

x 

3 
Ta 

x 

x 

x x 

x x 

0 

To 

x 

x 

Function 

Disable DxO Output (Transmit Instruction) 
Disable DAO Input (Receive Instruction) 

Disable Dx 1 Output (Transmit Instruction) 
Disable DR1 Input (Receive Instruction) 

1 0 Assign One Binary Coded Time-Slot from 0-63 
Assign One Binary Coded Time-Slot from 0-63 

Enable DxO Output (Transmit Instruction) 
Enable DAO Input (Receive Instruction) 

1 Assign One Binary Coded Time-Slot from 0-63 
Assign One Binary Coded Time-Slot from 0-63 

Enable Dx 1 Output (Transmit Instruction) 
Enable DR1 Input (Receive Instruction) 

Note 1: The "PS" bit MUST always be set to 0 for the TP3071. 

Note 2: TS is the MSB of the Time-slot assignment. 

Programmable Functions (Continued) 

6.0 PORT SELECTION 

On the TP3070 only, an additional capability is available; 2 
Transmit serial PCM ports, DxO and Dx 1, and 2 Receive 
serial PCM ports, ORO and DR 1, are provided to enable two
way space switching to be implemented. Port selections for 
transmit and receive are made within the appropriate time
slot assignment instruction using the "PS" bit in the second 
byte. Port Selection may only be used in Delayed Data tim
ing mode. 

On the TP3071, only ports DxO and ORO are available, 
therefore the "PS" bit MUST always be set to 0 for these 
devices. 

Table VI shows the format for the second byte of both trans
mit and receive time-slot and port assignment instructions. 

7.0 TRANSMIT GAIN INSTRUCTION BYTE 2 

The transmit gain can be programmed in 0.1 dB steps by 
writing to the Transmit Gain Register as defined in Tables I 
and VII. This corresponds to a range of 0 dBmO levels at 
VFxl between 1.619 Vrms and 0.087 Vrms (equivalent to 
+ 6.4 dBm to -19.0 dBm in soon). 

To calculate the binary code for byte 2 of this instruction for 
any desired input 0 dBmO level in Vrms, take the nearest 
integer to the decimal number given by: 

200 X log10 (V/0.08595) 

and convert to the binary equivalent. Some examples are 
given in Table VII. 

8.0 RECEIVE GAIN INSTRUCTION BYTE 2 

The receive gain can be programmed in 0.1 dB steps by 
writing to the Receive Gain Register as defined in Tables I 
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TABLE VII. Byte 2 of Transmit Gain Instructions 

Bit Number O dBmO Test Level (Vrms) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 at Vfxl 

o o o o o o o o No Output 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.087 
00000010 

11111110 
11111111 

0.088 

1.600 
1.619 

and VIII. Note the following restrictions on output drive ca
pability: 

a) O dBmO levels ::;; 1.96 Vrms at VFRO may be driven into 
a load of~ 15 kn to GND; 

b) o dBmO levels ::;; 1.90 Vrms at VFRO may be driven into 
a load of ~ soon to GND; 

c) O dBmO levels ::;; 1. 70 Vrms at VFRO may be driven into 
a load of ~ 300n to GND. 

To calculate the binary code for byte 2 of this instruction for 
any desired output O dBmO level in Vrms, take the nearest 
integer to the decimal number given by: 

200 X log10 (V /0.1046) 

and convert to the binary equivalent. Some examples are 
given in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII. Byte 2 of Receive Gain Instruction 

Bit Number 0 dBmO Test Level (Vrms) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 at VFRO 

o 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 No Output (Low Z to GND) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.106 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.107 

11111110 
11111111 

1.95 
1.96 



Programmable Functions ccontinued) 

9.0 HYBRID BALANCE FILTER 

The Hybrid Balance Filter on COMBO II is a programmable 
filter consisting of a second-order Bi-Quad section, Hybal1, 
followed by a first-order section, Hybal2, and a programma
ble attenuator. Either of the filter sections can be bypassed 
if only one is required to achieve good cancellation. A se
lectable 180 degree inverting stage is included to compen
sate for interface circuits which also invert the transmit input 
rel9tive to the receive output signal. The Bi-quad is intended 
mainly to balance low frequency signals across a transform
er sue, and the first order section to balance midrange to 
!1igher audio frequency signals. 

As a Bi-Quad, Hybal1 has a pair of low frequency zeroes 
and a pair of complex conjugate poles. When configuring 
the Bi-Quad, matching the phase of the hybrid at low to mid
band frequencies is most critical. Once the echo path is 
correctly balanced in phase, the magnitude of the cancella
tion signal can be corrected by the programmable attenua
tor. 

The Bi-Quad mode of Hybal1 is most suitable for balancing 
interfaces with transformers having high inductance of 1.5 
Henries or more. An alternative configuration for smaller 
transformers is available by converting Hybal1 to a simple 
first-order section with a single real low frequency pole and 
O Hz zero. In this mode, the pole frequency may be pro
grammed. 

Many line interfaces can be adequately balanced by use of 
the Hybal1 section only, in which case the Hybal2 filter 
should be de-selected to bypass it. 

Hybal2, the higher frequency first-order section, is provided 
for balancing an electronic sue, and is also helpful with a 
transformer sue in providing additional phase correction 
for mid and high-band frequencies, typically 1 kHz to 3.4 
kHz. Such a correction is particularly useful if the test bal
ance impedance includes a capacitor of 100 nF or less, 
such as the loaded and non-loaded loop test networks in 
the United States. Independent placement of the pole and 
zero location is provided. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of the local echo path 
for a typical application with a transformer interface. The 
magnitude and phase of the local echo signal, measured at 
VFxl, are a function of the termination impedance Zr. the 
line transformer and the impedance of the 2W loop, ZL. If 

the impedance reflected back into the transformer primary 
is expressed as ZL' then the echo path transfer function 
from VFRO to VFxl is: 

H(w) = ZL' /(Zr+ ZL') (1) 

9.1 PROGRAMMING THE FILTER 

On initial power-up the Hybrid Balance filter is disabled. Be
fore the hybrid balance filter can be programmed it is neces
sary to design the transformer and termination impedance 
in order to meet system 2W input return loss specifications, 
which are normally measured against a fixed test imped
ance (600 or 9000 in most countries). Only then can the 
echo path be modeled and the hybrid balance filter pro
grammed. Hybrid balancing is also measured against a fixed 
test impedance, specified by each national Telecom admin
istration to provide adequate control of talker and listener 
echo over the majority of their network connections. This 
test impedance is ZL in Figure 2. The echo signal and the 
degree of transhybrid loss obtained by the programmable 
filter must be measured from the PCM digital input, DAO, to 
the PCM digital output, DxO, either by digital test signal anal
ysis or by conversion back to analog by a PCM CODEC/Fil
ter. 

Three registers must be programmed in COMBO II to fully 
configure the Hybrid Balance Filter as follows: 

Register 1: select/de-select Hybrid Balance Filter; 

invert/non-invert cancellation signal; 

select/de-select Hybal2 filter section; 

attenuator setting. 

Register 2: select/de-select Hybal1 filter; 

set Hybal1 to Bi-quad or 1st order; 

pole and zero frequency selection. 

Register 3: program pole frequency in Hybal2 filter; 

program zero frequency in Hybal2 filter. 

Standard filter design techniques may be used to model the 
echo path (see Equation 1) and design a matching hybrid 
balance filter configuration. Alternatively, the frequency re
sponse of the echo path can be measured and the hybrid 
balance filter designed to replicate it. 

A Hybrid Balance filter design guide and software optimiza
tion program are available under license from National 
Semiconductor Corporation; order TP3077SW. 

W~•----·-·--·-··---------·------·-· 

TIP 

FROM RCV 
------------GAIN BLOCK 

FIGURE 2. Simplified Diagram of Hybrid Balance Circuit 
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Applications Information 
Figure 3 shows a typical application of the TP3071 together 
with a transformer-based SUC using the TP3204 Magnetic 
Compensation device. Four of the IL latches are configured 
as outputs to control the relay drivers on the sue, while IL4 
is an input for the Supervision signal. Figure 4 shows a simi
lar arrangement with a monolithic sue. 
POWER SUPPLIES 

While the pins of the TP3070 COMBO II devices are well 
protected against electrical misuse, it is recommended that 
the standard CMOS practice of applying GND to the device 
before any other connections are made should always be 
followed. In applications where the printed circuit card may 

TIP a---------. 

TP3204 
SLIC-MC 

+SY OV -SY 

be plugged into a hot socket with power and clocks already 
present, an extra long ground pin on the connector should 
be used . 

To minimize noise sources all ground connections to each 
device should meet at a common point as close as possible 
to the GND pin in order to prevent the interaction of ground 
return currents flowing through a common bus impedance. 
Power supply decoupling capacitors of 0.1 µF should be 
connected from this common point to Vee and Vee as close 
to the device pins as possible. 

Further guidelines on PCB layout techniques are provided in 
Application Note AN-370. 

+-+------+sv 
.-+--,....---ov 
+-~--4....__., __ -sv 

~ .,_ CLK 
.,_ FSx 0.1µ 

TP3071 

SUP 
RING 

RC1 
RC2 

EN 

OxO 
.,_ FSR 
.,_ORO 

.-cs 

.,_ CCLK 
++ Cl/O 

TL/H/8635-6 

FIGURE 3. Typical Appllcatlon with Transformer SLIC 

.------------------+SY ...--------t....__. ____ ov 
.------~---------5v 

I VF~ CLK 
TIP FSx 

0.1µ OxO 

sue FSR 

ORO 

VFRO Cs 
RING CCLK 

Cl/O 

TL/H/8635-7 

FIGURE 4. Typical App!!catlon with Monolithic SLIC 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150°c 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ V99 toGND -7V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Current at VFrO ±100 mA 
VeetoGND 7V 

Current at any Digital Output ±50mA 
Voltage at VFxl Vee+ 1vtoV99 - 1V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 3oo·c 
Voltage at any Digital Input Vee+ 1VtoGND - 1V 

ESD rating is to be determined (TBD). 

Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5V ±5%, V99 = -5V ±5%; TA= 
o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5V, 
V99 = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACES 

V1L Input Low Voltage All Digital Inputs (DC Meas.)* 0.7 v 

V1H Input High Voltage All Digital Inputs (DC Meas.)* 2.0 v 

Vol Output Low Voltage DxO, Dx 1 and CO, IL = 3.2 mA, 
0.4 v 

All Other Digital Outputs, IL= 1 mA 

VoH Output High Voltage DxO, Dx 1 and CO, IL = -3.2 mA, 
2.4 v 

All Other Digital Outputs (except TSx). IL = -1 mA 
All Digital Outputs, IL = -100 µA Vee - 0.5 v 

l1L Input Low Current Any Digital Input, GND < V1N < V1L -10 10 µA 

l1H Input High Current Any Digital Input, V1H < V1N < Vee -10 10 µA 

loz Output Current in DxO, Dx 1, CO and Cl/O (as an Output) 
High Impedance IL5-ILO When Selected as Inputs -10 10 µA 
State (TRI-STATE) GND < Vour < Vee 

ANALOG INTERFACES 

lvFXI Input Current, VFxl - 3.3V < VF xi < 3.3V -10.0 10.0 µA 

RvFXI Input Resistance -3.3V < VFxl < 3.3V 390 kn 
VOSx Input Offset Voltage 

20 mV 
at VFxl 

RLvFRo Load Resistance -3.5V < VFRO < 3.5V 300 n 

CLvFRO Load Capacitance RLvFRO ~ 3000. 
200 pF 

CLvFRO from VFRO to GND 

ROvFRO Output Resistance Steady Zero PCM Code Applied to 
1.0 3.0 n 

DRO or DR1 

VOSR Output Offset Voltage Alternating ± Zero PCM Code Applied to 
-200 200 mV 

atVFRO DRO or DR1, Maximum Receive Gain 

POWER DISSIPATION 

leeO Power Down Current CCLK, Cl/O, Cl, CO, = 0.4V, CS = 2.4V 
Interface Latches Set as Outputs with No Load, 1.5 mA 
All Other Inputs Active, Power Amp Disabled 

1990 Power Down Current As Above -0.3 mA 

lee1 Power Up Current CCLK, Cl/O, Cl, CO = 0.4V, CS = 2.4V 
No Load on Power Amp 7.0 10.0 mA 
Interface Latches Set as Outputs with No Load 

1991 Power Up Current As Above -7.0 -10.0 mA 

Note •: See definitions and timing conventions section. 
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Timing Specifications 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5V ±5%; Vss = -5V ±5%; TA = 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals specified at Vee= +5V, 
Vss = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and Vol = 0.7V. 

See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

MASTER CLOCK TIMING 

fMCLK Frequency of MCLK Selection of Frequency is Programmable 512 kHz 
(See Table Ill) 1536 kHz 

1544 kHz 
2048 kHz 

4096 kHz 

twMH Period of MCLK High Measured from V1H to V1H (See Note) 80 ns 

twML Period of MCLK Low Measured from V1L to V1L (See Note) 80 ns 

tRM Rise Time of MCLK Measured from V1L to V1H 30 ns 

tFM Fall Time of MCLK Measured from V1H to V1L 30 ns 

tHBM HOLD Time, BCLK LOW TP30700nly 
50 ns 

to MCLK HIGH 

PCM INTERFACE TIMING 

fscLK Frequency of BCLK May Vary from 64 kHz to 4096 kHz 
64 4096 kHz 

in 8 kHz Increments 

twsH Period of BCLK High Measured from V1H to V1H 80 ns 

twsL Period of BCLK Low Measured from V1L to V1L 80 ns 

tRs Rise Time of BCLK Measured from V1L to V1H 30 ns 

tFB Fall Time of BCLK Measured from V1H to V1L 30 ns 

tHBF Hold Time, BCLK Low 
0 ns 

to FSxtR High or Low 

tsFB Setup Time, FSxtR 30 ns 
High to BCLK Low 

toso Delay Time, BCLK High Load = 100 pF Plus 2 LSTTL Loads 
80 ns 

to Data Valid 

tosz Delay Time, BCLK Low or Applies to the Later Edge 
15 80 ns 

FSx Low to Dx0/1 Disabled In Non-Delayed Data Mode Only 

tosr Delay Time, BCLK High to Load = 100 pF Plus 2 LSTTL Loads 60 ns 
TSx Low if FSx High, or 
FSx High to TSx Low if 
BCLK High 

tzsr TRI-STATE Time, BCLK 15 60 ns 
Low to TSx High if FSx 
Low, or BCLK High to TSx 
High if FSx High 

to FD Delay Time, FSxtR Load = 100 pF Plus 2 LSTTL Loads, 
High to Data Valid Applies if FSxtR Rises Later than 

80 ns 
BCLK Rising Edge in Non-Delayed Data 
Mode Only 

tsos Setup Time, DR0/1 
30 ns 

Valid to BCLK Low 

tHBD Hold Time, BCLK 
10 ns 

Low to DR0/1 Invalid 

Note: Applies only to MCLK Frequencies;,, 1.536 MHz. At 512 kHz a 50:50 ±2% Duty Cycle must be used. 
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Timing Specifications (Continued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%; TA= 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5V, 
Vss = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and VoL = 0.7V. 

See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

SERIAL CONTROL PORT TIMING 

fceLK Frequency of CCLK 2048 kHz 

twcH Period of CCLK High Measured from V1H to V1H 160 ns 

twcL Period of CCLK Low Measured from V1L to V1L 160 ns 

tRc Rise Time of CCLK Measured from V1L to V1H 50 ns 

tFc Fall Time of CCLK Measured from V1H to V1L 50 ns 

tHcs Hold Time, CCLK Low CCLK1 
10 

toes Low 
ns 

tHsc Hold Time, CCLK CCLKB 
100 

Low to CS High 
ns 

tssc Setup Time, CS 
50 ns 

Transition to CCLK Low 

tsoc Setup Time, Cl (01/0) 
50 ns 

Data In to CCLK Low 

tHCD Hold Time, CCLK 
50 ns 

Low to Cl/O Invalid 

to co Delay Time, CCLK High Load = 100 pF plus 2 LSTIL Loads 
50 ns 

to Cl/O Data Out Valid 

toso Delay Time, CS Low Applies Only if Separate 
50 ns 

to CO (Cl/0) Valid CS used for Byte 2 

to oz Delay Time, CS High Applies when CS High 
toCO(Cl/O) Occurs before 9th CCLK High 15 80 ns 
High Impedance 

INTERFACE LATCH TIMING 

ts LC Setup Time, IL to Interface Latch Inputs Only 
100 ns 

CCLK 8 of Byte 1 

tHeL Hold Time, IL Valid from 
50 ns 

8th CCLK Low (Byte 1) 

tocL Delay Time CCLK 8 of Interface Latch Outputs Only 
200 ns 

Byte 2 to IL CL= 50 pF 

MASTER RESET PIN 

twMR 

I 
Duration of 

I I 1 I I I Master Reset High 
µs 
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Transmission Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = +5V ±5%, Vss = -5V ±5%; TA = 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. f = 1015.625 Hz, VFxl = O dBmO, DAO or DR 1 = o dBmO 
PCM code. Transmit and receive gains programmed for maximum 0 dBmO test levels, hybrid balance filter disabled. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced 
to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5V, Vss = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

Absolute Levels The Maximum O dBmO Levels are: 

VF xi 1.619 Vrms 
VFRO (15 kn Load) 1.963 Vrms 

The Minimum O dBmO Levels are: 

VF xi 87.0 mVrms 
VFRO (Any Load > 3000) 106.0 mVrms 

Tmax Maximum Overload The Nominal Overload Levels are: 
VF xi-A-law 2.32 Vrms 

µ-law 2.33 Vrms 
VFRO-A-law (600n Load) 2.73 Vrms 

µ-law (600n Load) 2.74 Vrms 
The Maximum Overload Levels are: 

VF xi-A-law 2.32 Vrms 
µ-law 2.33 Vrms 

VFRO-A-iaw (15 kn Load) 2.82 Vrms 
µ-law (15 kn Load) 2.83 Vrms 

The Minimum Overload Levels are: 
VF xi-A-law 124.9 mVrms 

µ-law 125.3 mVrms 
VFRO-A-law (Any Load > 300n) 152.2 mVrms 

µ-law (Any Load >300n) 152.7 mVrms 

GxA Transmit Gain Transmit Gain Programmed for Maximum 
Absolute Accuracy 0 dBmO Test Level. 

Measure Deviation of Digital Code from -0.15 0.15 dB 
Ideal 0 dBmO PCM Code at Dx0/1. 
TA= 25°C, Vee= 5V, V99 = -5V. 

GxAG Transmit Gain Measure Transmit Gain Over the Range 
Variation with from Maximum to Minimum. 
Programmed Gain Calculate the Deviation from the 

-0.1 0.1 dB 
Programmed Gain Relative to GXA, 

i.e., GxAG = Gactual - Gprog - GxA· 
TA = 25°C, Vee = 5V, Vss = 5V 

GxAF Transmit Gain Relative to 1015.625 Hz, (Note 4) 
Variation with Minimum Gain < Gx < Maximum Gain 
Frequency DAO (or DR1) = 0 dBmO Code, 

f = 60 Hz -26 dB 
f = 200 Hz -1.8 -0.1 dB 
f = 300 Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3400 Hz -0.7 0.0 dB 
f = 4000 Hz -14 dB 
f ~ 4600 Hz. Measure Response -32 dB 
at Alias Frequency from 0 kHz to 4 kHz. 
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Transmission Characteristics ccontinued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%; TA= 
o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. f = 1015.625 Hz, VFxl = o dBmO, DRO or DR 1 = o dBmO 
PCM code. Transmit and receive gains programmed for maximum 0 dBmO test levels, hybrid balance filter disabled. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced 
to GND. Typicals specified at Vee= +5V, Vss = -5V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE (Continued) 

GxAF Gx = 0 dB, VFxl = 1.619 Vrms 
(Continued) DAO or DR1 = 0 dBmO Code (Note 4) 

f = 62.5 Hz -24.9 dB 
f = 203.125 Hz -1.7 -0.1 dB 
f = 296.875 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 515.625 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 2796.875 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3015.625 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3406.250 Hz -0.7 o.o dB 
f = 3984.375 Hz -13.5 dB 
f = 4593.750 Hz, Measure 3406.25 Hz -32 dB 
f = 5015.625 Hz, Measure 2984.375 Hz -32 dB 
f = 10015.625 Hz, Measure 2015.625 Hz -32 dB 

GxAT Transmit Gain Measured Relative to GxA. Vee = 5V, 
Variation with Vss = -5V, -0.1 0.1 dB 
Temperature Minimum gain < Gx < Maximum Gain 

GxAV Transmit Gain Measured Relative to GxA 
Variation with Supply Vee= +5V ±5%, V99 = -5V ±5% -0.05 0.05 dB 

TA = 25°C, Gx = Maximum Gain 

GxAL Transmit Gain Sinusoidal Test Method. 
Variation with Signal Reference Level = 0 dBmO. 
Level VFxl = -40 dBmO to +3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 

VFxl = -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
VFxl = -55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

GRA Receive Gain Receive Gain Programmed for Maximum 
Absolute Accuracy 0 dBmO Test Level. Apply 0 dBmO 

-0.15 0.15 dB 
PCM Code to DAO or DR 1. Measure VFrO. 
TA= 25°C, Vee= 5V, Vss = -5V. 

GRAG Receive Gain Measure Receive Gain Over the Range 
Variation with from Maximum to Minimum Setting. 
Programmed Gain Calculate the Deviation from the 

-0.1 0.1 dB 
Programmed Gain Relative to GRA• 

i.e. GRAG = Gactual - Gprog - GRA· 
TA= 25°C, Vee= 5V, Vss = -5V 

GRAT Receive Gain Measured Relative to GRA· 
Variation with Temperature Vee = 5V, Vss = -5V. -0.1 0.1 dB 

Minimum Gain < GR < Maximum Gain 

GRAV Receive Gain Measured Relative to GRA· dB 
Variation with Supply Vee= +5V ±5%, V99 = -5V ±5% -0.05 0.05 

TA = 25°C, GR = Maximum Gain dB 

GRAF Receive Gain Relative to 1015.625 Hz, (Note 4) 
Variation with Frequency DAO or DR1 = 0 dBmO code. 

Minimum Gain < GR < Maximum Gain 
f = 200 Hz -0.25 0.15 dB 
f = 300 Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3400 Hz -0.7 0.0 dB 
f = 4000 Hz -14 dB 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%; TA= 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. f = 1015.625 Hz, VF xi = o dBmO, DAO or DR 1 = O dBmO 
PCM code. Transmit and receive gains programmed for maximum O dBmO test levels, hybrid balance filter disabled. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced 
to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = +5V, V88 = -5V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE (Continued) 

GRAF GR = 4 dB, DrO = 0 dBmO Code, 
(Continued) Gx = 0 dBmO, VFxl = 0 dBm. (Note 4) 

f = 203.125 Hz -0.25 0.15 dB 
f = 296.875 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 515.625 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 2796.875 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3015.625 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3406.250 Hz -0.7 o.o dB 
f = 3984.375 Hz -13.5 dB 

GAAL Receive Gain Sinusoidal Test Method. 
Variation with Signal Reference Level = 0 dBmO. 
Level DrO = -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 

DrO = -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
DrO = - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION WITH FREQUENCY 

DxA Tx Delay, Absolute f = 1600 Hz 315 µs 

DxR Tx Delay, Relative f = 500-600 Hz 220 µs 
f = 600-800 Hz 145 µs 
f = 800-1000 Hz 75 µs 
f = 1000-1600 Hz 40 µs 
f = 1600-2600 Hz 75 µs 
f = 2600-2800 Hz 105 µs 
f = 2800-3000 Hz 155 µs 

ORA Rx Delay, Absolute f = 1600 Hz 200 µs 

DAR Rx Delay, Relative f = 500-1000 Hz -40 µs 
f = 1000-1600 Hz -30 µs 
f = 1600-2600 Hz 90 µs 
f = 2600-2800 Hz 125 µs 
f = 2800-3000 Hz 175 µs 

NOISE 

Nxc Transmit Noise, C Message (Note 1) 
12 15 dBrnCO 

Weighted, µ-law Selected All '1 's in Gain Register 

Nxp Transmit Noise, P Message (Note 1) 
-74 -67 dBmOp 

Weighted, A-law Selected All '1 's in Gain Register 

NRc Receive Noise, C Message PCM Code is Alternating Positive 
8 11 dBrnCO 

Weighted, µ-law Selected 

NAP Receive Noise, P Message PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
-82 -79 dBmOp 

Weighted, A-law Selected 

NRs Noise, Single Frequency f = 0 kHz to 100 kHz, Loop Around 
-53 dBmO 

Measurement, VFxl = 0 Vrms 

PPSRx Positive Power Supply Rejection, Vee= 5.0 Voe+ 100 mVrms 
30 dBC 

Transmit f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Rejection, Vss = -5.0 Voe+ 100 mVrms 
30 dBC 

Transmit f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed f<?r Vee= +5V ±5%, Vss = -5V ±5%; TA= 
o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. f = 1015.625 Hz, VF xi = o dBmO, ORO or DR 1 = o dBmO 
PCM code. Transmit and receive gains programmed for maximum 0 dBmO test levels, hybrid balance filter disabled. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced 
to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = +5V, v88 = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

NOISE (Continued) 

PPSRR Positive Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vee = 5.0 Voe + 100 mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f = O Hz-4000 Hz 30 dBC 
f = 4 kHz-25 khz 40 dB 
f = 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dB 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vss = - 5.0 Voe + 1 oo mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f = 0 Hz-4000 Hz 30 dBC 
f = 4 kHz-25kHz 40 dB 
f = 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dB 

sos Spurious Out-of-Band Signals OdBmO, 
at the Channel Output 300 Hz to 3400 Hz Input PCM Code Applied 

at ORO (or DR1) 
4600 Hz-7600 Hz -30 dB 
7600 Hz-8400 Hz -40 dB 
8400 Hz-50,000 Hz -30 dB 

DISTORTION 

STDx Signal to Total Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method 
STOA Transmit or Receive Level = 3.0 dBmO 33 dBC 

Half-Channel, µ.-law Selected = 0 dBmO to - 30 dBmO 36 dBC 
= -40dBmO XMT 29 dBC 

RCV 30 dBC 
= -45dBmO 25 dBC 

SFDx Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Transmit 

SFDR Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Receive 

IMO Intermodulation Distortion Transmit or Receive 
Two Frequencies in the Range -41 dB 
300 Hz-3400 Hz 

CROSSTALK 

CTx-R Transmit to Receive Crosstalk, f = 300 Hz-3400 Hz 
-90 -75 dB 

O dBmO Transmit Level DR = Steady PCM Code 

CTR-X Receive to Transmit Crosstalk, f = 300 Hz-3400 Hz 
-90 

-70 
dB 

O dBmO Receive Level (Note2) 

Note 1: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result at -50 dBmO. 

Note 2: PPSRx, NPSRx. and CT A-X are measured with a - 50 dBmO activation signal applied to VFxl. 

Note 3: A signal is Valid if it is above V1H or below V1L and Invalid if it is between V1L and V1H· For the purposes of this specification the following conditions apply: 

a) All input signals are defined as: V1L = 0.4V, V1H = 2.7V, IA < 10 ns, IF < 10 ns. 

b) IA is measured from V1L to V1H· tF is measured from V1H to V1L· 

c) Delay Times are measured from the input signal Valid to the output signal Valid. 

d) Setup Times are measured from the data input Valid to the clock input Invalid. 

e) Hold Times are measured from the clock signal Valid to the data input Invalid. 

f) Pulse widths are measured from V1L to V1L or from V1H to V1H· 

Note 4: A multi-tone test technique is used. 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

micro CMOS 
TP3051/TP3056 Parallel Interface 
CODEC/Filter COMBO™ 
General Description 
The TP3051, TP3056 family consists of a µ-law and A-law 
monolithic PCM CODEC/filter set utilizing the AID and DI A 
conversion architecture shown in Figure 1 and a parallel 1/0 
data bus interface. The devices are fabricated on National's 
advanced microCMOS process. 

The transmit section consists of an input gain adjust amplifi
er, an active RC pre-filter, and a switched-capacitor band
pass filter that rejects signals below 200 Hz and above 
3400 Hz. A compressing coder samples the filtered signal 
and encodes it in the µ-255 law or A-law PCM format. Auto
zero circuitry is included on-chip. The receive section con
sists of an expanding decoder which reconstructs the ana
log signal from the compressed µ-law or A-law code, and a 
low pass filter which corrects for the sin x/x response of the 
decoder output and rejects signals above 3400 Hz. The re
ceive output is a single-ended power amplifier capable of 
driving low impedance loads. The TP3051 µ-law and 
TP3056 A-law devices are pin compatible parallel interface 
COMBOs for bus-oriented systems. They are ideally suited 
for use with the TP3100 family of digital line interface con
trollers (DLIC) in switching system applications. The 

Block Diagram 

DLIC communicates with the main switch controller via inte
grated data, signaling and control channels, and provides 
local time-slot and space switching capability for up to 32 
TP3051 or TP3056 COMBOs. 

Features 
• Complete CODEC and filtering system including: 

- Transmit high pass and low pass filtering 
- Receive low pass filter with sin xix correction 
- Receive power amplifier 
- Active RC noise filters 
- µ-255 law COder and DECoder-TP3051 
- A-law COder and DECoder-TP3056 
- Internal precision voltage reference 
- Internal auto-zero circuitry 

• Meets or exceeds all LSSGR and CCITT specifications 
• ± 5V operation 
• Low operating power-typically 60 mW 
• Power-down standby mode-typically 3 mW 
• High speed TRI-ST ATE® data bus 
• 2 loopback test modes 

GS!....-------------------t-----Vcco---, 

ANALOG 
OUT 

SWITCHEO 
CAPACITOR 

LOW PASS FILTER 

FRAME 
TIMING 

CONTROLLER 

AUTO-ZERO 
LOGIC 

SIH 
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LOGIC 

S/H 
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L---f-~~--------_ 
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FIGURE 1 
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Connection Diagrams 

Plastic Chip Carrier 

0 < .:!: .!. 
"" c m >< >< .... z m .._ .._ 

> Cl > > > 

3 2 1 20 19 
VCCA 4 18 GSx 

Cs TP3051 17 VCCO 

087 OR 16 PCM/CNTL 
TP3056 

086 15 CLK 

085 8 9 10 11 12 1314 080 

Top View 

Order Number TP3051V or TP3056V 
See NS Package Number V20P 

TL/H/6634-2 

Pin Description 
Symbol Function 

Vss 
GNDA 

VccA 

DB7 

DB6 

DB5 

DB4 

GNDD 

DB3 

DB2 

DB1 

DBO 

CLK 

Negative power supply pin. Vss = - 5V ± 5%. 

Analog ground. All analog signals are refer
enced to this pin. 

Analog output of the receive power amplifier. 
This output can drive a soon load to ±2.5V. 

Positive power supply voltage pin for the ana
log circuitry. VccA = 5V ±5%. Must be con
nected to V CCD· 

Device chip select input which controls READ, 
WRITE and TRI-STATE operations on the data 
bus. CS does not control the state of any ana
log functions. 

Bit 7 110 on the data bus. The PCM LSB. 

Bit 6 1/0 on the data bus. 

Bit 5 1/0 on the data bus. 

Bit 4 1/0 on the data bus. 

Digital ground. All digital signals are referenced 
to this pin. 

Bit 3 1/0 on the data bus. 

Bit 2 1/0 on the data bus. 

Bit 1 1/0 on the data bus. 

Bit O 1/0 on the data bus. This is the PCM sign 
bit. 

The clock input for the switched-capacitor fil
ters and CODEC. Clock frequency must be 
768 kHz, 772 kHz, 1.024 MHz or 1.28 MHz and 
must be synchronous with the system clock in
put. 
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Dual-In-Line Package 

Vee 20 Vfxl+ 

GNDA 19 VFxl-

VFRD 18 GSx 

VccA 17 Vcco 

TP3051 16 PCM/CNTL 
DR 

DB7 TP3056 15 CLK 

DB& 14 DBO 

DB5 13 DB1 

DB4 12 DB2 

GNDD 10 11 DB3 

TL/H/6634-3 

Top View 

Order Number TP3051J or TP3056J 
See NS Package Number JH20 

Symbol Function 

PCM/CNTL This control input determines whether the in
formation on the data bus is PCM data or con
trol data. 

Vcco 

GSx 

VFxl

VFxl+ 

Positive power supply pin for the bus drivers. 
Vcco = 5V ±5%. Must be connected to 
VcCA· 
Analog output of the transmit input amplifier. 
Used to externally set gain. 

Inverting input of the transmit input amplifier. 

Non-inverting input of the transmit input amplifi
er. 

Functional Description 
CLOCK AND DATA BUS CONTROL 

The CLK input signal provides timing for the encode and 
decode logic and the switched-capacitor filters. It must be 
one of the frequencies listed in Table I and must be correct
ly selected by control bits CO and C1 . 

CLK also functions as a READ/WRITE control signal, with 
the device reading the data bus on a positive half-clock cy
cle and writing the bus on a negative half-clock cycle, as 
shown in Figures 4a and 4b. 

POWER-UP 

When power is first applied, power-on reset circuitry initializ
es the COMBO and sets it in the power-down mode. All 
non-essential circuits are deactivated and the data bus out
puts, DBO-DB7, and receive power amplifier output, VFRO. 
are in high impedance states. 

The TP3051, TP3056 is powered-up via a command to the 
control register (see Control Register Functions). This sets 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

the device in the standby mode with all circuitry activated, 
but encoding and decoding do not begin until PCM READ 
and PCM WRITE chip selects occur. 

TABLE I. Control Bit Functions 

Control Bits Function 

CO,C1 Select Clock Frequency 

co C1 Frequency 
0 x 1.024 MHz 
1 0 0.768 MHz or 0.772 MHz 
1 1 1.28 MHz 

C2,C3 Digital and Analog Loopback 

C2 C3 Mode 
1 x digital loopback 
0 1 analog loopback 
0 0 normal 

C4 Power-Down/Power-Up (Note 1) 
1 = power-down 
0 =power-up 

C5 TP3051-Don't care (Note 1) 
TP3056 

1 = A-law without even bit inversion 
0 = A-law with even bit inversion 

C6-C7 Don't Care (Note 1) 

Note 1: These bits are always set to logical "1" when reading back the 
control register. 

DATA BUS NOMENCLATURE 

The normal order for serial PCM transmission is sign bit first, 
whereas the normal order for serial data is LSB first. For 
compatibility with the TP3110/TP3120 DLIC, the parallel 
data bus is defined as follows: 

Data Type DBO DB7 

PCM Sign Bit LSB 

Control Data co C7 

READING THE BUS 

If CLK is low when CS goes low, bus data is gated in during 
the next positive half-clock cycle of CLK and latched on the 
negative-going transition. If PCM/CNTL is low during the 
falling CS transition, then the bus data is defined as PCM 
voice data, which is latched into the receive register. This 
.also functions as an internal receive frame synchronization 
pulse to start a decode cycle and must occur once per re
ceive frame, i.e., at an 8 kHz rate. 

If PCM/CNTL is high during the falling CS transition, the bus 
data is latched into the control register. This does not affect 
frame synchronization. 

WRITING THE BUS 

If CLK is high when CS goes low, at the next falling tran
sition of CLK, the bus drivers are enabled and either the 
PCM transmit data or the contents of the control register are 
gated onto the bus, depending on the level of PCM/CNTL 
at the CS transition. If PCM/CNTL is low during the CS fall
ing transition, the transmit register data is written to the bus. 
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An internal transmit frame synchronization pulse is also 
generated to start an encode cycle, and this must occur 
once per transmit frame; i.e., at an 8 kHz rate. 

If PCM/CNTL is high during the CS falling transition, the 
control register data is written to the bus. This does not 
affect frame synchronization. 

The receive register contents may also be written back to 
the bus, as described in the Digital Loopback section. 

Except during a WRITE cycle, the bus drivers are in TRI
STATE mode. 

CONTROL REGISTER FUNCTIONS 

Writing to the control register allows the user to set the 
various operating states of the TP3051 and TP3056. The 
control register can also be read back via the data bus to 
verify the current operating mode of the device. 

1. CLK Select 

Since one of three distinct clock frequencies may be 
used, the actual frequency must be known by the device 
for proper operation of the switched-capacitor filters. This 
is achieved by writing control register bits CO and C1, 
normally in the same WRITE cycle that powers-up the 
device, and before any PCM data transfers take place. 

2. Digital Loopback 

In order to establish that a valid path has been selected 
through a network, it is sometimes desirable to be able to 
send data through the network to its destination, then 
loop it back through the network return path to the origi
nating source where the data can be verified. This loop
back function can be performed in the TP3051 or TP3056 
by setting control register bit C2 to 1. With C2 set, the 
PCM data in the receive register will be written back onto 
the data bus during the next PCM WRITE cycle. In the 
digital loopback mode, the receive section is set to an idle 
channel condition in order to maintain a low impedance 
termination at VFRO. 

3. Analog Loopback 

In the analog loopback mode, the transmit filter input is 
switched from the gain adjust amplifier to the receive 
power amplifier output, forming a unity-gain loop from the 
receive register back to the transmit register. This mode 
is entered by setting control register bits C2 to 0 and C3 
to 1. The receive power amplifier continues to drive the 
load in this mode. 

4. Power-Down/Power-Up 

The TP3051 or TP3056 may be put in the power-down 
mode by setting control register bit C4 to 1. Conversely, 
setting bit C4 to 0 powers-up the device. 

TRANSMIT FIL TEA AND ENCODE SECTION 

The transmit section input is an operational amplifier with 
provision for gain adjustment using two external resistors, 
see Figure 2. The low noise and wide bandwidth allow gains 
in excess of 20 dB across the audio passband to be real
ized. The op amp drives a unity-gain filter consisting of a 
2nd order RC active pre-filter, followed by an 8th order 
switched-capacitor bandpass filter clocked at 256 kHz. The 
output of this filter directly drives the encoder sample-and
hold circuit. The AID is of companding type according to 
µ-255 law (TP3051) or A-law (TP3056) coding schemes. A 
precision voltage reference is trimmed in manufacturing 



Functional Description (Continued) 

to provide an input overload (tMAX) of nominally 2.5V peak 
(see table of Transmission Characteristics). Any offset volt
age due to the filters or comparator is cancelled by sign bit 
integration in the auto-zero circuit. 

The total encoding delay referenced to a PCM WRITE chip 
select will be approximately 165 µs (due to the transmit 
filter) plus 125 µs (due to encoding delay), which totals 290 
µs. 

DECODER AND RECEIVE FILTER SECTION 

The receive section consists of an expanding DAC which 
drives a 5th order switched-capacitor low pass filter clocked 

GNDA 

TL/H/8834-4 

. . . . (R1+R2) Non-1nvertmgtransm1tgam = 201og10 ~ 

Set gain to provide peak overload level = IMAX at GSx (see Transmission 
Characteristics) 

FIGURE 2. Transmit Gain Adjustment 
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at 256 kHz. The decoder is of A-law (TP3056) or µ-law 
(TP3051) coding law and the 5th order low pass filter cor
rects for the sin xix attenuation due to the 8 kHz sample/ 
hold. The filter is then followed by a 2nd order RC active 
post-filter. The power amplifier output stage is capable of 
driving a 6000 load to a level of 7 .2 dBm. See Figure 3. The 
receive section has unity-gain. Following a PCM READ chip 
select, the decoding cycle begins, and 10 µs later the de
coder DAC output is updated. The total decoder delay is -
10 µs (decoder update) plus 110 µs (filter delay) plus 62.5 
µs (% frame), which gives approximately 180 µs. 

GNDA 
Maximum output power= 7.2 dBm total. 4.2 dBm to the load. 

GNDA 
TL/H/8834-5 

See Applications information for attenuator design guide. 

FIGURE 3. Receive Gain Adjustment 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at Any Digital 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Input or Output Vee+ 0.3V to GNDD-0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. Operating Temperature Range - 25°C to + 125°C 
GNDDtoGNDA ±0.3V Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150°c 
VeeA or Veeo to GNDD or GNDA 7V Lead Temp. (Soldering, 1 O sec.) 300°c 
V99 to GNDD or GNDA -7V ESD rating is to be determined. 
Voltage at Any Analog 

Input or Output Vee+ 0.3V to V99-0.3V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted: VeeA = Veeo = 5.0V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%, GNDD = GNDA = ov, TA= o·c to 70°C; typical 
characteristics specified at nominal supply voltages, TA = 25°C; all digital signals are referenced to GNDD, all analog signals 
are referenced to GNDA. Limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for VeeA = Veeo = 5.0V ± 5% and Vss = -5.0V 
± 5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% Electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with 
other production test and/or product design and characteristics. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 
V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 
Vm Output Low Voltage DBO-DB7, IL = 2.5 mA 0.4 v 
VoH Output High Voltage DBO-DB7, IH = -2.5 mA 2.4 v 
l1L Input Low Current GNDD ~ V1N ~ V1L -3 3 µA 

l1H Input High Current V1H ~ V1N ~Vee -3 3 µA 

loz Output Current in High Impedance DBO-DB7, GNDD ~ Vo ~ Vee -3 3 µA 
State (TRI-STATE) 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH TRANSMIT INPUT AMPLIFIER 

l1XA Input Leakage Current -2.5V ~ V ~ +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- -200 200 nA 

R1XA Input Resistance -2.5V ~ v ~ +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- 10 Mn 

RoXA Output Resistance, GSx Closed Loop, Unity Gain 1 3 n 

RLXA Load Resistance, GSx 10 kn 

CLXA Load Capacitance, GSx 50 pF 

VoXA Output Dynamic Range, GSx RL=10kn -2.8 2.8 v 
AvXA Voltage Gain VFxl+ to GSx 5000 VIV 

FuXA Unity-Gain Bandwidth 1 2 MHz 

VosXA Offset Voltage -20 20 mV 

VeMXA Common-Mode Voltage CMRRXA > 60 dB -2.5 2.5 v 
CMRRXA Common-Mode Rejection Ratio D.C. Test 60 dB 

PSRRXA Power Supply Rejection Ratio D.C. Test 60 dB 

RECEIVE POWER AMPLIFIER 

RoRF Output Resistance, VFRO 1 3 n 
RLRF Load Resistance VFRO = ±2.5V 600 n 
CLRF Load Capacitance 50 pF 

VOS RO Output DC Offset Voltage -200 200 mV 

POWER DISSIPATION 

leeo Power-Down Current No Load 0.5 1.5 mA 

lsso Power-Down Current No Load 0.05 0.3 mA 

lee1 Active Current No Load 6.0 9.0 mA 

lss1 Active Current No Load 6.0 9.0 mA 
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Timing Specifications 
Unless otherwise noted: VccA = Vcco = 5.0V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%, GNDD = GNDA = OV, TA= o·c to 70°C; typical 
characteristics specified at nominal supply voltages, TA = 25°C; all digital signals are referenced to GNDD, all analog signals 
are referenced to GNDA. Limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for VccA = Vcco = 5.0V ± 5% and Vss = -5.0V 
± 5%; TA = o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% Electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with 
other production test and/or product design and characteristics. All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and VoL = 
0.7V. See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test method information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

tpc Period of Clock 760 ns 

twcH Width of Clock High 330 ns 

twcL Width of Clock Low 330 ns 

tRc Rise Time of Clock 50 ns 

tFc Fall Time of Clock 50 ns 

tHccs Hold Time from CLK to CS Low 100 ns 

tscLc Set-Up Time of CS Low to CLK 100 ns 

tscHc Set-Up Time from CS High to 
0 ns 

Second CLK Edge 

twcs Width of Chip Select 100 ns 

ts PCM Set-Up Time of PCM/CNTL to CS 0 ns 

tHPCM Hold Time from CS to PCM/CNTL 100 ns 

tsoc Set-Up Time of Data In to CLK 50 ns 

tHco Hold Time from CLK to Data In 20 ns 

tooo Delay Time to Data Out Valid CL = 0 pF to 200 pF 90 260 ns 

to oz Delay Time to Data Output Disabled CL = 0 pF to 200 pF 20 80 ns 

Switching Time Waveforms 

TL/H/8834-6 

FIGURE 4a. Timing Waveforms for COMBO Writing to the Bus 

TL/H/8834-7 

FIGURE 4b. Timing Waveforms for COMBO Reading from the Bus 
Note 5: READ and WRITE CS pulses must each occur at an 8 kHz rate, and may occur on consecutive half-cycles of CLK if required. although this is not a 
restriction. 
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Transmission Characteristics 
Unless otherwise specified: TA= 0°C to +70°C, VeeA = Veeo = 5V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%, GNDD = GNDA = OV, f = 
1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity-gain non-inverting. Limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for VeeA = Veeo = 5.0V ±5% and V88 = -5.0V ±5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical 
testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and character-
istics . 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

Absolute Levels Nominal 0 dBmO Level is 4 dBm 
(600n) 

OdBmO TP3051 1.2276 Vrms 
TP3056 1.2276 Vrms 

tMAX Maximum Overload Level TP3051 (+3.17 dBmO) 2.501 Voe 
TP3056 ( + 3.14 dBmO) 2.492 Voe 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute TA = 25°C, VeeA = Veeo = 5.0V, 
Vss = -5.0V -0.15 0.15 dB 
Input at GSx = O dBmO at 1020 Hz 

GxR Transmit Gain, Relative to GxA f = 16 Hz -40 dB 
f = 50 Hz -30 dB 
f = 60 Hz -26 dB 
f = 200 Hz -1.8 -0.1 dB 
f = 300 Hz-3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3300 Hz -0.35 0.1 dB 
f = 3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f = 4000 Hz -14 dB 
f = 4600 Hz and Up, Measure Response -32 dB 
from 0 Hz to 4000 Hz 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA 
-0.1 0.1 dB 

with Temperature 

GxAV Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GxRL Transmit Gain Variation with Sinusoidal Method 
Level Reference Level = -10 dBmO 

VFxl + = -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
VFxl+ = -50dBmOto -40dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
VFxl + = - 55 dBmO to -50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

GRA Receive Gain, Absolute TA= 25°C, VeeA = Veeo = 5V, Vss = -5V 
Input = Digital Code Sequence for -0.15 0.15 dB 
O dBmO Signal at 1020 Hz 

GAR Receive Gain, Relative to GRA f = 0 Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3300 Hz -0.35 0.05 dB 
f = 3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f = 4000 Hz -14 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.1 0.1 dB 
with Temperature 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GAAL Receive Gain Variation with Sinusoidal Test Method; Reference 
Level Input PCM Code Corresponds to an 

Ideally Encoded -10 dBmO Signal 
PCM Level= -40 dBmO to +3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
PCM Level = -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
PCM Level = - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

VRo Receive Output Drive Level RL = 6000 -2.5 2.5 v 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise specified: TA= o·c to +70°C, VccA = Vcco = 5V ±5%, v88 = -5V ±5%, GNDD = GNDA = ov, f = 
1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity-gain non-inverting. Limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed tor VccA = Vcco = 5.0V ±5% and v88 = -5.0V ±5%; TA= o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical 
testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ or product design and character-
istics. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION WITH FREQUENCY 

DxA Transmit Delay, Absolute f = 1600 Hz 290 315 µs 

DxR Transmit Delay, Relative to DxA f = 500 Hz-600 Hz 195 220 µs 
f = 600 Hz-800 Hz 120 145 µs 
f = 800 Hz-1000 Hz 50 75 µs 
f = 1000 Hz-1600 Hz 20 40 µs 
f = 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 55 75 µs 
f = 2600 Hz-2800 Hz 80 105 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 130 155 µs 

ORA Receive Delay, Absolute f = 1600 Hz 180 200 µs 

ORR Receive Delay, Relative to ORA f = 500 Hz-1000 Hz -40 -25 µs 
f = 1000 Hz-1600 Hz -30 -20 µs 
f = 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 70 90 µs 
f = 2600 Hz-2800 Hz 100 125 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 145 175 µs 

NOISE 

Nxc Transmit Noise, C Message TP3051, (Note 2) 12 15 dBrnCO 
Weighted 

Nxp Transmit Noise, P Message TP3056, VF xi+ = OV (Note 2) -74 -69 dBmOp 
Weighted 

NRc Receive Noise, C Message TP3051, PCM Code Equals Alternating 8 11 dBrnCO 
Weighted Positive and Negative Zero 

NAP Receive Noise, P Message TP3056, PCM Code Equals Positive -82 -79 dBmOp 
Weighted Zero 

NRs Noise, Single Frequency f = 0 kHz to 100 kHz, Loop Around -53 dBmO 
Measurement, VFxl + = OV 

PPS Rx Positive Power Supply VFxl+ = OV, 
Rejection, Transmit VceA = Veeo = 5.0 Voe + 100 mVrms 40 dBC 

f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 3) 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply VFxl + = 0 Vrms, 
Rejection, Transmit Vss = -5.0Voe+100 mVrms 40 dBC 

f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 3) 

PPSRR Positive Power Supply PCM Code Equals Positive Zero for 
Rejection, Receive TP3051 and TP3056 

Vee= 5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
f = 0 Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f = 4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dBC 
f = 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dBC 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply PCM Code Equals Positive Zero for 
Rejection, Receive TP3051 and TP3056 

Vss = -5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
f = 0 Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f = 4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dBC 
f = 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dBC 

sos Spurious Out-of-Band Signals 0 dBmO, 300 Hz-3400 Hz Input Applied to 
at the Channel Output VFxl +, Measure Individual Image Signals at 

VFRO 
4600 Hz-7600 Hz -32 dB 
7600 Hz-8400 Hz -40 dB 
8400 Hz-100,000 Hz -32 dB 
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Transmission Characteristics ccontinued) 

Unless otherwise specified: TA = o•c to + 70°C, VccA = Vcco = 5V ± 5%, v 88 = -5V ± 5%, GNDD = GNDA = ov, f = 
1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity-gain non-inverting. Limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for VccA = Vcco = 5.0V ±5% and V88 = -5.0V ±5%; TA = o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical 
testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and character-
istics. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DISTORTION 

STDx Signal to Total Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method (Note 4) 
STOA Transmit or Receive Level = 3.0 dBmO 33 dB 

Half-Channel = 0 dBmO to -30 dBmO 36 dB 
= -40dBmO XMT 29 dB 

RCV 30 dB 
= -55dBmO XMT 14 dB 

RCV 15 dB 

SFDx Single Frequency Distortion, 
-46 dB 

Transmit 

SFDR Single Frequency Distortion, 
-46 dB 

Receive 

IMO Intermodulation Distortion VFxl+ = -4 dBmO to -21 dBmO, 
Two Frequencies in the Range -41 dB 
300 Hz-3400 Hz 

CROSSTALK 

CTx-R Transmit to Receive Crosstalk f = 300 Hz-3400 Hz at 0 dBmO Transmit 
-90 -70 dB 

0 dBmO Transmit Level Level Steady PCM Receive Code 

CTR-X Receive to Transmit Crosstalk f = 300 Hz-3400 Hz at 0 dBmO 
-90 -70 dB 

0 dBmO Receive Level (Note3) 

Note 2: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result. 

Note 3: CT R-X· PPSRx. and NPSRx are measured with a -50 dBmO activation signal applied at VFxl +. 
Note 4: Using C message weighted filter. 

Encoding Format at Data Bus Output 

TP30S1 
TP30S6 

µ-Law 
True A-Law, CS= O 

(Includes Even Bit Inversion) 
MSB LSB MSB LSB 

V1N = + Full-Scale 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
V1N = OV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
V1N = - Full-Scale 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Not Applicable Sign + Magnitude A-Law, CS = 1 
(C5 is Don't Care) (Before Even Bit Inversion) 

V1N = + Full-Scale 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

V1N = OV 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

V1N = - Full-Scale 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Applications Information 
POWER SUPPLIES 

While the pins of the TP3051 /S family are well protected 
against electrical misuse, it is recommended that the stan
dard CMOS practice be followed, ensuring that ground is 
connected to the device before any other connections are 
made. In applications where the printed circuit board may be 
plugged into a "hot" socket with power and clocks already 
present, an extra long ground pin in the connector should 
be used. GNDA and GNDD MUST be connected together 
adjacent to each COMBO not on the connector or back
plane wiring. 

All ground connections to each device should meet at a 
common point as close as possible to the GNDA pin. This 
minimizes the interaction of ground return currents flowing 
through a common bus impedance. 0.1 µF supply decou
pling capacitors should be connected from this common 
ground point to VeeA and V99. 

For best performance, the ground point of each COMBO on 
a card should be connected to a common card ground in 
star formation, rather than via a ground bus. This common 
ground point should be decoupled to Vee and Vas with 
10 µF capacitors. 

R1 = Z1 -- -2./ZfZ2 --(
N2 + 1) ( N ) 
N2 - 1 N2 -1 

R2 = 2./ZfZ2 ( N2 ~ J 
Where: N = 

and 

S= @_ '122 

POWER IN 

POWER OUT 

Also: Z = ./Zse Zoe 

Where Zse = Impedance with short circuit termination 

and Zoe = Impedance with open circuit termination 

7T·Pad Attenuator 

( 
N2 - 1 ) 

R4 = z1 N2 - 2NS + 1 

TL/H/8834-8 

FIGURE 5. T-Pad and 7T·Pad Attenuator Models 
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The positive power supply to the bus drivers, Veeo. is pro
vided on a separate pin from the positive supply for the 
CODEC and filter circuits to minimize noise injection when 
driving the bus. VeeA and Veeo MUST be connected to
gether close to the CODEC/filter at the point where the 
0.1 µF decoupling capacitor is connected. 

RECEIVE GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

For applications where a TP3050 family COMBO receive 
output must drive a soon load, but a peak swing lower than 
± 2.5V is required, the receive gain can be easily adjusted 
by inserting a matched T-pad or 7T-pad at the output. (See 
Figure 5.) Table II lists the required resistor values for soon 
terminations. As these are generally non-standard values, 
the equations can be used to compute the attenuation of 
the closer practical set of resistors. It may be necessary to 
use unequal values for the R 1 or R4 arms of the attenuators 
to achieve a precise attenuation. Generally it is tolerable to 
allow a small deviation of the input impedance from nominal 
while still maintaining a good return loss. For example a 
30 dB return loss against soon is obtained if the output 
impedance of the attenuator is in the range 2820 to 3190 
(assuming a perfect transformer). 

TABLE II. Attenuator Tables for Z1 = Z2 = 3000 
(All Values In fl) 

dB R1 R2 R3 R4 

0.1 1.7 2Sk 3.5 52k 

0.2 3.5 13k 6.9 2Sk 

0.3 5.2 8.7k 10.4 17.4k 

0.4 S.9 S.5k 13.8 13k 
0.5 8.5 5.2k 17.3 10.5k 

o.s 10.4 4.4k 21.3 8.7k 

0.7 12.1 3.7k 24.2 7.5k 

0.8 13.8 3.3k 27.7 S.5k 

0.9 15.5 2.9k 31.1 5.8k 

1.0 17.3 2.Sk 34.S 5.2k 

2 34.4 1.3k 70 2.Sk 

3 51.3 850 107 1.8k 

4 S8 S50 144 1.3k 

5 84 494 183 1.1k 

s 100 402 224 900 

7 115 380 269 785 
8 379 284 317 698 

9 143 244 370 S30 

10 156 211 427 527 

11 168 184 490 535 

12 180 1S1 550 500 

13 190 142 635 473 
14 200 125 720 450 

15 210 110 81S 430 

1S 218 98 924 413 

18 233 77 1.17k 386 

20 246 S1 1.5k 36S 

Note: See Application Note 370 for further details. 
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Typical Applications 
The benefits of a COMBO with a parallel data bus, rather 
than the usual serial port, are illustrated in Figure 6. This 
shows a 16-channel line card in which the TP3051 or 
TP3056 share the data bus interface to a TP3110 family 
Digital Line Interface Controller. The DLIC can access up to 
128 channels on the serial backplane, providing fully non
blocking time and space switching capability with optional 
redundancy. In conjunction with a local microprocessor, typ
ically from the INS8048 family, a standard HDLC control 
channel can be assigned, providing secure message capa
bility between the line card and the system control proces
sor. The local microprocessor can also collect and process 
line status and signaling information, off-loading these tasks 
from the main processor. A prioritized vectored interrupt 
scheme is used for data transfers between the microproces
sor and DLIC. 

+--SUBSCRIBER 
INTERFACE 

CHIP SELECT 

ADDRESS 
DECODER 

SIGNALING MICROPROCESSOR -----• 
INTERFACE~ 

System flexibility can be further enhanced by adding 2 addi
tional bits per frame to the PCM data, operating the DLIC 
with 80k b/s channels rather than 64k b/s channels. 

Another application of the TP3051 or TP3056 is in the all
digital telephone. The analog and digital loopback test 
modes are particularly useful, enabling the switching system 
to verify the integrity of virtually the complete channel. The 
transmit op amp can be set for gains in excess of 20 dB, 
enabling a simple AC connection to an electret microphone 
(with integral FET buffer) to be made. A receive transducer 
with an impedance no less than soon can be driven directly 
by the receive amplifier, with a resistive network providing 
gain adjustment and sidetone. Low impedance transducers 
require an audio matching transformer. 

SERIAL 
PORT 
ACCESS 

SWITCHING__. 
NETWORK 

TL/H/6834-10 

FIGURE 6. Typical 16-Channel Line Card using TP311 O/TP3120 Dig Ital Line Interface Controller (DLIC) 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

TP3058/TP3059 Microprocessor 
Compatible COMBO™ 

microCMOS 

General Description 
The TP3058, TP3059 family consists of a µ-law and A-law 
monolithic PCM COMBO set utilizing the A/D and D/ A con
version architecture shown in Figure 1 and a parallel 1/0 
microprocessor bus interface. The devices are fabricated on 
National's advanced microCMOS process. 

The transmit section consists of an input gain adjust amplifi
er, an active RC pre-filter, and a switched-capacitor band
pass filter that rejects signals below 200 Hz and above 
3400 Hz. A compressing coder samples the filtered signal 
and encodes it in the µ-225 law or A-law PCM format. Auto
zero circuitry is included on-chip. The receive section con
sists of an expanding decoder which reconstructs the ana
log signal from the compressed µ-law or A-law code, and a 
low pass filter which corrects for the sin xix response of the 
decoder output and rejects signals above 3400 Hz. The re
ceive output is a single-ended power amplifier capable of 
driving low impedance loads. 

Block Diagram 

The TP3058 µ-law and TP3059 A-law devices are pin com
patible parallel interface CODEC/filters for microprocessor 
and digital signal processor systems. 

Features 
• Complete CODEC and filtering system including: 

- Transmit high pass and low pass filtering 
- Receive low pass filter with sin xix correction 
- Receive power amplifier 
- Active RC noise filters 
- µ-255 law COder and DECoder-TP3058 
- A-law COder and DECoder-TP3059 
- Internal precision voltage reference 
- Internal auto-zero circuitry 

• Meets or exceeds all LSSGR and CCITT specifications 
• Microprocessor interface independant of frame sync 
• Low operating power-typically 60 mW 
• Power-down standby mode-typically 3 mW 
• 2 loopback test modes 

VccA Vcco 

GS!__-------------------t----- ---, 

ANALOG 
DUT 

2nd ORDER 
RC ACTIVE 

FILTER 

SWITCHED 
CAPACITOR 

BAND-PASS FILTER 

SWITCHED 
CAPACITOR 

LOW PASS FILTER 

FRAME 
TIMING 

CONTROLLER 

AUTO.ZERO 
LOGIC 

S/H 
DAC 

AID 
CONTROL 

LOGIC 

S/H 
DAC 

L---t-t4--------
vu GNDA GNDD fS CU< 

FIGURE 1 
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Dual-In-Line Package 

Yee 22 VF'xl+ 

GNDA 2 21 VF'xl-

VF'RO 3 20 GSx 

YccA 4 19 rs 
R 5 TP3058 18 Ycco 
w OR 17 PCt.4/CNTL 

DB7 7 TP3059 16 CLK 

DB6 8 15 DBO 

DBS 14 DBI 

DB4 10 13 DB2 

GNDD 11 12 DB3 

TL/H/8833-2 

Top View 

Order Number TP3058J or TP3059J 
See NS Package Number J22A 

Pin Descriptions 
Symbol Function 

Vss Negative power supply pin. 
Vss = -5V ±5% 

GNDA Analog ground. All analog signals are refer
enced to this pin. 

VFRO Analog output of the receive power amplifier. 
This output can drive a 6000 load to ± 2.5V. 

VccA Positive power supply voltage pin for the ana
log circuitry. VccA = 5V ± 5%. Must be con
nected to V CCD· 

DB7 Bit 7 1/0 on the data bus. The PCM LSB. 

DB6 Bit 6 1/0 on the data bus. 

DB5 Bit 5 1/0 on the data bus 

DB4 Bit 4 1/0 on the data bus. 

GNDD Digital ground. All digital signals are referenced 
to this pin. 

DB3 Bit 3 1/0 on the data bus. 

DB2 Bit 2 1/0 on the data bus. 

DB1 Bit 1 1/0 on the data bus. 

DBO Bit 0 1/0 on the data bus. This is the PCM sign 
bit. 
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Symbol 

CLK 

R 

w 

PCM/ 
CNTL 

Vcco 

GSx 

VFxl

VFxl+ 

Function 

The clock input for the switched-capacitor fil
ters and CODEC. Clock frequency must be 
768 kHz, 772 kHz, 1.024 MHz or 1.28 MHz and 
must be synchronous with the system clock in
put. 

Frame sync input, which starts a new Encode 
and Decode cycle. Must occur at an 8 kHz rate 
to meet CCITT and LSSGR specifications. 

Input from the Microprocessor READ signal, 
which enables the COMBO bus drivers. May be 
asynchronous with FS. 

Input from the Microprocessor WRITE signal, 
which enables the COMBO bus receivers. May 
be asynchronous with FS. 

This control input determines whether the infor
mation on the data bus is PCM data or control 
data. 

Positive power supply pin for the bus drivers. 
Vcco = 5V ±5%. Must be connected to VccA· 
Analog output of the transmit input amplifier. 
Used to externally set gain. 

Inverting input of the transmit input amplifier. 

Non-inverting input of the transmit input amplifi
er. 



Functional Description 
POWER-UP 

When power is first applied, power-on reset circuitry initializ
es the COMBO and sets it in the power-down mode. All 
non-essential circuits are deactivated and the data bus out
puts, DBO-DB7, and receive power amplifier output, VFRO, 
are in high impedance states. 

The TP3058 and TP3059 are powered-up via a command to 
the control register (see Control Register Functions). This 
sets the device in the standby mode with all circuitry activat
ed, but encoding and decoding do not begin until PCM 
READ and PCM WRITE chip selects occur. 

TABLE I. Control Bit Functions 

Control Bits Function 

CO,C1 Select Clock Frequency 

co C1 Frequency 
0 x 1.024 MHz 
1 0 0.768 MHz or 0.772 MHz 
1 1 1.28 MHz 

C2,C3 Digital and Analog Loopback 

C2 C3 Mode 
1 x digital loopback 
0 · 1 analog loopback 
0 0 normal 

C4 Power-Down/Power-Up 
1 = power-down 
0 =power-up 

cs TP3058-Don't care (Note 1) 
TP3059 

1 = A-law without even bit inversion 
0 = A-law with even bit inversion 

C6-C7 Don't Care (Note 1) 

Note 1: These bits are always set to "1" when reading back the control 
register. 

DATA BUS NOMENCLATURE 

The order of the data bus is as follows: 

Data Type DBO DB7 

PCM Sign Bit LSB 

Control Data co C7 

MICROPROCESSOR WRITING THE BUS 

The microprocessor may write to either the Control Register 
or PCM Receive Register by first setting up the PCM/CNTL 
address bit during a WRITE cycle. A CNTL WRITE may take 
place at any time without restriction, during either the pow
ered-up or powered-down state. 

A PCM WRITE cycle normally occurs once per frame, and 
may occur any time in the frame except during the FS falling 
edge. PCM data is held in a register and will not update the 
DAG until the next FS pulse starts a new decoding cycle. 
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MICROPROCESSOR READING THE BUS 

The microprocessor may read either the Control Register, to 
verify the status of the device, or the PCM Transmit Regis
ter. Selection is again by means of the PCM/CNTL address 
input. A CNTL READ may take place at any time without 
restriction, during either the powered-up or powered-down 
state. A PCM READ cycle normally occurs once per frame, 
and may occur any time in the frame except during the FS 
falling edge. 

COMBO TIMING 

The CLK input signal provides timing for the encode and 
decode logic and the switched-capacitor filters. It must be 
one of the frequencies listed in Table I and must be correct
ly selected by control bits CO and C1. FS is a sync input 
which starts both the Encode and Decode cycles. It must be 
an integer sub-multiple of CLK, and must occur at an 8 kHz 
rate to meet CCITT and LSSGR transmission specifications. 
Timing functions in the COMBO are not synchronized to 
timing on the data bus, however. 

CONTROL REGISTER FUNCTIONS 

Writing to the control register (see Table I) allows the user 
to set the various operating states of the TP3058 and 
TP3059. The control register can also be read back via the 
data bus to verify the current operating mode of the device. 

1. CLK Select 

Since one of three distinct clock frequencies may be 
used, the actual frequency must be known by the device 
for proper operation of the switched-capacitor filters. This 
is achieved by writing control register bits CO and C1, 
normally in the same WRITE cycle that powers-up the 
device, and before any PCM data transfers take place. 

2. Digital Lookback 

In order to establish that a valid path has been selected 
through a network, it is sometimes desirable to be able to 
send data through the network to its destination, then 
loop it back through the network return path to the origi
nating source where the data can be verified. This loop
back function can be performed in the TP3058 and 
TP3059 by setting control register bit C2 to 1. With C2 
set, the PCM data in the receive register will be written 
back onto the data bus during the next PCM WRITE cy
cle. In the digital loopback mode, the receive section is 
set to an idle channel condition in order to maintain a low 
impedance termination at VFRO· 

3. Analog Loopback 

In the analog loopback mode, the transmit filter input is 
switched from the gain adjust amplifier to the receive 
power amplifier output, forming a unity-gain loop from the 
receive register back to the transmit register. This mode 
is entered by setting control register bits C2 to O and C3 
to 1. The receive power amplifier continues to drive the 
load in this mode. 

4. Power-Down/Power-Up 

The TP3058, TP3059 may be put in the power-down 
mode by setting control register bit C4 to 1. Conversely, 
settng bit C4 to 0 powers-up the device. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

TRANSMIT FILTER AND ENCODE SECTION 

The transmit section input is an operational amplifier with 
provision for gain adjustment using two external resistors, 
see Figure 2. The low noise and wide bandwidth allow gains 
in excess of 20 dB across the audio passband to be real
ized. The op amp drives a unity-gain filter consisting of a 
2nd order RC active pre-filter, followed by an 8th order 
switched-capacitor bandpass filter clocked at 256 kHz. The 
output of this filter directly drives the encoder sample-and
hold circuit. The AID is of companding type according to 
µ-255 law (TP3058) or A-law (TP3059) coding schemes. A 
precision voltage reference is trimmed in manufacturing to 
provide an input overload (tMAx) of nominally 2.5V peak 
(see table of Transmission Characteristics). Any offset volt
age due to the filters or comparator is cancelled by sign bit 
integration in the auto-zero circuit. 

The total encoding delay referenced to a frame sync input 
select will be approximately 165 µs (due to the transmit 
filter) plus 125 µs (due to encoding delay), which totals 290 
µs. 

TRANSMIT GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

Figure 2 shows the connections for setting the Transmit in
put amplifier in non-inverting mode. Gains in excess of 
20 dB can be obtained with this amplifier without significant
ly impairing the transmission performance of the device. 

GNOA 

GSx TO TRANSMIT 
FILTER 

TL/H/8833-3 

(
R1 + R2) Non-inverting transmit gain = 20 log10 "'R2 

Set gain to provide peak overload level = IMAX at GSx (see Transmission 
Characteristics) 

FIGURE 2. Transmit Gain Adjustment 

DECODER AND RECEIVE FILTER SECTION 

The receive section consists of an expanding DAC which 
drives a 5th order switched-capacitor low pass filter clocked 
at 256 kHz. The decoder is of A-law (TP3059) or µ-law 
(TP3058) coding law and the 5th order low pass filter cor
rects for the sin xix attenuation due to the 8 kHz sample/ 
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hold. The filter is then followed by a 2nd order RC active 
post-filter. The power amplifier output stage is capable of 
driving a 600.n load to a level of 7.2 dBm. The receive sec
tion has unity-gain. Each decoding cycle begins just prior to 
a FS pulse. The total decoder delay is 11 O µs (filter delay) 
plus 62.5 µs (%frame), which gives approximately 170 µs, 
relative to the FS pulse following the microprocessor PCM 
WRITE cycle. 

RECEIVE GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

Receive gain adjustments with a high impedance load can 
be implemented with a simple 2-resistor potentiometer. 
Gain adjustments requiring matching to a transformer 
should use the equations given in the Applications section. 

GNDA 

Maximum output power= 7.2 dBm total, 4.2 dBm to the load. 

GNDA 

TL/H/8833-8 

See Applications information for attenuator design guide. 

FIGURE 3. Receive Gain Adjustment 



Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at Any Analog 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Input or Output Vec+0.3V to Vss-0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. Voltage at Any Digital 
GNDDtoGNDA ±0.3V Input or Output Vee+0.3V to GNDD-0.3V 

VeeA or Veco to GNDD or GNDA 7V Operating Temperature Range - 25·c to + 125°C 

Vss to GNDD or GNDA -7V Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 15o·c 

Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 sec.) 3oo·c 

ESD rating is to be determined. 

Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted: VeeA = Veeo = 5.0V ±5%, Vss = -5V ±5%, GNDD = GNDA = ov, TA= o·c to 70°C; typical 
characteristics specified at nominal supply voltages, TA = 25°C; all digital signals are referenced to GNOD, all analog signals 
are referenced to GNOA. Limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for VeeA = Veeo = 5.0V ±5%, Vss = -5.0V 
± 5%; TA = o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with 
other production tests and/ or product design characterizations. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 

V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 

Vol Output Low Voltage OBO-DB7, IL = 2.5 mA 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage DBO-OB7, IH = 2.5 mA 2.4 v 

l1L Input Low Current GNOD ::;: V1N ::;: V1L -3 3 µA 

l1H Input High Current V1H ::;: V1N ::;: Vee -3 3 µA 

loz Output Current in High Impedance OBO-OB7, GNOO ::;: Vo ::;: Vee -3 3 µA 
State (TRI-STATE®) 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH TRANSMIT INPUT AMPLIFIER 

l1XA Input Leakage Current -2.5V::;: v::;: +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- -200 200 nA 

R1XA Input Resistance - 2.5V ::;: v ::;: + 2.5V, VFxl + or VFxl - 10 Mn 

RoXA Output Resistance, GSx Closed Loop, Unity Gain 1 3 n 

RLXA Load Resistance, GSx 10 kn 

CLXA Load Capacitance, GSx 50 pF 

VoXA Output Dynamic Range, GSx RL=10kn -2.8 2.8 v 

AvXA Voltage Gain VFxl+ to GSx 5000 VIV 

FuXA Unity-Gain Bandwidth 1 2 MHz 

VosXA Offset Voltage -20 20 mV 

VeMXA Common-Mode Voltage CMRRXA > 60 dB -2.5 2.5 v 

CMRRXA Common-Mode Rejection Ratio OCTest 60 dB 

PSRRXA Power Supply Rejection Ratio OCTest 60 dB 

RECEIVE POWER AMPLIFIER 

RoRF Output Resistance, VFRO 1 3 n 

RLRF Load Resistance VFRO = ±2.5V 600 n 

CLRF Load Capacitance 50 pF 

VOS RO Output DC Offset Voltage -200 200 mV 

POWER DISSIPATION 

leeo Power-Down Current No Load 0.5 1.5 mA 

lsso Power-Down Current No Load 0.05 0.3 mA 

lee1 Active Current No Load 6.0 9.0 mA 

lss1 Active Current No Load 6.0 9.0 mA 
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Timing Specifications 
Unless otherwise noted, VccA = Vcco = 5.0V ±5%, Vee= -5.0V ±5%, GNDA = OV, TA= 0°C to 70°C; typical character
istics specified at VccA = Vcco = 5.0V, Vee= -5.0V, TA= 25°C; all signals are referenced to GNDA. Timing specifications 
are measured at VoH = 2.0V and Vol = 0.7V. Limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for VccA = Vcco = 5.0V 
±5%, Vee = -5.0V ±5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are 
assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design characterizations. See Definitions and Timing Conven
tions for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

tpc Period of Clock 760 ns 

twcH Width of Clock High 330 ns 

twcL Width of Clock Low 330 ns 

tRc Rise Time of Clock 50 ns 

tFc Fall Time of Clock 50 ns 

twFL Width of FS Low 200 ns 
100 µs 

tHFR Hold Time, FS Low to R PCM READ Only 100 ns 

tsRF Set-Up Time, R Low to FS PCM READ Only 100 ns 

tHFW Hold Time, FS Low to W PCM WRITE Only 100 ns 

tswF Set-Up Time, W Low to FS PCM WRITE Only 100 ns 

twRH Width of R High 75 ns 

twwH Width of W High 125 ns 

to RD Delay Time, R to Data Valid CL= 100 pF 65 ns 

tzRD Float Delay, R Low to DB High-Z 0 80 ns 

ts ow Set-Up Time, DB to W Low 75 ns 

tHWD Hold Time, W Low to DB 25 ns 

tsPWR Set-Up Time, PCM/CNTL to R or W 20 ns 

tHWRP Hold-Time, W or R to PCM/CNTL 100 ns 

tHCF Hold-Time, FS Low after CLK High 100 ns 

tsFC Set-Up Time, FS High to CLK High 100 ns 

tpFs Period of FS (Note 5) CLK = 1.024 MHz 70 µs 

Timing Diagram 

TL/H/8833-4 
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Transmission Characteristics 
Unless otherwise specified: TA=o·c to 70°C, VeeA=Veeo=5V ±5%, v 88 = -5V ±5%, GNDD=GNDA=OV, f =1.02 kHz, 
V1N = O dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity-gain non-inverting. Limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed 
for VeeA=Veeo= 5.0V ±5% and Vss= -5.0V ±5%; TA=0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% testing atTA =25°C. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with production tests and/or product design and characterization. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

Absolute Levels Nominal 0 dBmO Level is 4 dBm 
(600fi) 

OdBmO TP3058 1.2276 Vrms 
TP3059 1.2276 Vrms 

tMAX Maximum Overload Level TP3058 ( + 3.17 dBmO) 2.501 Voe 
TP3059 ( + 3.14 dBmO) 2.492 Voe 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute TA= 25°C, VeeA = Veeo = 5.ov, Vss = -5.0V 
-0.15 0.15 dB 

Input at GSx = 0 dBmO at 1020 Hz 

GxR Transmit Gain, f = 16 Hz -40 dB 
Relative to GxA f = 50 Hz -30 dB 

f = 60 Hz -26 dB 
f = 200 Hz -1.8 -0.1 dB 
f = 300 Hz-3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f = 3300 Hz -0.35 0.1 dB 
f = 3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f = 4000 Hz -14 dB 
f = 4600 Hz and Up, Measure -32 dB 
Response from 0 Hz to 4000 Hz 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain Relative to GxA 
-0.1 0.1 dB 

Variation with Temperature 

GxAV Absolute Transmit Gain Relative to GxA 
-0.05 0.05 dB 

Variation with Supply Voltage 

GxRL Transmit Gain Variation Sinusoidal Test Method 
with Level Reference Level = -1 O dBmO 

VFxl + = -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
VFxl+ = -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
VFxl + = - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO 1.2 1.2 dB 

GRA Receive Gain, Absolute TA= 25°C, VeeA = Veeo = 5V, Vss = -5V 
Input = Digital Code Sequence for -0.15 0.15 dB 
0 dBmO Signal at 1020 Hz 

GAR Receive Gain, f = 0 Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
Relative to GRA f = 3300 Hz -0.35 0.05 dB 

f = 3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f = 4000 Hz -14 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain Relative to GRA 
-0.1 0.1 dB 

Variation with Temperature 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain Relative to GRA 
-0.05 0.05 dB 

Variation with Supply Voltage 

GAAL Receive Gain Variation Sinusoidal Test Method; Reference Input PCM 
with Level Code Corresponds to an Ideally Encoded 

PCM Level = -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
= -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
= - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

VRo Receive Output Drive Level AL= 600fi -2.5 2.5 v 
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ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION WITH FREQUENCY 

DxA Transmit Delay, Absolute f = 1600 Hz 290 315 µs 

DxR Transmit Delay, Relative to DxA f = 500 Hz-600 Hz 195 220 µs 
f = 600 Hz-800 Hz 120 145 µs 
f = 800 Hz-1000 Hz 50 75 µs 
f = 1000 Hz-1600 Hz 20 40 µs 
f = 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 55 75 µs 
f = 2600 Hz-2800 Hz 80 105 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 130 155 µs 

ORA Receive Delay, Absolute f = 1600 Hz 180 200 µs 

DAR Receive Delay, Relative to ORA f = 500 Hz-1000 Hz -40 -25 µs 
f = 1000 Hz-1600 Hz -30 -20 µs 
f = 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 70 90 µs 
f = 2600 Hz-2800 Hz 100 125 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 145 175 µs 

NOISE 

Nxc Transmit Noise, C Message Weighted TP3058, (Note 2) 12 15 dBrnCO 

Nxp Transmit Noise, P Message Weighted TP3059, (Note 2) -74 -69 dBmOp 

NRc Receive Noise, C Message Weighted TP3058, PCM Code Equals Alternating 
8 11 dBrnCO 

Positive and Negative Zero 

NAP Receive Noise, P Message Weighted TP3059, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero -82 -79 dBmOp 

NRs Noise, Single Frequency f = O kHz to 100 kHz, Loop Around 
-53 dBmO 

Measurement, VFxl + = OV 

PPSRx Positive Power Supply VeeA = Veeo = 5.0 Voe + 100 mVrms 40 dBC 
Rejection, Transmit f = O kHz-50 kHz (Note 3) 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Vss = - 5.0 Voe + 1 oo mVrms 40 dBC 
Rejection, Transmit f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 3) 

PPSRR Positive Power Supply PCM Code Equals Positive Zero for 
Rejection, Receive TP3058 and TP3059 

Vee= 5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
f = O Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f = 4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dBC 
f = 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dBC 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply PCM Code Equals Positive Zero for 
Rejection, Receive TP3058 and TP3059 

Vss = -5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
f = O Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f = 4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dBC 
f = 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dBC 

sos Spurious Out-of-Band Signals 0 dBmO, 300 Hz-3400 Hz Input Applied to 
at the Channel Output VFxl +, Measure Individual Image Signals 

atVFRO 
4600 Hz-7600 Hz -32 dB 
7600 Hz-8400 Hz -40 dB 
8400 Hz-100,000 Hz -32 dB 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) 

(All Devices) Unless otherwise specified: TA=0°C to 10°c, VccA=Vcco=5V ±5%, Vss= -5V ±5%, GNDD=GNDA=OV, 
f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity-gain non-inverting. Limits printed in BOLD characters 
are guaranteed for Vcc=5.0V ±5% and V88 = -5.0V ±5%; TA=0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% testing at TA=25°C. 
All other limits are assured by correlation with production tests and/or product design and characterization. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DISTORTION 

STDx Signal to Total Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method (Note 4) 
STOA Transmit or Receive Level = 3.0 dBmO 33 dB 

Half-Channel = 0 dBmO to -30 dBmO 36 dB 
= -40dBmO XMT 29 dB 

RCV 30 dB 
= -55dBmO XMT 14 dB 

RCV 15 dB 

SFDx Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Transmit 

SFDR Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Receive 

IMO Intermodulation Distortion VFxl+ = -4dBmOto -21 dBmO, -41 dB 
Two Frequencies in the Range 
300 Hz-3400 Hz 

CROSSTALK 

CTx-R Transmit to Receive Crosstalk f = 300 Hz-3000 Hz at 0 dBmO 
0 dBmO Transmit Level Transmission Level -90 -70 dB 

Steady PCM Receive Code 

CTR·X Receive to Transmit Crosstalk f = 300 Hz-3000 Hz at OdBmO Transmit Level 
-90 -70 dB 

0 dBmO Receive Level (Note3) 

Note 2: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result. 

Note 3: CT R·X• PPSRx. and NPSRx are measured with a - 50 dBmO activation signal applied at VFxl +. 
Note 4: Using C message weighted filter. 

Note 5: Must be 125 µ.s to meet CCITT and LSSGR specifications. 

Encoding Format At Data Bus Output 

TP3058 
TP3059 

µ-Law 
True A-Law, C5 = O 

(Includes Even Bit Inversion) 
MSB LSB MSB LSB 

V1N = + Full-Scale 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

V1N =av 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

V1N = - Full-Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 II 
Not Applicable Sign + Magnitude A-Law, C5 = 1 

(C5 is Don't Care) (Before Even Bit Inversion) 

V1N = + Full-Scale 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

V1N = OV 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

V1N = - Full-Scale 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Applications Information 
POWER SUPPLIES 

While the pins of the TP3058/9 family are well protected 
against electrical misuse, however, it is recommended that 
the standard CMOS practice be followed, ensuring that 
ground is connected to the device before any other connec
tions are made. In applications where the printed circuit 
board may be plugged into a "hot" socket with power and 
clocks already present, an extra long ground pin in.the con
nector should be used. GNDA and GNDD MUST be con
nected together adjacent to each COMBO, not on the con
nector or backplane wiring. 

All ground connections to each device should meet at a 
common point as close as possible to the GNDA pin. This 
minimizes the interaction of ground return currents flowing 
through a common bus impedance. 0.1 µF supply decou
pling capacitors should be connected from this common 
ground point to VeeA and V99. 

For best performance, the ground point of each COMBO on 
a card should be connected to a common card ground in 
star formation, rather than via a ground bus. This common 
ground point should be decoupled to Vee and Vss with 10 
µF capacitors. 

The positive power supply to the bus drivers, Veeo. is pro
vided on a separate pin from the positive supply for the 
COMBO circuits to minimize noise injection when driving the 
bus. VeeA and Veeo MUST be connected together close to 
the COMBO at the point where the 0.1 µF decoupling ca
pacitor is connected. 

Application Note AN370 provides further guidance on board 
layout techniques. 

RECEIVE GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

For applications where a TP3050 family CODEC/filter re
ceive output must drive a 600!1. load, but a peak swing lower 
than ± 2.5V is required, the receive gain can be easily ad
justed by inserting a matched T-pad or 7T-pad at the output 
as shown in Figure 4. Table II lists the required resistor val
ues for 600!1. terminations. As these are generally non-stan
dard values, the equations can be used to compute the at
tenuation of the closest practical set of resistors. It may be 
necessary to use unequal values for the R 1 or R4 arms of 
the attenuators to achieve a precise attenuation. Generally 
it is tolerable to allow a small deviation of the input imped
ance from nominal while still maintaining a good return loss. 
For example a 30 dB return loss against 600!1. is obtained if 
the output impedance of the attenuator is in the range 282!1. 
to 319!1 (assuming a perfect transformer). 
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T-Pad Attenuator 

R1 = Z1 (N2 
+ 1) - 2.JZ1Z2 (-N-) 

N2 - 1 N2 - 1 

R2 = 2./Z1Z2 (~) 
POWER IN 

Where: N = POWER OUT 

and 

S=@ VZ2 
Also: z = Jzsc Zoe 

Where Zsc = Impedance with short circuit termination 

and Zoe = Impedance with open circuit termination 

7T·Pad Attenuator 

/S¥ (N2 -1) R3= --
N 

( 
N2 - 1 ) 

R
4 = 21 N2 - 2NS + 1 

FIGURE 4. Receive Gain Adjustment 
for Matched Loads 

TL/H/8833-5 

TL/H/8833-6 



Applications Information (Continued) 

TABLE II. Attenuator Tables for Z1 = Z2 = 30011 
(All Values In 11) 

TABLE II. Attenuator Tables for Z1 = Z2 = 30011 
(All Values in 11) (Continued) 

dB R1 R2 R3 R4 dB R1 R2 R3 R4 

0.1 1.7 26k 3.5 52k 7 115 380 269 785 
0.2 3.5 13k 6.9 26k 8 379 284 317 698 
0.3 5.2 8.7k 10.4 17.4k 9 143 244 370 630 
0.4 6.9 6.5k 13.8 13k 10 156 211 427 527 
0.5 8.5 5.2k 17.3 10.5k 11 168 184 490 535 
0.6 10.4 4.4k 21.3 8.7k 12 180 161 550 500 
0.7 12.1 3.7k 24.2 7.5k 13 190 142 635 473 
0.8 13.8 3.3k 27.7 6.5k 14 200 125 720 450 
0.9 15.5 2.9k 31.1 5.8k 15 210 110 816 430 
1.0 17.3 2.6k 34.6 5.2k 16 218 98 924 413 
2 34.4 1.3k 70 2.6k 18 233 77 1.17k 386 
3 51.3 850 107 1.8k 20 246 61 1.5k 366 
4 68 650 144 1.3k 
5 84 494 183 1.1k 
6 100 402 224 900 

Typical Application 
Figure 5 shows a typical application of the TP3058/9 with a microprocessor having non-multiplexed address and data ports. The 
COMBO clocks, CLK and FS, are derived from a crystal-controlled counter chain. The 8 kHz FS signal is also used as an 
Interrupt to the processor, prompting it to generate a PCM READ and PCM WRITE cycle sometime during the next frame period. 

DB0-7 

TP3058/9 
cm.rnort.t 

w 

CS DECODER 

DB 

Ao-n 

MICROPROCESSOR 

rs 14---------------.-..im 

1.28 MHz OR 
CLK 14---+-----. 1.024 MHz OR 

.__ ____ _. 8 kHz 772 kHz OR 

768kHz 

.;.n .;.m XTAL 
OSCILLATOR 

FIGURE 5. Typical Application 
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Corporation 

microCMOS 

TP3052/TP3052-1 /TP3053/TP3053-1 
TP3054/TP3054-1 /TP3057 /TP3057-1 
Serial Interface CODEC/FILTER COMBO™ Family 

General Description 
The TP3052, TP3053, TP3054, TP3057 family consists of 
µ-law and A-law monolithic PCM CODEC/filters utilizing the 
AID and D/ A conversion architecture shown in Figure 1, 
and a serial PCM interface. The devices are fabricated 
using National's advanced double-poly CMOS process 
(microCMOS). 

The encode portion of each device consists of an input gain 
adjust amplifier, an active RC pre-filter which eliminates very 
high frequency noise prior to entering a switched-capacitor 
band-pass filter that rejects signals below 200 Hz and above 
3400 Hz. Also included are auto-zero circuitry and a com
panding coder which samples the filtered signal and en
codes it in the companded µ-law or A-law PCM format. The 
decode portion of each device consists of an expanding 
decoder, which reconstructs the analog signal from the 
companded µ-law or A-law code, a low-pass filter which 
corrects for the sin x/x response of the decoder output and 
rejects signals above 3400 Hz followed by a single-ended 
power amplifier capable of driving low impedance loads . 
The devices require two 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 
MHz transmit and receive master clocks, which may be 
asynchronous; transmit and receive bit clocks, which may 
vary from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz; and transmit and receive 
frame sync pulses. The timing of the frame sync pulses and 
PCM data is compatible with both industry standard formats. 

Connection Diagrams (Continued on Page 15) 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Vas 
16 

VFxl + 

GNDA 
15 

VFxl-

14 
VFRO GSx 

Vee TP3054 
13-

TSx 

FSR 
TP3057 12 

FSx 

DR 11 Dx 

BCLl<R/ 7 10 
CLKSEL BCLKx 

MCLKR/ MCLKx 
PON 

Top View 

Order Number TP3054J, TP3054J-1, 
TP3057J or TP3057J-1 

See NS Package Number J16A 

TL/H/5510-1 

Features 
• Complete CODEC and filtering system (COMBO) 

including: 
- Transmit high-pass and low-pass filtering 
- Receive low-pass filter with sin xix correction 
- Active RC noise filters 
- µ-law or A-law compatible COder and DECoder 
- Internal precision voltage reference 
- Serial 110 interface 
- Internal auto-zero circuitry 

• µ-law with signaling, TP3020 or TP5116A timing-
TP3052 

• µ-law with signaling, TP5116A family timing-TP3053 
• µ-law without signaling, 16-pin-TP3054 
• A-law, 16-pin-TP3057 
• Meets or exceeds all 03/04 and CCITT specifications 
• ± 5V operation 
• Low operating power-typically 60 mW 
• Power-down standby mod~typically 3 mW 
• Automatic power-down 
• TTL or CMOS compatible digital interfaces 
• Maximizes line interface card circuit density 
• Dual-In-Line on PCC surface mount packages 

Plastic Chip Carriers 

~~ 
+ I 

m ->< ->< 
CD a... a... 

> <.:> > > > 

3 2 1 20 19 
N.C. 4 18 GSx 

Vee 5 17 TSx 

FSR 6 TP3052 16 FSx 

DR 7 15 Dx 

BCLKR / CLKSEL 8 14 BCLKx 
9 10 11 12 13 

TL/H/5510-10 

Top View 

Order Number TP3052V or TP3052V-1 
See NS Package Number V20A 
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Block Diagram lZ 

U1 

r-- ---------------------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

,..Ullf 
SIGIWJN8 
COllTROI. 
(mcl5l/ 

mo530NLYI 

TilllN8 
ANO 

CONTllOL 

I +5V -5V 

L4-~4--------- ~ 
Va: ... GllDA MCIX.t MCU,,/ ICLK1 ICU,,/ flt Fl1 

r1111 wsa. 
FIGURE 1 TL/H/5510-2 

Pin Description 
Symbol Function 

Vas 

GNDA 

Negative power supply pin. Vas = -5V 
±5%. 
Analog ground. All signals are referenced 
to this pin. 

VFRO Analog output of the receive power ampli
fier. 

Vee Positive power supply pin. Vee = +5V 
±5%. 

FSA Receive frame sync pulse which enables 
BCLKR to shift PCM data into DR· FSA is 
an 8 kHz pulse train. See Figures 2 and 3 
for timing details. 

DR Receive data input. PCM data is shifted 
into DR following the FSA leading edge. 

BCLKR/CLKSEL The bit clock which shifts data into DR af
ter the FSA leading edge. May vary from 
64 kHz to 2.048 MHz. Alternatively, may 
be a logic input which selects either 1.536 
MHz/1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz for master 
clock in synchronous mode and BCLKx is 
used for both transmit and receive direc
tions (see Table 1). 

MCLKR/PDN Receive master clock. Must be 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. May be 
asynchronous with MCLKx, but should be 
synchronous with MCLKx for best per
formance. When MCLKR is connected 
continuously low, MCLKx is selected for 
all internal timing. When MCLKR is con
nected continuously high, the device is 
powered down. 
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Symbol 
SFR 

SIGx 

SFx 

MCLKx 

FSx 

BCLKx 

Dx 

GSx 

VFxl+ 

Function 
When high during FSA, this input indicates 
a receive signal frame. 

The eighth bit of the PCM data appears at 
this output after each receive signalling 
frame. 

Signal data input. Data at this input is in
serted into the 8th bit of the PCM word 
during transmit signaling frames. 

When high during FSx, this input indicates 
a transmit signaling frame. 

Transmit master clock. Must be 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. May be 
asynchronous with MCLKR. Best perform
ance is realized from synchronous opera
tion. 

Transmit frame sync pulse input which en
ables BCLKx to shift out the PCM data on 
Dx. FSx is an 8 kHz pulse train, see Fig
ures 2 and 3 for timing details. 

The bit clock which shifts out the PCM 
data on Dx. May vary from 64 kHz to 
2.048 MHz, but must be synchronous with 
MCLKx. 
The TRI-STATE® PCM data output which 
is enabled by FSx. 

Open drain output which pulses low during 
the encoder time slot. 

Analog output of the transmit input amplifi
er. Used to externally set gain. 

Inverting input of the transmit input amplifi
er. 

Non-inverting input of the transmit input 
amplifier. 
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Functional Description 
POWER-UP 

When power is first applied, power-on reset circuitry initializ
es the COMBO and places it into a power-down state. All 
non-essential circuits are deactivated and the Ox and VFRO 
outputs are put in high impedance states. To power-up the 
device, a logical low level or clock must be applied to the 
MCLKR/PDN pin andFSx and/or FSA pulses must be pres
ent. Thus, 2 power-down control modes are available. The 
first is to pull the MCLKR/PDN pin high; the alternative is to 
hold both FSx and FSA inputs continuously low-the device 
will power-down approximately 2 ms after the last FSx or 
FSA pulse. Power-up will occur on the first FSx or FSA 
pulse. The TRI-STATE PCM data output, Dx. will remain in 
the high impedance state until the second FSx pulse. 

SYNCHRONOUS OPERATION 

For synchronous operation, the same master clock and bit 
clock should be used for both the transmit and receive di
rections. In this mode, a clock must be applied to MCLKx 
and the MCLKR/PDN pin can be used as a power-down 
control. A low level on MCLKR/PDN powers up the device 
and a high level powers down the device. In either case, 
MCLKx will be selected as the master clock for both the 
transmit and receive circuits. A bit clock must also be ap
plied to BCLKx and the BCLKR/CLKSEL can be used to 
select the proper internal divider for a master clock of 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. For 1.544 MHz operation, 
the device automatically compensates for the 193rd clock 
pulse each frame. 

With a fixed level on the BCLKR/CLKSEL pin, BCLKx will be 
selected as the bit clock for both the transmit and receive 
directions. Table 1 indicates the frequencies of operation 
which can be selected, depending on the state of BCLKR/ 
CLKSEL. In this synchronous mode, the bit clock, BCLKx, 
may be from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz, but must be synchro
nous with MCLKx. 

Each FSx pulse begins the encoding cycle and the PCM 
data from the previous encode cycle is shifted out of the 
enabled Dx output on the positive edge of BCLKx. After 8 
bit clock periods, the TRI-STATE Dx output is returned to a 
high impedance state. With an FSA pulse, PCM data is 
latched via the DR input on the negative edge of BCLKx (or 
BCLKR if running). FSx and FSA must be synchronous with 
MCLKxlR· 

TABLE I. Selection of Master Clock Frequencies 

Master Clock 
Frequency Selected 

BCLKR/CLKSEL TP3052 
TP3057 TP3053 

TP3054 

Clocked 2.048 MHz 1.536 MHz or 
1.544 MHz 

0 1.536 MHz or 2.048 MHz 
1.544 MHz 

1 (or Open Circuit) 2.048 MHz 1.536 MHz or 
1.544 MHz 

ASYNCHRONOUS OPERATION 

For asynchronous operation, separate transmit and receive 
clocks may be applied. MCLKx and MCLKR must be 2.048 
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MHz for the TP3057, or 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz for the 
TP3052, 53, 54, and need not be synchronous. For best 
transmission performance, however, MCLKR should be syn
chronous with MCLKx. which is easily achieved by applying 
only static logic levels to the MCLKR/PDN pin. This will au
tomatically connect MCLKx to all internal MCLKR functions 
(see Pin Description). For 1.544 MHz operation, the device 
automatically compensates for the 193rd clock pulse each 
frame. FSx starts each encoding cycle and must be syn
chronous with MCLKx and BCLKx. FSA starts each decod
ing cycle and must be synchronous with BCLKR. BCLKR 
must be a clock, the logic levels shown in Table 1 are not 
valid in asynchronous mode. BCLKx and BCLKR may oper
ate from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz. 

SHORT FRAME SYNC OPERATION 

The COMBO can utilize either a short frame sync pulse (the 
same as the TP3020/21 CODECs) or a long frame sync 
pulse. Upon power initialization, the device assumes a short 
frame mode. In this mode, both frame sync pulses, FSx and 
FSA, must be one bit clock period long, with timing relation
ships specified in Figure 2. With FSx high during a falling 
edge of BCLKx. the next rising edge of BCLKx enables the 
Dx TRI-STATE output buffer, which will output the sign bit. 
The following seven rising edges clock out the remaining 
seven bits, and the next falling edge disables the Ox output. 
With FSA high during a falling edge of BCLKR (BCLKx in 
synchronous mode), the next falling edge of BCLKR latches 
in the sign bit. The following seven falling edges latch in the 
seven remaining bits. All four devices may utilize the short 
frame sync pulse in synchronous or asynchronous operating 
mode. 

LONG FRAME SYNC OPERATION 

To use the TP5116A/56A long frame mode, both the frame 
sync pulses, FSx and FSA, must be three or more bit clock 
periods long, with timing relationships specified in Figure 3. 
Based on the transmit frame sync, FSx, the COMBO will 
sense whether short or long frame sync pulses are being 
used. For 64 kHz operation, the frame sync pulse must be 
kept low for a minimum of 160 ns. The Dx TRI-STATE out
put buffer is enabled with the rising edge of FSx or the rising 
edge of BCLKx, whichever comes later, and the first bit 
clocked out is the sign bit. The following seven BCLKx rising 
edges clock out the remaining seven bits. The Dx output is 
disabled by the falling BCLKx edge following the eighth ris
ing edge, or by FSx going low, whichever comes later. A 
rising edge on the receive frame sync pulse, FSA, will cause 
the PCM data at DR to be latched in on the next eight falling 
edges of BCLKR (BCLKx in synchronous mode). All four 
devices may utilize the long frame sync pulse in synchro
nous or asynchronous mode. 

SIGNALING 

The TP3052 and TP3053 µ-law COMBOs contain circuitry 
to insert and extract signaling information in the PCM data 
stream. The TP3052 is intended for short frame sync appli
cations, and the TP3053 for long frame sync applications, 
although the TP3053 may also be used in short frame sync 
applications. The TP3054 and TP3057 have no provision for 
signaling. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

Signaling for the TP3052 is accomplished by applying a 
frame sync pulse two bit clock periods long, as shown in 
Figure 2. With FSx two bit clock periods long, the data pres
ent at SIGx input will be inserted as the LSB in the PCM 
data transmitted during that frame. With FSA two bit clock 
periods long, the LSB of the PCM data read into the DR 
input will be latched and appear on the SIGR output pin until 
updated following the next signaling frame. The decoder will 
then interpret the lost LSB as "%" to minimize noise and 
distortion. This short frame signaling may also be imple
mented using the TP3053, providing SFR and SFx are left 
open circuit or tied low. The TP3052 is not capable of insert
ing or extracting signaling information in the long frame 
mode. 

Signaling for the TP3053 may be accomplished in either 
short or long frame sync mode. The short mode signaling is 
the same as the TP3052. For long frame signaling, two addi
tional frame sync pulses are required, SFx and SFR, which 
indicate transmit and receive signaling frames, respectively. 
With an SFx signaling frame sync, the data present at the 
SIGx input will be inserted as the LSB in the PCM data 
transmitted during that frame. With an SFR signaling frame 
sync, the LSB of the PCM data at DR will be latched and 
appear on the SIGR output pin until the next signaling frame. 
The decoder will also do the "%" step interpretation to 
compensate for the loss of the LSB. 

TRANSMIT SECTION 

The transmit section input is an operational amplifier with 
provision for gain adjustment using two external resistors, 
see Figure 4. The low noise and wide bandwidth allow gains 
in excess of 20 dB across the audio passband to be real
ized. The op amp drives a unity-gain filter consisting of RC 
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active pre-filter, followed by an eighth order switched-ca
pacitor bandpass filter clocked at 256 kHz. The output of 
this filter directly drives the encoder sample-and-hold circuit. 
The AID is of companding type according to µ-law 
(TP3052, TP3053, TP3054) or A-law (TP3057) coding con
ventions. A precision voltage reference is trimmed in manu
facturing to provide an input overload (tMAX) of nominally 
2.5V peak (see table of Transmission Characteristics). The 
FSx frame sync pulse controls the sampling of the filter out
put, and then the successive-approximation encoding cycle 
begins. The 8-bit code is then loaded into a buffer and shift
ed out through Dx at the next FSx pulse. The total encoding 
delay will be approximately 165 µs (due to the transmit fil
ter) plus 125 µs (due to encoding delay), which totals 290 
µs. Any offset voltage due to the filters or comparator is 
cancelled by sign bit integration. 

RECEIVE SECTION 

The receive section consists of an expanding DAC which 
drives a fifth order switched-capacitor low pass filter 
clocked at 256 kHz. The decoder is A-law (TP3057) or 
µ-law (TP3052, TP3053, TP3054) and the 5th order low 
pass filter corrects for the sin x/x attenuation due to the 8 
kHz sample/hold. The filter is then followed by a 2nd order 
RC active post-filter/power amplifer capable of driving a 
soon load to a level of 7.2 dBm. The receive section is 
unity-gain. Upon the occurrence of FSA, the data at the DR 
input is clocked in on the falling edge of the next eight 
BCLKR (BCLKx) periods. At the end of the decoder time 
slot, the decoding cycle begins, and 1 O µs later the decoder 
DAC output is updated. The total decoder delay is - 10 µs 
(decoder update) plus 110 µs (filter delay) plus 62.5 µs (% 
frame), which gives approximately 180 µs. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at any Digital Input or 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Output Vee+ 0.3V to GNDA-0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. Operating Temperature Range - 25°C to + 125°C 
VeetoGNDA 7V Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 15o·c 
V99toGNDA -7V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 3oo·c 
Voltage at any Analog Input ESD rating is to be determined . 

or Output Vee+ 0.3V to V99-0.3V 

Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee 
= 5.0V ± 5%, v 88 = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits 
are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to 
GNDA. Typicals specified at Vee = 5.0V, V88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 

V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 

Vm Output Low Voltage Dx. IL =3.2 mA 0.4 v 
SIGR, IL= 1.0 mA 0.4 v 
TSx, IL= 3.2 mA, Open Drain 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage Dx. IH= -3.2 mA 2.4 v 
SIGR, IH= -1.0 mA 2.4 v 

l1L Input Low Current GNDA::;:v,N::;:v,L. All Digital inputs -10 10 µA 

l1H Input High Current V1H::;:v,N::;:Vee -10 10 µA 

loz Output Current in High Impedance Dx. GNDA::;:Vo::;:Vee -10 10 µA 
State (TRI-STATE) 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH TRANSMIT INPUT AMPLIFIER (ALL DEVICES) 

l1XA Input Leakage Current -2.5V::;:V::;: +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- -200 200 nA 

R1XA Input Resistance -2.5V::;:V::;: +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- 10 Mn 

RoXA Output Resistance Closed Loop, Unity Gain 1 3 n 
RLXA Load Resistance GSx 10 kn 

CLXA Load Capacitance GSx 50 pF 

VoXA Output Dynamic Range GSx. RL;;::10 kn -2.B 2.8 v 

AvXA Voltage Gain VFxi+ toGSx 5000 VIV 

FuXA Unity Gain Bandwidth 1 2 MHz 

VosXA Offset Voltage -20 20 mV 

VeMXA Common-Mode Voltage CMRRXA > 60 dB -2.5 2.5 v 

CMRRXA Common-Mode Rejection Ratio DC Test 60 dB 

PSRRXA Power Supply Rejection Ratio DC Test 60 dB 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH RECEIVE FILTER (ALL DEVICES) 

RoRF Output Resistance PinVFRO 1 3 n 

RLRF Load Resistance VFRO= ±2.5V 600 n 

CLRF Load Capacitance 500 pF 

VOSRO Output DC Offset Voltage -200 200 mV 

POWER DISSIPATION (ALL DEVICES) 

leeO Power-Down Current No Load 0.5 1.5 mA 

1990 Power-Down Current No Load 0.05 0.3 mA 

lee1 Power-Up Active Current No Load 6.0 9.0 mA 

1991 Power-Up Active Current No Load 6.0 9.0 mA 
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Timing Specifications Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = 5.0V 
± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are 
assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GNDA. 
Typicals specified at Vee = 5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and Vm = 
0.7V. See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

1/tpM Frequency of Master Clocks Depends on the Device Used and the 1.536 MHz 
BCLKR/CLKSEL Pin. 1.544 MHz 
MCLKx and MCLKR 2.048 MHz 

twMH Width of Master Clock High MCLKx and MCLKR 160 ns 

twML Width of Master Clock Low MCLKx and MCLKR 160 ns 

tssFM Set-Up Time from BCLKx High First Bit Clock after the Leading 100 ns 
to MCLKx Falling Edge Edge of FSx 

twsH Width of Bit Clock High V1H=2.2V 160 ns 

twsL Width of Bit Clock Low V1L =0.6V 160 ns 

tHBFL Holding Time from Bit Clock Long Frame Only 0 ns 
Low to Frame Sync 

tHBFS Holding Time from Bit Clock Short Frame Only 0 ns 
High to Frame Sync 

tsFB Set-Up Time from Frame Sync Long Frame Only 80 ns 
to Bit Clock Low 

to so Delay Time from BCLKx High Load= 150 pF plus 2 LSTTL Loads 0 140 ns 
to Data Valid 

tosrs Delay Time to TSx Low Load= 150 pF plus 2 LSTTL Loads 140 ns 

toze Delay Time from BCLKx Low to CL= 0 pF to 150 pF 50 165 ns 
Data Output Disabled 

tozF Delay Time to Valid Data from CL= 0 pF to 150 pF 20 165 ns 
FSx or BCLKx, Whichever 
Comes Later 

tssFF Set-Up Time from SFx/R High TP3053 Only 60 ns 
to FSx1R 

tssFs Set-Up Time from Signal Frame TP3053 Only 60 ns 
Sync High to BCLKx/R Clock 

tssGs Set-Up Time from SIGx to BCLKx TP3052 and TP3053 100 ns 

tHBSG Hold Time from BCLKx High to TP3052 and TP3053 50 ns 
SIGx 

tsos Set-Up Time from DR Valid to 50 ns 
BCLKR/X Low 

tHBD Hold Time from BCLKR/X Low to 50 ns 
DR Invalid 

tHBSF Hold Time from BCLKxlR Low to TP3053 Only 100 ns 
Signaling Frame Sync 

tsF Set-Up Time from FSx1R to Short Frame Sync Pulse (1 Bit Clock 50 ns 
BCLKx/RLow Period Long) 

tHF Hold Time from BCLKx/R Low Short Frame Sync Pulse (1 Bit Clock 100 ns 
to FSx1R Low Period Long) 

tHBFI Hold Time from 3rd Period of Long Frame Sync Pulse (from 3 to 8 Bit 100 ns 
Bit Clock Low to Frame Sync Clock Periods Long) 
(FSxor FSA) 

twFL Minimum Width of the Frame 64k Bit/s Operating Mode 160 ns 
Sync Pulse (Low Level) 

tRM Rise Time of Master Clock MCLKx and MCLKR 50 ns 

tFM Fall Time of Master Clock MCLKx and MCLKR 50 ns 

tps Period of Bit Clock 485 488 15725 ns 
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Transmission Characteristics Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for 
Vee = 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 
1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity gain non-inverting. Typicals specified at Vee = 5.0V, Vss 
= -5.0V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

Absolute Levels Nominal 0 dBmO Level is 4 dBm 
(Definition of Nominal Gain) (6000) 

OdBmO 1.2276 Vrms 

tMAX Max Overload Level 
TP3052, TP3053, TP3054 (3.17 dBmO) 2.501 VpK 
TP3057 (3.14 dBmO) 2.492 VpK 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute TA=25°C, Vee=5V, V99= -5V 
Input at GSx = 0 dBmO at 1020 Hz 
TP3052/53/54/57 -0.15 0.15 dB 
TP3052/53/54/57-1 -0.20 0.20 dB 

GxR Transmit Gain, Relative to GxA f= 16 Hz -40 dB 
f=50 Hz -30 dB 
f=60 Hz (TP3052/53/54/57-1) -22 dB 
f=60 Hz (TP3052/53/54/57) -26 dB 
f=200 Hz -1.8 -0.1 dB 
f=300 Hz-3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f=3300 Hz -0.35 0.05 dB 
f = 3400 Hz (TP3052/ 53/ 54/ 57) -0.7 0 dB 
f=3400 Hz (TP3052/53/54/57-1) -0.95 0.05 dB 
f=4000 Hz -14 dB 
f=4600 Hz and Up, Measure -32 dB 
Response from O Hz to 4000 Hz 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.1 0.1 dB 
with Temperature 

GxAv Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GxRL Transmit Gain Variations with Sinusoidal Test Method 
Level Reference Level= -10 dBmO 

VF xi+ = - 40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
VFxl+ = -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
VFxl+ = -55 dBmO to -50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

GRA Receive Gain, Absolute TA=25°C, Vee=5V, V99= -5V 
Input= Digital Code Sequence for 
0 dBmO Signal at 1020 Hz 
TP3052/53/54/57 -0.15 0.15 dB 
TP3052/53/54/57-1 -0.20 0.20 dB 

GAR Receive Gain, Relative to GRA f=O Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f=3300 Hz -0.35 0.05 dB 
f=3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f=4000 Hz -14 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.1 0.1 dB 
with Temperature 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GAAL Receive Gain Variations with Sinusoidal Test Method; Reference 
Level Input PCM Code Corresponds to an 

Ideally Encoded PCM Level 
= -40 dBmO to +3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
= -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.25 0.25 dB 

(TP3052/53/54/57-1 only) 
= -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
= -55 dBmO to -50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

VRo Receive Output Drive Level RL =6000 -2.5 2.5 v 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for Vee = 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 
25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA 
= OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity gain non-inverting. Typicals specified at Vee = 
5.0V, V99 = -5.0V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION WITH FREQUENCY 

DxA Transmit Delay, Absolute f=1600 Hz 290 315 µs 

DxR Transmit Delay, Relative to DxA f= 500 Hz-600 Hz 195 220 µs 
f=600 Hz-800 Hz 120 145 µs 
f=800 Hz-1000 Hz 50 75 µs 
f= 1000 Hz-1600 Hz 20 40 µs 
f= 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 55 75 µs 
f = 2600 Hz-2800 Hz 80 105 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 130 155 µs 

DRA Receive Delay, Absolute f=1600 Hz 180 200 µs 

DAR Receive Delay, Relative to DRA f=500 Hz-1000 Hz -40 -25 µs 
f= 1000 Hz-1600 Hz -30 -20 µs 
f= 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 70 90 µs 
f = 2600 Hz-2800 Hz 100 125 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 145 175 µs 

NOISE 

Nxe Transmit Noise, C Message TP3052,TP3053,TP3054 12 15 dBrnCO 
Weighted TP3052/53/54-1 (Note 1) 16 dBrnCO 

Nxp Transmit Noise, P Message TP3057 -74 -67 dBmOp 
Weighted TP3057-1 (Note 1) -66 dBmOp 

NRe Receive Noise, C Message PCM Code is Alternating Positive 
Weighted and Negative Zero -

TP3052/53/54 8 11 dBrnCO 
TP3052/53/54-1 13 dBrnCO 

NAP Receive Noise, P Message TP3057 PCM Code Equals Positive 
Weighted Zero- -82 -79 dBmOp 

TP3057-1 -77 dBmOp 

NRs Noise, Single Frequency f = O kHz to 100 kHz, Loop Around -53 dBmO 
Measurement, VFxl + = 0 Vrms 

PPSRx Positive Power Supply Rejection, VFxl+ = -50 dBmO 
Transmit Vce=5.0Voe+100 mVrms 

f=O kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 40 dBC 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Rejection, VF xi+ = - 50 dBmO 
Transmit Vss= -5.0Voc+100 mVrms 

f= 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 40 dBC 

PP SRA Positive Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vec=5.0Voe+100 mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f=O Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f=4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dB 
f= 25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dB 
f=0-4 kHz (TP3052/53/54/57-1) 38 dBC 
f=4-50 kHz (TP3052/53/54/57-1) 35 dB 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vss = -5.0Voe+100 mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f = 0 Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f=4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dB 
f=25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dB 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for Vee= 5.0V ±5%, Vss = -5.0V ±5%; TA= o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing atTA = 
25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA 
= OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier connected for unity gain non-inverting. Typicals specified at Vee = 
5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

sos Spurious Out-of-Band Signals Loop Around Measurement, O dBmO, -30 dB 
at the Channel Output 300 Hz to 3400 Hz Input PCM Code Applied 

at DR. 
4600 Hz-7600 Hz -30 dB 
7600 Hz-8400 Hz -40 dB 
8400 Hz-100,000 Hz -30 dB 

DISTORTION 

STDx Signal to Total Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method (Note 3) 
STOA Transmit or Receive Level = 3.0 dBmO 33 dBC 

Half-Channel =O dBmO to -30 dBmO 36 dBC 
= -40dBmO XMT 29 dBC 

RCV 30 dBC 
=-55dBmO XMT 14 dBC 

RCV 15 dBC 

SFDx Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Transmit 

SFDR Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Receive 

IMO Intermodulation Distortion Loop Around Measurement, -41 dB 
VFx+ = -4 dBmO to -21 dBmO, Two 
Frequencies in the Range 
300 Hz-3400 Hz 

CROSSTALK 

CTx.R Transmit to Receive Crosstalk, f = 300 Hz-3400 Hz 
0 dBmO Transmit Level DR= Quiet PCM Code -90 -75 dB 

CTR-X Receive to Transmit Crosstalk, f = 300 Hz-3400 Hz, VF xi= Multitone -90 -70 dB 
0 dBmO Receive Level (Note2) (Note2) 

ENCODING FORMAT AT Dx OUTPUT 

TP3052,TP3053,TP3054 
TP3057 
A· Law 

µ-Law 
(Includes Even Bit Inversion) 

V1N (at GSx) = +Full-Scale 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

V1N (at GSx) = ov {~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

V1N (at GSx) = - Full-Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

Note 1: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result at -50 dBmO. 

Note 2: PPSRx. NPSRx. and CT R-X are measured with a - 50 dBmO activation signal applied to VFxl +. 
Note 3: All devices are measured using C message weighted filter. 
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Applications Information 
POWER SUPPLIES 

While the pins of the TP3050 family are well protected 
against electrical misuse, it is recommended that the stan
dard CMOS practice be followed, ensuring that ground is 
connected to the device before any other connections are 
made. In applications where the printed circuit board may be 
plugged into a "hot" socket with power and clocks already 
present, an extra long ground pin in the connector should 
be used. 

All ground connections to each device should meet at a 
common point as close as possible to the GNDA pin. This 
minimizes the interaction of ground return currents flowing 
through a common bus impedance. 0.1 µF supply decou
pling capacitors should be connected from this common 
ground point to Vee and Vss. as close to the device as 
possible. 

For best performance, the ground point of each CODEC/ 
FILTER on a card should be connected to a common card 
ground in star formation, rather than via a ground bus. 

This common ground point should be decoupled to Vee and 
Vss with 1 O µF capacitors. 

RECEIVE GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

For applications where a TP3050 family CODEC/filter re
ceive output must drive a soon load, but a peak swing lower 
than ± 2.5V is required, the receive gain can be easily ad
justed by inserting a matched T-pad or 7T-pad at the output. 
Table II lists the required resistor values tor soon termina
tions. As these are generally non-standard values, the equa
tions can be used to compute the attenuation of the closest 
practical set of resistors. It may be necessary to use un
equal values for the R1 or R4 arms of the attenuators to 
achieve a precise attenuation. Generally it is tolerable to 
allow a small deviation of the input impedance from nominal 
while still maintaining a good return loss. For example a 30 
dB return loss against soon is obtained if the output imped
ance of the attenuator is in the range 2a2n to 319n (as
suming a perfect transformer). 

T·Pad Attenuator 

Note: See Application Note 370 for further details. 
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~ Applications Information (Continued) 
C"') 
D.. 
I- TABLE II. Attentuator Tables for Z1=Z2=300!l 
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dB R1 

0.1 1.7 
0.2 3.5 
0.3 5.2 
0.4 6.9 
0.5 8.5 
0.6 10.4 
0.7 12.1 
0.8 13.8 
0.9 15.5 
1.0 17.3 
2 34.4 
3 51.3 
4 68 
5 84 
6 100 
7 115 
8 379 
9 143 
10 156 
11 168 
12 180 
13 190 
14 200 
15 210 
16 218 
18 233 
20 246 

Typical Synchronous Application 

R2 R3 R4 

26k 3.5 52k 
13k 6.9 26k 
8.7k 10.4 17.4k 
6.5k 13.8 13k 
5.2k 17.3 10.5k 
4.4k 21.3 8.7k 
3.7k 24.2 7.5k 
3.3k 27.7 6.5k 
2.9k 31.1 5.8k 
2.61 34.6 5.2k 
1.3k 70 2.6k 
850 107 1.8k 
650 144 1.3k 
494 183 1.1k 
402 224 900 
380 269 785 
284 317 698 
244 370 630 
211 427 527 
184 490 535 
161 550 500 
142 635 473 
125 720 450 
110 816 430 
98 924 413 
77 1.17k 386 
61 1.5k 366 

Vfxl+ , .. ______ FROM sue 
VFxl_..., __ _ 

ANALOG 
INTERFACE 

Tosuc--:_-:_-:_-_----vF_R_o ___ T_;;_3°i5~- ________ t 
FROM TP3155 TSAC --..... FSR FSx FROM TP3155 TSAC to-------. Ox 

5V OR GNDA ______ _., BCLKn/CLKSEL BCLKx 

DIGITAL 
INTERFACE 

PON ._M_C_LK..-R_IP_DN ______ M_CL_,Kx.,.Hl'-4""'""""----- BCLKx (2.048 MHz/1.544 MHz) 

(
R1+R2) Note1:XMITgain=20Xlog ---i:i2 where(R1+R2) >10K!l. 

FIGURE4 
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Connection Diagrams (Continued) 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Vas 
1 18 VFxl+ 

GNDA 
2 17 VFxl-

VFRO 
3 16

GSx 

Vee 15Ts'i 

FSn 
5 14 

FSx TPJ052 

DR 
6 13 Ox 

BCLKR/ 7 12
BCLKx CLKSEL 

MCLKn/ 8 11 
MCLKx 

PON 9 10 
SIGx SIGn 

TL/H/5510-8 

Top View 

Order Number TP3052J 
or TP3052J-1 

See NS Package Number J18A 

Plastic Chip Carrier 

oa:: ;:§ a:i .:!:.x -';,. 
..... z aJ .......... 
> <.:> > > > 

3 
N.C. 4 

1 20 19 
18 

Vee 
FSR 

DR 

BCLKR / CLKSEL 

5 

6 

7 

17 

TP3057 16 

15 

8 14 
9 10 11 12 13 

Top View 

Order Number TP3057V 
or TP3057V-1 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Vse 
20 

VFxl + 

GNDA 
19 

Vfxl-

18 
VFnO GSx 

Vee 
17 _ 

TSx 

FSn 
16 

FSx 
TP3053 

15 Ox On 

BCLKn/ 7 14 
BCLKx CLKSEL 

MCLKn/ B 13 
MCLKx 

PON g 
SFn 

12 
Sfx 

SIGR lO 11 
SIGx 

Top View 

Order Number TP3053J 
or TP3053J-1 

See NS Package Number J20A 

GSx 

TSx 

FSx 

Dx 

BCLKx 

TL/H/5510-7 

See NS Package Number V20A 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

microCMOS 

TP3052-X/TP3053-X/TP3054-X 
TP3057-X Extended Temperature 
Monolithic Serial Interface 
CMOS CODEC/FILTER COMBO™ Family 

General Description 
The TP3052, TP3053, TP3054, TP3057 family consists of 
µ-law and A-law monolithic PCM CODEC/filters utilizing the 
AID and D/ A conversion architecture shown in Figure 1, 
and a serial PCM interface. The devices are fabricated 
using National's advanced double-poly CMOS process 
(microCMOS). 

The encode portion of each device consists of an input gain 
adjust amplifier, an active RC pre-filter which eliminates very 
high frequency noise prior to entering a switched-capacitor 
band-pass filter that rejects signals below 200 Hz and above 
3400 Hz. Also included are auto-zero circuitry and a com
panding coder which samples the filtered signal and en
codes it in the companded µ-law or A-law PCM format. The 
decode portion of each device consists of an expanding 
decoder, which reconstructs the analog signal from the 
companded µ-law or A-law code, a low-pass filter which 
corrects for the sin x/x response of the decoder output and 
rejects signals above 3400 Hz, and a single-ended power 
amplifier capable of driving low impedance loads. The de
vices require two 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz 
transmit and receive master clocks, which may be asyn
chronous; transmit and receive bit clocks, which may vary 
from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz; and transmit and receive frame 
sync pulses. The timing of the frame sync pulses and PCM 
data is compatible with both industry standard formats. 

Connection Diagrams 

Features 
• - 40°C to + 85°C operation 
• Complete CODEC and filtering system (COMBO) 

including: 
- Transmit high-pass and low-pass filtering 
- Receive low-pass filter with sin x/x correction 
- Active RC noise filters 
- µ-law or A-law compatible COder and DECoder 
- Internal precision voltage reference 
- Serial 1/0 interface 
- Internal auto-zero circuitry 

• µ-law with signaling, TP3020 or TP5116A timing-
TP3052 

• µ-law with signaling, TP5116A family timing-TP3053 
• µ-law without signaling, 16-pin-TP3054 
• A-law, 16-pin-TP3057 
• Meets or exceeds all D3/D4 and CCITT specifications 
• ± 5V operation 
• Low operating power-typically 60 mW 
• Power-down standby mode-typically 3 mW 
• Automatic power-down 
• TTL or CMOS compatible digital interfaces 
• Maximizes line interface card circuit density 

Dual-In-Line Package Dual-In-Line Package Dual-In-Line Package 
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Pin Description 
Symbol Function 

GNDA 

Vee 

Negative power supply pin. Vss = -5V 
±5%. 

Analog ground. All signals are referenced 
to this pin. 

Analog output of the receive power ampli
fier. 

Positive power supply pin. Vee = + 5V 
±5%. 

Receive frame sync pulse which enables 
BCLKR to shift PCM data into DR. FSA is 
an 8 kHz pulse train. See Figures 2 and 3 
for timing details. 

DR Receive data input. PCM data is shifted 
into DR following the FSA leading edge. 

BCLKR/CLKSEL The bit clock which shifts data into DR af
ter the FSA leading edge. May vary from 
64 kHz to 2.048 MHz. Alternatively, may 
be a logic input which selects either 1.536 
MHz/1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz for master 
clock in synchronous mode and BCLKx is 
used for both transmit and receive direc
tions (see Table 1). 

Receive master clock. Must be 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. May be 
asynchronous with MCLKx, but should be 
synchronous with MCLKx for best per
formance. When MCLKR is connected 
continuously low, MCLKx is selected for 
all internal timing. When MCLKR is con
nected continuously high, the device is 
powered down. 
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Symbol 

SFR 

SIGR 

SIGx 

SFx 

MCLKx 

FSx 

BCLKx 

Dx 

TSx 

GSx 

VFxl-

VFxl+ 

Function 

When high during FSA, this input indicates 
a receive signal frame. 

The eighth bit of the PCM data appears at 
this output after each receive signalling 
frame. 

Signal data input. Data at this input is in
serted into the 8th bit of the PCM word 
during transmit signaling frames. 

When high during FSx. this input indicates 
a transmit signaling frame. 

Transmit master clock. Must be 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. May be 
asynchronous with MCLKR, but should be 
synchronous for best performance. 

Transmit frame sync pulse input which en
ables BCLKx to shift out the PCM data on 
Dx. FSx is an 8 kHz pulse train, see Fig
ures 2 and 3 for timing details. 

The bit clock which shifts out the PCM 
data on Dx. May vary from 64 kHz to 
2.048 MHz, but must be synchronous with 
MCLKx. 

The TRI-STATE® PCM data output which 
is enabled by FSx. 

Open drain output which pulses low during 
the encoder time slot. 

Analog output of the transmit input amplifi
er. Used to externally set gain. 

Inverting input of the transmit input amplifi
er. 

Non-inverting input of the transmit input 
amplifier. 
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Functional Description 
POWER-UP 

When power is first applied, power-on reset circuitry initializ
es the COMBO and places it into a power-down state. All 
non-essential circuits are deactivated and the Dx and VFRO 
outputs are put in high impedance states. To power-up the 
device, a logical low level or clock must be applied to the 
MCLKR/PDN pin andFSx and/or FSA pulses must be pres
ent. Thus, 2 power-down control modes are available. The 
first is to pull the MCLKR/PDN pin high; the alternative is to 
hold both FSx and FSA inputs continuously low-the device 
will power-down approximately 2 ms after the last FSx or 
FSR pulse. Power-up will occur on the first FSx or FSA 
pulse. The TRI-STATE PCM data output, Dx, will remain in 
the high impedance state until the second FSx pulse. 

SYNCHRONOUS OPERATION 

For synchronous operation, the same master clock and bit 
clock should be used for both the transmit and receive di
rections. In this mode, a clock must be applied to MCLKx 
and the MCLKR/PDN pin can be used as a power-down 
control. A low level on MCLKR/PDN powers up the device 
and a high level powers down the device. In either case, 
MCLKx will be selected as the master clock for both the 
transmit and receive circuits. A bit clock must also be ap
plied to BCLKx and the BCLKR/CLKSEL can be used to 
select the proper internal divider for a master clock of 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. For 1.544 MHz operation, 
the device automatically compensates for the 193rd clock 
pulse each frame. 

With a fixed level on the BCLKR/CLKSEL pin, BCLKx will be 
selected as the bit clock for both the transmit and receive 
directions. Table I indicates the frequencies of operation 
which can be selected, depending on the state of BCLKR/ 
CLKSEL. In this synchronous mode, the bit clock, BCLKx, 
may be from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz, but must be synchro
nous with MCLKx. 

Each FSx pulse begins the encoding cycle and the PCM 
data from the previous encode cycle is shifted out of the 
enabled Dx output on the positive edge of BCLKx. After 8 
bit clock periods, the TRI-STATE Dx output is returned to a 
high impedance state. With an FSA pulse, PCM data is 
latched via the DR input on the negative edge of BCLKx (or 
BCLKR if running). FSx and FSA must be synchronous with 
MCLKxlR· 

TABLE I. Selection of Master Clock Frequencies 

Master Clock 
Frequency Selected 

BCLKR/CLKSEL TP3052 
TP3057 TP3053 

TP3054 

Clocked 2.048 MHz 1.536 MHz or 
1.544 MHz 

0 1.536 MHz or 2.048 MHz 
1.544 MHz 

1 (or Open Circuit) 2.048 MHz 1.536 MHz or 
1.544 MHz 

ASYNCHRONOUS OPERATION 

For asynchronous operation, separate transmit and receive 
clocks may be applied. MCLKx and MCLKR must be 2.048 
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MHz for the TP3057, or 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz for the 
TP3052, 53, 54, and need not be synchronous. For best 
transmission performance, however, MCLKR should be syn
chronous with MCLKx, which is easily achieved by applying 
only static logic levels to the MCLKR/PDN pin. This will au
tomatically connect MCLKx to all internal MCLKR functions 
(see Pin Description). For 1.544 MHz operation, the device 
automatically compensates for the 193rd clock pulse each 
frame. FSx starts each encoding cycle and must be syn
chronous with MCLKx and BCLKx. FSA starts each decod
ing cycle and must be synchronous with BCLKR. BCLKR 
must be a clock, the logic levels shown in Table I are not 
valid in asynchronous mode. BCLKx and BCLKR may oper
ate from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz. 

SHORT FRAME SYNC OPERATION 

The COMBO can utilize either a short frame sync pulse (the 
same as the TP3020/21 CODECs) or a long frame sync 
pulse. Upon power initialization, the device assumes a short 
frame mode. In this mode, both frame sync pulses, FSx and 
FSA, must be one bit clock period long, with timing relation
ships specified in Figure 2. With FSx high during a falling 
edge of BCLKx, the next rising edge of BCLKx enables the 
Dx TRI-STATE output buffer, which will output the sign bit. 
The following seven rising edges clock out the remaining 
seven bits, and the next falling edge disables the Dx output. 
With FSA high during a falling edge of BCLKR (BCLKx in 
synchronous mode), the next falling edge of BCLKR latches 
in the sign bit. The following seven falling edges latch in the 
seven remaining bits. All four devices may utilize the short 
frame sync pulse in synchronous or asynchronous operating 
mode. 

LONG FRAME SYNC OPERATION 

To use the long (TP5116A/56A CODECs) frame mode, both 
the frame sync pulses, FSx and FSA, must be three or more 
bit clock periods long, with timing relationships specified in 
Figure 3. Based on the transmit frame sync, FSx, the COM
BO will sense whether short or long frame sync pulses are 
being used. For 64 kHz operation, the frame sync pulse 
must be kept low for a minimum of 160 ns. The Dx TRI
STATE output buffer is enabled with the rising edge of FSx 
or the rising edge of BCLKx, whichever comes later, and the 
first bit clocked out is the sign bit. The following seven 
BCLKx rising edges clock out the remaining seven bits. The 
Dx output is disabled by the falling BCLKx edge following 
the eighth rising edge, or by FSx going low, whichever 
comes later. A rising edge on the receive frame sync pulse, 
FSA, will cause the PCM data at DR to be latched in on the 
next eight falling edges of BCLKR (BCLKx in synchronous 
mode). All four devices may utilize the long frame sync 
pulse in synchronous or asynchronous mode. 

SIGNALING 

The TP3052 and TP3053 µ-law COMBOs contain circuitry 
to insert and extract signaling information in the PCM data 
stream. The TP3052 is intended for short frame sync appli
cations, and the TP3053 for long frame sync applications, 
although the TP3053 may also be used in short frame sync 
applications. The TP3054 and TP3057 have no provision for 
signaling. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

Signaling for the TP3052 Package is accomplished by ap
plying a frame sync pulse two bit clock periods long, as 
shown in Figure 2. With FSx two bit clock periods long, the 
data present at SIGx input will be inserted as the LSB in the 
PCM data transmitted during that frame. With FSA two bit 
clock periods long, the LSB of the PCM data read into the 
DR input will be latched and appear on the SIGR output pin 
until updated following the next signaling frame. The decod
er will then interpret the lost LSB as"%" to minimize noise 
and distortion. This short frame signaling may also be imple
mented using the TP3053, providing SFR and SFx are left 
open circuit or tied low. The TP3052 is not capable of insert
ing or extracting signaling information in the long frame 
mode. 

Signaling for the TP3053 may be accomplished in either 
short or long frame sync mode. The short mode signaling is 
the same as the TP3052. For long frame signaling, two addi
tional frame sync pulses are required, SFx and SFR, which 
indicate transmit and receive signaling frames, respectively. 
With an SFx signaling frame sync, the data present at the 
SIGx input will be inserted as the LSB in the PCM data 
transmitted during that frame. With an SFR signaling frame 
sync, the LSB of the PCM data at DR will be latched and 
appear on the SIGR output pin until the next signaling frame. 
The decoder will also do the "%" step interpretation to 
compensate for the loss of the LSB. 

TRANSMIT SECTION 

The transmit section input is an operational amplifier with 
provision for gain adjustment using two external resistors, 
see Figure 4. The low noise and wide bandwidth allow gains 
in excess of 20 dB across the audio passband to be real
ized. The op amp drives a unity-gain filter consisting of RC 
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active pre-filter, followed by an eighth order switched-ca
pacitor bandpass filter clocked at 256 kHz. The output of 
this filter directly drives the encoder sample-and-hold circuit. 
The AID is of companding type according to µ-law 
(TP3052, TP3053, TP3054) or A-law (TP3057) coding con
ventions. A precision voltage reference is trimmed in manu
facturing to provide an input overload (tMAX) of nominally 
2.5V peak (see table of Transmission Characteristics). The 
FSx frame sync pulse controls the sampling of the filter out
put, and then the successive-approximation encoding cycle 
begins. The 8-bit code is then loaded into a buffer and shift
ed out through Dx at the next FSx pulse. The total encoding 
delay will be approximately 165 µs (due to the transmit fil
ter) plus 125 µs (due to encoding delay), which totals 290 
µs. Any offset voltage due to the filters or comparator is 
cancelled by sign bit integration. 

RECEIVE SECTION 

The receive section consists of an expanding DAC which 
drives a fifth order switched-capacitor low pass filter 
clocked at 256 kHz. The decoder is A-law (TP3057) or 
µ-law (TP3052, TP3053, TP3054) and the 5th order low 
pass filter corrects for the sin xix attenuation due to the 8 
kHz sample/hold. The filter is then followed by a 2nd order 
RC active post-filter/power amplifer capable of driving a 
600!1 load to a level of 7.2 dBm. The receive section is 
unity-gain. Upon the occurrence of FSA, the data at the DR 
input is clocked in on the falling edge of the next eight 
BCLKR (BCLKx) periods. At the end of the decoder time 
slot, the decoding cycle begins, and 10 µs later the decoder 
DAC output is updated. The total decoder delay is - 10 µs 
(decoder update) plus 110 µs (filter delay) plus 62.5 µs (% 
frame), which gives approximately 180 µs. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military I Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at any Digital Input or 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Output Vee+0.3V to GNDA-0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications • 

Operating Temperature Range - 55°C to + 125•c 
VeetoGNDA 7V Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 15o·c 
V99toGNDA -7V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 3oo·c 
Voltage at any Analog Input 

or Output Vee+0.3Vto V99-0.3V 

Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee 
= +5.0V ±5%, V99 = -5.0V ±5%; TA= -40°C to +85°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA= 25°C. All 
other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals 
referenced to GNDA. Typicals specified at Vee= +5.0V, V99 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 
V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 
Vol Output Low Voltage Dx. IL= 3.2 mA 0.4 v 

§1§.R. IL= 1.0 mA 0.4 v 
TSx. IL= 3.2 mA, Open Drain 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage Dx. IH= -3.2 mA 2.4 v 
SIGR, IH= -1.0 mA 2.4 v 

l1L Input Low Current GNDA~V1N~VIL• All Digital Inputs -10 10 µA 

l1H Input High Current V1H~V1N~Vee -10 10 µA 

loz Output Current in High Impedance Dx. GNDA~Vo~Vee -10 10 µA 
State (TRI-STATE) 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH TRANSMIT INPUT AMPLIFIER (ALL DEVICES) 

l1XA Input Leakage Current -2.5V~V~+2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- -200 200 nA 

R1XA Input Resistance -2.5V~V~+2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- 10 MO. 

RoXA Output Resistance Closed Loop, Unity Gain 1 3 0. 

RLXA Load Resistance GSx 10 kO. 

CLXA Load Capacitance GSx 50 pF 

VoXA Output Dynamic Range GSx. AL~ 10 kn -2.8 2.8 v 
AvXA Voltage Gain VFxl+ toGSx 5000 VIV 

FuXA Unity Gain Bandwidth 1 2 MHz 

VosXA Offset Voltage -20 20 mV 

VeMXA Common-Mode Voltage CMRRXA > 60 dB -2.5 2.5 v 
CMRRXA Common-Mode Rejection Ratio DC Test 60 dB 

PSRRXA Power Supply Rejection Ratio DC Test 60 dB 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH RECEIVE FILTER (ALL DEVICES) 

Ro RF Output Resistance PinVFRO 1 3 0. 

RLRF Load Resistance VFRO= ±2.5V 600 0. 

CLRF Load Capacitance 500 pF 

VOSRO Output DC Offset Voltage -200 200 mV 

POWER DISSIPATION (ALL DEVICES) 

leeO Power-Down Current No Load 0.65 2.0 mA 

1990 Power-Down Current No Load 0.01 0.33 mA 

lee1 Power-Up (Active) Current No Load 7.0 11.0 mA 

1991 Power-Up (Active) Current No Load 7.0 11.0 mA 
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Timing Specifications Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = 
+5.0V ±5%, Vss = -5.0V ±5%; TA= -40°C to +85°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA= 25°C. All other 
limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced 
to GNDA. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5.0V, V88 = 5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

All timing parameters are assured at VoH = 2.0V and VoL = 0.7V. 

See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

1/tpM Frequency of Master Clocks Depends on the Device Used and the 1.536 MHz 
BCLKR/CLKSEL Pin. 1.544 MHz 
MCLKx and MCLKR 2.048 MHz 

twMH Width of Master Clock High MCLKx and MCLKR 160 ns 

twML Width of Master Clock Low MCLKx and MCLKR 160 ns 

tssFM Set-Up Time from BCLKx High First Bit Clock afte} Short Frame 100 ns 
to MCLKx Falling Edge the Leading Edge 

ofFSx Long Frame 125 

twsH Width of Bit Clock High V1H=2.2V 160 ns 

twsL Width of Bit Clock Low V1L =0.6V 160 ns 

tHBFL Holding Time from Bit Clock Long Frame Only 0 ns 
Low to Frame Sync 

tHBFS Holding Time from Bit Clock Short Frame Only 0 ns 
High to Frame Sync 

tsFB Set-Up Time from Frame Sync Long Frame Only 95 ns 
to Bit Clock Low 

toso Delay Time from BCLKx High Load= 150 pF plus 2 LSTTL Loads 0 140 ns 
to Data Valid 

tosTs Delay Time to TSx Low Load= 150 pF plus 2 LSTTL Loads 140 ns 

toze Delay Time from BCLKx Low to CL =O pFto 150 pF 50 165 ns 
Data Output Disabled 

tozF Delay Time to Valid Data from CL =O pFto 150 pF 20 165 ns 
FSx or BCLKx. Whichever 
Comes Later 

tssFF Set-Up Time from SFx/R High TP3053 Only 60 ns 
to FSxlR 

tssFs Set-Up Time from Signal Frame TP3053 Only 60 ns 
Sync High to BCLKx/R Clock 

tssGB Set-Up Time from SIGx to BCLKx TP3052 and TP3053 100 ns 

tHBSG Hold Time from BCLKx High to TP3052 and TP3053 50 ns 
SIGx 

tsos Set-Up Time from DR Valid to 50 ns 
BCLKR/X Low 

tHBD Hold Time from BCLKR/X Low to 50 ns 
DR Invalid 

tHBSF Hold Time from BCLKx/R Low to TP3053 Only 100 ns 
Signaling Frame Sync 

tsF Set-Up Time from FSx/R to Short Frame Sync Pulse (1 Bit Clock 50 ns 
BCLKx1RLow Period Long) 

tHF Hold Time from BCLKx1R Low Short Frame Sync Pulse (1 Bit Clock 100 ns 
to FSxlR Low Period Long) 

tHBFI Hold Time from 3rd Period of Long Frame Sync Pulse (from 3 to 8 Bit 100 ns 
Bit Clock Low to Frame Sync Clock Periods Long) 
(FSxorFSR) 

twFL Minimum Width of the Frame 64k Bit/s Operating Mode 160 ns 
Sync Pulse (Low Level) 
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Transmission Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
-40°C to +B5°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA= 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dBmO, transmit input amplifier 
connected for unity gain non inverting. Typicals are specified at Vee = +5.0V, v88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

Absolute Levels Nominal 0 dBmO Level is 4 dBm 
(Definition of Nominal Gain) (6000) 

OdBmO 1.2276 Vrms 

tMAX Max Overload Level 
TP3052, TP3053, TP3054 (3.17 dBmO) 2.501 VpK 
TP3057 (3.14 dBmO) 2.492 VpK 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute TA=25°C, Vee=5V, v8s= -5V 
Input at GSx = 0 dBmO at 1020 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 

GxR Transmit Gain, Relative to GxA f= 16 Hz -40 dB 
f=50 Hz -30 dB 
f=60 Hz -26 dB 
f=200 Hz -1.8 -0.1 dB 
f=300 Hz-3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f= 3300 Hz -0.35 0.1 dB 
f= 3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f=4000 Hz -14 dB 
f = 4600 Hz and Up, Measure -32 dB 
Response from 0 Hz to 4000 Hz 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.15 0.15 dB 
with Temperature 

GxAV Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GxRL Transmit Gain Variations with Sinusoidal Test Method 
Level Reference Level= -10 dBmO 

VFxl + = -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
VFxl + = - 50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
VFxl + = - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

GRA Receive Gain, Absolute TA=25°C, Vee=5V, Vss= -5V 
Input= Digital Code Sequence for 
O dBmO Signal at 1020 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 

GAR Receive Gain, Relative to GRA f = 0 Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f=3300 Hz -0.35 0.1 dB 
f= 3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f=4000 Hz -14 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.15 0.15 dB 
with Temperature 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GAAL Receive Gain Variations with Sinusoidal Test Method; Reference 
Level Input PCM Code Corresponds to an 

Ideally Encoded 
PCM Level= -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
PCM Level= - 50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
PCM Level= - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

VRo Receive Output Drive Level RL =6000. -2.5 2.5 v 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
-40°C to + 85°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = O dBmO, transmit input amplifier 
connected for unity gain non inverting. Typicals are specified at Vee = + 5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION WITH FREQUENCY 

DxA Transmit Delay, Absolute f=1600 Hz 290 315 µs 

DxR Transmit Delay, Relative to DxA f= 500 Hz-600 Hz 195 220 µs 
f=600 Hz-800 Hz 120 145 µs 
f=800 Hz-1000 Hz 50 75 µs 
f= 1000 Hz-1600 Hz 20 40 µs 
f = 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 55 75 µs 
f=2600 Hz-2800 Hz 80 105 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 130 155 µs 

ORA Receive Delay, Absolute f=1600 Hz 180 200 µs 

DAR Receive Delay, Relative to DRA f = 500 Hz-1000 Hz -40 -25 µs 
f= 1000 Hz-1600 Hz -30 -20 µs 
f= 1600 Hz-2600 Hz 70 90 µs 
f=2600 Hz-2800 Hz 100 125 µs 
f = 2800 Hz-3000 Hz 145 175 µs 

NOISE 

Nxe Transmit Noise, C Message TP3052,TP3053,TP3054 12 16 dBrnCO 
Weighted (Note 1) 

Nxp Transmit Noise, P Message TP3057 -74 -67 dBmOp 
Weighted (Note 1) 

NRe Receive Noise, C Message PCM Code is Alternating Positive 
Weighted and Negative Zero -

TP3052/53/54 8 11 dBrnCO 

NAP Receive Noise, P Message TP3057 PCM Code Equals Positive 
Weighted Zero- -82 -79 dBmOp 

NRs Noise, Single Frequency f = o kHz to 100 kHz, Loop Around -53 dBmO 
Measurement, VFxl + = 0 Vrms 

PPS Rx Positive Power Supply Rejection, Vee=5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
Transmit f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 40 dBC 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Rejection, Vss= -5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
Transmit f = 0 kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 40 dBC 

PPSRR Positive Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vee=5.0Voe+100 mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f = 0 Hz-4000 Hz 38 dBC 
f=4 kHz-25 kHz 38 dB 
f=25 kHz-50 kHz 35 dB 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vss = -5.0 Voe+ 1 oo mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f=O Hz-4000 Hz 38 dBC 
f=4 kHz-25 kHz 38 dB 
f=25 kHz-50 kHz 35 dB 
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G; Transmission Characteristics ccontinued) 

~ Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
~ -40°C to + 85°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
)( production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = O dBmO, transmit input amplifier 
~ connected for unity gain non inverting. Typicals are specified at Vee = + 5.0V, v88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 
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Symbol Parameter Conditions 

sos Spurious Out-of-Band Signals Loop Around Measurement, 0 dBmO, 
at the Channel Output 300 Hz to 3400 Hz Input PCM Code Applied 

at DR. 
4600 Hz-7600 Hz 
7600 Hz-8400 Hz 
8400 Hz-100,000 Hz 

DISTORTION 

STDx Signal to Total Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method (Note 3) 
STDR Transmit or Receive Level = 3.0 dBmO 

Half-Channel =O dBmO to -30 dBmO 
= -40dBmO XMT 

RCV 
= -55dBmO XMT 

RCV 

SFDx Single Frequency Distortion, 
Transmit 

SFDR Single Frequency Distortion, 
Receive 

IMO Intermodulation Distortion Loop Around Measurement, 
VFx+ = -4 dBmO to -21 dBmO, Two 
Frequencies in the Range 
300 Hz-3400 Hz 

CROSSTALK 

CTx.R Transmit to Receive Crosstalk, f=300 Hz-3400 Hz 
O dBmO Transmit Level DR = Quiet PCM Code (Note 4) 

CTR-X Receive to Transmit Crosstalk, f=300 Hz-3400 Hz, VFxl = Multitone 
0 dBmO Receive Level (Note2) 

ENCODING FORMAT AT Dx OUTPUT 

TP3052,TP3053,TP3054 
µ-Law 

V1N (at GSx) = +Full-Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

V1N (at GSx) = OV {~ 
V1N (at GSx) = - Full-Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Note 1: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result at -50 dBmO. 

Note 2: PPSRx. NPSRx. and CT R-X are measured with a -50 dBmO activation signal applied to VF xi+. 

Note 3: TP3052/53/54/57 are measured using C message weighted filter. 

Note 4: CT X-R @ 1.544 MHz MCLKx freq. is - 70 dB max. 50% ± 5% BCLKx duty cycle. 
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Min Typ Max Units 

-30 dB 

-30 dB 
-40 dB 
-30 dB 

33 dBC 
36 dBC 
28 dBC 
29 dBC 
13 dBC 
14 dBC 

-43 dB 

-43 dB 

-41 dB 

-90 -75 dB 

-90 -70 dB 
(Note2) 

TP3057 
A-Law 

(Includes Even Bit Inversion) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 



Applications Information 
POWER SUPPLIES 

While the pins of the TP3050 family are well protected 
against electrical misuse, it is recommended that the stan
dard CMOS practice be followed, ensuring that ground is 
connected to the device before any other connections are 
made. In applications where the printed circuit board may be 
plugged into a "hot" socket with power and clocks already 
present, an extra long ground pin in the connector should 
be used. 

All ground connections to each device should meet at a 
common point as close as possible to the GNDA pin. This 
minimizes the interaction of ground return currents flowing 
through a common bus impedance. 0.1 µF supply decou
pling capacitors should be connected from this common 
ground point to Vee and Vss as close to device pins as 
possible. 

For best performance, the ground point of each CODEC/ 
FILTER on a card should be connected to a common card 
ground in star formation, rather than via a ground bus. 

This common ground point should be decoupled to Vee and 
Vss with 10 µF capacitors. 

RECEIVE GAIN ADJUSTMENT 

For applications where a TP3050 family CODEC/filter re
ceive output must drive a 600!1 load, but a peak swing lower 
than ± 2.5V is required, the receive gain can be easily ad
justed by inserting a matched T-pad or 7T-pad at the output. 
Table II lists the required resistor values for 600!1 termina
tions. As these are generally non-standard values, the equa
tions can be used to compute the attenuation of the closest 
practical set of resistors. It may be necessary to use un
equal values for the R1 or R4 arms of the attenuators to 
achieve a precise attenuation. Generally it is tolerable to 
allow a small deviation of the input impedance from nominal 
while still maintaining a good return loss. For example a 30 
dB return loss against 600!1 is obtained if the output imped
ance of the attenuator is in the range 282!1 to 319!1 (as
suming a perfect transformer). 

T-Pad Attenuator 

Note: See Application Note 370 for further details. 

R1 = Z1 ( N
2 

+ 
1

) - 2.JITZ2 (-N-) 
N2 - 1 N2 - 1 

R2 = 2.JITZ2 (-N-) 
N2 - 1 

Where: N = 

and 

s = @. 
'122 

POWER IN 

POWER OUT 

Also: z = .Jzsc • Zoe 
Where Zsc = impedance with short circuit termination 

and Zoe = impedance with open circuit termination 

7T-Pad Attenuator 

R4 

I 
I Z2 

I 
I _____ _. 

R3 =~(N2;;1) 

R3 = Z1 ( N
2 

-
1 

) 
N2 - 2NS + 1 
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Applications Information (Continued) 

TABLE II. Attentuator Tables for Z1 = Z2 = 3000 
(All Values In 0) 

dB R1 R2 R3 R4 

0.1 1.7 26k 3.5 52k 
0.2 3.5 13k 6.9 26k 
0.3 5.2 8.7k 10.4 17.4k 
0.4 6.9 6.5k 13.8 13k 
0.5 8.5 5.2k 17.3 10.5k 
0.6 10.4 4.4k 21.3 8.7k 
0.7 12.1 3.7k 24.2 7.5k 
0.8 13.8 3.3k 27.7 6.5k 
0.9 15.5 2.9k 31.1 5.8k 
1.0 17.3 2.61 34.6 5.2k 
2 34.4 1.3k 70 2.6k 
3 51.3 850 107 1.8k 
4 68 650 144 1.3k 
5 84 494 183 1.1k 
6 100 402 224 900 
7 115 380 269 785 
8 379 284 317 698 
9 143 244 370 630 
10 156 211 427 527 
11 168 184 490 535 
12 180 161 550 500 
13 190 142 635 473 
14 200 125 720 450 
15 210 110 816 430 
16 218 98 924 413 
18 233 77 1.17k 386 
20 246 61 1.5k 366 

Typical Synchronous Application 

Vfxl+ 1 ... ------FROM SLIC 

Vfxl- .... --... 

ANALOG 
INTERFACE 

TO SLIC VFRD TP3054/ t 
TP3057 

FROM TP3155 TSAC FSR FSx FROM TP3155 TSAC --------..ox 
5V OR GNDA ------.... 1 BCLKR/CLKSEL BCLKx 

DIGITAL 
INTERFACE 

PON ._M_C_LK_R_IP_DN ______ M_cL ... Kx_.M~i------- BCLKx (2.048 MHz/1.544 MHz) 

TL/H/8674-6 

. (R1+R2) Note1:XMITga1n=20Xlog ~ ,(R1+R2) >10Kn. 

FIGURE4 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

microCMOS 
TP3064/TP3067 
Monolithic Serial Interface 
CMOS CODEC/FILTER COMBO™ 
General Description Features 
The TP3064 (µ-law) and TP3067 (A-law) are monolithic 
PCM CODEC/FIL TEAS utilizing the AID and DI A conver
sion architecture shown in Figure 1, and a serial PCM inter
face. The devices are fabricated using National's advanced 
double-poly CMOS process (microCMOS). 

• Complete CODEC and filtering system including: 
- Transmit high-pass and low-pass filtering 
- Receive low-pass filter with sin xix correction 
- Active RC noise filters 
- µ-law or A-law compatible COder and DECoder 

Similar to the TP3050 family, these devices feature an addi
tional Receive Power Amplifier to provide push-pull bal
anced output drive capability. The receive gain can be ad
justed by means of two external resistors for an output level 
of up to ± 6.6V across a balanced 600!1 load. 

- Internal precision voltage reference 
- Serial 1/0 interface 
- Internal auto-zero circuitry 
- Receive push-pull power amplifiers 

• µ-law-TP3064 
• A-law-TP3067 Also included is an Analog Loopback switch and a TSx out

put. • Meets or exceeds all D3/D4 and CCITT specifications 

Block Diagram 

R3 

VP1 I 

R4 

VfilO 

R2 
ANALOG 

LOOPBACK 

• ± 5V operation 
• Low operating power-typically 70 mW 
• Power-down standby mode-typically 3 mW 
• Automatic power-down 
• TTL or CMOS compatible digital interfaces 
• Maximizes line interface card circuit density 

"L i-------------:.=-------1 
1 LDmc I 

.....-~~---n I 

+5V -5V 

RC 
ACTIVE FILTER 

RC ACTIVE 
FILTER 

SWITCHED 
CAPACITOR 

BAND-PASS FILTER 

SWITCHED 
CAPACITOR 

LOW-PASS FILTER 

S/H 
DAC 

AID 
CONTROL 

LOGIC 

S/H 
DAC 

TIMING 
AND 

CONTROL 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

L t-f- t---~~·~:~1~--- I 
_J 

vcc VBB GNOA MCLKx MCLKR/ BCLKx BCLKR/ FSR FSx 
PON CLKSEL 

FIGURE 1 
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Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

VPO+ 20 VBB 

GNDA 19 Vfxl• 

VPO- 18 Vfxl-

VPI 17 GSx 

VFRO TP3064 16 ANLB 

TP3067 
Vee 6 15 'fSx 

FSR 14 FSx 

DR 13 Dx 

BCLKRICLKSEL 12 BCLKx 

MCLKR/PON 10 11 MCLKx 

TL/H/5070-2 

Top View 

Pin Description 
Symbol 
VPO+ 

GNDA 

VPO-

BCLKR/ 
CLKSEL 

Function 
The non-inverted output of the receive power 
amplifier. 
Analog ground. All signals are referenced to 
this pin. 

The inverted output of the receive power 
amplifier. 
Inverting input to the receive power amplifier. 

Analog output of the receive filter. 

Positive power supply pin. Vee= +5V±5%. 
Receive frame sync pulse which enables 
BCLKR to shift PCM data into DR. FSR is an 
8 kHz pulse train. See Figures 2 and 3 for 
timing details. 
Receive data input. PCM data is shifted into 
DR following the FSR leading edge. 
The bit clock which shifts data into DR after 
the FSA leading edge. May vary from 64 kHz 
to 2.048 MHz. Alternatively, may be a logic 
input which selects either 
1.536 MHz/1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz for 
master clock in synchronous mode and 
BCLKx is used for both transmit and receive 
directions (see Table I). 
Receive master clock. Must be 1.536 MHz, 
1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. May be 
asynchronous with MCLKx, but should be 
synchronous with MCLKx for best 
performance. When MCLKR is connected 
continuously low, MCLKx is selected for all 
internal timing. When MCLKR is connected 
continuously high, the device is powered 
down. 
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Plastic Chip Carrier 

VPO- VPO+ VF"xl+ 
GND A Vee 

3 2 1 20 19 
VPI 4 • 18 VF"xl-

vrRo 5 17 GSx 
TP3064 

Vee 6 16 ANLB 
TP3067 

rsR 7 15 TSx 

DR 8 14 rsx 
10 11 12 13 

BCLKR/CLKSEL MCLKx Dx 

MCLKR/PDN BCLKx 

TL/H/5070-6 

Top View 

Order Number TP3064V, TP3064V·1 or 

Symbol 
MCLKx 

BCLKx 

Dx 

FSx 

ANLB 

GSx 

VFxl

VFxl+ 

Vss 

TP3067V or TP3067V-1 
See NS Package V20A 

Order Number TP3064J, TP3067J 
See NS Package J20A 

Function 
Transmit master clock. Must be 1.536 MHz, 
1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. May be 
asynchronous with MCLKR. Best 
performance is realized from synchronous 
operation. 

The bit clock which shifts out the PCM data 
on Dx. May vary from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz, 
but must be synchronous with MCLKx. 
The TRI-STATE® PCM data output which is 
enabled by FSx. 
Transmit frame sync pulse input which 
enables BCLKx to shift out the PCM data on 
Dx. FSx is an 8 kHz pulse train, see Figures 2 
and 3 for timing details. 

Open drain output which pulses low during 
the encoder time slot. 
Analog Loopback control input. Must be set 
to logic 'O' for normal operation. When pulled 
to logic '1 ',the transmit filter input is 
disconnected from the output of the transmit 
preamplifier and connected to the VPO+ 
output of the receive power amplifier. 
Analog output of the transmit input amplifier. 
Used to externally set gain. 
Inverting input of the transmit input amplifier. 

Non-inverting input of the transmit input 
amplifier. 

Negative power supply pin. Vss= -5V±5%. 



Functional Description 
POWER-UP 

When power is first applied, power-on reset circuitry initializ
es the COMBOTM and places it into a power-down state. All 
non-essential circuits are deactivated and the Dx. VFRO, 
VPO- and VPO+ outputs are put in high impedance states. 
To power-up the device, a logical low level or clock must be 
applied to the MCLKR/PDN pin andFSx and/or FSA pulses 
must be present. Thus, 2 power-down control modes are 
available. The first is to pull the MCLKR/PDN pin high; the 
alternative is to hold both FSx and FSA inputs continuously 
low-the device will power-down approximately 2 ms after 
the last FSx or FSA pulse. Power-up will occur on the first 
FSx or FSA pulse. The TRI-STATE PCM data output, Dx. 
will remain in the high impedance state until the second FSx 
pulse. 

SYNCHRONOUS OPERATION 

For synchronous operation, the same master clock and bit 
clock should be used for both the transmit and receive di
rections. In this mode, a clock must be applied to MCLKx 
and the MCLKR/PDN pin can be used as a power-down 
control. A low level on MCLKR/PDN powers up the device 
and a high level powers down the device. In either case, 
MCLKx will be selected as the master clock for both the 
transmit and receive circuits. A bit clock must also be ap
plied to BCLKx and the BCLKR/CLKSEL can be used to 
select the proper internal divider for a master clock of 1.536 
MHz, 1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. For 1.544 MHz operation, 
the device automatically compensates for the 193rd clock 
pulse each frame. 

With a fixed level on the BCLKA/CLKSEL pin, BLCKx will be 
selected as the bit clock for both the transmit and receive 
directions. Table I indicates the frequencies of operation 
which can be selected, depending on the state of BCLKR/ 
CLKSEL. In this synchronous mode, the bit clock, BCLKx. 
may be from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz, but must be synchro
nous with MCLKx. 

Each FSx pulse begins the encoding cycle and the PCM 
data from the previous encode cycle is shifted out of the 
enabled Dx output on the positive edge of BCLKx. After 8 
bit clock periods, the TRI-STATE Dx output is returned to a 
high impedance state. With an FSA pulse, PCM data is 
latched via the DR input on the negative edge of BCLKx (or 
BCLKR if running). FSx and FSA must be synchronous with 
MCLKxlR· 

TABLE I. Selection of Master Clock Frequencies 

Master Clock 

BCLKR/CLKSEL 
Frequency Selected 

TP3067 TP3064 

Clocked 2.048 MHz 1.536 MHz or 
1.544 MHz 

0 1.536 MHz or 2.048 MHz 
1.544 MHz 

1 (or Open Circuit) 2.048 MHz 1.536 MHz or 
1.544 MHz 

ASYNCHRONOUS OPERATION 

For asynchronous operation, separate transmit and receive 
clocks may be applied. MCLKx and MCLKA must be 2.048 
MHz for the TP3067, or 1.536 MHZ, 1.544 MHz for the 
TP3064, and need not be synchronous. For best transmis-
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sion performance, however, MCLKR should be synchronous 
with MCLKx. which is easily achieved by applying only static 
logic levels to the MCLKR/PDN pin. This will automatically 
connect MCLKx to all internal MCLKR functions (see Pin 
Description). For 1.544 MHz operation, the device automati
cally compensates for the 193rd clock pulse each frame. 
FSx starts each encoding cycle and must be synchronous 
with MCLKx and BCLKx. FSA starts each decoding cycle 
and must be synchronous with BCLKR. BCLKR must be a 
clock, the logic levels shown in Table I are not valid in asyn
chronous mode. BCLKx and BCLKR may operate from 64 
kHz to 2.048 MHz. 

SHORT FRAME SYNC OPERATION 

The COMBO can utilize either a short frame sync pulse (the 
same as the TP3020/21 CODECs) or a long frame sync 
pulse. Upon power initialization, the device assumes a short 
frame mode. In this mode, both frame sync pulses, FSx and 
FSA, must be one bit clock period long, with timing relation
ships specified in Figure 2. With FSx high during a falling 
edge of BCLKx. the next rising edge of BCLKx enables the 
Dx TRI-STATE output buffer, which will output the sign bit. 
The following seven rising edges clock out the remaining 
seven bits, and the next falling edge disables the Ox output. 
With FSA high during a falling edge of BCLKR (BCLKx in 
synchronous mode), the next falling edge of BCLKR latches 
in the sign bit. The following seven falling edges latch in the 
seven remaining bits. All devices may utilize the short frame 
sync pulse in synchronous or asynchronous operating 
mode. 

LONG FRAME SYNC OPERATION 

To use the long (TP5116A/56 CODECs) frame mode, both 
the frame sync pulses, FSx and FSA, must be three or more 
bit clock periods long, with timing relationships specified in 
Figure 3. Based on the transmit frame sync, FSx. the COM
BO will sense whether short or long frame sync pulses are 
being used. For 64 kHz operation, the frame sync pulse 
must be kept low for a minimum of 160 ns. The Dx TRI
STATE output buffer is enabled with the rising edge of FSx 
or the rising edge of BCLKx. whichever comes later, and the 
first bit clocked out is the sign bit. The following seven 
BCLKx rising edges clock out the remaining seven bits. The 
Dx output is disabled by the falling BCLKx edge following 
the eighth rising edge, or by FSx going low, whichever 
comes later. A rising edge on the receive frame sync pulse, 
FSA, will cause the PCM data at DR to be latched in on the 
next eight falling edges of BCLKR(BCLKx in synchronous 
mode). All devices may utilize the long frame sync pulse in 
synchronous or asynchronous mode. 

TRANSMIT SECTION 

The transmit section input is an operational amplifier with 
provision for gain adjustment using two external resistors, 
see Figure 4. The low noise and wide bandwidth allow gains 
in excess of 20 dB across the audio passband to be real
ized. The op amp drives a unity-gain filter consisting of RC 
active pre-filter, followed by an eighth order switched-ca
pacitor bandpass filter clocked at 256 kHz. The output of 
this filter directly drives the encoder sample-and-hold circuit. 
The AID is of companding type according to µ-law 
(TP3064) or A-law (TP3067) coding conventions. A preci
sion voltage reference is trimmed in manufacturing to pro
vide an input overload (tMAX) of nominally 2.5V peak (see 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

table of Transmission Characteristics). The FSx frame sync 
pulse controls the sampling of the filter output, and then the 
successive-approximation encoding cycle begins. The 8-bit 
code is then loaded into a buffer and shifted out through Dx 
at the next FSx pulse. The total encoding delay will be ap
proximately 165 µs (due to the transmit filter) plus 125 µs 
(due to encoding delay), which totals 290 µs. Any offset 
voltage due to the filters or comparator is cancelled by sign 
bit integration. 

RECEIVE SECTION 

The receive section consists of an expanding DAC which 
drives a fifth order switched-capacitor low pass filter 
clocked at 256 kHz. The decoder is A-law (TP3067) or 
µ-law (TP3064) and the 5th order low pass filter corrects for 
the sin xix attenuation due to the 8 kHz sample/hold. The 
filter is then followed by a 2nd order RC active post-filter 
with its output at VFRO. The receive section is unity-gain, 
but gain can be added by using the power amplifiers. Upon 
the occurrence of FSR, the data at the DR input is clocked in 
on the falling edge of the next eight BCLKR (BCLKx) peri-

ads. At the end of the decoder time slot, the decoding cycle 
begins, and 10 µs later the decoder DAC output is updated . 
The total decoder delay is -1 o µs (decoder update) plus 
110 µs (filter delay) plus 62.5 µs (% frame), which gives 
approximately 180 µs. 

RECEIVE POWER AMPLIFIERS 

Two inverting mode power amplifiers are provided for direct
ly driving a matched line interface transformer. The gain of 
the first power amplifier can be adjusted to boost the ± 2.5V 
peak output signal from the receive filter up to ± 3.3V peak 
into an unbalanced 300!1 load, or ± 4.0V into an unbal
anced 15 kn load. The second power amplifier is internally 
connected in unity-gain inverting mode to give 6 dB of signal 
gain for balanced loads. 

Maximum power transfer to a 600!1 subscriber line termina
tion is obtained by differentially driving a balanced trans
former with a \/2:1 turns ratio, as shown in Figure 4. A total 
peak power of 15.6 dBm can be delivered to the load plus 
termination. 

ENCODING FORMAT AT Dx OUTPUT 

V1N = +Full-Scale 
V1N = OV 

V1N = - Full-Scale 

1 

{~ 
0 

0 0 

0 0 

TP3064 
µ-Law 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

1 
0 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at any Digital Input 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ or Output Vee+0.3V to GNDA-0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. Operating Temperature Range - 25°C to + 125°C 
VeetoGNDA 7V Storage Temperature Range -65°C to+ 150°C 
V99 toGNDA -7V Lead Temp. (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300°C 
Voltage at any Analog Input ESD rating to be determined. 

or Output Vee+ 0.3V to V99-0.3V 

Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed tor Vee = 
+ 5.0V ± 5%, V99 = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits 
are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to 
GNDA. Typicals specified at Vee= +5.0V, v88 = -5.0V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

POWER DISSIPATION (ALL DEVICES) 

leeO Power-Down Current 0.5 1.5 mA 

1990 Power-Down Current 0.05 0.3 mA 

1ee1 Active Current VPl=OV;VFRO, VPO+ andVPO- unloaded 7.0 10.0 mA 

1991 Active Current VPI = OV; VFRO, VPO + and VPO- unloaded 7.0 10.0 mA 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 

V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 
Vm Output Low Voltage Dx. IL= 3.2 mA 0.4 v 

TSx, IL= 3.2 mA, Open Drain 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage Dx. IH= -3.2 mA 2.4 v 
l1L Input Low Current GNDA::::V1N::::V1L• All Digital Inputs -10 10 µA 

l1H Input High Current V1H::::V1N::::Vee -10 10 µA 

loz Output Current in High Impedance Dx. GNDA::::Vo::::Vee -10 10 µA 
State (TRI-STATE) 

Ill 
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(£) 
0 Electrical Characteristics (Continued) (") 
a.. Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = +5.0V±5%, Vee = -5.0V±5%; TA = t-....... 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other "'l:t' 
(£) production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GNDA. Typicals specified at Vee = 
0 + 5.0V, Vee = - 5.0V, TA = 25°C. (") 

a.. 
t- Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH TRANSMIT INPUT AMPLIFIER (ALL DEVICES) 

l1XA Input Leakage Current -2.5V-:::.v-:::. +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- -200 200 nA 

R1XA Input Resistance -2.5V-:::.v-:::. +2.5V, VFxl+ orVFxl- 10 Mn 

RoXA Output Resistance Closed Loop, Unity Gain 3 n 

RLXA Load Resistance GSx 10 kn 

CLXA Load Capacitance GSx 50 pF 

VoXA Output Dynamic Range GSx. RL~ 10 kn -2.8 +2.8 v 

AyXA Voltage Gain VFxl+ to GSx 5000 VIV 

FuXA Unity-Gain Bandwidth 2 MHz 

VosXA Offset Voltage -20 20 mV 

VeMXA Common-Mode Voltage CMRRXA > 60 dB -2.5 2.5 v 

CMRRXA Common-Mode Rejection Ratio DC Test 60 dB 

PSRRXA Power Supply Rejection Ratio DC Test 60 dB 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH RECEIVE FILTER (ALL DEVICES) 

Ro RF Output Resistance PinVFRO 3 n 

RLRF Load Resistance VFRO= ±2.5V 10 kn 

CLRF Load Capacitance Connect from VFRO to GNDA 25 pF 

VOSRO Output DC Offset Voltage Measure from VFRO to GNDA -200 200 mV 

ANALOG INTERFACE WITH POWER AMPLIFIERS (ALL DEVICES) 

IPI Input Leakage Current -1.0V-:::.VPl-:::.1.0V -100 100 nA 

RIPI Input Resistance -1.0V-:::.VPl-:::.1.0V 10 Mn 

VIOS Input Offset Voltage -25 25 mV 

ROP Output Resistance Inverting Unity-Gain at n 
VPO+ orVPO-

Fe Unity-Gain Bandwidth Open Loop (VPO-) 400 kHz 

CLP Load Capacitance 100 pF 

GAp+ Gain from VPO- to VPO + RL =soon VPO+ to VPO- -1 VIV 
Level at VPO- = 1. 77 Vrms 

PSRRp Power Supply Rejection of VPO- Connected to VPI 

Vee or Vee 0 kHz-4 kHz 60 dB 
4 kHz-50 kHz 36 dB 

RLP Load Resistance Connect from VPO+ to VPO- 600 n 
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Timing Specifications 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%, TA = 
o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals are referenced to GNDA. Typicals specified at Vee = 
+5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA= 25°C. All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and VoL = 0.7V. 

See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

1/tpM Frequency of Master Clock 1.536 MHz 
1.544 MHz 

MCLKx and MCLKR 2.048 MHz 

twMH Width of Master Clock High MCLKx and MCLKR 160 ns 

twML Width of Master Clock Low MCLKx and MCLKR 160 ns 

tssFM Set-Up Time from BCLKx High First Bit Clock after the Leading 100 ns 
to MCLKx Falling Edge Edge of FSx 

twsH Width of Bit Clock High 160 ns 

twsL Width of Bit Clock Low 160 ns 

tHBFL Holding Time from Bit Clock Long Frame Only 0 ns 
Low to Frame Sync 

tHBFS Holding Time from Bit Clock Short Frame Only 0 ns 
High to Frame Sync 

tsFB Set-Up Time for Frame Sync Long Frame Only 80 ns 
to Bit Clock Low 

to so Delay Time from BCLKx High Load= 150 pF plus 2 LSTTL Loads 0 180 ns 
to Data Valid 

tosrs Delay Time to TSx Low Load= 150 pF plus 2 LSTTL Loads 140 ns 

toze Delay Time from BCLKx Low to 50 165 ns 
Data Output Disabled 

tozF Delay Time to Valid Data from CL= 0 pF to 150 pF 20 165 ns 

FSx or BCLKx. Whichever 
Comes Later 

tsos Set-Up Time from DR Valid to 50 ns 

BCLKRtX Low 

tHBD Hold Time from BCLKRtX Low to 50 ns 

DR Invalid 

tsF Set-Up Time from FSxtR to Short Frame Sync Pulse (1 Bit Clock 50 ns 

BCLKxtR Low Period Long) 

tHF Hold Time from BCLKxtR Low Short Frame Sync Pulse (1 Bit Clock 100 ns 

to FSx/R Low Period Long) 

tHBFI Hold Time from 3rd Period of Long Frame Sync Pulse (from 3 to 8 Bit 100 ns 
Bit Clock Low to Frame Sync Clock Periods Long) 
(FSx or FSA) 

twFL Minimum Width of the Frame 64k Bit/s Operating Mode 160 ns 
Sync Pulse (Low Level) 
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U) 
0 Transmission Characteristics Cf) 
CL Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, V88 = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = I-

"" 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other -.::I' 
U) production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = 0 dbmO, transmit input amplifier 
0 connected for unity gain non-inverting. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5.0V, v88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. Cf) 
CL 

Symbol I I- Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

Absolute Levels Nominal O dBmO Level is 4 dBm 
(Definition of (600!1) 
nominal gain) OdBmO 1.2276 Vrms 

tMAX Max Transmit Overload Level 
TP3064 (3.17 dBmO) 2.501 VpK 
TP3067 (3.14 dBmO) 2.492 VpK 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute TA=25°C, Vee=5V, Vss= -5V 
TP3064,TP3067 -0.15 0.15 dB 

GxR Transmit Gain, Relative to GxA f=16 Hz -40 dB 
f=50 Hz -30 dB 
f = 60 Hz, TP3064, TP3067 -26 dB 
f=200 Hz -1.8 -0.1 dB 
f = 300 Hz-3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f=3300 Hz -0.35 0.05 dB 
f = 3400 Hz, TP3064, TP3067 -0.7 0 dB 
f=4000 Hz -14 dB 
f=4600 Hz and Up, Measure -32 dB 
Response from O Hz to 4000 Hz 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.1 0.1 dB 
with Temperature 

GxAV Absolute Transmit Gain Variation Relative to GxA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GxRL Transmit Gain Variations with Sinusoidal Test Method 
Level Reference Level= -10 dBmO 

VFxl+ = -40 dBmO to +3 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
VFxl + = -50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
VFxl + = - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

GRA Receive Gain, TA=25°C, Vee=5V, Vss= -5V 
Absolute Input= Digital Code Sequence 

for O dBmO Signal 
TP3064, TP3067 -0.15 0.15 dB 

GAR Receive Gain, Relative to GRA f = 0 Hz to 3000 Hz -0.15 0.15 dB 
f=3300 Hz -0.35 0.05 dB 
f=3400 Hz -0.7 0 dB 
f=4000 Hz -14 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.1 0.1 dB 
with Temperature 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain Variation Relative to GRA -0.05 0.05 dB 
with Supply Voltage 

GRRL Receive Gain Variations with Sinusoidal Test Method; Reference 
Level Input PCM Code Corresponds to an 

Ideally Encoded - 1 O dBmO Signal 
PCM Level= -40 dBmO to + 3 dBmO 

TP3064, TP3067 -0.2 0.2 dB 
PCM Level= - 50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
PCM Level= - 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.2 1.2 dB 

VRo Receive Filter Output at VFRO RL=10k!l -2.5 2.5 v 
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Transmission Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 1.02 kHz, VrN = O dbmO, transmit input amplifier 
connected for unity gain non-inverting. Typicals specified at Vee= +5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION WITH FREQUENCY 

DxA Transmit Delay, Absolute f= 1600 Hz 290 315 µs 

DxR Transmit Delay, Relative to DxA f=500 Hz-600 Hz 195 220 µs 
f=600 Hz-800 Hz 120 145 µs 
f=800 Hz-1000 Hz 50 75 µs 
f = 1000 Hz -1600 Hz 20 40 µs 
f = 1600 Hz - 2600 Hz 55 75 µs 
f = 2600 Hz - 2800 Hz 80 105 µs 
f = 2800 Hz - 3000 Hz 130 155 µs 

ORA Receive Delay, Absolute f=1600 Hz 180 200 µs 

DAR Receive Delay, Relative to ORA f=500 Hz-1000 Hz -40 -25 µs 
f = 1000 Hz -1600 Hz -30 -20 µs 
f = 1600 Hz - 2600 Hz 70 90 µs 
f = 2600 Hz - 2800 Hz 100 125 µs 
f=2800 Hz-3000 Hz 145 175 µs 

NOISE 

Nxe Transmit Noise, C Message TP3064 (Note 1) 12 15 dBrnCO 
Weighted 

Nxp Transmit Noise, P Message TP3067 (Note 1) -74 -67 dBmOp 
Weighted 

NRe Receive Noise, C Message PCM Code Equals Alternating 
Weighted Positive and Negative Zero 

TP3064 8 11 dBrnCO 

NAP Receive Noise, P Message PCM Code Equals Positive 
Weighted Zero 

TP3067 -82 -79 dBmOp 

NRs Noise, Single Frequency f = 0 kHz to 100 kHz, Loop Around -53 dBmO 
Measurement, VFxl + = O Vrms 

PPSRx Positive Power Supply Rejection, Vee= 5.0Voe+100 mVrms 
Transmit f=O kHz-50 kHz (Note 2) 40 dBC 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Rejection, Vss= -5.0 Voe+ 100 mVrms 
Transmit f = 0 kHz - 50 kHz (Note 2) 40 dBC 

PPSRR Positive Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vee= 5.0Voe+100 mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f=O Hz-4000 Hz 38 dBC 
f=4 kHz-50 kHz 25 dB 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply Rejection, PCM Code Equals Positive Zero 
Receive Vss= -5.0 Voe+100 mVrms 

Measure VFRO 
f=O Hz-4000 Hz 40 dBC 
f=4 kHz-25 kHz 40 dB 
f=25 kHz-50 kHz 36 dB 

sos Spurious Out-of-Band Signals 0 dBmO, 300 Hz-3400 Hz Input 
at the Channel Output PCM Code Applied at DR 

Measure Individual Image Signals at 
VFRO 

4600 Hz-7600 Hz -32 dB 
7600 Hz-8400 Hz -40 dB 
8400 Hz-100,000 Hz -32 dB 
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Transmission Characteristics ccontinued) 

Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
o·c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. GNDA = OV, f = 1.02 kHz, V1N = O dbmO, transmit input amplifier 
connected for unity gain non-inverting. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5.0V, V88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DISTORTION 

STDx, Signal to Total Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method (Note 3) 

STDR Transmit or Receive Level= 3.0 dBmO 33 dBC 
Half-Channel = 0 dBmO to -30 dBmO 36 dBC 

= -40 dBmO XMT 29 dBC 
RCV 30 dBC 

= -55dBmO XMT 14 dBC 
RCV 15 dBC 

SFDx Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Transmit 

SFDR Single Frequency Distortion, -46 dB 
Receive 

IMD Intermodulation Distortion Loop Around Measurement, -41 dB 
VFxl + = -4 dBmO to - 21 dBmO, Two 
Frequencies in the Range 
300 Hz-3400 Hz 

CROSSTALK 

CTx-R Transmit to Receive Crosstalk f=300 Hz-3000 Hz 
DR= Quiet PCM Code -90 -75 dB 

CTR·X Receive to Transmit Crosstalk f = 300 Hz-3000 Hz, VF xi = OV -90 -70 dB 
(Note2) 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 

VoPA Maximum O dBmO Level Balanced Load, AL Connected Between 
(Better than ± 0.1 dB Linearity over VPO+ and VPQ-. 
the Range -10 dBmO to + 3 dBmO) AL =600!1 3.3 Vrms 

AL= 1200!1 3.5 Vrms 

AL =30 k!l 4.0 Vrms 

S/Dp Signal/Distortion AL =600!1 50 dB 

Note 1: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result. 

Note 2: PPSRx. NPSRx. and CT R-X are measured with a -50 dBmO activation signal applied to VFxl +. 
Note 3: TP3064 is measured using C message weighted filter. TP3067 is measured using P message weighted filter. 
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Applications Information 
POWER SUPPLIES 

While the pins of the TP3060 family are well protected 
against electrical misuse, it is recommended that the stan
dard CMOS practice be followed, ensuring that ground is 
connected to the device before any other connections are 
made. In applications where the printed circuit board may be 
plugged into a "hot" socket with power and clocks already 
present, an extra long ground pin in the connector should 
be used. 

All ground connections to each device should meet at a 
common point as close as possible to the GNDA pin. This 

Typical Asynchronous Application 

300 

600 

Yee GNDA 
YPO• 

YPO· 

R3 

YPI 
TP3064 
TP3067 

R4 

YFRO 

FSR 

DR 

MCLKRIPON 

minimizes the interaction of ground return currents flowing 
through a common bus impedance. 0.1 µF supply decou
pling capacitors should be connected from this common 
ground point to Vee and V99, as close to the device as 
possible. 

For best performance, the ground point of each CODEC/ 
FILTER on a card should be connected to a common card 
ground in "ST AR" formation, rather than via a ground bus. 
This common ground point should be decoupled to Vee and 
Vss with 10 µF capacitors. 

Note: See Application Note 370 for further details 

R2 

R1 

GSx 

ANLB +- ANALOG LOOPBACK 

ffi 

.__FSx 

Dx 

BCLKx 

.__MCLKx 

TL/H/5070-5 

(
R1 + R2) Note 1: Transmit gain= 20 x log ~ ,(R1 + R2);;;, 10 kn 

. . (2 x R3) k Note 2: Receive gain= 20 x log R4 ,R4 ~ 10 n 

FIGURE4 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

microCMOS 

TP3150 Time Slot Assignment Circuit 

General Description 
The TP3150 is a monolithic CMOS logic circuit designed to 
generate transmit and receive frame synchronization pulses 
for up to 4 COMBOTM CODEC/Filters. Each frame sync 
pulse may be independently assigned to a time slot in a 
frame of up to 32 time slots. Assignments are controlled by 
loading in an 8-bit word via a simple serial interface port. 
This control interface is compatible with that used on the 
TP3020/TP3021 and 2910/2911 CODECs, enabling an 
easy upgrade to COMBO CODEC/Filters to be made. 

Typical Application 

Features 
• Controls up to 4 COMBO CODEC/Filters 
• Independent transmit and receive time slot assignments 
• Asynchronous transmit and receive clocks 
• Up to 32 time slots per frame 
• Serial control interface compatible with TP3020/TP3021 

CODE Cs 
• LS TTL and CMOS compatible inputs 
• 5 mW, 5V operation 

Dn~~~~ ..... ~~~~~~~ ...... --~~~~~~--4.,_~~~~~~---, 

Dx4-~-e~-1-~~~~~-41---+~~~~~~----ti--~~~~--, 

TP3054/7 
COMBO #1 

FSR FSx 

TP3054/7 
COMBO #2 

FSR FSx 

TSx 

cs 
CLKc 

De 

CHO 
CH1 

RSYNC 

XSYNC 
BCLKn 

BCLKx 

TP3150 
TSAC #1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Temperature Range - 25°C to + 125°C 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150°c 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Maximum Lead Temperature 
Vee Relative to GND 7V (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°c 
Voltage at Any Input ESD rating to be determined 

or Output Vee + 0.3V to GND -0.3V 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5.0V to ±5%, TA= o•c to 70°C by 
correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ 
or product design and characterization. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Input Voltage Levels 

V1H. Logic High 2.0 v 
VIL· Logic Low 0.7 v 

Input Currents 
All Inputs Except MODE V1L < V1N < V1H -1 1 µA 
MODE V1N = OV -100 µA 

Output Voltage Levels 
VoH. Logic High FSx and FSA Outputs, loH = 3 mA 2.4 v 
VoL. Logic Low FSx and FSA Outputs, loL = 5 mA 0.4 v 

TSx Output, loL = 5 mA 0.4 v 
Power Dissipation BCLK = 2.048 MHz, 1 1.5 mA 

Operating Current All Outputs Open-Circuit 

Timing Specifications 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = +5.0V to ±5%, TA = 0°C to 70°C by 
correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ 
or product design and characterization. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5.0V, TA = 25°C. 
All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and Vol = 0.7V. 
See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

tpe Period of Clock BCLKx,BCLKR,CLKe 480 ns 

tweH Width of Clock High BCLKx,BCLKR,CLKe 160 ns 

tweL Width of Clock Low BCLKx,BCLKR,CLKe 160 ns 

tsoe Set-Up Time from De to CLKe 50 ns 

tHeD Hold Time from CLKe to De 50 ns 

tsee Set-Up Time from CS to CLKe 30 ns 

tHcc Hold Time from CLKc to CS 100 ns 

tscHc Set-Up Time from Channel Select to CLKc 50 ns Ill 
tHCHC Hold Time from CLKc to Channel Select 50 ns 

tosF Delay Time from BCLKx or BCLKA Low to CL= 50 pF 100 ns 
FSx/R 0-3 High or Low 

tHSYNC Hold Time from BCLKx, BCLKA to Frame Sync 50 ns 

tssYNC Set-Up Time from Frame Sync to BCLKx, BCLKR 100 ns 

to TL Delay from BCLKx or BCLKA High to TSx Low CL= 50 pF 140 ns 

toTH Delay from BCLKx or BCLKR Low to TSx High RL = 1ktoVcc 30 140 ns 

tRc. tFc Rise and Fall Time of Clock BCLK~BCLKR,CLKc 50 ns 
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Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Line Package 

FSxl 20 Vee 

FSR1 19 FSR2 

FSxO 18 FSx2 

FSRD 17 FSR3 

fSx 16 FSxJ 
TP315D 

De 15 CHO 

CLKe 14 CHl 

cs 13 RSYNC 

BCLKR 12 XSYNC 

GND 10 11 BCLKx 

TL/H/8804-5 

Top View 

Order Number TP3150J or TP3150N 
See NS Package Number J20A or N20A 

Pin Descriptions 
Symbol 
FSx1 

FSxO 

De 

CL Kc 
cs 

GND 

Description 
A conventional CMOS frame sync output 

which is normally low, and goes active-high 
for 8 cycles of BCLK when a valid transmit 
time slot assignment is made. 

A conventional CMOS frame sync output 
which is normally low, and goes active-high 

for 8 cycles of BCLK when a valid receive 

time slot assignment is made. 
A transmit frame sync output similar to pin 

1. 
A receive frame sync output similar to pin 2. 
An open-drain N-channel output which is 

normally high impedance but pulls low 

during any active transmit time slot. 
The input for an 8-bit serial control word. X 
is the first bit clocked in. 

The clock input for the control interface. 
The active-low chip select for the control 

interface. 
The receive bit clock input, which should 
run at the same rate as that for the 

CODEC/Filter COMBO, and controls four 

FSA outputs. 
The OV ground connection to the device. 

Symbol 
BCLKx 

XSYNC 

RSYNC 

CH1 

CHO 

FSx3 

FSR3 

FSx2 

FSR2 

Vee 
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Description 
The transmit bit clock input, which should 

run at the same rate as that for the 
CODEC/Filter COMBO, and controls four 

FSx outputs. 
The transmit TSO sync pulse input. Must be 

synchronous with BCLKx. 
The receive TSO sync pulse input. Must be 

synchronous with BCLKR. 
The input for the next significant bit of the 

channel select word. 
The input for the LSB of the channel select 

word, which defines the frame sync output 
affected by the following control word. 

A transmit frame sync output similar to pin 

1. 
A receive frame sync output similar to pin 2. 

A transmit frame sync output similar to pin 

1. 
A receive frame sync output similar to pin 2. 

The positive supply to the device. 5V ± 5%. 
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Functional Description 
OPERATING MODES 

The TP3150 control interface requires an 8-bit serial control 
word which is compatible with the TP3020/TP3021 and 
2910/2911 CODECs. Two bits, X and R, define which of the 
two groups of frame sync outputs, FSxO to FSx3 or FSRO to 
FSR3. is affected by the control word, and a 6-bit assign
ment field specifies the selected time slot, from O to 31. A 
frame sync output is active-high for one time slot, which is 
always 8 cycles of BCLKx or BCLKR. A frame may consist 
of any number of time slots up to 32. If a timeslot is as
signed which is beyond the number of time slots in a frame, 
the FSx or FSR output to which it was assigned will remain 
inactive. Pin 13 is the RSYNC input which defines the start 
of each receive frame, and the four outputs, FSRO-FSR3, 
are assigned with respect to RSYNC. Pin 12 is the XSYNC 
input defines the start of each transmit frame and outputs 
FSxO-FSx3 are assigned with respect to XSYNC. XSYNC 
may have any phase relationship with RSYNC. Inputs CHO 
and CH1 select the channel, from 0 to 3 (see Table la). 

For asynchronous systems the TP3150 provides indepen
dent clocking and synchronization for the transmit and re
ceive time slot counters. BCLKx and XSYNC control four 
outputs and BCLKR and RSYNC control four FSR outputs. 

POWER-UP INITIALIZATION 

During power-up, all frame sync outputs, FSx0-FSx3 and 
FSRO-FSR3, are inhibited and held low. No outputs will go 
active until a valid time slot assignment is made. 

LOADING CONTROL DATA 

During the loading of control data, the binary code for the 
selected channel must be set on inputs CHO and CH1 (see 
Table I). 

Control data is clocked into the De input on the falling 
edges of CLKc while CS is low. 

A new time slot assignment is transferred to the selected 
assignment register on the high going transition of CS. The 
new assignment is re-synchronized to the system clock 
such that the new FS output pulses will start at the next 
complete valid time slot after the rising edge of CS. 

TIME SLOT COUNTER OPERATION 

At the start of TSO of each transmit frame, defined by the 
first falling edge of BCLKx after XSYNC goes high, the 
transmit time slot counter is reset to 000000 and begins to 
increment once every 8 cycles of BCLKR. Each count is 
compared with the 4 transmit assignment registers and, on 
finding a match, a frame sync pulse is generated at that FSx 
output. 

Similarly, the first falling edge of BCLKR after RSYNC goes 
high defines the start of receive TSO, and outputs 
FSRO-FSR3 are generated with respect to TSO when the 
receive time slot counter matches the appropriate receive 
assignment register. 
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TSxOUTPUT 

This output pulls low whenever any FSx output pulse is be
ing generated. At all other times it is open-circuit, allowing 
the TSx outputs of a number of TSACS to be wire-ANDed 
together with a common pull-up resistor. This signal can be 
used to control the TRI-STATE® enable input of a line driver 
to buffer the transmit PCM bus from the CODEC/Filters to 
the backplane. 

TABLE I. Control Codes 
(TP3020/TP3021 Compatible) 

R I TS I T 4 I T3 I T2 I T1 TO 

X is the first bit clocked into the De input. 

Control Data Format 

TS T4 T3 T2 T1 TO Time Slot 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 

: 
0 1 1 1 1 0 30 
0 1 1 1 1 1 31 
1 x x x x x (Note 1) 

CH1 CHO Channel Selected 

0 0 Assign to FSxO and/or FSRO 
0 1 Assign to FSx 1 and/or FSR1 
1 0 Assign to FSx2 and/or FSR2 
1 1 Assign to FSx3 and/or FSR3 

x R Action 

0 0 Assign time slot to both selected FSx and FSR 
0 1 Assign time slot to selected FSx only 
1 0 Assign time slot to selected FSR only 
1 1 Disable both selected FSx and FSR 

Note 1: When TS = 1 then the appropriate FSx or FSA output is inactive. 



Applications Information 
A combination of the TP3150 TSAC and any CODEC/Filter 
COMBO from the TP3052/3/4/7 or TP3064/7 series will 
result in data timing as shown in Figure 1. Although the FSx 
output pulse goes high before BCLKx goes high, the Dx 
output of the combo remains in the TRI-ST ATE mode until 
both are high. The eight bit period is shortened to prevent a 
bus clash, just as it is on the TP3020/1 CODECs. 

BCLK 

XSYNC 

FSx 

FSx 

Dx 

Alternatively, eight full-length bits can be obtained by invert
ing the BCLK to the combo devices, thereby aligning rising 
edges of BCLK and FSxlR· 

Figure 2 shows typical timing for the control data interface. 

Figure 3 shows the digital interconnections of a typical line 
card application. 

rs~l _____ n _____ I 
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FIGURE 1. Transmit Data Timing 
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FIGURE 2. Control Data Timing 
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TP3155 Time Slot Assignment Circuit 

General Description 
The TP3155 is a monolithic CMOS logic circuit designed to 
generate transmit and receive frame synchronization pulses 
for up to 8 COMBOTM CODEC/Filters. Each frame sync 
pulse may be independently assigned to a time slot in a 
frame of up to 32 time slots. Assignments are controlled by 
loading in an 8-bit word via a simple serial interface port. 
This control interface is compatible with that used on the 
TP3020/TP3021 and 2910/2911 CODECs, enabling an 
easy upgrade to COMBO CODEC/Filters to be made. 

Typical Application 

DR 
Dx ...._ 

.... -- j 
I _t_ 
TP3054/7 

_,.,. j 
I _t 
TP3054/7 

Features 
• Controls up to 8 COMBO CODEC/Filters 
• Independent transmit and receive time slot assignments 
• 8-channel unidirectional mode 
• Up to 32 time slots per frame 
• Serial control interface compatible with TP3020/TP3021 

CODE Cs 
• LS TTL and CMOS compatible inputs 
• 5 mW, 5V operation 

-- 1 --l _t l 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Temperature Range 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ (Ambient) - 25°C to + 125°C 
Distributors for availability and specifications. Storage Temperature Range 
Vee Relative to GND 7V (Ambient) - 65°C to + 150°C 

Voltage at Any Input Maximum Lead Temperature 
or Output Vee+ 0.3VtoGND -0.3V (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°C 

ESD rating to be determined. 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = 5.0V ±5%; TA = 0°c to +10°c by 
correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ 
or product design and characterization. Typicals specified at Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Input Voltage Levels 

V1H. Logic High 2.0 v 
V1L. Logic Low 0.7 v 

Input Currents 
All Inputs Except MODE V1L < V1N < V1H -1 1 µA 
MODE V1N = OV -100 µA 

Output Voltage Levels 
VoH. Logic High FSx and FSA Outputs, loH = 3 mA 2.4 v 
VoL. Logic Low FSx and FSA Outputs, loL = 5 mA 0.4 v 

TSx Output, loL = 5 mA 0.4 v 
Power Dissipation BCLK = 2.048 MHz, 1 1.5 mA 

Operating Current All Outputs Open-Circuit 

Timing Specifications 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = 5.0V ± 5%, TA = 0°C to + 70°C by 
correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ 
or product design and characterization. Typicals specified at Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25°C. All timing parameters are measured at 
VoH = 2.0V and Vol = 0.7V. 

See Definitions and Timing Conventions section for test methods information. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

tpe Period of Clock BCLK,CLKe 480 ns 

tweH Width of Clock High BCLK,CLKe 160 ns 

tweL Width of Clock Low BCLK,CLKe 160 ns 

tsoe Set-Up Time from De to CLKe 50 ns 

tHeo Hold Time from CLKe to De 50 ns 

tsee Set-Up Time from CS to CLKe 30 ns 

tHee Hold Time from CLKe to CS 100 ns 

tseHe Set-Up Time from Channel Select to CLKe 50 ns 

tHeHe Hold Time from Channel Select to CLKe 50 ns 

tosF Delay Time from BCLK Low to FSxtA 0-3 CL= 50 pF 100 ns 
High or Low 

tHSYNe Hold Time from BCLK to Frame Sync 50 ns 

tssvNe Set-Up Time from Frame Sync to BCLK 100 ns 

to TL Delay to TSx Low CL= 50 pF 140 ns 

to TH Delay to TSx High AL= 1ktoVee 30 140 ns 

tRe, tFe Rise and Fall Time of Clock BCLK,CLKe 50 ns 
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~ Connection Diagrams 
a. .... 

Plastic Chip Carrier (PCC) Package 

FsR1 Vee 

FsxO Fsx1 FsR2 

3 2 1 20 19 

FsRO 4 18 Fsx2 

TSX 5 17 FsR3 
DC TP3155V 16 Fsx3 

CLKC 7 15 CHO 

cs 8 14 CH1 
10 11 12 13 

t.40DE BCLK RSYNC/CH2 
GND XSYNC 

Order Number TP3155V 
See NS Package Number V20A 

TL/H/5118-5 

Pin Descriptions 
Symbol Description 

FSx1 

De 

CLKe 
cs 

MODE 

A conventional CMOS frame sync output 
which is normally low, and goes active-high 
for B cycles of BCLK when a valid transmit 
time slot assignment is made. 

A conventional CMOS frame sync output 
which is normally low, and goes active-high 
for B cycles of BCLK when a valid receive 
time slot assignment is made. 

A transmit frame sync output similar to pin 1. 

A receive frame sync output similar to pin 2. 

An open-drain N-channel output which is nor
mally high impedance but pulls low during any 
active transmit time slot. 

The input for an 8-bit serial control word. X is 
the first bit clocked in. 

The clock input for the control interface. 

The active-low chip select for the control in
terface. 

The mode select input. When left open-circuit 
or connected to Vee. mode 1 is selected, and 
when connected to GND, mode 2 is selected. 

GND The OV ground connection to the device. 
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Dual-In-Line Package 

FSx1 20 Vee 

FSR1 19 FSR2 

FSxO . 18 FSx2 

FS!IO 17 FSR3 

TSx TP3155 16 FSx3 

De 15 CHO 

CLKe 14 CH1 

cs 13 RSYNC/CH2 

MODE 12 XSYNC 

GND 10 11 BCLK 

TL/H/5118-6 

Top View 

Order Number TP3155J or TP3155N 
See NS Package Numbers J20A, N20A 

Symbol 

BCLK 

XSYNC 

Description 

The bit clock input, which should run at the 
same rate as that for the COMBO CODEC/ 
Filter COMBO. 

The transmit TSO sync pulse input. Must be 
synchronous with BCLK. 

RSYNC/CH2 The function of this input is determined by the 
MODE input (pin 9). In mode 1 this is the re
ceive TSO sync pulse, RSYNC, which must be 
synchronous with BCLK. In mode 2 this is the 
CH2 input for the MSB of the channel select 
word. 

CH1 The input for the next significant bit of the 
channel select word. 

CHO The input for the LSB of the channel select 
word, which defines the frame sync output af
fected by the following control word. 

FSx3 A transmit frame sync output similar to pin 1. 

FSR3 A receive frame sync output similar to pin 2. 

FSx2 A transmit frame sync output similar to pin 1. 

FSR2 A receive frame sync output similar to pin 2. 

Vee The positive supply to the device. 5V ± 5%. 



Functional Description 
OPERATING MODES 

The TP3155 control interface requires an 8-bit serial control 
word which is compatible with the TP3020/TP3021 and 
2910/2911 CODECs. Two bits, X and R, define which of the 
two groups of frame sync outputs, FSxO to FSx3 or FSAO to 
FSA3, is affected by the control word, and a 6-bit assign
ment field specifies the selected time slot, from 0 to 31. A 
frame sync output is active-high for one time slot, which is 
always 8 cycles of BCLK. A frame may consist of any num
ber of time slots up to 32. If a timeslot is assigned which is 
beyond the number of time slots in a frame, the FSx or FSA 
output to which it was assigned will remain inactive. 

Two modes of operation are available. Mode 1 is for sys
tems requiring different time slot assignments for the trans
mit and receive direction of each channel. Mode 1 is select
ed by leaving pin 9 (MODE) open-circuit or connecting it to 
Vee- In this case, Pin 13 is the RSYNC input which defines 
the start of each receive frame, and the four outputs, 
FSAO-FSA3, are assigned with respect to RSYNC. The 
XSYNC input defines the start of each transmit frame and 
outputs FSxO-FSx3 are assigned with respect to XSYNC. 
XSYNC may have any phase relationship with RSYNC. In
puts CHO and CH1 select the channel, from 0 to 3 (see 
Table la). 

Mode 2 provides the option of assigning all 8 frame sync 
outputs with respect to the XSYNC input. Mode 2 is select
ed by connecting pin 9 (MODE) to GND. This makes the 
TP3155 TSAC useful for either an 8-channel undirectional 
controller or for systems in which the transmit and receive 
directions of each channel are always assigned to the same 
time slot as the other, i.e., the FSx and FSA inputs on the 
COMBO CODEC/Filter are hard-wired together. In this 
case, logical selection of the channel to be assigned is 
made via inputs CHO, CH1 and CH2 (see Table lb). 

POWER-UP INITIALIZATION 

During power-up, all frame sync outputs, FSxO-FSx3 and 
FSAO-FSA3, are inhibited and held low. No outputs will go 
active until a valid time slot assignment is made. 

LOADING CONTROL DATA 

During the loading of control data, the binary code for the 
selected channel must be set on inputs CHO and CH1 (and 
CH2 in mode 2), see Tables la and lb. 

Control data is clocked into the De input on the falling 
edges of CLKe while CS is low. 

A new time slot assignment is transferred to the selected 
assignment register on the high going transition of CS. The 
new assignment is re-synchronized to the system clock 
such that the new FS output pulses will start at the next 
complete valid time slot after the rising edge of CS. 

TIME SLOT COUNTER OPERATION 

At the start of TSO of each transmit frame, defined by the 
first falling edge of BCLK after XSYNC goes high, the trans
mit time slot counter is reset to 000000 and begins to incre
ment once every 8 cycles of BCLK. Each count is compared 
with the 4 transmit assignment registers and, on finding a 
match, a frame sync pulse is generated at that FSx output. 

Similarly, the first falling edge of BCLK after RSYNC goes 
high defines the start of receive TSO, and outputs 
FSAO-FSA3 are generated with respect to TSO when the 
receive time slot counter matches the appropriate receive 
assignment register. 
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TSx OUTPUT 

In mode 1 (separate transmit and receive assignments), this 
output pulls low whenever any FSx output pulse is being 
generated. In mode 2, this output pulls low whenever any 
FSx or FSA output is being generated. At all other times it is 
open-circuit, allowing the TSx outputs of a number of 
TSACS to be wire-ANDed together with a common pull-up 
resistor. This signal can be used to control the TRI-STATE® 
enable input of a line driver to buffer the transmit PCM bus 
from the CODEC/Filters to the backplane. 

TABLE la. Control Mode 1 
(TP3020/TP3021 Compatible) 

R I T5 I T 4 I T3 I T2 I T1 TO 

X is the first bit clocked into the De input. 

Control Data Format 

TS T4 T3 T2 T1 TO Time Slot 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 

: 
0 1 1 1 1 0 30 
0 1 1 1 1 1 31 
1 x x x x x (Note 1) 

CH1 CHO Channel Selected 

0 0 Assign to FSxO and/ or FSAO 
0 1 Assign to FSx 1 and/or FSA1 
1 0 Assign to FSx2 and/or FSA2 
1 1 Assign to FSx3 and/or FSA3 

x R Action 

0 0 Assign time slot to both selected FSx and FSA 
0 1 Assign time slot to selected FSx only 
1 0 Assign time slot to selected FSA only 
1 1 Disable both selected FSx and FSA 

TABLE lb. Control Mode 2 

CH2 CH1 CHO Channel Selected 

0 0 0 Assign to FSxO 
0 0 1 Assign to FSx1 
0 1 0 Assign to FSx2 
0 1 1 Assign to FSx3 
1 0 0 Assign to FSAO 
1 0 1 Assign to FSR1 
1 1 0 Assign to FSA2 
1 1 1 Assign to FSA3 

x R Action 

0 0 } 0 1 Assign time slot to selected output 
1 0 
1 1 Disable selected output 

Note 1: When T5 = 1, then the appropriate FSx or FSA output is inactive. 
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Applications Information 
A combination of the TP3155 TSAC and any CODEC/Filter 
COMBO from the TP3052/3/4/7 or TP3064/7 series will 
result in data timing as shown in Figure 1. Although the FSx 
output pulse goes high before BCLK goes high, the Dx out
put of the combo remains in the TRI-STATE mode until both 
are high. The eight bit period is shortened to prevent a bus 
clash, just as it is on the TP3020/1 CODECs. 

BCLK 

XSYNC 

FSx 

FSx 

Dx 

Alternatively, eight full-length bits can be obtained by invert
ing the BCLK to the combo devices, thereby aligning rising 
edges of BCLK and FSxlR· 

Figure 2 shows typical timing for the control data interface. 

Figure 3 shows the digital interconnections of a typical line 
card application. 
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FIGURE 1. Transmit Data Timing 
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FIGURE 2. Control Data Timing 
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Corporation 

microCMOS 

TP3020/TP3020-1 /TP3021/TP3021·1 
Monolithic CODECs 

General Description 
The TP3020 and TP3021 are monolithic PCM CODECs im
plemented with double-poly CMOS technology. The TP3020 
is intended for µ-law applications and contains logic for µ
law signaling insertion and extraction. The TP3021 is intend
ed for A-law applications. 

Each device contains separate D/ A and AID circuitry, all 
necessary sample and hold capacitors, a precision voltage 
reference and internal auto-zero circuit. A serial control port 
allows an external controller to individually assign the PCM 
input and output ports to one of up to 32 time slots or to 
place the CODEC into a power-down mode. Alternately, the 
TP3020/TP3021 may be operated in a fixed time slot mode. 
Both devices are intended to be used with the TP3040 
monolithic PCM filter which provides the input anti-aliasing 
function for the encoder and smoothes the output of the 
decoder and corrects for the sin xix distortion introduced by 
the decoder sample and hold output. 

Simplified Block Diagram 

COMPARATOR 

SAMPLE AND HOLD 

VFR 

GND 
IA&D) 

Features 
• Low operation power-45 mW typical 
• Low standby power-1 mW typical 
• ± 5V operation 
• TTL compatible digital interface 
• Time slot assignment or alternate fixed time slot modes 
• Internal precision reference 
• Internal sample and hold capacitors 
• Internal auto-zero circuit 
• TP3020-µ-law coding with signaling capabilities 
• TP3021-A-law coding 
• Synchronous or asynchronous operation 

CLKx 

FSx 

SIGx (TPJD2D ONL YI 

De 

CL Kc 

PDN 

CLKR 

FSR 

SIGR ITPJD2D ONL YI 

DR 

Vss 
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Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

St1 

SC2 Zl De 

VFx J U V11 

NC 21 SIGx 

BID(A.DJ 
20 

FSx 

SIGR II CLKx 
TP302D 

NC 11 FS11 

DR 
17 

CLK11 

PDN 
16 

Vee 

VFR ID 1s iSX 

NC 11 1' Dx 

NC 
12 13 

NC 

TL/H/5538-3 

Top View 

Order Number TP3020J or TP3020J-1 
See NS Package Number J24A 

Description of Pin Functions 
Symbol 

SC1 

SC2 

VFx 

GND 

PON 

Function 

Internally connected to GNDA. 

Connects VFx to an external sample/hold capaci
tor if fitted for use with pin-compatible NMOS CO
DECs. Ensures gain compatibility. 

Analog input to the encoder. This signal will be 
sampled at the end of the encoder time slot and 
the resulting PCM code will be shifted out during 
the subsequent encode time slot. 

Analog and digital ground. All analog and digital 
signals are referenced to this pin. 

Receive signaling bit output. During receive signal
ing frames the least significant (last) bit shifted into 
DR is internally latched and appears at this out
put-SIGR will then remain valid until changed dur
ing a subsequent receive signaling frame or reset 
by a power-down command. 

Serial PCM data input to the decoder. During the 
decoder time slot, PCM data is shifted into DR, 
most significant bit first, on the falling edge of 
CLKR· 
TTL output level which goes high when the CO
DEC is in the power-down mode. May be used to 
power-down other circuits associated with the 
PCM channel. 

Analog output from the decoder. The decoder 
sample and hold amplifier is updated approximate
ly 15 µS after the end of the decode time slot. 
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Symbol 
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Top View 

Order Number TP3021J or TP3021J-1 
See NS Package Number J22A 

Function 

Unused 

Serial PCM TRI-STATE® output from the encoder. 
During the encoder time slot, the PCM code for the 
previous sample of VFx is shifted out, most signifi
cant bit first, on the rising edge of CLKx. 

Time slot output. This TTL compatible open-drain 
output pulses low during the encoder time slot. 
May be used to enable external TRI-STATE bus 
drivers if highly capacitive loads must be driven. 
Can be wire ANDed with other TSx outputs. 

5V (±5%) Power Supply. 

Master decoder clock input used to shift in the 
PCM data on DR and to operate the decoder se
quencer. May operate at 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz or 
2048 MHz. May be asynchronous with CLKx or 
CLKe. 

Decoder frame sync pulse. Normally occurring at 
an 8 kHz rate, this pulse is nominally one CLKR 
cycle wide. Extending the width of FSR to two or 
more cycles of CLKR signifies a receive signaling 
frame. 

Master encoder clock input used to shift out the 
PCM data on Dx and to operate the encoder se
quencer. May operate at 1.536 MHz, 1.544 MHz or 
2.048 MHz. May be asynchronous with CLKR or 
CL Ke. 
Encoder frame sync pulse. Normally occurring at 
an 8 kHz rate, this pulse is nominally one CLKx 
cycle wide. Extending the width of FSx to two or 
more cycles of CLKx signifies a transmit signaling 
frame. 
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Description of Pin Functions (Continued) 

Symbol Function Symbol Function 

SIGx Transmit signaling input. During a transmit signal- CLKe Control clock input used to shift serial control data 
ing frame, the signal at SIGx is shifted out of Dx in into De. CLKe must pulse 8 times during a period 
place of the least significant (last) bit of PCM data. of time less than or equal to one frame time, al-

Vss -5V (±5%) input. though the 8 pulses may overlap a frame bounda-

De Serial control data input. Serial data on De is shift- ry. CLKe need not be synchronous with CLKx or 

ed into the CODEC on the falling edge of CLKc. In CLKR. Connecting CLKe continuously high places 

the fixed time slot mode, De doubles as a power-
the TP3020/TP3021 into the fixed time slot mode. 

down input. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Operating Temperature - 25°C to + 125°C Voltage at Any Analog 

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C Input or Output V99-0.3V to Vee+ 0.3V 

Vee with Respect to GND 7V Voltage at Any Digital 

Vss with Respect to GND -7V Input or Output GND-0.3VtoVee + 0.3V 

ESD rating is to be determined. Lead Temperature 
(Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°c 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, v88 = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = 
+ 5.0V, Vss = - 5.0V and TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

11 Input Current O<V1N<Vee -10 10 µA 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 
V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 
Vol Output Low Voltage Dx, loL = 4.0 mA 0.4 v 

SIGR, loL = 0.5 mA 0.4 v 
TSx, loL = 3.2 mA, Open Drain 0.4 v 
PON, loL = 1.6 mA 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage Dx, loH=6 mA 2.4 v 
SIGR, loH = 0.6 mA 2.4 v 

ANALOG INTERFACE 

Z1 VFx Input Impedance when Resistance in Series with 2.0 kn 
Sampling Approximately 70 pF 

Zo Output Impedance at VFR -3.1V<VFR<3.1V 10 20 n 

Vos Output Offset Voltage at VFR DR= PCM Zero Code (TP3020) -25 25 mV 
or Alternating ± 1 Code (TP3021) 

l1N Analog Input Bias Current V1N=OV -0.1 0.1 µA 

R1 x C1 DC Blocking Time Constant 4.0 ms 

C1 DC Blocking Capacitor 0.1 µF 

R1 Input Bias Resistor 160 kn 

POWER DISSIPATION 

leeo Standby Current, Vee 0.1 0.4 mA 

lsso Standby Current, Vss 0.03 0.1 mA 

lee1 Operating Current, Vee. 4.5 e.o mA 

lss1 Operating Current, Vss 4.5 e.o mA 
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AC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, the analog input is a O dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave. The digital input is a PCM bit stream generated by 
passing a 0 dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave through an ideal encoder. All output levels are sin x/x corrected. Limits printed in BOLD 
characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5V ±5%, v88 = -5V ± 5%; TA = 0°C to + 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical 
testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and character-
ization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5V, Vss = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Absolute Level The nominal 0 dBmO levels for 
the TP3020 and TP3021 are 
1.520 Vrms and 1.525 Vrms 
respectively. The resulting 
nominal overload level is 3.096V 
peak for both devices. All gain 
measurements for the encode 
and decode portions of the 
TP3020/TP3021 are based on 
these nominal levels after the 
necessary sin xix corrections are 
made. 

GRA Receive Gain, Absolute T=25°C, Vec=5V, Vss= -5V 
TP3020, TP3021 -0.125 0.125 dB 
TP3020-1, TP3021-1 -0.175 0.175 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain T = o·c to 10°c -0.05 0.05 dB 
Variation with Temperature 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain Vcc=5V±5%, -0.07 0.07 dB 
Variation with Supply Voltage Vss= -5V±5% 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute T=25°C, Vcc=5V, V99= -5V 
TP3020, TP3021 -0.325 -0.075 dB 
TP3020-1, TP3021-1 -0.375 -0.025 dB 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain T = o·c to 10°c -0.05 0.05 dB 
Variation with Temperature 

GxAV Absolute Transmit Gain Vcc=5V ±5%, -0.07 0.07 dB 
Variation with Supply Voltage Vss= -5V ±5% 

GAAL Absolute Receive Gain CCITT Method 2 Relative 
Variation with Level to -10dBmO 

0 dBmO to 3 dBmO -0.3 0.3 dB 
-40 dBmO to 0 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
-50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
- 55 dBmO to - 50 dBmO -1.0 1.0 dB 

GxAL Absolute Transmit Gain CCITT Method 2 Relative 
Variation with Level to -10 dBmO 

0 dBmO to 3 dBmO -0.3 0.3 dB 
-40 dBmO to 0 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
-50 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
-55 dBmO to -50 dBmO -1.0 1.0 dB 

S/DR Receive Signal to Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method Input 
Ratio Level 

-30 dBmO to 0 dBmO 35 dBc 
-40dBmO 29 dBc 
-45dBmO 25 dBc 

SIDx Transmit Signal to Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method Input 
Ratio Level 

-30 dBmO to 0 dBmO 35 dBc 
-40dBmO 29 dBc 
-45dBmO 25 dBc 

NR Receive Idle Channel Noise DR= Steady State PCM Code 6 dBrncO 

Nx Transmit Idle Channel Noise TP3020, (No Signaling) 13 dBrncO 
TP3021 (Note 1) -66* dBnOp 

HDR Receive Harmonic Distortion 2nd or 3rd Harmonic -47 dB 

HDx Transmit Harmonic Distortion 2nd or 3rd Harmonic -47 dB 

PPS Rx Positive Power Supply Input Level=OV, Vcc=5.0 Voe 50 dB 
Rejection, Transmit + 300 mVrms, f = 1.02 kHz 

Note 1: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result at -50 dBmO level. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics ccontinued) 

Unless otherwise noted, the analog input is a 0 dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave. The digital input is a PCM bit stream generated by 
passing a 0 dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave through an ideal encoder. All output levels are sin xix corrected. Limits printed in BOLD 
characters are guaranteed for Vee= +5V ±5%, Vss = -5V ±5%; TA= 0°C to +70°C by correlation with 100% electrical 
testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and character-
ization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals specified at Vee = +5V, v88 = -5V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

PP SRA Positive Power Supply DR= Steady PCM Code, 40 dB 
Rejection, Receive Vee=5.0 Voe+ 300 mVrms, 

F=1.02 kHz 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Input Level=OV, Vss= -5.0 Voe 50 dB 
Rejection, Transmit + 300 mVrms, f= 1.02 kHz 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply DR= Steady PCM Code, 45 dB 
Rejection, Receive Vss= -5.0 Voe+ 300 mVrms, 

f= = 1.02 kHz 

CTxR Transmit to Receive Crosstalk DR= Steady PCM Code -75 dB 

CT Rx Receive to Transmit Crosstalk Transmit Input Level= OV 
TP3020 -70 dB 
TP3021 -65 (Note2) dB 

Note 2: Theoretical worst-case for a perfectly zeroed encoder with alternating sign bit, due to the decoding law. 

Timing Specification Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5V 
± 5%, Vss = -5V ± 5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are 
assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All digital signals referenced to 
GND. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5V, Vss = -5V, TA = 25°C. All timing parameters are measured at VoH = 2.0V and Vol 
= 0.7V. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpc Period of Clock CLKc. CLKR. CLKx 485 ns 

tRc. tFc Rise and Fall Time of Clock CLKc,CLKR.CLKx 30 ns 

twcH Width of Clock High CLKc.CLKR,CLKx 165 ns 

twcL Width of Clock Low CLKc. CLKR. CLKx 165 ns 

tAto AID Conversion Time From End of Encoder Time 16 Time 
Slot to Completion of Slots 
Conversion 

to/A DI A Conversion Time From End of Decoder Time 2 Time 
Slot to Transition of VFR Slots 

tsoc Set-Up Time, De to CLKc 100 ns 

tHoc Hold Time, CLKc to DC 100 ns 

tsFx Set-Up Time, FSx to CLKx 100 ns 

tHFX Hold Time, CLKx to FSx 100 ns 

tozx Delay Time to Enable Ox on CL =150 pF 25 125 ns 
TS Entry 

to ox Delay Time, CLKx to Ox CL =150 pF 125 ns 

toxz Delay Time, Ox to High CL =OpF 50 165 ns 
Impedance State on TS Exit 

toTSL Delay to TSx Low O~CL ~ 150 pF 30 185 ns 

toTSH Delay to TSx Off CL =OpF 30 185 ns 

tssx Set-Up Time, SIGx to CLKx 100 ns 

tHsx Hold Time, CLKx to SIGx 100 ns 

ts FR Set-Up Time, FSA to CLKR 100 ns 

lHFR Hold Time, CLKR to FSA 100 ns 

tsoR Set-Up Time, DR to CLKR 40 ns 

tHOR Hold Time, CLKR to DR 30 ns 

tosR Delay Time, CLKR to SIGR CL =100 pF 300 ns 
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Timing Waveforms 

CLKx 

CLKx 

Dx 

SIGx 

SIGR 
(TPJD20 ONLY) 

- {-'HPX 
- -- - \ SIGNALING FRAME (TP3020 ONL YI 
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Functional Description 
POWER-UP 
Upon application of power, internal circuitry initializes the 
CODEC and places it into the power-down mode. No se
quencing of 5V or -5V is required. In the power-down 
mode, all non-essential circuits are deactivated, the TRI
STATE PCM data output Dx is placed in the high impedance 
state and the receive signaling output of the TP3020, SIGA, 
is reset to logical zero. Once in the power-down mode, the 
method of activating the TP3020/TP3021 depends on the 
chosen mode of operation, time slot assignment or fixed 
time slot. 

TIME SLOT ASSIGNMENT MODE 
The time slot assignment mode of operation is selected by 
maintaining CLKe in a normally low state. The state of the 
CODEC is updated by pulsing CLKe eight times within a 
period of 125 µS or less. The falling edge of each clock 
pulse shifts the data on the De input into the CODEC. The 
first two control bits determine if the subsequent control bits 
83- 88 are to specify the time slot for the encoder (81 = 0), 
the decoder (82=0) or both (81 and 82=0) or if the CO
DEC is to be placed into the power-down mode (81 and 
82= 1). The desired action will take place upon the occur
rence of the second frame sync pulse following the first 
pulse of CLKe. Assigning a time slot to either the encoder or 
decoder will automatically power-up the entire CODEC cir
cuit. The Dx output and DA input, however, will be inhibited 
for one additional frame to allow the analog circuitry time to 
stabilize. If separate time slots are to be assigned to the 
encoder and the decoder, the encoder time slot should be 
assigned first. This is necessary because up to four frames 
are required to assign both time slots separately, but only 
three frames are necessary to activate the Dx output. If the 
encode time slot has not been updated the PCM data will be 
outputted during the previously assigned time slot which 
may now be assigned to another CODEC. 

FIXED TIME SLOT MODE 
There are several ways in which the TP3020/TP3021 may 
operate in the fixed time slot mode. The first and easiest 
method is to leave CLKe disconnected or to connect CLKe 
to Vee. In this situation, De behaves as a power-down input. 
When De goes low, both encode and decode time slots are 
set to one on the second subsequent frame sync pulse. 
Time slot one corresponds to the eight CLKx or CLKA cy
cles starting one cycle from the nominal leading edge of 
FSx or FSA respectively. As in the time slot assignment 
mode, the Dx output is inhibited for one additional frame 
after the circuit is powered up. A logical "1" on De powers 
the CODEC down on the second subsequent FSx pulse. 

A second fixed time slot method is to operate CLKe continu
ously. Placing a "1" on De will then cause the serial control 
register to fill up with ones. With 81 and 82 equal to "1" the 
CODEC will power-down. Placing a "O" on De will cause the 
serial control register to fill up with zeroes, assigning time 
slot one to both the encoder and decoder and powering up 
the device. One important restriction with this method of 
operation is that the rising transition of De must occur at 
least 8 cycles of CLKc prior to FSx. If this restriction is not fol-
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lowed, it is possible that on the frame prior to power-down, 
the encoder could be assigned to an incorrect time slot 
(e.g., 1, 3, 7, 15 or 31), resulting in a possible PCM bus 
conflict. 

SERIAL CONTROL PORT 
When the TP3020/TP3021 is operated in the time slot as
signment mode or the fixed time slot mode with continuous 
clock, the data on De is shifted into the serial control regis
ter, bit 1 first. In the time slot assignment mode, depending 
on 81 and 82, the data in the RCV or XMT time slot regis
ters is updated at the second FSA or FSx pulse after the 
first CLKe pulse, or the CODEC is powered down. In the 
continuous clock fixed time slot mode, the CODEC is pow
ered up or down at every second FSA or FSx pulse. The 
control register data is interpreted as follows: 

81 82 Action 

0 0 Assign time slot to encoder and decoder 
0 1 Assign time slot to encoder 
1 0 Assign time slot to decoder 
1 1 Power-down CODEC 

83 84 BS 86 87 88 Time Slot 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 1 0 3 
0 0 0 0 1 1 4 

1 1 1 1 1 0 63 
1 1 1 1 1 1 64 

During the power-down command, bits 3 through 8 are ig
nored. Note that with 64 possible time slot assignments it is 
frequently possible to assign a time slot which does not 
exist. This can be useful to disable an encoder or decoder 
without powering down the CODEC. 

SIGNALING 
The TP3020 µ-law CODEC contains circuitry to insert and 
extract signaling information for the PCM data. The transmit 
signaling frame is signified by widening the FSx pulse from 
one cycle of CLKx to two or more cycles. 

When this occurs, the data present on the SIGx input at the 
eighth clock pulse of the encode time slot is inserted into 
the last bit of the PCM data stream. A receive signaling 
frame is indicated in a similar fashion by widening the FSA 
pulse to two or more cycles of CLKA. 

During a receive signaling frame, the last PCM bit shifted in 
is latched into a flip-flop and appears at the SIGA output. 
This output will remain unchanged until the next signaling 
frame, until a power-down is executed or until power is re
moved from the device. Since the least significant bit of the 
PCM data is lost during a signaling frame, the decoder inter
prets the bit as a "%" (i.e., half way between a "O" 
and a "1 "). This minimizes the noise and distortion due to 
the signaling. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

ENCODING DELA V 

The encoding process begins at the start of the encode time 
slot and is concluded no later than 17 time slots later. In 
normal applications, this PCM data is not shifted out until 
the next time slot 125 µS later, resulting in an encoding 
delay of 125 µS. In some applications it is possible to oper
ate the CODEC at a higher frame rate to reduce this delay. 
With a 2.048 MHz clock, the FS rate could be increased to 
15 kHz reducing the delay from 125 µS to 67 µS. 

DECODING DELA V 
The decoding process begins immediately after the end of 
the decoder time slot. The output of the decoder sample 
and hold amplifier is updated 28 CLKR cycles later. 

Typical Application 

---.... VFxl+ 
___ _..Vfxl-

_,,..,.~--'IV\r--t GSx 

4---__, PYmo-
4---__, PWRO+ 

---•IPWRI 

·····~ 

CLK PON 

TPJD40 

The decoding delay is therefore approximately 28 clock cy
cles plus one half of a frame time or 81 µS for a 1.544 MHz 
system with an 8 kHz frame rate or 76 µS for a 2.048 MHz 
system with an 8 kHz frame rate. Again, for some applica
tions the frame rate could be increased to reduce this delay. 

TYPICAL APPLICATION 

A typical application of the TP3020/TP3021 used in con
junction with the TP3040 PCM filter is shown. The values of 
resistor R1 and DC blocking capacitor C1, are non-critical. 
The capacitor value should exceed 0.1 µF, R1 should not 
exceed 160 kn, and the product R1 x C1 should exceed 4 
rms. 0.1 µf power supply bypass capacitors should be used 
and placed as close to the device as possible. 

PON 

fix TSx 

Dx Dx 

CLKx CLKx 

FSx FSx 
SC1 TPJOZD/ 

TPJOZ1 
GND FSR 

DR DR 

,_,,,~ 

~···· 
._ ___________ _.. _ _...__~..,.---+sv 

L--------------......i1._ ____ ..__~.,_-sv 
. (R3 + R2) XMTga1n = 20 x log R2 + 3 dB 

. ( R4 ) RCV gain = 20 x log R
2 

+ RS for each power amplifer 

,,,,~ ,,,, 

TL/H/5538-5 

The power supply decoupling capacitors should be 0.1 µ.F. In order to take advantage of the excellent noise performance of the TP3020/TP3021 /TP3040, 
care must be taken in board layout to prevent coupling of digital noise into the sensitive analog lines. 

•The external sample/hold capacitor required for use with pin-compatible NMOS CODECs introduces attenuation due to the capacitive divider formed with C1. 
The SC pin connects VFx to this sample/hold capacitor (via a 3000. resistor) to ensure gain compatibility. The TP3020/TP3021 itself does not require an 
external sample/hold capacitor. 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

microCMOS 

TP5116A/TP5116A-1 /TP5156A/TP5156A-1 
Monolithic CODECs 

General Description Features 
The TP5116A and TP5156A are monolithic PCM CODECs 
implemented with double-poly CMOS technology. The 
TP5116A is intended for µ-law applications and the 
TP5156A is for A-law applications . 

• TP5116A-µ-law coding (sign plus magnitude format) 

Each device contains separate DI A and AID circuitry, all 
necessary sample and hold capacitors, and internal auto
zero circuits. Each device also contains a precision internal 
voltage reference, eliminating the need for an external refer
ence. There are no internal connections to pins 15 or 16, 
making them directly interchangeable with CODECs using 
external reference components. 

All devices are intended to be used with the TP3040 mono
lithic PCM filter which provides the input anti-aliasing func
tion for the encoder, smooths the output of the decoder and 
corrects for the sin x/x distortion introduced by the decoder 
sample and hold output. 

Simplified Block Diagram 

ANALOG INPUT 

• TP5156A-A-law coding 
• Synchronous or asynchronous operation 
• Precision voltage reference on-chip 
• Internal sample-and-hold capacitors 
• Internal auto-zero circuit 
• Low operation power-40 mW typical 
• ± 5V operation 
• TTL compatible digital interface 

V+ 

5.0V 

SAR LOGIC DIGITAL OUTPUT SAMPLE AND 
HOLD A/D COMPARATOR 

AUTO-ZERO 

REFERENCE 

SAMPLE AND HOLD 

ANALOG OUTPUT ----< 
ANALOG GND DIGITAL GND 
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I 
CONTROL 

l 
SERIAL 
BUFFER 

-5.0V 

v-

XMIT CLOCK 

XMIT SYNC 

MASTER CLOCK 

RCV CLOCK 

RCV SYNC 

DIGITAL INPUT 

TL/H/6663-1 



Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

\;J 
ANALOG INPUT- 1 161-NC 

v+- 2 151-NC 

v-- 3 14 I-ANALOG GROUND 

NC- 4 13 I-ANALOG OUTPUT 

MASTER CLOCK - 5 12 ._DIGITAL INPUT 

Xt.41T SYNC- 6 11 ._DIGITAL GROUND 

Xt.41T CLOCK - 7 10 ._RCV CLOCK 

DIGITAL OUTPUT- 8 9 ._RCV SYNC 

Top View 

Order Number TP5116AJ or TP5156AJ 
See NS Package Number J16A 

TL/H/6663-2 

Description of Pin Functions 
Symbol 

ANALOG INPUT 

v+ 
v
NC 

MASTER CLOCK 

XMITSYNC 

XMITCLOCK 

DIGITAL OUTPUT 

Function 

ANALOG INPUT to the encoder. This 
signal will be sampled at the beginning 
of the encoder time slot and the result
ing PCM code will be shifted out during 
the subsequent encode time slot. 

5V(±5%) Power Supply. 

-5V(±5%) Power Supply. 

Unused. 

MASTER CLOCK input used to operate 
the internal encode and decode se
quencers. Should be 1.536 MHz, 
1.544 MHz or 2.048 MHz. 

Encoder frame sync pulse. Normally oc
curring at an 8 kHz rate, this pulse is 
nominally eight XMIT CLOCK cycles 
wide. 

Transmit bit clock input used to shift out 
the PCM data on DIGITAL OUTPUT. 
May operate from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz. 
May be asynchronous with RCV 
CLOCK. 

Serial PCM TRI-ST ATE output from en
coder. During the encoder time slot, the 
PCM code for the previous sample of 
ANALOG INPUT is shifted out, most 
significant bit first, on the rising edge of 
XMIT CLOCK. 
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Symbol 

RCVSYNC 

RCVCLOCK 

Function 

Decoder frame sync pulse. Normally oc
curring at an 8 kHz rate, this pulse is 
nominally eight RCV CLOCK cycles 
wide. 

Receive bit clock input used to shift in 
the PCM data on DIGITAL INPUT. May 
operate from 64 kHz to 2.048 MHz. May 
be asynchronous with XMIT CLOCK. 

DIGITAL GROUND All digital levels referenced to the DIGI
TAL GROUND pin. 

DIGITAL INPUT Serial PCM data input to the decoder. 
During the decoder time slot, PCM data 
is shifted into DIGITAL INPUT, most sig
nificant bit first, on the rising edge of 
RCV CLOCK. 

ANALOG OUTPUT ANALOG OUTPUT from the decoder. 

ANALOG 
GROUND 

The decoder sample and hold amplifier 
is updated approximately 15 µs after 
the end of the decode time slot. 

All analog signals are referenced to the 
ANALOG GROUND pin. 
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ENCODING FORMAT AT DIGITAL OUTPUT 

TP5116A 
Sign + Magnitude 

V1N = +Full-Scale 1 1 1 1 1 

V1N = OV {~ 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

V1N = - Full-Scale 0 1 1 1 1 

Functional Description 
Approximately 4 µs after the rising edge of the XMIT SYNC 
pulse, the voltage present on the ANALOG INPUT is sam
pled and the process of encoding that sample into a PCM 
code is begun. Simultaneously, the 8-bit PCM code corre
sponding to the previous sample is shifted out of the DIGI
TAL OUTPUT, MSB first, on the rising edge of the next eight 
cycles of the XMIT CLOCK. When XMIT SYNC (which is 
normally eight XMIT CLOCK cycles long) goes low, the TRI
STATE DIGITAL OUTPUT is returned to the high imped
ance state. On the TP5116A, the PCM code is in a µ-law 
sign plus magnitude format. The TP5156A uses the stan
dard A-law coding. 

An 8-bit PCM code is shifted into DIGIT AL INPUT on the 
rising edge of the first eight RCV CLOCK pulses after RCV 
SYNC goes high. RCV SYNC is nominally eight RCV 
CLOCK cycles wide. Approximately 15 µs after RCV SYNC 
goes low, the ANALOG OUTPUT is updated to the voltage 
corresponding to the PCM input code. 

All encoding and decoding operations are run from the 
MASTER CLOCK. MASTER CLOCK should be in the range 
of 1.536 MHz to 2.048 MHz and must be synchronous with 
XMIT CLOCK. The XMIT and RCV CLOCK may vary from 64 
kHz to 2.048 MHz. 

1 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
0 
1 
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TP5156A 
A-Law 

(Includes Even Bit Inversion) 

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

ENCODING DELAY 

The encoding process begins immediately at the beginning 
of the encode time slot and is concluded no later than 18 
time slots later. In normal applications, the PCM data is not 
shifted out until the next time slot 125 µs later, resulting in 
an encoding delay of 125 µs. In some applications it is pos
sible to operate the CODEC at a higher frame rate to reduce 
this delay. With a 2.048 MHz MASTER CLOCK, the FS rate 
could be increased to 15 kHz, reducing the delay from 125 
µs to 67 µs. 

DECODING DELAY 

The decoding process begins immediately after the end of 
the decoder time slot. The output of the decoder sample 
and hold amplifier is updated 28 MASTER CLOCK cycles 
later. The decoding delay is therefore approximately 28 
clock cycles plus one half of a frame time or, 81 µs for a 
1.544 MHz system with an 8 kHz frame rate or, 76 µs for a 
2.048 MHz system with an 8 kHz frame rate. Again, for 
some applications the frame rate could be increased to re
duce this delay. 



Typical Application 
A typical application of these CODECs used in conjunction 
with the TP3040 PCM filter is shown below. The values of 
resistor R1 and DC blocking capacitor C1, are non-critical. 
The capacitor value should exceed 0.1 µF, R1 should be 
less than 50 kn, and the product R1 xc1 should exceed 4 

The power supply decoupling capacitors should be 0.1 µF. 
In order to take advantage of the excellent noise perform
ance of these CODECs, care must be taken in board layout 
to prevent coupling of digital noise into the sensitive analog 
lines. For card insertion into a hot connector, care should be 
taken to insure that GNDA and GNDD are contacted prior to 
Vee and Vss. 

ms. 

(
R3 + R2) XMIT GAIN = 20 X log R2 + 3 dB 

RCV GAIN = 20 x log (~) 
R4 + R5 

CLK >:~ 
TP3040 GNDA 1--..... --1 ANALOG XMIT CLK ._ ____ _ 

GND 
PON TP5116/56 

GNDD GNDD 

ANALOG 
VrRI -----1 OUT 

--~--o._1_µ_F _____ o_._,µ_F_~--+-... J-o_.,_.µr ~~ 
10µF -

'---------------t~-----..... ~Vss 
NOTE: ~ =ANALOG GROUND _L =DIGITAL GROUND 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at Any Analog 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Input or Output v--o.3Vtov+ +0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. Voltage at Any Digital 
Operating Temperature - 25·c to + 125°C Input or Output GNDD-0.3V to v+ + 0.3V 

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 15o·c Lead Temperature 
v+ with Respect to DIGITAL GROUND 7V (Solderdip 1 O sec.) 3oo·c 

v- with Respect to DIGITAL GROUND -7V ESD rating to be determined. 
'· 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted TA= o•c to 70°C, v+ = 5.0V ±5%, v- = -5.0V ±5%. Typical characteristics are·specified at v+ 
= 5.ov,v- = -5.0V and TA= 25°C. All digital signals are referenced to DIGITAL GROUND. All analog signals are referenced 
to ANALOG GROUND. Limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed for v+ = 5.0V ±5%, v- = -5.0V ±5%; TA= o·c to 
70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production 
tests and/or product design and characterization. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

11 Input Current OV<V1N<V+ -10 10 µA 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.6 v 

V1H Input High Voltage 2.2 v 

VoL Output Low Voltage loL = 3.2 mA 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage loH = 6mA 2.4 v 

ANALOG INTERFACE 

Z1 Analog Input Impedance Resistance in Series with 
2 kn when Sampling Approximately 70 pF 

Zo Output Impedance at Analog 
10 20 n 

Output 

l1N Analog Input Bias Current V1N = OV -0.1 0.1 µA 

R1 X C1 DC Blocking Time Constant 4.0 ms 

C1 DC Blocking Capacitor 0.1 µF 

R1 Input Bias Resistor 50 kn 

POWER DISSIPATION 

lce1 Operating Current, Vee 3.5 e.o mA 

lss1 Operating Current, Vss 3.5 8.0 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, TA = 25°C, v+ = 5.ov,v- = -5.0V. The analog input is a o dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave. The DIGITAL 
INPUT is a PCM bit stream generated by passing a 0 dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave through an ideal encoder. All output levels are 
sin x/x corrected, limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed for v+ = 5.0V ± 5%, v- = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = o·c to 70°C 
by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests 
and/ or product design and characterization. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Absolute Level The nominal 0 dBmO levels for the 
TP5116A is 1.227 Vrms and 
1.231 Vrms for the TP5156A. The 
resulting nominal overload level is 
2.5V peak for all devices. All gain 
measurements for the encode and 
decode portions of the devices are 
based on these nominal levels after 
the necessary sin xix corrections are 
made. 

GRA Receive Gain, Absolute TA= 25°C, v+ = 5V, v- = -5V 
TP5116A,TP5156A -0.125 0.125 dB 
TP5116A-1, TP5156A-1 -0.175 0.175 dB 

GRAT Absolute Receive Gain TA = o·c to 10°c -0.05 0.05 dB 
Variation with Temperature 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Unless otherwise noted, TA = 25°C, v+ = 5.0V, v- = -5.0V. The analog input is a O dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave. The 
DIGITAL INPUT is a PCM bit stream generated by passing a 0 dBmO, 1.02 kHz sine wave through an ideal encoder. All output 
levels are sin xix corrected. Limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed for v+ = 5.0V ±5%, v- = -5.0V ±5%; TA= 
0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

GRAV Absolute Receive Gain v+ = 5V ±5%, v- = -5V±5% 
-0.07 0.07 dB 

Variation with Supply Voltage 

GxA Transmit Gain, Absolute TA= 25°C, V+ = 5V, v- = -5V 
TP5116A,TP5156A -0.125 0.125 

dB 
TP5116A-1, TP5156A-1 0.175 0.175 

GxAT Absolute Transmit Gain TA = 0°C to 10°c -0.05 0.05 dB 
Variation with Temperature 

GxAV Absolute Transmit Gain v+ = 5V ±5%, v- = -5V ±5% 
-0,07 0.07 dB 

Variation with Supply Voltage 

GAAL Absolute Receive Gain CCITT Method 2 Relative to 
Variation with Level -10 dBmO 

0 dBmO to 3 dBmO -0.3 0.3 dB 
-40 dBmO to 0 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
-50dBmOto -40dBmO -0.4 0.4 dB 
- 55 dBmO to -50 dBmO -1.0 1.0 dB 

GxAL Absolute Transmit Gain CCITT Method 2 Relative to 
Variation with Level -10dBmO 

0 dBmO to 3 dBmO -0.3 0.3 dB 
-40 dBmO to 0 dBmO -0.2 0.2 dB 
-50 dBmO to -40 dBmO 
TP5116A,TP5156A -0.4 0.4 dB 
TP5116A-1, TP5156A-1 -0.475 0.475 dB 
-55 dBmO to -50 dBmO -1.0 1.0 dB 

STDR Receive Signal to Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method Input 
Ratio Level 

-30 dBmO to 0 dBmO 35 dBC 
-40dBmO 29 dBC 
-45dBmO 25 dBC 

STDx Transmit Signal to Distortion Sinusoidal Test Method Input 
Ratio Level 

-30 dBmO to 0 dBmO 35 dBC 
-40dBmO 29 dBC 
-45dBmO 25 dBC 

NA Receive Idle Channel Noise DR = Idle Code 8 dBrnCO 

Nx Transmit Idle Channel Noise TP5116A, VFx = OV 13 dBrnCO 
TP5156A, VFx = OV -66 dBmOp 

PPSRx Positive Power Supply Input Level = ov, Vee = 5.0 Voe 50 dB 
Rejection, Transmit + 300 mVrms, f = 1.02 kHz 

PPSRR Positive Power Supply DR = Idle Code 
Rejection, Receive Vee = 5.0 Voe + 300 mVrms, 40 dB 

f = 1.02 kHz 

NPSRx Negative Power Supply Input Level = OV, Vss = -5.0 Voe 50 dB 
Rejection, Transmit + 300 mVrms, f = 1.02 kHz 

NPSRR Negative Power Supply DR = Steady PCM Code, 
Rejection, Receive Vss = - 5.0 Voe + 300 mVrms, 45 dB 

f = 1.02 kHz 

CTxR Transmit to Receive Crosstalk DR = Steady PCM Code -75 dB 

CT Rx Receive to Transmit Crosswalk Transmit Input Level = OV 
TP5116A -70 dB 
TP5156A -65 dB 

(Note2) 

Note 1: Measured by extrapolation from the distortion test result at -50 dBmO level. 

Note 2: Theoretical worst-case for a perfectly zeroed encoder with alternating sign bit, due to the decoding law. 
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Timing Specifications Unless otherwise noted, TA = 0°c to ?0°c, v+ - +5V±5%, v- = -5V ± 5%. All 
digital signals are referenced to DIGITAL GROUND and are measured at v1H and V1L as indicated in the Timing Waveforms . 
Limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed for v+ = 5.0V ±5%, v- = -5.0V ±5%; TA= 0°C to 70°C by correlation 
with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ or product 
design and characterization. All timing specifications measured at VoH = 2.0V and Vol = 0.7V. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 

FM MASTER CLOCK Frequency 1.5 

Fx,FR XMIT, RCV CLOCK Frequency 0.064 

PWcLK Clock Pulse Width MASTER, XMIT, RCV CLOCKS 150 

tRC· tFc Clock Rise and Fall Time MASTER, XMIT, RCV CLOCKS 

tRs. tFs Sync Pulse Rise and Fall Time RCV, XMIT, SYNC 

tRcs. txcs Clock to Sync Delay RCV,XMIT 0 

txss XMIT SYNC Set-Up Time 150 

txoo XMIT Data Delay Load = 100 pF + 2 LSTTL Loads 

txoP XMIT Data Present Load = 100 pF + 2 LSTTL Loads 

txor XMIT Data TRI-STATE® 

ts RC RCV CLOCK to RCV SYNC Delay 0 

tRDS RCV Data Set-Up Time 0 

tRSS RCV SYNC Set-Up Time 150 

tRDH RCV Data Hold Time 100 

txsL XMIT SYNC Low Time 64 kHz Operation 300 

tRSL RCV SYNC Low Time 64 kHz Operation 17 

Note 3: RCV SYNC must remain low for at least 17 cycles of MASTER CLOCK, each frame. 

Timing Waveforms 

XMIT 
CLOCK 

XMIT 
SYNC 

RCV 
CLOCK 

RVC 
SYNC 

DIGITAL 

72 kHz or Greater Operation 

INPUT.....,...,.'" _ __., _ __,,...__,,,_ _ _,,._ _ _,~---"'---'"---'""-........ ......,. ..... 

XMIT 
CLOCK 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 

RCV 
CLOCK 

64 kHz Operation 

-LJ-txsL 

Rcv--•.--u-~r-•r--.,.--~r-•,.......,,.,,......~r-•,....-

OUTPUT --"--_,,, _ _,,.__"--__.,...__,,.__,.___.,...__,,.__,._ __ 
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Typ Max Units 

2.048 2.1 MHz 

2.048 2.1 MHz 

ns 

50 ns 

50 ns 

ns 

ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

150 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

(Note 3) 

TL/H/6663-3 

TL/H/6663-4 
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Semiconductor 
Corporation 

micro CMOS 

TP3040/TP3040-1 /TP3040A/TP3040A-1 
PCM Monolithic Filter 

General Description 
The TP3040/TP3040-1 /TP3040A/TP3040A-1 filter is a 
monolithic circuit containing both transmit and receive filters 
specifically designed for PCM CODEC filtering applications 
in 8 kHz sampled systems. 

The filter is manufactured using microCMOS technology 
and switched capacitor integrators are used to simulate 
classical LC ladder filters which exhibit low component sen
sitivity. 

TRANSMIT FILTER STAGE 

Features 
• Exceeds all 03/04 and CCITI specifications 
• +5V, -5V power supplies 
• Low power consumption: 

45 mW (0 dBmO into 600!1) 
30 mW (power amps disabled) 

• Power down mode: 0.5 mW 
• 20 dB gain adjust range 
• No external anti-aliasing components 
• Sin x/x correction in receive filter 
• 50/60 Hz rejection in transmit filter 
• TIL and CMOS compatible logic 

The transmit filter is a fifth order elliptic low pass filter in 
series with a fourth order Chebyshev high pass filter. It pro
vides a flat response in the passband and rejection of sig
nals below 200 Hz and above 3.4 kHz. 

• All inputs protected against static discharge due to 
handling 

RECEIVE FILTER STAGE 

The receive filter is a fifth order elliptic low pass filter de
signed to reconstruct the voice signal from the decoded/ 
demultiplexed signal which, as a result of the sampling pro
cess, is a stair-step signal having the inherent sin x/x fre
quency response. The receive filter approximates the func
tion required to compensate for the degraded frequency re
sponse and restore the flat passband response. 

Block Diagram 

VFXl
VFXI+ 

GSX 

POST- LOW PASS PRE-
1 FILTER FILTER FILTER I 

5 

PWRI 

4 

VFRO 

I I 
I RECEIVE FILTER I ·------------------------· 

vcc VBB 

FIGURE 1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Output Short-Circuit Duration Continuous 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Operating Temperature Range - 25°C to + 125°C 
Distributors for availability and specifications • 

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C 
Supply Voltages ±7V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°C 
Power Dissipation 1 W/Package 

ESD Rating to be determined 
Input Voltage ±7V 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 
0°c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other 
production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typicals specified at Vee = + 5.0V, V88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 
Clock frequency is 2.048 MHz. Digital interface voltages measured with respect to digital ground, GNDD. Analog voltages 
measured with respect to analog ground, GNDA. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

POWER DISSIPATION 

lcco V cc Standby Current Vee= 5.25V, Vss = -5.25V, 
CLKO (Pin 14) = -5.25V 
All other pins at GND (OV) 
TP3040, TP3040A 50 100 µA 
TP3040-1, TP3040A-1 400 µA 

lsso Vss Standby Current Vee = 5.25V, Vss = -5.25V, 
CLKO (Pin 14) = - 5.25V 
All other pins at GND (OV) 
TP3040, TP3040A 50 100 µA 
TP3040-1, TP3040A-1 400 µA 

lcc1 Vee Operating Current PWRI = Vss. Power Amp Inactive 3.0 4.0 mA 

lss1 Vss Operating Current PWRI = V99, Power Amp Inactive 3.0 4.0 mA 

lcc2 V cc Operating Current (Note 1) 4.6 6.4 mA 

lss2 Vss Operating Current (Note 1) 4.6 6.4 mA 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

l1NC Input Current, CLK Vss ::;;: V1N ::;;: Vee -10 10 µA 

l1NP Input Current, PON Vss ::;;: V1N ::;;: Vee -100 µA 

l1NO Input Current, CLKO Vss ::;;: V1N ::;;: Vee - 0.5V -10 -0.1 µA 

V1L Input Low Voltage, CLK, PON 0 0.8 v 
V1H Input High Voltage, CLK, PON 2.2 Vee v 
V1Lo Input Low Voltage, CLKO Vss Vss+0.5 v 
V110 Input Intermediate Voltage, CLKO -0.8 0.8 v 
V1Ho Input High Voltage, CLKO Vcc-0.5 Vee v 
TRANSMIT INPUT OP AMP 

I Bx I Input Leakage Current, VFxl -3.2V::;;: V1N::;;: +3.2V -100 100 nA 

Rlxl Input Resistance, VFxl Vss ::;;: VFxl ::;;: Vee 10 Mn 

VOSxl Input Offset Voltage, VFxl - 2.5V ::;;: V1N ::;;: + 2.5V -20 20 mV 

VcM Common-Mode Range, VFxl -2.5 2.5 v 
CMRR Common-Mode Rejection Ratio - 2.5V ::;;: V1N ::;;: 2.5V 60 dB 

PSRR Power Supply Rejection of Vee or Vss 60 dB 

RQL Open Loop Output Resistance, GSx 1 kn 

AL Minimum Load Resistance, GSx 10 kn 

CL Maximum Load Capacitance, GSx 100 pF 

VOxl Output Voltage Swing, GSx AL~ 10k ±2.5 v 
AvoL Open Loop Voltage Gain, GSx AL~ 10k 5,000 VIV 

Fe Open Loop Unity Gain Bandwidth, GSx 2 MHz 
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AC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise specified, TA= 25°C. All parameters are specified for a signal level of 0 dBmO at 1 kHz. The O dBmO level is 
assumed to be 1.54 Vrms measured at the output of the transmit or receive filter. Limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for Vee= +5.0V±5%, Vss = -5.0V±5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 
25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typicals 
specified at Vee = + 5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

TRANSMIT FILTER (Transmit filter Input op amp set to the non-Inverting unity gain mode, with Vfxl = 1.09 Vrms unless 
otherwise noted.) 

RLx Minimum Load Resistance, VFxO -2.5V <VouT<2.5V 3 kfl 
-3.2V<VouT<3.2V 10 kn 

CLx Load Capacitance, VFxO 100 pF 

A Ox Output Resistance, VFxO 1 3 n 

PSRR1 Vee Power Supply Rejection, VFxO f= 1 kHz, VFxl+ =O Vrms 30 dB 

PSRR2 Vss Power Supply Rejection, VFxO Same as Above 35 dB 

GAx Absolute Gain f = 1 kHz (TP3040A, TP3040A-1) 2.9 3.0 3.1 dB 
f= 1 kHz (TP3040, TP3040-1) 2.875 3.0 3.125 dB 

GRx Gain Relative to GAx Below50 Hz -35 dB 
50 Hz -41 -35 dB 
60Hz -35 -30 dB 
200 Hz (TP3040A, TP3040A-1) -1.5 0 dB 
200 Hz (TP3040, TP3040-1) -1.5 0.05 dB 
300 Hz to 3 kHz (TP3040A, TP3040A-1) -0.125 0.125 dB 
300 Hz to 3 kHz (TP3040, TP3040-1) -0.15 0.15 dB 
3.3 kHz -0.35 0.03 dB 
3.4 kHz -0.70 -0.1 dB 
4.0 kHz -15 -14 dB 
4.6 kHz and Above -32 dB 

DAx Absolute Delay at 1 kHz 230 µs 

DDx Differential Envelope Delay from 60 µs 
1 kHz to 2.6 kHz 

DPx1 Single Frequency Distortion -48 dB 
Products 

DPx2 Distortion at Maximum Signal 0.16 Vrms, 1 kHz Signal Applied to -45 dB 
Level VFxl +, Gain= 20 dB, AL= 1 Ok 

NCx1 Total C Message Noise at VFxO TP3040, TP3040A 2 5 dBrncO 
TP3040-1, TP3040A-1 6 dBrncO 

NCx2 Total C Message Noise at VFxO Gain Setting Op Amp at 20 dB, 
Non-Inverting (Note 3) 
TA=0°C to 70°C 3 6 dBrncO 
TP3040,TP3040A 
TP3040-1, TP3040A-1 7 dBrncO 

GAxT Temperature Cc:>efficient of 0.0004 dBl°C 
1 kHz Gain 

GAxS Supply Voltage Coefficient of Vee=5.0V±5% 0.01 dB/V 
1 kHz Gain Vss= -5.0V±5% 

CT Rx Crosstalk, Receive to Transmit Receive Filter Output= 2.2 Vrms -70 dB 
VFxO VFxl + = 0 Vrms, f = 0.2 kHz to 3.4 kHz 

20 log VFRO Measure VFxO 

GRxL Gaintracking Relative to GAx Output Level= + 3 dBmO -0.1 0.1 dB 
+2 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.05 0.05 dB 
-40 dBmO to -55 dBmO -0.1 0.1 dB 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise specified, TA= 25°C. All parameters are specified for a signal level of 0 dBmO at 1 kHz. The 0 dBmO level is 
assumed to be 1.54 Vrms measured at the output of the transmit or receive filter. Limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for Vee= +5.0V±5%, Vss = -5.0V±5%; TA = o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 
25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typicals 
specified at Vee = + 5.0V, V88 = -5.0V, TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVE FILTER {Unless otherwise noted, the receive filter Is preceded by a sin x/x filter with an Input signal level of 
1.54 Vrms.) 

IBR Input Leakage Current, VFRI -3.2V~VIN~3.2V -100 100 nA 

RIA Input Resistance, VFRI 10 Mn 

ROA Output Resistance, VFRO 1 3 n 

CLR Load Capacitance, VFRO 100 pF 

RLR Load Resistance, VFRO 10 kn 

PSRR3 Power Supply Rejection of Vee or VFRI Connected to GNDA 35 dB 

Vss. VFRO f= 1 kHz 

VOSRO Output DC Offset, VFRO VFRI Connected to GNDA -200 200 mV 

GAR Absolute Gain f = 1 kHz (TP3040A, TP3040A-1) -0.1 0 0.1 dB 
f = 1 kHz (TP3040, TP3040-1) -0.125 0 0.125 dB 

GRR Gain Relative to Gain at 1 kHz Below300 Hz 0.125 dB 
300 Hz to 3.0 kHz (TP3040A, TP3040A-1) -0.125 0.125 dB 
300 Hz to 3.0 kHz (TP3040, TP3040-1) -0.15 0.15 dB 
3.3 kHz -0.35 0.03 dB 
3.4 kHz -0.7 -0.1 dB 
4.0 kHz -14 dB 
4.6 kHz and Above -32 dB 

DAR Absolute Delay at 1 kHz 100 µs 

DOR Differential Envelope Delay 1 kHz 100 µs 
to 2.6 kHz 

DPR1 Single Frequency Distortion f= 1 kHz -48 dB 
Products 

DPR2 Distortion at Maximum Signal 2.2 Vrms Input to Sin xix Filter, -45 dB 
Level f= 1 kHz, RL = 10k 

NCR Total C-Message Noise at VFRO TP3040, TP3040A 3 5 dBrncO 
TP3040-1, TP3040A-1 6 dBrncO 

GART Temperature Coefficient of 1 kHz 0.0004 dB/°C 
Gain 

GARS Supply Voltage Coefficient of 0.01 dB/V 
1 kHz Gain 

CTxR Crosstalk, Transmit to Receive Transmit Filter Output= 2.2 Vrms -70 dB 
VFRO VFRI = 0 Vrms, f= 0.3 kHz to 3.4 kHz 

20 log VFxO Measure VFRO 

GRRL Gaintracking Relative to GAR Output Level= + 3 dBmO -0.1 0.1 dB 
+ 2 dBmO to -40 dBmO -0.05 0.05 dB 
-40 dBmO to -55 dBmO -0.1 0.1 dB 
(Note 5) 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise specified, TA = 25°C. All parameters are specified for a signal level of O dBmO at 1 kHz. The 0 dBmO level is 
assumed to be 1.54 Vrms measured at the output of the transmit or receive filter. Limits printed in BOLD characters are 
guaranteed for Vee = + 5.0V ± 5%, Vss = -5.0V ± 5%; TA = 0°C to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 
25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typicals 
specified at Vee= +5.0V, Vss = -5.0V, TA= 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVE OUTPUT POWER AMPLIFIER 

IBP Input Leakage Current, PWRI - 3.2V :::; V1N :::; 3.2V 0.1 3 µA 

RIP Input Resistance, PWRI 10 Mn 
ROP1 Output Resistance, PWRO+, PWRO- Amplifiers Active 1 n 
CLP Load Capacitance, PWRO +, PWRO- 500 pF 

GAp+ Gain, PWRI to PWRO+ RL = 6000. Connected Between 1 VIV 
GAp- Gain, PWRI to PWRO- PWRO+ and PWRO-, Input -1 VIV 

Level=O dBmO (Note 4) 

GRpL Gaintracking Relative to O dBmO V = 2.05 Vrms, RL = 6000.(Notes 41 5) -0.1 0.1 dB 
Output Level, Including Receive Filter V= 1.75 Vrms, RL =3000. -0.1 0.1 dB 

S/Dp Signal/Distortion V=2.05 Vrms, RL =600.0.(Notes 41 5) -45 dB 

V= 1.75 Vrms, RL =300.0. -45 dB 

VOSP Output DC Offset, PWRO +, PWRO- PWRI Connected to GNDA -50 50 mV 

PSRR5 Power Supply Rejection of Vee or Vss PWRI Connected to GNDA 45 dB 

Note 1: Maximum power consumption will depend on the load impedance connected to the power amplifier. This specification listed assumes O dBm is delivered to 
600n connected from PWRO+ to PWRO-. 

Note 2: Voltage input to receive filter at OV, VFRO connected to PWRI, 600fi from PWRO+ to PWRO-. Output measured from PWRO+ to PWRO-. 

Note 3: The 0 dBmO level for the filter is assumed to be 1.54 Vrms measured at the output of the XMT or RCV filter. 

Note 4: The 0 dBmO level for the power amplifiers is load dependent. For AL= 600fi to GNDA, the O dBmO level is 1.43 Vrms measured at the amplifier output. For 
AL= 300fi the O dBmO level is 1.22 Vrms. 

Note 5: VFRO connected to PWRI, input signal applied to VFRI. 

Typical Application 

R2 R1 

~---------------~ 

YFXI- GSX 

TP 3040 /TP 3040A 
PCM FILTER 

YFRO 

4 

YFXO 

13 
PON 

YFRI 

. . R1 +R2 r,:; • • • 
Note 1: Transmit voltage gain =~ x ~2 (The filter itself introduces a 3 dB gain), (R1 + R2 ~ 10k) 

. . R4 
Note 2: Receive gain = R

3 
+ R

4 

(R3 + R4~ 10k) 

YFX DX 14 PCM 
OUT 

TP3020 
CODEC 

PON 

lO YFR DR PCM 
IN 

TL/H/6660-2 

Note: In the configuration shown, the receive filter power amplifiers will drive a 600fi T to R termination to a maximum signal level of 8.5 dBm. An alternative 
arrangement, using a transformer winding ratio equivalent to 1.414:1 and 300fi resistor, Rs. will provide a maximum signal level of 10.1 dBm across a 600fi 
termination impedance. 

FIGURE 2 
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Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Line Package 

VFXI+ 16 VFXO 

VFXI- 15 GNDA 

GSX 14 CLKO 

VFRO 4 13 PON 

PWRI 5 12 CLK 

PWRO+ 6 11 GNDD 

PWRO- 10 VFRI 

VBB 8 vcc 

TL/H/6660-3 

Top View 

Order Number TP3040J or TP3040AJ 
or TP3040J-1 or TP3040AJ·1 

See NS Package J16A 

Description of Pin Functions 

Symbol Function 

VFxl + The non-inverting input to the transmit filter 
stage. 

VFxl - The inverting input to the transmit filter stage. 

GSx The output used for gain adjustments of the 
transmit filter. 

VFRO The low power receive filter output. This pin can 
directly drive the receive port of an electronic hy
brid. 

PWRI The input to the receive filter differential power 
amplifier. 

PWRO + The non-inverting output of the receive filter pow
er amplifier. This output can directly interface 
conventional transformer hybrids. 

PWRO- The inverting output of the receive filter power 
amplifier. This output can be used with PWRO + 
to differentially drive a transformer hybrid. 

Vss The negative power supply pin. Recommended 
input is - 5V. 

Vee The positive power supply pin. The recommend
ed input is 5V. 

VFRI The input pin for the receive filter stage. 
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Symbol 

GNDD 

CLK 

PON 

CLKO 

GNDA 

+ 
0 a::: 
3: a. 

Plastic Lead Chip Carrier 

I 
0 
a::: 
3: a. 

m 
m 
> 

(.) 
(.) 

> 
ii: 
LL 
> 

TL/H/6660-4 

Order Number TP3040V or TP3040AV 
or TP3040V-1 or TP3040AV-1 

See NS Package V20A 

Function 

Digital ground input pin. All digital signals are ref
erenced to this pin. 

Master input clock. Input frequency can be se
lected as 2.048 MHz, 1.544 MHz or 1.536 MHz. 

The input pin used to power down the TP3040/ 
TP3040A during idle periods. Logic 1 (Vee) input 
voltage causes a power down condition. An inter
nal pull-up is provided. 

This input pin selects internal counters in accord
ance with the CLK input clock frequency: 

CLK ConnectCLKOto: 
2048 kHz Vee 
1544 kHz GNDD 
1536 kHz Vss 

An internal pull-up is provided. 

Analog ground input pin. All analog signals are 
referenced to this pin. Not internally connected 
to GNDD. 

The output of the transmit filter stage. 



Functional Description 
The TP3040/TP3040A monolithic filter contains four main 
sections; Transmit Filter, Receive Filter, Receive Filter Pow
er Amplifier, and Frequency Divider/Select Logic (Figure 1). 
A brief description of the circuit operation for each section is 
provided below. 

TRANSMIT FIL TEA 

The input stage of the transmit filter is a CMOS operational 
amplifier which provides an input resistance of greater than 
1 o Mn, a voltage gain of greater than 5,000, low power 
consumption (less than 3 mW), high power supply rejection, 
and is capable of driving a 10 k!l load in parallel with up to 
25 pF. The inputs and output of the amplifier are accessible 
for added flexibility. Non-inverting mode, inverting mode, or 
differential amplifier mode operation can be implemented 
with external resistors. It can also be connected to provide a 
gain of up to 20 dB without degrading the overall filter per
formance. 

The input stage is followed by a prefilter which is a two-pole 
RC active low pass filter designed to attenuate high fre
quency noise before the input signal enters the switched-ca
pacitor high pass and low pass filters. 

A high pass filter is provided to reject 200 Hz or lower noise 
which may exist in the signal path. The low pass portion of 
the switched-capacitor filter provides stopband attenuation 
which exceeds the 03 and 04 specifications as well as the 
CCITT G712 recommendations. 

The output stage of the transmit filter, the postfilter, is also a 
two-pole RC active low pass filter which attenuates clock 
frequency noise by at least 40 dB. The output of the trans
mit filter is capable of driving a ± 3.2V peak to peak signal 
into a 10 k!l load in parallel with up to 25 pF. 

RECEIVE FILTER 

The input stage of the receive filter is a prefilter which is 
similar to the transmit prefilter. The prefilter attenuates high 
frequency noise that may be present on the receive input 
signal. A switched capacitor low pass filter follows the prefil
ter to provide the necessary passband flatness, stopband 
rejection and sin xix gain correction. A postfilter which is 
similar to the transmit postfilter follows the low pass stage. It 
attenuates clock frequency noise and provides a low output 
impedance capable of directly driving an electronic sub
scriber-line-interface circuit. 

RECEIVE FILTER POWER AMPLIFIERS 

Two power amplifiers are also provided to interface to trans
former coupled line circuits. These two amplifiers are driven 
by the output of the receive postfilter through gain setting 
resistors, R3, R4 (Figure 2). The power amplifiers can be 
deactivated, when not required, by connecting the power 
amplifier input (pin 5) to the negative power supply V99. 
This reduces the total filter power consumption by approxi
mately 10 mW-20 mW depending on output signal ampli
tude. 
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POWER DOWN CONTROL 

A power down mode is also provided. A logic 1 power down 
command applied on the PON pin (pin 13) will reduce the 
total filter power consumption to less than 1 mW. Connect 
PON to GNDD for normal operation. 

FREQUENCY DIVIDER AND SELECT LOGIC CIRCUIT 

This circuit divides the external clock frequency down to the 
switching frequency of the low pass and high pass switched 
capacitor filters. The divider also contains a TTL-CMOS in
terface circuit which converts the external TTL clock level to 
the CMOS logic level required for the divider logic. This in
terface circuit can also be directly driven by CMOS logic. A 
frequency select circuit is provided to allow the filter to oper
ate with 2.048 MHz, 1.544 MHz or 1.536 MHz clock frequen
cies. By connecting the frequency select pin CLKO (pin 14) 
to Vee. a 2.048 MHz clock input frequency is selected. Digi
tal ground selects 1.544 MHz and v88 selects 1.536 MHz. 

Applications Information 
GAIN ADJUST 

Figure 2 shows the signal path interconnections between 
the TP3040/TP3040A and the TP3020 signal-channel CO
DEC. The transmit RC coupling components have been 
chosen both for minimum passband droop and to present 
the correct impedance to the CODEC during sampling. 

Optimum noise and distortion performance will be obtained 
from the TP3040/TP3040A filter when operated with sys
tem peak overload voltages of ± 2.5V to ± 3.2V at VFxO 
and VFRO. When interfacing to a PCM CODEC with a peak 
overload voltage outside this range, further gain or attenua
tion may be required. 

For example, the TP3040/TP3040A filter can be used with 
the TP3020/21 series CODEC which has a 5.5V peak over
load voltage. A gain stage following the transmit filter output 
and an attenuation stage following the CODEC output are 
required. 

BOARD LAYOUT 

Care must be taken in PCB layout to minimize power supply 
and ground noise. Analog ground (GNDA) of each filter 
should be connected to digital ground (GNDD) at a single 
point, which should be bypassed to both power supplies. 
Further power supply decoupling adjacent to each filter and 
CODEC is recommended. Ground loops should be avoided, 
both between GNDA and GNDD and between the GNDA 
traces of adjacent filters and CODECs. 
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Definitions and Timing Conventions 
DEFINITIONS 

V1H V1H is the d.c. input level above which 
an input level is guaranteed to appear 
as a logical one. This parameter is to be 
measured by performing a functional 
test at reduced clock speeds and nomi
nal timing, (i.e. not minimum set-up and 
hold times or output strobes), with the 
high level of all driving signals set to V1H 
and maximum supply voltages applied 
to the device. 

V1L V1L is the d.c. input level below which an 
input level is guaranteed to appear as a 
logical zero to the device. This parame
ter is measured in the same manner as 
V1H but with all driving signal low levels 
set to V1L and minimum supply voltages 
applied to the device. 

VoH VoH is the minimum d.c. output level to 
which an output placed in a logical one 
state will converge when loaded at the 
maximum specified load current. 

Vol Vol is the maximum d.c. output level to 
which and output placed in a logical 
zero state will converge when loaded at 
the maximum specified load current. 

Threshold Region The threshold region is the range of in
put voltages between V1L and V1H· 

Valid Signal A signal is Valid if it is in one of the valid 
logic states, (i.e. above V1H or below 
V1L). In timing specifications, a signal is 
deemed valid at the instant it enters a 
valid state. 

Invalid Signal A signal is Invalid if it is not in a valid 
logic state, i.e. when it is in the threshold 
region between V1L and V1H· In timing 
specifications, a signal is deemed Inval
id at the instant it enters the threshold 
region. 
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TIMING CONVENTIONS 

For the purposes of this timing specification the following 
conventions apply: 

Input Signals All input signals may be characterized as: 

Period 

VL = 0.4V, VH = 2.4V, tR < 10 ns, tF < 
10 ns. 

The period of clock signal is designated 
as tpxx where xx represents the mnemonic 
of the clock signal being specified. 

Rise Time Rise times are designated as tRyy· where 
yy represents a mnemonic of the signal 
whose rise time is being specified. tRyy is 
measured from V1L to V1H· 

Fall Time Fall times are designated as tFyy• where 
yy represents a mnemonic of the signal 
whose fall time is being specified. tFyy is 
measured from V1H to V1L· 

Pulse Width High The high pulse width is designated as 
twzzH· where zz represents the mnemonic 
of the input or output signal whose pulse 
width is being specified. High pulse widths 
are measured from V1H to V1H· 

Pulse Width Low The low pulse width is designated as 
twzzL· where zz represents the mnemonic 
of the input or output signal whose pulse 
width is being specified. Low pulse widths 
are measured from V1L to VIL· 

Set-up Time Set-up times are designated as tswwxx. 
where ww represents the mnemonic of 
the input signal whose set-up time is being 
specified relative to a clock or strobe input 
represented by mnemonic xx. Set-up 
times are measured from the ww Valid to 
xx Invalid. 

Hold Time 

Delay Time 

Hold times are designated as tHxxww• 
where ww represents the mnemonic of 
the input signal whose hold time is being 
specified relative to a clock or strobe input 
represented by the mnemonic xx. Hold 
times are measured from xx Valid to ww 
Invalid. 

Delay times are designated as toxxyy[H/Ll· 
where xx represents the mnemonic of the 
input reference signal and yy represents 
the mnemonic of the output signal whose 
timing is being specified relative to xx. The 
mnemonic may optionally be terminated 
by an H or L to specify the high going or 
low going transition of the output signal. 
Maximum delay times are measured from 
xx Valid to yy Valid. Minimum delay times 
are measured from xx Valid to yy Invalid. 
This parameter is tested under the load 
conditions specified in the Conditions col
umn of the Timing Specifications section 
of this datasheet. 
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Introduction To National Semiconductor 
Basic Access I. C. Set 

In developing the architecture of this ISDN chip set, Nation
al's major objective has been to create a flexible set of 
building blocks which provide elegant and cost-effective so
lutions for a wide range of applications. With just a few high
ly integrated devices, a broad spectrum of ISDN equipment 
can be designed, ranging from Central Office and PBX line 
cards to X.25 and ISDN Terminals and telephones, PC and 
Terminal Adapters, packet-mode statistical multiplexers, 
NT-1's and other ISDN equipment. 

One of the keys to this flexibility is the concept that device 
functions in the chip set should be specifically aligned with 
the first 3 layers of the ISO 7 layer Protocol Reference Mod
el. Thus, National's chip set has a distinct partitioning of 
functions into several transceivers which provide the bit-lev
el transport for Layer 1, (the Physical Layer), while the func
tions of Layer 2, (the Data Link Layer), and Layer 3, (the 
Network Layer), are supported entirely by a single micro-

processor. All devices in the chip set, together with other 
standard components such as COMBOs, can be intercon
nected via a common serial interface without the need for 
any "glue" components. The result is a very elegant archi
tecture offering many advantages including the following: 

• A high degree of modularity with minimal component 
count 

• The same transceiver at both ends of a loop 

• No interrupts for D-Channel flow control 

• Powerful Packet buffer management 

Other chip set architectures, which divide a layer into some 
functions in one device and the rest in other devices, are 
unable to offer all these advantages. 

ISDN Chip Set Partitioning 

ISO 
National Others 

Layer 

4-7 NS32322 

3 
HPC16400 

ChipC 
ChipB 

2 ChipB 

TP3401 DASL 
Chip A 

1 orTP3410 EC or Chip A 
TP3420 SID 
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NSC Solutions for Layer 1 
National's solution for Layer 1 consists of 3 CMOS trans
ceivers, which cover a wide variety of twisted-pair applica
tions for ISDN Basic Access. Each transceiver is capable of 
transmitting and receiving 2 'B' channels plus 1 'D' channel, 
and has mode selections to enable it to operate at either 
end of the loop. 

Transceiver Number 1 

The TP3400 Digital Adapter for Subscriber Loops (DASL) is 
a low-cost burst-mode transceiver for 2 wire PBX and pri
vate network loops up to 6 kft in range. Scrambled Alternate 
Mark Inversion coding is used, together with adaptive equal
ization and timing-recovery, to ensure low bit error rates on 
a wide variety of cable types. All activation and loop timing 
control circuitry is also included. 

Transceiver Number 2 

The TP341 O Echo-canceller Family is a set of 2-wire trans
ceivers designed to meet the rigorous requirements of the 
'U' interface. Derived from a common basic architecture, 
these devices will be compatible with the line-code and 
framing structure specifications of various PTT administra
tions and with the U.S. standard. 

NSC ISDN Transceiver Chip Set 

BURST t.IODE (TCt.4) JI I 
FOR PBX LOOPS 

ECHO CANCELLER J 11 
FOR 'U' INTERFACE 

TP3401 
DASL 

TP3410 
EC 

TP3420 
SID 

COi.it.iON 
DIGITAL 
INTERFACE 

TL/X/0008-1 
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Transceiver Number 3 

The TP3420 'S' Interface Device (SID), is a 4-wire transceiv
er which includes all the Layer 1 functions specified in 
CCITT Recommendation 1.430. In addition, the TP3420 in
cludes noise filtering and adaptive equalization, as well as a 
high resolution digital phase-locked loop, to provide trans
mission performance far in excess of that specified in 1.430. 
All Activation and 'D' channel access sequences are han
dled automatically without the need to invoke any action 
from a microprocessor. 

Digital Chip to Chip Interfaces 

To retain the flexibility of interfacing components from this 
chip set with a variety of other products, two digital interfac
es are provided on each device. One is for the synchronous 
transfer of 'B' and 'D' channel information in any of several 
popular multiplexed serial formats. This means that Nation
al's chip to chip interface is all encompassing of proprietary 
frame structures such as the IOM, IDL, ST-BUS and more. 

A second interface, for device mode control, e.g. power up/ 
down, setting loopbacks etc., uses the popular MICRO
WIRE/PLUS™.· MICROWIRE/PLUS is a synchronous serial 
data transfer between a microcontroller and one or more 
peripheral devices. National's HPC and COPS™ microcon
troller families, together with a broad range of peripheral 
devices, support this interface, which is also easy to emu
late with any microprocessor. 

Popular Frame Structures 
Addressed by NSC ISDN Devices 

~--------------\ 

1-< __ 0_1 _x 82 x:::::~:::}{: 

2 ~---x-----\_,.._r-___ -----I'~ 

3~::::x:::::~ 81 x 82 
TL/X/0008-2 



NSC Solutions for Layers 2 and 3 
National has developed an extremely powerful solution for 
implementing various protocols for both Layer 2 (Data Link 
Layer) and Layer 3 (Network Layer), including X.25 LAPB 
and LAPD (Q.921 and Q.931), together with the capability of 
several packet-mode Terminal Adaption schemes•. A single 
device incorporates all the processing for these functions: 
the HPC16400. One of National's growing family of 16-bit 
single chip CMOS microcontrollers, the HPC16400 is based 
on a high-speed (17 MHz) 16-bit CPU "core". To this core 
has been added 2 full HDLC formatters supported by OMA 
to external memory, and a UART. 

This set of features makes the HPC16400 an ideal proces
sor for running all the functions of an ISDN Terminal Adapt
er, TE or telephone, or the communications port of a high
end terminal. In a typical application, one of the HDLC chan
nels may be dedicated to running the LAPD protocol in the 
'D' channel, while the other provides packet-mode access 
to one of the 'B' channels. The UART would serve as an 
RS232 interface running at any of the standard synchro
nous or asynchronous rates up to 128 kbaud. A serial inter
face decoder allows either or both HDLC controllers to be 
directly interfaced to any of the 3 Layer 1 transceivers or to 
a variety of backplanes, line-card controllers and other de
vices using time-division multiplexed serial interfaces. 

Because of the large ROM and RAM requirements for Layer 
3 and the Control Field procedures of Layer 2 in LAPB and 
LAPD protocols, the HPC16400 has 256 bytes of RAM and 
no internal ROM for storage of user variables. Packet stor
age RAM and all user ROM is off-chip, this is by far the most 

•For example, as per DMI Modes 2 and 3. 

cost-effective and flexible combination. A multiplexed bus to 
external memory provides direct addressing for up to 64 
kbytes of memory, and on-chip 1/0 allows for expanded ad
dressing for up to 544 kbytes of memory. 

The HDLC controllers on the HPC16400 allow continuous 
HDLC data rates up to 4.1 Mb/s to be used. In addition to 
handling all Layer 2 framing, the HDLC circuitry includes 
automatic multiple address recognition to support, for exam
ple, multiple TEl's in LAPD. Furthermore, the OMA control
ler provides several register sets for packet RAM manage
ment with minimal CPU intervention, including "chaining" of 
successive packets. This integrated design achieves a high 
throughput of packet data without the need for costly FIFO's 
and external interrupts, thereby minimizing the impact of 
packet handling on CPU time. 

In many applications a number of other peripheral functions 
must also be provided, such as sensing switches or scan
ning a small keyboard, interfacing to a display controller etc. 
A number of extra 1/0 ports and a MICROWIRE/PLUS seri
al data expansion interface are available on the HPC16400 
to service these functions. In addition, 4 user configurable 
16 bit timer-counters simplify the many time-outs required to 
manage such a system, including the default timers speci
fied in the various protocol specifications. 

Terminal adaption consistent with the CCITI V.110 method, 
which is based on a synchronous 80 bit frame, is readily 
implemented with another member of the HPC family, the 
HPC16040. Around the standard core CPU, the 16040 has 
on board 1/0 and 4 additional PWM timers, a UART, 4k of 
ROM and 256 bytes of RAM. 

HPC16400 Simplified Block Diagram 

µWIRE+ 

CPU 
CORE 

256 BYTE 
RAM 

OMA 

TL/X/0008-3 
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NSC Solutions: Systems Level 
Building an ISDN TE or TA 

Shown below is a typical application of the chip set in a 
Basic Access TE, which offers one voice channel and an 
RS232 interface to support an external terminal. The 
TP3420 'S' Interface Device ensures that the system is 
compatible with any 'S' or 'T' standard jack socket and pro
vides the multiplexing for the other devices operating in the 
'B' and 'D' channels. All timing for the TE is derived by the 
TP3420 from the received line signal. In a typical applica
tion, LAPD signalling in the 'D' channel is provided via 

TP3054/57 
COMBO 

'R' 
INTERFACE 

••••• 

PBX 2 Wire Terminals 

The following example shows how simple it is to convert an 
'S' Interface terminal, which requires 2 twisted pairs, to a 
terminal using only a single pair by replacing the 

TP3054/57 
COMBO 

'R' 
INTERFACE 
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HDLC #1 on the HPC16400. HDLC #2 is working in con
junction with the UART to provide an X.25 or LAPD packet
mode in a 'B' channel at 64 kb/s. Terminal Adaption of both 
the data and the terminal handshaking signals is performed 
by the HPC16400 via the UART and HDLC controller #2, 
which can use either of the 'B' channels. DMI modes 2 and 
3 (for a single channel) can be supported using this method, 
with the necessary data buffers set up in internal RAM. The 
other 'B' channel is occupied by the TP3054/7 PCM COM
BO providing the digitized voice channel. 

TP3420 
'SID' 

MICROWIRE 

ROM+ 
PACKET 

RAM 

I[ 
I[ 

r 
'S' 

INTERFACE 

TL/X/0008-4 

TP3420 SID with a TP3401 DASL. The clean partitioning of 
device functions makes this possible with no other changes 
to the design. 

TP3401 
DASL 

MICROWIRE 

ROM+ 
PACKET 

RAM 

I[ 
r 
'U' 

INTERFACE {:S2 km) 

TL/X/0008-5 



NSC Solutions: Systems Level 
Basic Access Line Cards 

For operation on a line card in a C.O., PABX or NT-2, each 
of the 3 transceiver devices can be set to operate as the 
timing master for the loop, being synchronized to the sys
tem clock and controlling all loop frame timing. If program
mable time-slot assignment is required, the TP3155 TSAC 
provides 8 individually programmable frame sync pulse out
puts locked to a common frame marker. 'B' channels can be 
interfaced to standard backplane interfaces, while 'D' chan-

'S' OR 'U' JI I RErERENCE 
POINT 

'S' OR 'U' JI I REFERENCE 
POINT 

Building an NT-1 

TP3400 
TP3410 
TP3420 

TP3400 
TP3410 
TP3420 

An NT-1 Network Termination is defined as a Layer 1 device 
only, which converts the 2-wire long-haul 'U' interface to the 
limited distance 4-wire 'S' interface. It has no capability for 
intercepting higher layers of the 'D' channel protocol. As 
such, it is built simply by connecting a TP3420 SID, config
ured in NT (or Master) mode, to a TP3410 Echo-canceller 
operating in Slave mode; Sharing a common 15.36 MHz 

]I 
]I 

TP3420 
"SID" 

nels can be either multiplexed on and off the card for pro
cessing or can undergo Layer 2 processing on the card it
self. 

For the latter method, one HPC16400 handles Layer 2 fram
ing for 2 basic access lines. In this manner, packets are first 
identified as data or signalling type by analysis of the SAPI 
field, with data packets being routed separately to a packet 
switch access node. If required, signalling packets can un
dergo protocol conversion in the HPC to an existing internal 
switch control protocol. 

HPC16400 
{OPTIONAL) 

TP3155 
TSAC 

ROM+ 
PACKET 

RAM 

TL/X/0006-6 

crystal, these devices pass 'B' and 'D' channel information 
across the standard 4-wire interface. Layer 1 maintenance 
protocols across both the 'U' and the 'SIT' interfaces, 
which are as of yet not definitively specified by most ad
minstrations, may be handled by a low cost 4-Bit COPS™ 
Microcontroller via its Microwire Interface. 

TP3410 
E·C 

l MICROWIRE 

llC 
l 

·s· 
COP413C 

(OPTIONAL fOR LAYER 
# 1 MAINTENANCE) 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

TP3401 DASL Digital Adapter 
for Subscriber Loops 

General Description 
The TP3401 is a complete monolithic transceiver for data 
transmission on twisted pair subscriber loops. It is built on 
National's advanced double poly microCMOS process, and 
requires only a single + 5 Volt supply. Alternate Mark Inver
sion (AMI) line coding, in which binary '1 's are alternately 
transmitted as a positive pulse then a negative pulse, is 
used to ensure low error rates in the presence of noise with 
lower emi radiation than other codes such as Bi-phase 
(Manchester). 

Full-duplex transmission at 144 kb/ s is achieved on a single 
twisted wire pair using a burst-mode technique (Time Com
pression Multiplexed). Thus the device operates as an ISDN 
'U' Interface for short loop applications, typically in a PBX 
environment, providing transmission for 2 B channels and 1 
D channel. On # 26 cable, the range is at least 1.8 km (6k 
ft). 

System timing is based on a Master/Slave configuration, 
with the line card end being the Master which controls loop 
timing and synchronisation. All timing sequences necessary 
for loop activation and de-activation are generated on-chip. 
A 2.048 MHz clock, which may be synchronized to the sys
tem clock, controls all transmission-related timing functions. 

The system is designed to operate on any of the standard 
types of cable pairs commonly found in premise wiring in-

Block Diagram 

Bx 

rsa 
BCLK 

Dx 
DCLK/OEN 
MCLK/XTAL 

MBS/rs0 

Cl 
co 

CCLK 
cs 
iNT 

Br 

rs,/LSii 
rsb 

o, 
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PRELIMINARY 

microCMOS 

stallations, including mixed gauges from #26AWG to 
# 19AWG. Within certain constraints the system can oper
ate with good margins even when Bridge Taps are present. 

Three serial digital interfaces are provided on the TP3401; 
one for the transfer of B 1 and B2 channel information, one 
for the transfer of D channel information and a third serial 
MICROWIRE™ compatible interface for control and status 
information. 

Features 
Complete ISDN PBX 2-Wire Data Transceiver including: 
• 2 B plus D channel interface for PBX U Interface 
• 144 kb/s full-duplex on 1 twisted pair using Burst Mode 
• Loop range up to 6 kft (#26AWG) 
• Alternate Mark Inversion coding with transmit filter and 

scrambler for low emi radiation 
• Adaptive line equalizer 
• On-chip timing recovery, no external components 
• System interface with D channel Separate from B 
• 2.048 MHz clock 
• Driver for line transformer 
• 2 loop-back test modes 
• + 5V only, 80 mW Active Power 
• 5 mW idle mode 

Lo 

GNO TL/H/9264-1 



Connection Diagram 
TP3401 DASL 

MCLK/XTAL - 1 

GND- 2 

MBS/FSc- 3 

FS8 - 4 

rsb- s 
TSr/LSD- 6 

BCLK- 7 

Bx- 8 

Br- 9 

iNT- 10 

20J-Vcc 

19 J-L1 

18J- L0 

171-Dx 

161-Dr 

15 I-DCLK/DEN 

14 ...._ CCLK 

131-cs 

121-CO 

111-CI 

Top View 

Order Number TP3401 
See NS Package Number J20A 

TL/H/9264-2 

Pin Descriptions 
Name Description FSb In Master mode only, this pin is the Receive 

GND Negative power supply pin, normally OV. All Frame Sync pulse input, requiring a positive 

analog and digital signals are referred to this edge to indicate the start of the active chan-

pin. nel time of the device for receive B channel 

Vee Positive power supply input, which must be data out from Br. In Slave mode only, this pin 

+5V±5%. is a digital output pulse which indicates the 

MCLK/XTAL The 2.048 MHz Master Clock input, which re-
8-bit periods of the B2 channel data transfer 
at both Bx and Br. 

quires either a crystal* to be tied between 
Bx Digital input for B 1 and B2 channel data to this pin and GND, or a logic level clock input 

from a stable source. When using a crystal, be transmitted to the line; must be synchro-

no other external loading components are nous with BCLK. 

necessary. Br Digital output for B 1 and B2 channel data re-

MBS/FSe In Master Mode, this pin is the Master Burst ceived from the line; must be synchronous 

Sync input, which may be clocked at 4 kHz to with BCLK. 

synchronize Transmit bursts from a number TSr/LSD In master mode only, this pin is an open-

of devices at the Master end only. The 4 kHz drain output which is normally high imped-

should be nominally a square wave signal. In ance but pulls low during both B channel ac-

Slave mode, this pin is a short Frame Sync tive receive time slots. In Slave mode only, 

output, suitable for driving another DASL in this pin is an output which is normally high 

Master Mode to provide a repeater (i.e. impedance and pulls low when a valid line 

range-extender) capability. signal is received. 

BCLK Bit Clock logic signal which determines the Dx Digital input for D channel data to be trans-

data shift rate for B channel data on the digi- mitted to the line; must be synchronous with 

tal interface side of the device. In Master DCLK. 

mode this pin is an input which may be any Dr Digital output for D channel data received 
multiple of 8 kHz from 256 kHz to 4.1 MHz, from the line; must be synchronous with 
but must be synchronous with MCLK. In DCLK. 
Slave mode this pin is an output at 2.048 DCLK/DEN In Master mode this pin is an input for the 
MHz. 16 kHz serial shift clock for D channel data 

FSa In Master mode only, this pin is the Transmit on Dx and Dr. which should be synchronous 
Frame Sync pulse input, requiring a positive with BCLK. It may also be re-configured via 
edge to indicate the start of the active chan- the Control Register to act as an enable in-
nel time for transmit B channel data into Bx. put for clocking the D channel interface syn-
In Slave mode only, this pin is a digital output chronized to BCLK. In Slave mode this is a 
pulse which indicates the 8-bit periods of the 16 kHz clock output for D channel data. 
B1 channel data transfer at both Bx and Br. •crystal specifications: 2.048 MHz parallel resonant, Rs s: 1 oon. 
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Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

Name 

Cl 

co 

CCLK 

L; 

Description 

MICROWIRE control channel serial data in
put. 

MICROWIRE control channel serial data out
put. 

Clock input for the MICROWIRE control 
channel. 

Chip Select input which enables the MICRO
WIRE control channel data to be shifted in 
and out when pulled low. When high, this pin 
inhibits the MICROWIRE interface. 

Interrupt output, a latched output signal 
which is normally high-impedance and goes 
low to indicate a change of status of the loop 
transmission system. This latch is cleared 
when the Status Register is read by the mi
croprocessor. 

Transmit AMI signal output to the line trans
former. This pin is capable of driving a load 
impedance 2 60.n. 

Receive AMI signal input from the line trans
former. This is a high impedance input which 
requires an external line termination imped
ance. 

Functional Description 
POWER-UP/POWER-DOWN CONTROL 

Following the initial application of power, the TP3401 DASL 
enters the power-down (de-activated) state, in which all the 
internal circuits are inactive and in a low power state except 
for the line-signal detect circuit; the line output L0 is in a high 
impedance state and all digital outputs are inactive. All bits 
in the Control Register power-up initially set to 'O', so that 
the device always initializes as the Master end. Thus, at the 
Slave end, a control word must be written through the Ml
CROWIRE port to select Slave mode. While powered-down, 
the Line-Signal Detect circuits in both Master and Slave de
vices continually monitor the line, to enable loop transmis
sion to be initiated from either end. 

To power-up the device and initiate activation, bit C6 in the 
Control Register must be set high. Setting C6 low de-acti
vates the loop and power-down the device, see Table I. 

TABLE I. Power-Up/Power-Down Control 

MBS/FSc cs 
Pin l/P 

State 
Action 

at Master 

4 kHz or 1 0 Powered-down, Line-Signal 
Detect active 

1 1 Powered-up, sending frames 
synchronized to FSa at Master, or 
received burst at Slave 

4kHz 1 Powered-up, sending frames 
synchronized to MBS at Master, 
or received burst at Slave 
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LINE TRANSMIT SECTION 

Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI) line coding is used on the 
TP3401 because of its spectral efficiency and null de energy 
content. All transmitted bits, excluding the start bit in burst 
mode, are scrambled by a 9-bit scrambler to provide good 
spectral spreading with a strong timing content. The scram
bler feedback polynomial is: 

x9 + x5 + 1. 

Pulse shaping is obtained by means of a transmit filter, in 
order to limit rf energy and crosstalk while minimizing inter
symbol interference (isi). Figure 3 shows the pulse shape at 
the L0 output, while a template for the typical power spec
trum transmitted to the line with random data is shown in 
Figure 4. 

The line-driver output, L0 , is designed to drive a transformer 
through a capacitor and termination resistor. A 1 :1 trans
former, terminated in 100.n, results in a signal amplitude of 
typically 1.3V pk-pk on the line. Over-voltage protection 
must be included in the interface circuit. 

LINE RECEIVE SECTION 

The front-end of the receive section consists of a continu
ous anti-alias filter followed by a switched-capacitor low
pass filter designed to limit the noise bandwidth with mini
mum isi. To correct pulse attenuation and distortion caused 
by the transmission line an AGC circuit and first-order equal
izer adapt to the received pulse shape, thus restoring a 
"flat" channel response with maximum received eye open
ing over a wide spread of cable attenuation characteristics. 

From the equalized output a DPLL (Digital Phase-Locked 
Loop) recovers a low-jitter clock for optimum sampling of 
the received symbols. The MCLK input provides the refer
ence clock for the DPLL at 2.048 MHz. At the Master end of 
the loop this reference is the network clock, which controls 
all transmit functions the DPLL clock being used only for 
received data sampling. At the Slave end, however, a 
2.048 MHz crystal is required to generate a stable local os
cillator which is used as a reference by the DPLL to run both 
the receive and transmit sides of the DASL device. 

Following detection of the recovered symbols, the received 
data is de-scrambled by the same x9 + xS + 1 polynomial 
and presented to the digital system interface circuit. 

When the device is de-activated, a Line-Signal Detect circuit 
remains powered-up to detect the presence of incoming 
bursts if the far-end starts to activate the loop. From a 
"cold" start, acquisition of bit timing and equalizer conver
gence with random scrambled data takes approximately 
25 ms at each end of the loop. Full loop burst synchroniza
tion is achieved approximately 50 ms after the "activate" 
command at the originating end. 

BURST MODE OPERATION 

For full-duplex operation over a single twisted-pair, burst 
mode timing is used, with the line-card (exchange) end of 
the link acting as the timing Master. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

FIGURE 3. Typical AMI Waveform at lo 

mV 
(LOGSCALE) 
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(KHz) TL/H/9264-4 
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FIGURE 4. Typical Line Transmit Spectrum 
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FIGURE 5. Burst Mode Timing on the Line 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

Each burst from the Master consists of the 81, 82 and D 
channel data from 2 consecutive frames combined in the 
format shown in Figure 5. During transmit bursts the Mas
ter's receiver input is inhibited to avoid disturbing the adap
tive circuits. The Slave's receiver is enabled at this time and 
it synchronizes to the start bit of the burst, which is always 
an unscrambled '1' (of the opposite polarity to the last '1' 
sent in the previous burst). When the Slave detects that 36 
bits following the start bit have been received, it disables the 
receiver input, waits 5 line symbol periods to match the oth
er end settling guard time, and then begins to transmit its 
burst back towards the Master, which by this time has en
abled its receiver input. The burst repetition rate is thus 
4 kHz, which can either free-run or be locked to a synchro
nizing signal at the Master end by means of the MBS input, 
(See Figure 10). In the latter case, with all Master-end trans
mitters in a system synchronized together, near-end cross
talk between pairs in the same cable binder may be elimi
nated, with a consequent increase in signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). 

ACTIVATION/DE-ACTIVATION 

Activation (i.e. power-up and loop synchronization) may be 
initiated from either end of the loop. If the Master is activat
ing the loop, it sends normal bursts of scrambled '1 's, which 
are detected by the Slave's line-signal detect circuit, caus
ing it to power-up. The Slave then replies with bursts of 
scrambled '1 's synchronized to received bursts, and the fly
wheel circuit at each end searches for 4 consecutive cor
rectly formatted receive bursts to acquire full loop synchro
nization. Each receiver indicates when it is correctly in sync 
with received bursts by setting the C1 bit in the Status Reg
ister high and pulling INT low. 

To activate the loop from the Slave end, bit C6 in the Con
trol Register must be set high, which will power-up the de
vice and begin transmission of alternate bursts i.e., the burst 
repetition rate is 2 kHz, not 4 kHz. At this point the Slave is 
running from its local oscillator and is not receiving any sync 
information from the Master. When the Master's line-signal 
detect circuit recognizes this "wake-up" signal, the Master 
powers up and begins to transmit bursts, synchronized, as 
normal, to the MBS or FSa input with a 4 kHz repetition rate. 
This enables the Slave's receiver to correctly identify burst 
timing from the Master and to re-synchronize its own burst 
transmissions to those it receives. The flywheel circuits then 
acquire full loop sync as described earlier. 

Loop synchronization is considered to be lost if the flywheel 
finds 4 consecutive receive burst "windows" (i.e. where a 
receive burst should have arrived based on timing from pre
vious bursts) do not contain valid bursts. At this point bit C1 
in the Status Register is set low, the INT output is set low 
and the receiver searches to re-acquire loop sync. 

DIGITAL SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The digital system interface on the TP3401 separates B and 
D channel information onto different pins to provide maxi
mum flexibility. On the B channel interface, phase skew be-
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tween transmit and receive directions may be accommodat
ed at the Master end since separate frame sync inputs, Fsa 
and Fsb, are provided. Each of these synchronizes a coun
ter which gates the transfer of 81 and 82 channels in con
secutive time-slots across the digital interface; since the 
counters are edge-synchronized the duration of the F8 input 
signals may vary from a single-bit pulse to a square-wave. 
The serial shift rate is determined by the BCLK input, and 
may be any frequency from 128 kHz to 2.048 MHz, as 
shown in Figure 6. 

At the Slave end, both Fsa and Fsb are outputs. Fsa goes 
high for 8 cycles of BCLK coincident with the 8 bits of the 
81 channel in both Transmit and Receive directions. Fsb 
goes high for the next 8 cycles of BCLK, which are coinci
dent with the 8 bits of the 82 channel in both Transmit and 
Receive directions. BCLK is also an output at 2.048 MHz, 
the serial data shift rate, as shown in Figure 7. Data may be 
exchanged between the 81 and 82 channels as it passes 
through the device, by selling Control bit CO = 1. An addi
tional Frame Sync output, FSc, is provided to enable a re
peater to be built by connecting a DAS Lin Slave Mode to a 
DASL in Master Mode. The FSc output from the Slave di· 
rectly drives the FSa and FSb inputs on the Master. 

D channel information, being packet-mode, requires no syn
chronizing input. This interface consists of the transmit data 
input, Dx, receive data output, Dr, and 16 kHz serial shift 
clock DCLK, which is an input at the Master end and an 
output at the Slave end. Data shifts in to Dx on falling edges 
of DCLK and out from Dr on rising edges, as shown in Fig
ure 11. DCLK should be Synchronous with BCLK. 

An alternative function of the DCLK/DEN pin allows Dx and 
Dr to be clocked at the same rate as BCLK at the Master 
end only. By setting bit C1 in the Control Register to a 1, 
DCLK/DEN becomes an input for an enabling pulse to gate 
2 cycles of BCLK for shifting the 2 D bits per frame. Thus, at 
the Master end, the D channel bits can be interfaced to a 
TDM bus and assigned to a time-slot (the same time-slot for 
both transmit and receive), as shown in Figure 12. 

CONTROL INTERFACE 

A serial interface, which can be clocked independently from 
the B and D channel system interfaces, is provided for mi
croprocessor control of various functions on the DASL de
vice. All data transfers consist of a single byte shifted into 
the Control Register via Cl simultaneous with a single byte 
shifted out from the Status Register via CO, see Figure 13. 
Data shifts in to Cl on rising edges of CCLK and out from 
CO on falling edges when CS is pulled low for 8 cycles of 
CCLK. An Interrupt output, INT goes low to alert the micro
processor whenever a change in one of the status bits, C1 
and/ or CO has occurred. This latched output is cleared high 
following the first CCLK pulse when CS is low. No interrupt 
is generated when status bit C2 goes high, however. This bit 
is set whenever 1 or more violations of the AMI coding rule 
is received, and cleared everytime the CS is pulsed. Statis
tics on the line bit error rate can be accumulated by regular
ly polling this bit. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

During the reading of the Status Register, the contents of 
the Control Register are protected, and data on the Cl input 
is ignored. 

Figure 13 shows the timing for this interface, and Table II 
lists the control functions and status indicators. 

TABLE II. Control and Status Register Functions 

Bit State Control Register Function 

C7 
0 Master Mode 

1 Slave Mode 

C6 
0 De-Activate and Power Down 

1 Activate 

C5 
0 Normal Through Connection 

1 Loopback to Digital Interface 

C4 
0 Normal Through Connection 

1 Loopback B 1 + B2 + D to Line (Note 1) 

C3 
0 Normal Through Connection 

1 Loopback B 1 Only to Line (Note 1) 

C2 
0 Normal Through Connection 

1 Loopback B2 Only to Line (Note 1) 

C1 
0 DCLK/DEN pin = 16 kHz Clock 

1 DCLK/DEN pin= D Channel Enable (Note 3) 

co 0 B1 /B2 Channels Direct 

1 B1 /B2 Channels Exchanged 

Note 1: Receive data active. 

Note 2: After the device is in sync. 

Note 3: In Master mode only. 

Timing Diagrams 

BCLK JlflJl. 

Status Register Function 

Read Back C7 from Control Register 

Read Back C7 from Control Register 

Read Back C6 from Control Register 

Read Back C6 from Control Register 

Read Back C5 from Control Register 

Read Back C5 from Control Register 

Read Back C4 from Control Register 

Read Back C4 from Control Register 

Read Back C3 from Control Register 

Read Back C3 from Control Register 

No Error 

Bipolar Violation Since Last READ (Note 2) 

Out-Of-Sync 

Loop In-Sync and Activation Complete 

No Line Signal at Receiver Input 

Line Signal Present at Receiver Input 

Fsb_n· ----------- ---------- ------ ---~ r---ri-
-s--s-

sr-------<(~ ___ s_1 ___ x ___ s_2 ___ )~--------------\~ i~----c.c ____ s1 ___ X 

rsa _______________ n----------- -------~ 

: :x __ s_1 _x __ s_z _X:: 
FIGURE 6. B Channel Interface Timing: Master Mode 
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~ Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
D. ... 

BCLK 9Ulflilf 

Fsb__J 

FS0 

Bx?llZX 81 ______ x ___ s_2 __ xzzzzzzz~ 

Br--{ 81 ________ x~ ___ s_2 __ J>~---------\ 

FSC __fl ________________________________ n~------------
TL/H/9264-13 

FIGURE 7. B Channel Interface Timing: Slave Mode 

Typical Applications 
+SV OV -SV 

+SV 

GS, Vee GND vbb 
1K o, 

TP3054/7 
vr,1- COMBO 

rs. rsa 
vr.1• rsr 

Dr Br 

VFrO 

BCLKx BCLK 

MCLKx 
TP3401 

DASL 

rsb 

o. 
H/S 

'l, 

TL/H/9264-11 

FIGURE 8. Typical Application for Slave End 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

MCl.K/ Ver. GND 
Bx XTAL 

rs. 

BCLK Lo 

"C:~' rsb 

1~~ TP3401 

E e, DASL 

ts, 
LINE 

o. L1 

DCLK/D£N 
MSO 

MS1 

µ.P 

TL/H/9264-12 

FIGURE 9. Typical Application for Master End 

Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

MCLK 

BCLK 1 
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~ 
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FIGURE 10. Timing Details 
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Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TL/H/9264-14 

DCLK ~---/ c~ooclt_,HCD=-j 1 ____ ':~~~~='·---
Dx ----------~~ Dni~------Dn_+_1 ____ __,X~-------

Dn 'ooco§1r-----Dn_+_1 __ ___ 

TL/H/9264-8 

FIGURE 11. D Channel Interface Timing {Master and Slave Modes, C1 = O) 
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FIGURE 12. D Channel Interface Timing {Master Mode only, C1 = 1) 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Miiitary/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 15o•c 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Current at Lo ±100mA 
Distributors for avallablllty and specifications. 

Current at any Digital Output ±50mA 
VeetoGND. 7V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 3oo·c 
Voltage at Lj, L0 Vee+ 1v to Vss-1V ESD rating is to be determined. 
Voltage at any Digital Input Vee+ 1V to V55-1V 

Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = 
+ 5.0V ± 5%, TA = o•c to 70°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by 
correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. All signals referenced to GND. Typicals 
specified at Vee = + 5.0V. TA = 25°C. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DIGITAL INTERFACES 

V1L Input Low Voltage All Digital Inputs 0.7 v 

V1H Input High Voltage All Digital Inputs 2.0 v 

Vol Output Low Voltage Br= 3.2mA 
0.4 v 

All Other Digital Outputs, IL= 1 mA 

VoH Output High Voltage Br= -3.2mA 
2.4 v 

All Other Digital Outputs, IL = -1 mA 

11 Input Current Any Digital Input, GND < V1N < Vee -10 µA 

loz Output Current in Br, 
High Impedance GND < VouT < Vee -10 10 µA 
State (TRI-STATE®) 

LINE INTERFACES 

lu Input Leakage OV <Li< 5.0V -1.0 1.0 µA 

Ru Input Resistance OV <Li< 5.0V 200 kn 

RLLo Load Resistance lo to GND 60 n 

CLLo Load Capacitance 1 oon in Series with 1 oon & 1 µF 
in Parallel from Lo to GND. 100 pF 

CLLo from lo to GND. 

RO Output Resistance 
3.0 n 

at L0 

Voe Mean d.c. Voltage 
1.85 v 

at L0 

POWER DISSIPATION 

lecO (De-activated) 1 mA 

lee1 Power Up Current RLLO = 20on 16.0 mA 

TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE 

Transmit Pulse Amplitude at L0 RL = 1 oon in Series with 0.1 µF to GND ±1.1 ±1.3 ±1.5 Vpk 

Input Pulse Amplitude at Li ±60 mVpk 

Input Clock Jitter 2.048 MHz Input, 18 kHz< f < 200 kHz 200 ns pk-pk 

Timing Recovery Jitter BCLK at Slave Relative to MCLK at Master 
50 100 ns pk-pk 

SNR ~ 20dB 

Wake-up Time Complete Loop from Cold Start 50 60 ms 

- ... 
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Timing Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted: Vee = + 5V ± 5%, TA = o·c to 70°C. Typical characteristics are specified at Vee = 5V, TA = 25°C. 
All signals are referenced to GND. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

FMeK Master Clock Frequency 2.048 MHz 

Master Clock Tolerance -50 +50 ppm 

twMH, Clock Pulse Width V1H = 2.0V 
160 

twML Hi & Low for MCLK V1L = 0.7V 
ns 

DIGITAL INTERFACE (Figure 10) 

FscK Bit Clock Frequency Master Mode Only 2.1 MHz 

twsH, Clock Pulse Width V1H = 2.0V 
100 ns 

twsL Hi & Low for BCLK V1L = 0.7V 

tMR, Rise and Fall Time 
15 

tMF of MCLK 
ns 

ts A, Rise and Fall Time 
15 ns 

tsF ofBCLK 

tsFB Set-Up Time, FSa Master Mode Only 
20 ns 

FSb to BCLK Low 

tHCFL Hold Time, BCLK Low to Master Mode Only 
100 ns 

FSa and FSb Low 

toeF Delay Time, BCLK High to Slave Mode Only 
60 ns 

FSa. FSb Transition 

tssc Set Up Time, Bx 
30 ns 

Valid to BCLK Low 

tHCB Hold Time, BCLK Low to 
50 ns 

Bx Invalid 

toes Delay Time, BCLK High Load = 2 LSTTL Inputs Plus 100 pF 
160 ns 

to Br Valid 

tocsz Delay Time, BCLK Low to 
60 220 ns 

Br High-Impedance 

tocr Delay Time, BCLK High Load = 2 LSTTL Inputs Plus 100 pF 
140 ns 

toTSr Low 

tocrz Delay Time, BCLK Low to 
60 185 ns 

TSr High-Impedance 

tsMBC Set-Up Time, MSB Master Mode Only 
60 ns 

to BCLK Low (Note 1) 

twMBH WidthofMSB Master Mode Only 
125 

High 
µs 

Note 1: MSB transitions may occur anywhere in the Frame, and require no specific relationship to FSa or FSb. 
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Timing Characteristics ccontinued) 

Unless otherwise noted: Vee = + 5V ± 5%, TA = 0°C to 70°C. Typical characteristics are specified at Vee = 5V, TA = 25°C. 
All signals are referenced to GND. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

D CHANNEL INTERFACE (Figure 11 & 12) 

tsooe Set Up Time, Dx 
100 ns 

Valid to DCLK Low 

tHeD Hold Time, DCLK Low 
100 

to Dx Invalid 
ns 

tooeo Delay Time, DCLK High to Load= 100 pF 
190 ns 

Dr Data Valid + 2 LSTTL Inputs 

tsoes Set-Up Time, DCLK Master Mode 
50 

Transitions to BCLK High Only 
ns 

tHBDe Hold Time, BCLK High Master Mode 
50 

to DCLK Transitions Only 
ns 

tsoeF Set-Up Time, DCLK Master Mode 
100 

Transitions to FSa High Only 
ns 

tHFDe Hold Time, FSa High Master Mode 
50 

to DCLK Transition Only. Load = 50 pF 
ns 

tooEo Delay Time, DEN High 
140 ns 

to Dr Valid 

tsoEB Set-Up Time, DEN to 
100 ns 

BCLK Low 

tsose Set-Up Time, Dx 
30 ns 

to BCLK Low 

tHseo Holt Time, BCLK 
50 

Low to Dx Invalid 
ns 

toseo Delay Time, BCLK Load= 100 pF 
190 ns 

High to Dr Valid + 2 LSSTL Inputs 

toeoz Delay Time, DEN 
140 ns 

Low to Dr High Impedance 

CONTROL INTERFACE (Figure 13) 

teH CCLK High Duration 250 ns 

teL CCLK Low Duration 250 ns 

ts1e Setup Time, Cl 
100 ns 

Valid to CCLK High 

tHel Hold Time, CCLK High 
0 ns 

to Cl Invalid 

tsse Setup Time from CS 
200 ns 

Low to CCLK High 

tHes Hold Time from CCLK 
10 

Low to CS 
ns 

toeo Delay Time from CCLK Low Load= 100 pF 
150 ns 

to CO Data Valid + 2 LSTTL Inputs 

toso Delay Time from CS 1st Bit Only 
100 ns 

Low to CO Valid 

tosz Delay Time from CS High 
100 ns 

to CO Tri-State 

toe1 Delay Time from CCLK1 
120 ns 

High to INT Tri-State 
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Definitions and Timing 
Conventions 
DEFINITIONS 

V1H is the d.c. input level above which 
an input level is guaranteed to appear 
as a logical one. This parameter is to 
be measured by performing a function
al test at reduced clock speeds and 
nominal timing, (i.e. not minimum setup 
and hold times or output strobes), with 
the high level of all driving signals set 
to V1H and maximum supply voltages 
applied to the device. 

V1L is the d.c. input level below which 
an input level is guaranteed to appear 
as a logical zero to the device. This pa
rameter is measured in the same man
ner as V1H but with all driving signal low 
levels set to V1L and minimum supply 
voltages applied to the device. 

VoH VoH is the minimum d.c. output level to 
which an output placed in a logical one 
state will converge when loaded at the 
maximum specified load current. 

Vol Vol is the maximum d.c. output level to 
which an output placed in a logical zero 
state will converge when loaded at the 
maximum specified load current. 

Threshold Region The threshold region is the range of in
put voltages between V1L and V1H· 

Valid Signal A signal is Valid if it is in one of the 
valid logic states, (i.e. above V1H or be
low V1L). In timing specifications, a sig
nal is deemed valid at the instant it en
ters a valid state. 

Invalid Signal A signal is Invalid if it is not in a valid 
logic state, i.e. when it is in the thresh
old region between V1L and V1H· In tim
ing specifications, a signal is deemed 
invalid at the instant it enters the 
threshold region. 

TIMING CONVENTIONS 

For the purpose of this timing specification the following 
conventions apply: 

Input Signals All input signals may be characterized 
as: VL = 0.4V, V1H = 2.4V, tR < 10 ns, 
tF < 10 ns. 

Period The period of clock signal is designat
ed at tpxx where xx represents the 
mnemonic of the clock signal being 
specified. 
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Rise Time Rise times are designated at tRyy· 
where yy represents a mnemonic of 
the signal whose rise time is being 
specified. tRyy is measured from V1L to 
V1H· 

Fall Time Fall times are designated as tFyy. 
where yy represents a mnemonic of 
the signal whose fall time is being 
specified. tFyy is measured from V1H to 
VIL· 

Pulse Width High The high width is designated as twzzH· 
where zz represents the mnemonic of 
the input or output signal whose pulse 
width is being specified. High pulse 
widths are measured from V1H to V1H· 

Pulse Width Low The low pulse width is designed as 
twzzL• where zz represents the mne
monic of the input or output signal 
whose pulse width is being specified. 
Low pulse widths are measured from 
V1L to VIL· 

Setup Time 

Hold Time 

Delay Time 

Setup times are designated as tswwxx• 
where ww represents the mnemonic of 
the input signal whose setup time is be
ing specified relative to a clock or 
strobe input represented by mnemonic 
xx. Setup times are measured from the 
ww Valid to xx Invalid. 

Hold times are designated as tHxxww• 
where ww represents the mnemonic of 
the input signal whose hold time is be
ing specified relative to a clock or 
strobe input represented by mnemonic 
xx. Hold times are measured from xx 
Valid to ww invalid. 

Delay times are designated as toxxyy [ 
IHILJ. where xx represents the mne
monic of the input reference signal and 
yy represents the mnemonic of the out
put signal whose timing is being speci
fied relative to xx. The mnemonic may 
optionally be terminated by an H or L to 
specifiy the high going or low going 
transition of the output signal. Maxi
mum delay times are measured from xx 
Valid to yy Valid. Minimum delay times 
are measured from xx Valid to yy inval
id. This parameter is tested under the 
load conditions specified in the Condi
tions column of the Timing Specifica
tion section of this data sheet. 
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ADVANCED INFORMATION 

TP341 O "U" Interface Transceiver 

General Description 
The TP3410 is a microCMOS monolithic digital transceiver 
which provides voice or data communications capability 
over a twisted pair of wires in the Public Network. The de
vice functions at either end of the subscriber loop, handling 
voice and data transmissions between the Network Termi
nation (ND to the Central Office (CO) line card. 

The TP3410 has facilities to transmit and receive using the 
standard ISDN 2B+ D (2 64 kb/sand 1 16 kb/s channels) 
144 kb/s full duplex channels plus extra channels (for loop 
maintenance and performance monitoring) for a total of 
160 kb/s. These channels will operate over very long Cen
tral office subscriber loops of mixed gauges from # 26 to 
#19 AWG (0.4-0.8 mm), which may include bridge taps. 

At the time of this writing, the United States T101 commit
tee for the Standardization of the U interface has not yet 
finalized the performance specification. 

Block Diagram 

DIGITAL 
INTERrACE 

Preliminary Features 
• 160 kb/s full duplex transmission for 2B+D 
• Handles all layer 1 functions 

• 2B 1 Q line coding 
• Range at least 18 kft 
• #26-#19 AWG (0.4-0.9 mm) mixed gauge wire 

compatibility 
• 70 dB of Echo Cancellation 
• Bridge Tap Equalization 
• microCMOS, + 5V only 

CLK 
TL/H/9151-1 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

microCMOS 

TP3420 ISDN Transceiver "S" Interface Device 

General Description 
The TP3420 (S Interface Device) is a complete monolithic 
transceiver for data transmission on twisted pair subscriber 
loops. It is built on National's advanced double metal micro
CMOS process, and requires only a single + 5V supply. All 
functions specified in CCITT recommendation 1.430 for 
ISDN basic access at the 'S' and 'T' interfaces are provided, 
and the device can be configured to operate either in a TE 
(Terminal Equipment), in an NT-1 or NT-2 (Network Termi
nation) or as a PABX line-card device. 

As specified in 1.430, full-duplex transmission at 192 kb/sis 
provided on separate transmit and receive twisted wire pairs 
using inverted Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI) line coding. 
Various channels are combined to form the 192 kb/s aggre
gate rate, including 2 'B' channels, each of 64 kb/s, and 1 
'D' channel at 16 kb/s. In addition, the TP3420 provides the 
800 b/s multiframe channels for Layer 1 maintenance. 

All 1.430 wiring configurations are supported by the TP3420 
SID, including the "passive bus" for up to 8 TE's distributed 
within 200 meters of low capacitance cable, and point-to
point and point-to-star connections up to at least 1500 me
ters. Adaptive receive signal processing enables the device 
to operate with low bit error rates on any of the standard 
types of cable pairs commonly found in premise wiring in
stallations. 

Block Diagram 

SYSTEM 
INTERFACE 

BCLK 

Bx ---+1 

Br 
FS8 

FSb 

DENX 

CONTROL 
INTERFACE 

LSD 

CCLK 
Cl 

co 
cs 
fNf 

DIGITAL 
INTERFACE 
BUFFERS 

AND 
TIMING 

1-------.- 0-CHANNEL 
ACCESS 

Features 
• Single Chip 4 Wire 192 kb/s Transceiver 
• Provides all CCITT 1.430 Layer 1 Functions 
• Exceeds 1.430 range: 1.5 km Point-to-Point 
• Adaptive and Fixed Timing Options for NT-1 
• Clock Resynchronizer and Data Buffers for NT-2 
• Multiframe Channel for Layer 1 Maintenance 
• Selectable System Interface Formats 
• MicrowireTM compatible serial control interface 
• microCMOS, + 5V only 
• 20 Pin Package 

Applications 
• Same Device for NT, TE and PBX Line Card 
• Point-to-Point Range Extended to 1.5 km 
• Point-to-Multipoint for all 1.430 Configurations 
• Easy Interface to: 

LAPD Processor 
Terminal Adapter 
Codec/Filter COMBQTM 
"U" Interface Device 
Line Card Backplanes 

XTAL2 MCLK/XTAL Yee 

rt, 

TRANSMIT 
FRAMING 

AND 
AMI CODER 

ACTIVATION 
STATE 

CONTROLLER 

HPC16400 
HPC16400 
TP3054/7 

TP3410 

LINE LINE 
SIGNAL INTERFACE 
DETECT 

RECEIVE u+ 
FILTER 
AND 

EQUALIZER u-

~ 
GND TL/H/9143-1 
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Connection Diagrams 
TP3420N SID 

L/ 20 L+ 
I 

Lo- 19 L1-

FS8 3 18 LSD 

Vee 4 17 GND 

MCLK/XTAL 5 16 iNT 
XTAL2 6 15 cs 

Bx 14 co 
DENx 13 Cl 

BCLK 12 CCLK 

Br 10 11 rsb 

Top View 

Order Number TP3420N 
See NS Package Number N20A 

TL/H/9143-2 

Pin Descriptions 
Name 

GND 

Vee 

MCLK/XTAL 

XTAL2 

BCLK 

FSa 

Description 

Negative power supply pin, normally OV 
(ground). All analog and digital signals are 
referred to this pin. 

Positive power supply input, which must be 
+5V ±5%. 

The 15.36 MHz Master Clock input, which 
requires either a crystal* to be tied between 
this pin and XTAL2, or a logic level clock 
input from a stable source. When using a 
crystal, no other external loading compo
nents are necessary. 

The output of the crystal oscillator, which 
should be connected to one end of the crys
tal, if used. 

The Bit Clock pin, which determines the 
data shift rate for 'B' and 'D' channel data 
on the digital interface side of the device. 
When NT mode or TE mode Digital System 
Interface (OSI) Slave is selected, BCLK is 
an input which may be any multiple of 8 kHz 
from 256 kHz to 4.096 MHz. It need not be 
synchronous with MCLK. 

When TE mode OSI Master is selected, this 
pin is an output at frequency selected by the 
Digital Interface Format. This clock is 
phase-locked to the received line signal. 

In TE mode OSI Master this pin is an output 
clock with the frequency depending on the 
interface format selected. It is synchronous 
with the data on Bx and Br. 

In NT modes and TE mode OSI Slave, this 
pin is the Transmit Frame Sync pulse input, 
requiring a positive edge to indicate the start 
of the active channel time for transmit 'B' 
and 'D' channel data into Bx· In TE mode 
OSI Master only, this pin is a digital output 
pulse which indicates the start of the 'B' 
channel data transfer at both Bx and Br· 

•crystal specification: 15.36 MHz parallel resonant; R5 ,,;; 1oon. 
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Name 

FSb 

DENx 

Cl 

co 

CCLK 

cs 

Description 

In NT modes and TE mode OSI Slave, this 
pin is the Receive Frame Sync pulse input, 
requiring a positive edge to indicate the start 
of the active channel time of the device for 
receive 'B' and 'D' channel data out from Br. 
In TE mode OSI Master only this pin is an B 
bit wide pulse which indicates the active slot 
for the B2 channel on the digital interface. 

Digital input for 'B' and 'D' channel data to 
be transmitted to the line; must be synchro
nous with BCLK. 

Digital output for 'B' and 'D' channel data 
received from the line; must be synchro
nous with BCLK. 

In TE mode OSI Master, this pin is an output 
which is normally low and pulses high to in
dicate the active bit-times for 'D' channel 
Transmit data at the Bx input. It is intended 
to be gated with BCLK to control the shifting 
of data from a Layer 2 device to the TP3420 
transmit buffer. In TE mode OSI Slave, this 
pin is an output BCLK at the frequency se
lected by the Digital Interface Format. This 
clock is phased-locked to the received line 
signal. 

MICROWIRE control channel serial data in
put. 

Control channel serial data output for status 
information. When not enabled by CS, this 
output is Tri-state. 

Clock input for the Control Channel. 

Chip Select input which enables the control 
channel data to be shifted in and out when 
pulled low. When high, this pin inhibits the 
Control interface. 

Interrupt output, a latched output signal 
which is normally Tri-state, and goes low to 
indicate a change of status of the loop 
transmission system. 

The Line Signal Detect output, which is nor
mally high-impedance, but pulls low when 
the device is powered down and a received 
line signal is detected. It is intended to be 
used to "wake-up" a microprocessor from a 
low-power idle mode. This output is dis
abled when the device is powered up. 

Transmit AMI signal differential outputs to 
the line transformer. When used with a 2:1 
step-down transformer, the line signal con
forms to the output pulse masks in 1.430. 

Receive AMI signal differential inputs from 
the line transformer. A 1 :2 step-up trans
former should be used. The Li- pin is also 
the internal voltage reference pin, and must 
be decoupled to GND with a 1 O µf capacitor 
in parallel with a 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor. 



Functional Description 
POWER-ON INITIALIZATION 

Following the initial application of power, the TP3420 SID 
enters the power-down (de-activated) state, in which all the 
internal circuits including the Master oscillator are inactive 
and in a low power state except for the line-signal detect 
circuit; the line outputs L0 +/L0 - are in a high impedance 
state and the System Interface is inactive. All bits in the 
Control Register power-up as indicated in Table 1. A Control 
Register instruction is required following power-up to define 
the format of the Digital Interface, and to select TE mode if 
required, (see Device Modes Section). In both NT and TE 
modes, a Line-Signal Detect circuit monitors the line while 
powered-down, to enable loop transmission to be initiated 
from either end. 

LINE CODING AND FRAME FORMAT 

For both directions of transmission, Alternate-Mark Inver
sion (AMI) coding with inverted binary is used, as illustrated . 
in Figure 1. This coding rule requires that a binary ONE is 
represented by OV high impedance output, whereas a binary 
ZERO is represented by a positive or negative-going 100% 
duty-cycle pulse. Normally, binary ZEROs alternate in polari
ty to maintain a d.c.-balanced line signal. 

The frame format used in the TP3420 SID follows the CCITT 
recommendation specified in 1.430 and illustrated in Figure 
2. Each complete frame consists of 48 bits, with a line bit 
rate of 192 kb/s, giving a frame repetition rate of 4 kHz. A 
violation of the AMI coding rule is used to indicate a frame 
boundary, by using a o+ bit followed by a o- balance bit to 
indicate the start of a frame, and forcing the first binary zero 
following the balance bit to be of the same polarity as the 
balance bit. 

In the Network Termination (NT-1) to the Terminal Equip
ment (TE) transmission direction the frame contains an 
echo channel, the E bit, which is used to retransmit the D 

BINARY 
VALUES 0 

bits that are received from the TE. The last bit of this frame 
is used as a frame balancing bit. In the TE to NT direction, 
d.c.-balancing is carried out for each channel, as illustrated 
in Figure2. 

LINE TRANSMIT SECTION 

The differential line-driver outputs, L0 + and L0 - , are de
signed to drive a transformer with an external termination 
resistor. A 2:1 transformer, terminated in 50.0., results in a 
signal amplitude of nominally 750 mV pk on the line. When 
driving a binary 1 symbol the output presents a high imped
ance in accordance with 1.430. When driving a 0 + or 0-
symbol a voltage-limited current source is turned on. Short
circuit protection is included in the output stage; over-volt
age protection is required externally, see the Applications 
section. 

LINE RECEIVE SECTION 

The receive input signal should be derived via a 1 :2 trans
former which may be of the same type used for the transmit 
direction. At the front-end of the receive section is a contin
uous filter which limits the noise bandwidth. To correct pulse 
attenuation and distortion caused by the transmission line in 
point-to-point and extended passive bus applications, an 
adaptive equalizer enhances the received pulse shape, 
thereby restoring a "flat" channel response with maximum 
eye opening over a wide spread of cable attenuation char
acteristics. This equalizer is always enabled when either TE 
mode or NT Mode Adaptive Sampling is selected, but is 
disabled for short passive bus applications when NT Mode 
Fixed Sampling is selected. An adaptive threshold circuit 
maximizes the Signal-to-Noise ratio in the eye at the detec
tor for all loop conditions. 

A DPLL (Digital Phase-Locked Loop) recovers a low-jitter 
clock for optimum sampling of the received symbols. 

0 0 

AMII 
LINE '-----. 

SIGNAL ._________1 l __ 1 
TL/H/9143-4 

FIGURE 1. Inverted AMI Line-Coding Rule 
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I'll 

"' CJ) 

NT TO TE 

TE TO NT 

48 BITS IN 250 MICROSECONDS 

D L r L Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl E D A r A N B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 E D M Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl B1 E D s B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 E D LI r 

2 BITS OFFSET AT TE 

I 
D L F L Bl B1 B1 Bl Bl Bl Bl Bl L D L FA L B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 L D L Bl B1 B1 Bl Bl B1 B1 Bl L D L B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 L D L F L 

i ! . .i . . .i . .i . . . . 
tPl I 11111111 Lflfl 11111111 Lil 11111111 Lil 11111111 tPl 

Legend: 

F = Framing bit 

L = DC Balancing bit 

D = D-channel bit 

E = D-echo-channel bit 

FA = Auxiliary framing bit or Q Channel bit 

M = Multiframe Sync bit 

N = bit set to a binary value N = FA 
B1 = bit within B-channel 1 

82 = bit within B-channel 2 

A = bit used for activation 

S = S Channel bit 

• Dots mark the boundaries of those parts of the frame that are independently DC-balanced 

FIGURE 2. Frame Format 

TP3420 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

The MCLK input provides the reference clock for the DPLL 
at 15.36 MHz. Clocks for the digital interface timing may 
either be locked to this recovered clock, as in TE mode 
Digital System Interface Master, or may be slaved to an 
external source, as in the T-interface side of an NT-2. In this 
latter mode, and when the device is in NT mode, re-timing 
circuitry on the TP3420/1 allows the MCLK frequency to be 
plesiochronous with respect to the network clock, i.e. the 8 
kHz FSx input, provided the frequency inaccuracy of the net
work clock plus that of the MCLK source does not exceed 
500 ppm from nominal. 

When the device is powered-down, a Line-Signal Detect cir
cuit, which can discriminate a valid line signal from noise, is 
enabled to detect the presence of incoming data if the far
end starts to activate the loop. 

DIGITAL SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The digital system interface (OSI) on the TP3420 combines 
'8' and 'D' channel data onto common pins to provide maxi
mum flexibility with minimum pin count. Several multiplexed 
formats of the 8 and D channel data are available as shown 
in Figure 3. Selection is made via the Control Register. At 
this interface, phase skew between transmit and receive di
rections may be accommodated at the line card or NT-1 /2 
end since separate frame sync inputs, FSa and FSb, are 
provided. Each of these synchronizes a counter which gates 
the transfer of 81 and 82 channels in consecutive time-slots 
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across the digital interface. The serial shift rate is deter
mined by the 8CLK input, and may be any frequency from 
256 kHz to 4.096 MHz. Thus, for applications on a PA8X 
line-card (in NT mode), the '8' and 'D' channel slots can be 
interfaced to a TOM bus and assigned to a time-slot. 

At the TE end, FSa is an output indicating the start of both 
transmit and receive '8' channel data transfers. 8CLK is 
also an output at the serial data shift rate, which is depen
dent on the format selected. 

CONTROL INTERFACE 

A serial interface, which can be clocked independently from 
the '8' and 'D' channel system interface, is provided for 
microprocessor control of various functions in the TP3420. 
All data transfers consist of a single byte shifted into the 
Control Register via the Cl pin, simultaneous with a single 
byte shifted out from the Status Register via the CO pin. 

Data shifts in to Cl on rising edges of CCLK and out from 
CO on falling edges when CS is pulled low for 8 cycles of 
CCLK. An Interrupt output, INT goes low to alert the micro
processor whenever a change occurs in one or more of the 
conditions indicated in the Status Register. This latched out
put is cleared to a high impedance state by the first rising 
CCLK edge after CS goes low. When reading the Status 
Register the Cl input is ignored. 

Figure 4 shows the timing for this interface, and Tables I 
and II list the control functions and status indicators. 
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a. 
I- Format 1 

BCLK 

rsa__J 
SS 

fSb 

er-( Bl x B2 )@@ SS 

ex-( Bl x B2 )@@ DON'T SS 
CARE 

DENX D SS 
TL/H/9143-10 

Format2 

BCLK 

rsa_J rs 
Br-{ 81 x B2 >@@ SS 

Bx-{ 81 x B2 >®@( DON'T CARE x DON'T CARE c~ 
DENx 0 SS 

TL/H/9143-13 

Format 3 

8CLK 

rsa_J rs 
er-{ e1 x e2 ) 00 SS 

ex-{ e1 x e2 x DON'T CARE >®@( DON'T CARE >C~ 
DENx 0 SS 

TL/H/9143-11 

Format4 

BCLK 

rsa;bJl 
SS 

er-( Bl >@-< B2 >® SS 

DON'T SS 
Bx e1 B2 D2 

CARE SS 

DENX rJ [l SS 
TL/H/9143-12 

FIGURE 3. Digital System Interface Formats 
Note: The DENx output functions in TE Master Mode only. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE I. Control Register Functions 

Function Mnemonic 
Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

Activation/Deactivation 

*Power-Down PON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Power-Up PUP 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Deactivation Request DR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Timer 1 (NI) or Timer 3 (TE) Expired T13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Activation Request AR 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Device Modes 

•NT Mode Adaptive Sampling NTA 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

NT Mode Fixed Sampling NTF 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

TE Mode Digital System Interface Slave TES 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

TE Mode Digital System Interface Master TEM 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Digital Interface Formats 

*Digital System Interface Format 1 DIF1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Digital System Interface Format 2 DIF2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Digital System Interface Format 3 DIF3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

Digital System Interface Format 4 DIF4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

B Channel Exchange 

*8 Channels Mapped Direct, 81to81, 82 to 82 8DIR 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Channels Exchanged, 81 to 82, 82 to 81 BEX 0 0 0 0 0 

D Channel Access 

D Channel Request, Class 1 Message DREQ1 0 0 0 0 0 

D Channel Request, Class 2 Message DREQ2 0 0 0 0 

End of Message Interrupt 

*EOM Interrupt Enabled EIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EOM Interrupt Disabled EIO 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Multiframe Circuit and Interrupt 

Multiframe Circuit and Interrupt Enabled MIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 

*Multiframe Circuit and Interrupt Disabled MID 0 0 0 0 0 

Multiframe Transmit Register 

Write to Multiframe Transmit Register MFT 0 0 M1 M2 M3 M4 

B1 Channel Enable/Disable 

81 Channel Enabled B1E 0 0 0 0 0 0 

*81 Channel Disabled 810 0 0 0 0 0 

B2 Channel Enable/Disable 

*82 Channel Enabled B2E 0 0 0 0 0 

82 Channel Disabled 820 0 0 0 0 

• Indicates initial state following Power-on Initialization. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE I. Control Register Functions (Continued) 

Function Mnemonic 
Bit Number 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Loopback Test Modes 

Loopback B1 Towards Line Interface LBL1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Loopback B2 Towards Line Interface LBL2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

Loopback 2B + D Towards System Interface LBS 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

*Clear All Loopbacks CAL 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 

TABLE II. Status Register Functions 

Bit Number 
Function Mnemonic 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

No Change NOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Line Signal Detected from Far-End LSD 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Activation Pending AP 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

End of Message EOM 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Lost Contention CON 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Multiframe Receive Buffer Requires Service MFR 0 0 1 1 M1 M2 M3 M4 

Activation Indication Al 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Error Indication El 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 

Deactivation Indication DI 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

STATUS INDICATOR DESCRIPTIONS CONTROL FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 

LSD If set, indicates that the far-end of the line is at- The Control Functions listed in Table I have been separated 
tempting to Activate the interface. May be used as into groups to indicate that only 1 function within each group 
an alternative to the LSD pin to "wake-up" a micro- should be selected at a time. 
processor. 

ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION 
AP If set, indicates that either INFO 1 frames have 

PUP This power-up command enables all analog cir-been identified in an NT receiver, or INFO 2 or INFO 
cuitry, starts the XT AL and resets the state ma-4 frames have been identified in a TE receiver. Re-
chines to the de-activated state, i.e. transmitting quires an AR control instruction to allow Activation 
INFO O (no signal). It also inhibits the LSD output. to be completed. 

PON This power-down command immediately forces EOM Set when the closing flag of a 0-channel message 
the device to a low power state, without sequenc-has been transmitted by a TE on the S interface, 
ing through any of the de-activation states. It indicating successful completion of a packet. The 
should therefore only be used after the TP3420 Interrupt associated with this bit can be disabled via 
has been put in a known state, e.g. in a TE after a the Control Register if desired. 
DI status indication has been reported. 

CON Set when, during transmission of a packet in the D 
AR Activation Request, which initiates the specified channel, a received E bit does not match the last 

Activation sequence. It is recommended that an transmitted D bit, indicating a lost collision. 
AR be delayed at least 2 ms after the device is 

MFR Set when the Multiframe receive data buffer re- powered-up. 
quires servicing, after 3 consecutive identical Multi-

DR Deactivation Request, which forces the device frame words have been detected. All Multiframing 
through the appropriate deactivation sequence functions can be disabled via the Control Register if 
specified in 1.430. Should be used at the NT end desired. 
only. 

Al If set, indicates that the interface has been success-
T13 Indicates that the appropriate Activation Timer fully Activated in response to an Activation Request. 

has expired without Activation being achieved, 
El Set when loss of frame alignment is detected. and forces an orderly deactivation. 
DI If set, indicates that the interface has been Deacti-

vated. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

DEVICE MODES 

NT A NT Mode, Adaptive Sampling should be selected 
when the device is in an NT on any wiring configu
ration up to the maximum specified length for op
eration. Multiple terminals, if required, must be 
grouped within approximately 50 meters of each 
other (depending on cable capacitance, see 
1.430). The Digital System Interface is a slave to 
external BCLK and FS sources. 

NTF NT Mode Fixed Sampling should be selected 
when the device is in an NT on a passive bus 
wiring configuration up to approximately 200 me
ters in length (depending on cable type). In this 
mode the receiver DPLL is disabled and sampling 
of the received symbols is fixed, to enable multiple 
terminals (nominally up to 8) to be connected any
where along the passive bus. Again, the OSI is a 
slave to external BCLK and FS sources. 

TEM TE Mode OSI Master should be selected when the 
device is in a TE. The TP3420 is then the source 
of the BCLK and FS signals, and access to the 
Transmit D channel, including the priority and con
tention resolution control, is enabled as described 
in the section on TE Mode D-Channel Access. 

TES TE Mode OSI Slave should be selected when the 
device is used on the T-interface side of an NT-2. 
The TP3420 System Interface is then driven by 
BCLK and FS sources in the NT-2. Data buffers 
and a clock re-synchronizer enable this interface 
to function with jittering sources for BCLK and FS. 
All D Channel access control circuitry is disabled, 
i.e. D Channel data at the Bx input is continuously 
transmitted to the line; there is no monitoring of 
the D-echo channel from the network direction, 
and OREO instructions are ignored. 

DIGITAL INTERFACE FORMATS 

DIF1) These instructions select the format of the Digital 
DIF2) Interface timing, see Figure 3. 

DIF3) 

DIF4) 

B CHANNEL CONTROL 

BDIR) These commands provide for the exchange of 
BEX) data between the B1 and B2 channels as it pass-

B1E) 

B1D) 

B2E) 

B2D) 

es through the device. 

When either or both B channels are disabled, bi
nary 1 s are transmitted on the line in those B 
channel bit positions, regardless of data at the Bx 
input, and the Br output is Tri-state in those bit 
positions. 

D CHANNEL ACCESS 

DRE01) This is a request from Layer 2 to the TP3420 in a 
DRE02) TE (in Mode TEM only) to attempt to access the 

transmit D channel at the S interface. The correct 
priority class for the pending message must also 
be selected. 
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LOOPBACK TEST MODES 

Two classes of loopback mode are available on the SID, 
selected by writing the appropriate Control instruction. 

LBS This loopback at the system interface is a full 
loopback of the 2B + D channels from the Bx input 
to the Br output. It may be set when the device is 
either activated, in which case it is transparent (i.e. 
the composite signal is also transmitted to the 
line), or when it is deactivated. 

LBL 1 /2 These loopbacks turn each individual B channel 
from the line receive input back to the line transmit 
output. They may be set separately or together. 

MUL Tl FRAME TRANSMIT REGISTER 

MFT With the device in TE Mode, data entered in bit 
positions M 1, M2, M3 and M4 is transmitted 
towards the NT in multiframe bit positions 01, 02, 
03 and 04 respectively. With the device in NT 
Mode, data entered in the M bit positions is trans
mitted towards the TE in multiframe bit positions 
S1, S2, S3 and S4 respectively. The Multiframe 
Channel and Interrupt must be enabled by an MIE 
command to use these channels. 

ACTIVATION/DE-ACTIVATION: TP3420 IN NT MODE 

Activation (i.e. transmission and loop synchronization) may 
be initiated from either end of the loop. With the TP3420 
configured in an NT, the device must be powered up, using 
a PUP command, followed 2 ms later by an AR instruction to 
the Control Register. Network timing, i.e., an 8 kHz input to 
FSa, must be present at this time. The device then begins to 
send data framed as INFO 2 type, in which bits in the B, D 
and D-echo channels are set to binary o. These frames are 
detected by the TE, which replies with data framed as INFO 
3 type, synchronized to received frames. A flywheel circuit in 
the TP3420 NT searches for 3 consecutive correctly format
ted receive frames to acquire full loop synchronization. 
When it is correctly in sync with received bursts, the NT 
sends INFO 4 frames, in which the B and D channels are 
enabled for transmission; Status Indication type Al is set, 
and the INT output is pulled low to indicate Activation com
plete. 

When Activation is initiated by a TE, the TP3420 in NT mode 
will detect the incoming INFO 1 signal and, if it is powered
down will pull the LSD pin and INT low, either of which can 
be used to "wake-up" a microprocessor. A PUP command 
must then be written to power-up the TP3420. Upon identi
fying the INFO 1 signal, the device will set Status Indication 
type AP and pull INT low to indicate that Activation is pend
ing. No INFO 2 frames will be transmitted until a Control 
instruction type AR is written to the device, which allows the 
Activation sequence to proceed as described above. 

Once Activated, loss of frame alignment is assumed by the 
TP3420 when a time which is equivalent to three frames has 
passed without it detecting any of the valid pairs of line code 
violations which obey the framing rule. If the NT does detect 
alignment loss it will start to transmit INFO 2. At this point 
the Error Indication (El) primitive is set, the INT output is 
pulled low and the receiver searches to identify the incom-



Functional Description (Continued) 

ing signal and attempt to re-acquire loop synchronization. If 
it successfully re-establishes synchronization with the in
coming signal (INFO 3 frames), a further interrupt is gener
ated with Status Indication type Al. If, however, the receiver 
subsequently identifies that the incoming line signal has 
ceased, i.e. INFO O is being received, the loop is de-activat
ed and the transmitter output set to INFO 0. Status Indica
tion type DI is set and the INT output pulled low to indicate 
De-activation. 

If required, a PON instruction may be written to the Control 
Register to power-down the device and enable the LSD out
put. 

1.430 recommends 2 timers should be available in an NT. An 
Activation Request to the TP3420 should be associated 
with the start of an external Timer 1, if required. Timer 1 
should be stopped when the Al interrupt is generated follow
ing successful Activation. If Timer 1 expires before Al is 
generated, however, Control Instruction type T13 should be 
written to the device to force de-activation. Timer 2, which is 
specified to prevent unintentional reactivation, is not re
quired since the TP3420 can uniquely recognise INFO 1 
frames. 

ACTIVATION/DE-ACTIVATION: TP3420 IN TE MODE 

To activate the loop with the TP3420 at the TE end the 
device must first be powered-up by a PUP command, fol
lowed 2 ms later by a Control Instruction type AR, which is 
the Activation Request to begin transmission of INFO 1 
frames after verifying that INFO 0 is being received from the 
NT. INFO 1 is a continuous pattern of O +, 0-, and 6 '1's 
repeated. At this point the TE is running from its local oscil
lator and is not receiving any sync information from the NT. 
When the NT recognises this "wake-up" signal, it begins to 
transmit INFO 2, synchronized to the network clock. This 
enables the phase-locked loop in the TE's receiver to cor
rectly identify bit timing from the NT and to synchronize its 
own transmission to that of the NT. On identifying INFO 2 
for 3 consecutive frames, the TE changes its transmit data 
to INFO 3 and awaits the return of INFO 4 from the NT. 
Identification of INFO 4 completes the Activation sequence, 
so Status Indication type Al is set, and the INT output pulled 
low. 

When Activation is initiated by the NT, if the TP3420 in TE 
mode is powered down, it will pull the LSD pin and INT low 
on receiving a line signal. Either of these can be used to 
"wake-up" a microprocessor. A PUP command is required 
to enable the device to power-up, identify the received sig
nal, and acquire bit and frame synchronization. Once INFO 
2 has been identified, the TP3420 will pull INT low, with 
Status Indication type AP set, to alert the microprocessor 
that Activation is pending. The microprocessor must re
spond by writing Control Instruction type AR in order for 
Activation to proceed. INFO 3 frames are then transmitted 
with active data. 

As in NT mode, once Activated, loss of frame alignment is 
assumed by the TP3420 when a time equivalent to three 
frames has passed without it detecting any of the valid pairs 
of line code violations which obey the framing rule. If the TE 
does detect alignment loss it will cease transmitting immedi
ately. At this point the Error Indication (El) primitive is set in 
the Status Register, the INT output is pulled low and the 
receiver searches to re-acquire loop synchronization if INFO 
2 or INFO 4 frames are still being received. If synchroniza
tion is re-established, a further interrupt is generated, with 
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Status Indication type Al. If, however, the receiver subse
quently identifies that the incoming line signal has ceased, 
i.e. INFO o is being received, the loop is de-activated, 
Status Indication type DI is set and the INT output pulled low 
to indicate De-activation. 

1.430 does not provide for Deactivation to be initiated by a 
TE. However, a Power-down state may be forced if required, 
normally after Deactivation has been established by the net
work. 

If required, an external Timer 3 should be started when an 
Activation Request is sent to the TP3420. The subsequent 
Al interrupt, indicating Activation is complete, should be 
used to stop the timer. If the timer expires before an Al is 
generated, Control Instruction type T13 must be written to 
the device to force the transmission of INFO 0. 

TE MODE D·Channel Access 

In TE mode OSI Master only, the TP3420 SID arbitrates 
access for Layer 2 Transmit frames to the D-channel bit 
positions in accordance with the 1.430 Priority Mechanism 
(1.430 Section 6.1 ). The shifting of D-channel transmit data 
from the Layer 2 device into the SID buffer is controlled by 
gating the DENx output with BCLK. When no Layer 2 frame 
is pending, "1 "s are always transmitted by the SID in D-bit 
positions at the S interface. DENx output pulses are inhibit
ed and no D-channel data is shifted into the Bx input. An 
external Layer 2 device requiring to start transmission of a 
packet should first prime its Transmit buffer such that the 
opening flag is ready to be shifted across the digital inter
face. Then a Control instruction, type OREO, will initiate the 
0-channel access sequence. OREO instructions require ei
ther that a Priority Class 1 (signalling) packet, or a Priority 
Class 2 packet, is selected. 

In response to the OREO instruction, the DENx output is 
enabled to pre-fetch the opening flag from the Layer 2 de
vice into the 0-channel buffer. Meanwhile, the Priority Coun
ter checks that no other TE connected to the S interface (in 
a point-to-multipoint wiring configuration) is transmitting in 
the D-channel. This is assured by counting consecutive 
"1 "sin the E-bit position of frames received from the NT. At 
least 8 consecutive "1 "s must be detected before transmis
sion of the pending 0-channel frame begins, in accordance 
with Table Ill. 

TABLE Ill. D·Channel Access Criteria 

Number of Consecutive D·Channel Access 
"1"s in the E·Channel 

7 Abort. Possible re-try by 
the transmitting TE. 

8 Signalling packet (Priority 
Class 1) may begin (Note 1 ). 

9 Signalling packet may begin 
unconditionally. 

10 Any packet type may 
begin (Note 2). 

11 Any packet type may 
begin unconditionally 

Note 1: Only if, since the SID last transmitted a complete Class 1 packet, a 
sequence of;;,,, 9 consecutive "1"s has been detected in the E-channel. 

Note 2: Only if, since the SID last transmitted a complete packet of either 
class, a sequence of ;;,,, 11 consecutive "1 "s has been detected in the E
channel. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

If another TE is active in the D-channel, DENx pulses are 
inhibited once the opening flag is in the Transmit buffer, to 
prevent further fetching of transmit data from the Layer 2 
device until D-channel access is achieved. As soon as the 
required number of consecutive E-channel "1 "s has been 
counted, the leading 0 of the opening flag is transmitted in 
the next 0-bit position towards the NT. DENx pulses are 
also re-enabled in order to shift D-channel bits from the 
Layer 2 device into the SID transmit buffer. No interrupts are 
necessary for local flow control between the Layer 2 proc
essor and the TP3420. 

During transmission in the D-channel the TP3420 SID con
tinues to compare each E-bit received from the NT with the 
D-channel bit previously transmitted before proceeding to 
send the next D-bit. In the event of a mis-match, a conten
tion for the previous D-bit is assumed to have been won by 
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another TE. Transmission of the current packet therefore 
ceases and "1 "s are transmitted in all following D-bit posi
tions. Status Indication type CON is set, and the INT output 
is pulled low to interrupt the Layer 2 transmit processor. 
DENx output pulses are again inhibited. 

In order to retransmit the lost packet, the Layer 2 device 
must begin as before, by priming its Transmit buffer with the 
packet header and writing a OREO instruction into the Con
trol Register. 

Successful completion of a transmit packet is detected by 
the TP3420 when the closing flag is transmitted in the D 
channel. '1 's are then transmitted in the following D bit posi
tions, with the DENx output held low to prevent further 
transfer of data from the Layer 2 device. The INT output is 
pulled Low (if enabled), with Status Indication type EOM set, 
to indicate the End of Message. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military I Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to+ 150°C 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Current at Lo ±100 mA 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Current at any Digital Output ±50mA 
VcetoGND 7V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec.) 300°C 
Voltage at Lj, Lo Vee +1VtoGND-1V 

ESD rating to be determined. 
Voltage at any Digital Input Vee +1VtoGND -1V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted: Vee = 5V ± 5%, GND = OV, TA = 0°C to 70°C. Typical characteristics are specified at Vee = 5V, TA 
= 25°C. All signals are referenced to GND 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
Limits 

Units 
Min Max 

DIGITAL INTERFACES 

V1L Input Low Voltage All Digital Inputs 0.7 v 
V1H Input High Voltage All Digital Inputs 2.2 v 
Vol Output Low Voltage Bx. IL = -3.2 mA 

0.4 v 
All Other Digital Outputs, IL = -1 mA 

VoH Output High Voltage Bx, IL = -3.2 mA 
2.4 v 

All Other Digital Outputs, IL = -1 mA 

11 Input Current Any Digital Input, GND < V1N < Vee -10 10 µA 

loz Output Current in High Bx 
Impedance State (Tri-State) GND < VouT < Vee -10 10 µA 

LINE INTERFACES 

lu Input Leakage OV < Lj+, Li- < 5.0V -1.0 1.0 µA 

Ru Input Resistance OV < Li+, Li- < 5.0V 20 kn 

Vu Input Voltage Range -0.5 Vee+ 0.5V v 
RLLo Load Resistance Between Lo+ and Lo - 200 n 

CLLo Load Capacitance 200 pF 

VOS Differential Output Offset Driving Binary 1 s 
-20 +20 mV 

Voltage at Lo+, Lo-

POWER DISSIPATION 

lecO Power Down Current All Outputs Open-Circuit 
600 µA 

(Deactivated) 

lec1 Power Up Current As Above 15.0 mA 

TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE 

Transmit Pulse Amplitude AL = 200 n Between L0 + and L0 - ± 1.4 ±1.6 Vpk 

Input Pulse Amplitude Differential Between Li+ and Li - ±100 mVpk 

MCLK/XTAL Input Clock Jitter 50 ns 

Timing Recovery Jitter BCLK Output at TE Relative to MCLK at NT -130 +130 ns 
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Timing Characteristics 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DIGITAL SYSTEM INTERFACE 

FMeK Master Clock Frequency 15.36 MHz 

FseK Bit Clock Frequency 256 . 4096 kHz 

tMH• Clock Pulse Width V1H = 2.0V 
20 

tML Hi & Low for MCLK V1L = 0.BV 
ns 

tsH. Clock Pulse Width V1H = 2.0V 
60 

tsL Hi & Low for BCLK V1L = O.BV 
ns 

tMR· Rise and Fall Time Used asa 
10 

tMF of MCLK Logic Input 
ns 

ts A• Rise and Fall Time 
15 

tsF of BCLK 
ns 

tsse Set up Time, Bx 
30 ns 

Valid to BCLK Low 

tHeB Hold Time, BCLK Low 
20 ns 

to Bx Invalid 

tHeF Hold Time, BCLK High 
0 ns 

to FSa and FSb 

ts Fe Set up Time, FSa NT and TES Modes 
30 

to BCLK Low only 
ns 

tHeF Hold Time, BCLK Low NT and TES Modes 
20 

to FSb Low only 
ns 

tosF Delay Time, BCLK High TEM mode only 
30 ns 

to FSa and FSb Transitions 

toes Delay Time, BCLK 
20 80 ns 

High to Data Valid 

toesz Delay Time, BCLK Low TEM Mode only 
50 120 ns 

to Data Invalid 

toeo Delay Time, BCLK TEM Mode only 
30 ns 

High to DENx Transition 

CONTROL INTERFACE 

teH CCLK High Duration 100 ns 

teL CCLK Low Duration 100 ns 

ts1e Setup Time, Cl 
50 ns 

Valid to CCLK High 

tHel Hold Time, CCLK 
20 ns 

High to Cl Invalid 

tsse Setup Time from CS 
50 ns 

Low to CCLK High 

toso Delay Time from CS Bit C7 only 
50 ns 

Low to CO Valid 

toeo Delay Time from CCLK 
20 ns 

Low to CO Data Valid 

toez Delay Time from CCLK 8 Low 
50 ns 

to CO Tri-State 
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Timing Information 
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FIGURE 6. Timing Details for Digital System Interface 
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Definitions and Timing Conventions 
DEFINITIONS 

V1H V1H is the d.c. input level above which 
an input level is guaranteed to appear 
as a logical one. This parameter is to be 
measured by performing a functional 
test at reduced clock speeds and nomi-
nal timing, (i.e. not minimum setup and 
hold times or output strobes), with the 
high level of all driving signals set to V1H 
and maximum supply voltages applied 
to the device. 

VtL V1L is the d.c. input level below which an 
input level is guaranteed to appear as a 
logical zero to the device. This parame-
ter is measured in the same manner as 
V1H but with all driving signal low levels 
set to V1L and minimum supply voltages 
applied to the device. 

VoH VoH is the minimum d.c. output level to 
which an output placed in a logical one 
state will converge when loaded at the 
maximum specified load current. 

VoL VoL is the maximum d.c. output level to 
which an output placed in a logical zero 
state will converge when loaded at the 
maximum specified load current. 

Threshold Region The threshold region is the range of in-
put voltages between VtL and VtH· 

Valid Signal A signal is Valid if it is in one of the valid 
logic states, (i.e. above V1H or below 
V1L). In timing specifications, a signal is 
deemed valid at the instant it enters a 
valid state. 

Invalid Signal A signal is Invalid if it is not in a valid 
logic state, i.e. when it is in the threshold 
region between V1L and VtH· In timing 
specifications, a signal is deemed inval-
id at the instant it enters the threshold 
region. 

TIMING CONVENTIONS 

For the purposes of this timing specification the following 
conventions apply: 

Input Signals All input signals may be characterized 
as: VL = 0.4V, VH = 2.4V, tR < 10 ns, 
tF < 10 ns. 

Period The period of clock signal is designated 
as tPxx where xx represents the mne
monic of the clock signal being speci
fied. 

Rise Time 

Fall Time 

Pulse Width High 

Pulse Width Low 

Setup Time 

Hold Time 

Delay Time 
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Rise times are designated as tRyy· 
where yy represents a mnemonic of the 
signal whose rise time is being speci
fied. tRyy is measured from VtL to VtH· 

Fall times are designated as tFyy· where 
yy represents a mnemonic of the signal 
whose fall time is being specified. tFyy is 
measured from V1H to VtL· 

The high pulse width is designated as 
twzzH· where zz represents the mne
monic of the input or output signal 
whose pulse width is being specified. 
High pulse widths are measured from 
V1H to VtH· 
The low pulse width is designated as 
twzzL· where zz represents the mne
monic of the input or output signal 
whose pulse width is being specified. 
Low pulse widths are measured from V1L 
to VIL· 

Setup times are designated as tswwxx• 
where ww represents the mnemonic of 
the input signal whose setup time is be
ing specified relative to a clock or strobe 
input represented by mnemonic xx. Set
up times are measured from the ww Val
id to xx Invalid. 

Hold times are designated as tHxxww• 
where ww represents the mnemonic of 
the input signal whose hold time is being 
specified relative to a clock or strobe in
put represented by mnemonic xx. Hold 
times are measured from xx Valid to ww 
Invalid. 

Delay times are designated as 
toxxyyl !Hill. where xx represents the 
mnemonic of the input reference signal 
and yy represents the mnemonic of the 
output signal whose timing is being 
specified relative to xx. The mnemonic 
may optionally be terminated by an H or 
L to specify the high going or low going 
transition of the output signal. Maximum 
delay times are measured from xx Valid 
to yy Valid. Minimum delay times are 
measured from xx Valid to yy Invalid. 
This parameter is tested under the load 
conditions specified in the Conditions 
column of the Timing Specifications sec
tion of this data sheet. 
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HPC 16040/HPC26040/H PC36040/H PC46040/H PC 16030/ 
HPC36030/HPC46030 High-Performance Microcontrollers 

General Description 
The HPC16040 is a member of the HPC™ family of High 
Performance microControllers. Each member of the family 
has the same identical core CPU with a unique memory and 
1/0 configuration to suit specific applications. Each part is 
fabricated in National's advanced microCMOS technology. 
This process combined with an advanced architecture pro
vides fast, flexible 1/0 control, efficient data manipulation, 
and high speed computation. 

The HPC16040 is a complete microcomputer on a single 
chip. All system timing, internal logic, ROM, RAM, and 1/0 
are provided on the chip to produce a cost effective solution 
for high performance applications. On-chip functions such 
as UART, eight 16-bit timers, vectored interrupts, WATCH
DOGTM logic and MICROWIRE/PLUS™ provide a high lev
el of system integration. The ability to address up to 64k 
bytes of external memory enables the HPC16040 to be 
used in powerful applications typically performed by micro
processors and expensive peripheral chips. 

The microCMOS process results in very low current drain 
and enables the user to select the optimum speed/power 
product for his system. The IDLE and HALT modes provide 
further current savings. The HPC16040 is available in 68-pin 
PCC, LCC and PGA packages. 

Block Diagram 

r-----------------------~ 
ROY /HLO RESET STATUS 

' ' t t 

TIMERS(3) 

CAPTURE 
REGISTERS·3 

EXM WO 

' 
WATCHDOG 

LOGIC 

CK1 CKOCK2 

Features 
• HPC family-core features: 

- 16-bit architecture, both byte and word 
- 16-bit data bus, ALU, and registers 
- 64k bytes of external memory addressing 
- FAST!-240 ns for register instructions when using 

17.0 MHz clock 
- High code efficiency-most instructions are single 

byte 
- 16 x 16 multiply and 32 x 16 divide 
- Eight vectored interrupt sources 
- Four 16-bit timer/counters with 3 input capture regis-

ters and 4 synchronous outputs 
-WATCHDOG logic monitors processor 
- MICROWIRE/PLUS serial 1/0 interface 
- CMOS-very low power with two power save modes: 

IDLE and HALT (2 mA, 250 µA-typ.) 
• UART-full duplex, programmable baud rate 
• Four additional 16-bit timer/counters with pulse width 

modulated outputs 
• 52 general purpose 1/0 lines (memory mapped) 
• 4k bytes of ROM, 256 bytes of RAM on chip 
• ROMless versions available 
• Wide voltage supply range: 3V to 5.5V 
• Industrial (-40°C to + 85°C) and military (- 55°C to 

+ 125°C) temperature ranges 

PORTA PORTB 

PORTO 

l,~I 
t 

PORT P 

TL/DD/8340-1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/ Aerospace specified devices are required, Vee with Respect to GND -0.5V to 7.0V 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ All Other Pins (Vee + 0.5)V to (GND - 0.5)V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
Total Allowable Source or Sink Current 100mA which damage to the device may occur. DC and AC electo~ 
Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 15o·c cal specifications are not ensured when operating the de-

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec) 3oo·c vice at absolute maximum ratings. 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee= 5.0V ± 10% unless otherwise specified, TA= o·c to + 70°C for 

HPC46040, -40°C to +85°C for HPC36040, -40°C to+ 105°C for HPC26040, -55°C to+ 125°C for HPC16040 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

lee1 Supply Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = 17.0 MHz• 20 mA 

Vee = 5.0V, fin = 2.0 MHz 2.4 mA 

lee2 IDLE Mode Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = 17.0 MHz, TA = 25°C• 2 mA 

Vee= 5.0V, fin= 2.0 MHz, TA= 25°C 0.2 mA 

lcc3 HALT Mode Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = o kHz, TA = 25°c• 250 µA 

Vee = 2.5V, fin = o kHz, TA = 25°C 150 µA 

INPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS RESET, NMI, CKI AND WO (SCHMITT TRIGGERED) 

V1H1 Logic High o.9 Vee v 
V1L1 Logic Low 0.1 Vee v 
ALL OTHER INPUTS 

V1H2 Logic High 0.1 Vee v 
V1L2 Logic Low 0.2Vee v 
lu Input Leakage Current ±1 µA 

c, Input Capacitance 10 pF 

C10 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS CMOS OPERATION 

VoH1 Logic High loH = -10 µA Vee - 0.1 v 
Vm1 Logic Low loH = 10 µA 0.1 v 
VoH2 Port A/8 Drive, CK2 loH = -7 mA, Vee= 5.0V 2.4 v 
Vm2 

(Ao-A15. 810, 811. 812. 815) loL = 3 mA 0.4 v 
VoH3 Other Port Pin Drive, WO (open loH = -1.6 mA, Vee = 5.0V 2.4 v 
VoL3 

drain) (80-89, 813. 814, Po-P3) loL = 0.5 mA 0.4 v 
VoH4 ST1 and ST2 Drive loH = -6 mA, Vee= 5.0V 2.4 v 
VoL4 loL = 1.6 mA 0.4 v 
VRAM RAM Keep-Alive Voltage 2.5 v 
loz TRI-ST ATE Leakage Current ±5 µA 

'Note: lcc1• lcc2• lcc3 measured with no external drive (loH and loL = 0, l1H and l1L = 0). 
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AC Electrical Characteristics 
Vee = 5.ov ± 10%, fe = 17.o MHz, TA = o·c to + 70°C for HPC46040, -40°C to + 85°C for HPC36040 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max 

fe = CKI freq. Operating Frequency 2 17.0 

te1 = 1/fe Clock Period 59 

tc = 2/fe Timing Cycle 118 120 

tLL = %te - 9 ALE Pulse Width 50 60 

tsr=%te-6 Address Valid to ALE Trailing Edge 23 30 

twAIT = te = ws Wait State Period 118 120 

1 
fx1N=-- External Timer Input Frequency 877 

19 te1 

tx1N = 3 te1 Pulse Width for Timer Inputs 180 

1 
fxour = --

16te1 
Timer Output Frequency 1.04 

1 
fMw=-- External MICROWIRE/PLUS 

877 19 te1 
Clock Input Frequency 

1 
fu=-- External UART Clock Input Frequency 877 

19 te1 

toc1c2 CK2 Delay from CK1 55 

Read Cycle Timing with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max 

tARR = % te - 5 ALE Trailing Edge to RD Falling Edge 24 

tRw = % te + ws - 10 RD Pulse Width 167 

toR = %te -15 Data Hold after Rising Edge of RD 0 75 

tAce = te + ws - 55 Address Valid to Input Data Valid 181 

tRo = % te + ws - 65 RD Falling Edge to Data in Valid 112 

tRoA = tc - 5 RD Rising Edge to Address Valid 111 

tvPR = % te - 5 Address Valid from ALE 
24 35 

Trailing Edge Prior to RD 

Write Cycle Timing with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max 

tARW = %te - 5 ALE Trailing Edge to 
54 

WR Falling Edge 

tww = % tc + WS - 15 WR Pulse Width 192 

tHw = %te- 5 Data Hold after 
24 

Trailing Edge of WR 

tv = % te + ws - 5 Data Valid before 
172 

Trailing Edge of WR 

tvpw = % te + 20 Address Valid from 
50 

Trailing Edge Prior to WR 

Note: Bus Output (Port A) CL= 100 pF, CK2 Output CL= 50 pF, other Outputs CL = 80 pF. 
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Units 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

kHz 

ns 

MHz 

kHz 

kHz 

ns 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



Ready /Hold Timing fc = 16.78 MHz with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

toAR = % tc + ws - 50 Falling Edge of ALE 
100 ns 

to Falling Edge of ROY 

tRwP = tc ROY Pulse Width 120 ns 

tsALE = 1j4tc + 40 Falling Edge of HLD 
70 ns 

to Rising Edge of ALE 

tHwP = tc + 10 HLD Pulse Width 130 ns 

tHAD Rising Edge on HLD to 
120 ns 

Rising Edge on HLDA 

tHAE = tc + 100 Falling Edge on HLD to 
220 . ns 

Falling Edge on HLDA 

tsF = tc + 30 Bus Float before 
150 

Falling Edge on HLDA 
ns 

tsE = 2 tc + 50 Bus Enable from 
290 

Rising Edge of HLD 
ns 

*Note: tHAE may be as long as (3tc + 4ws + 72tc + 90) depending on which instruction is being executed, the addressing mode and number of wait states. 

Status Timing fc = 16.78 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tsRs2 = 40 - (% tc + 25) Setup Time for ST2 on 
-15 ns 

Rising Edge of ALE 

tHRS2 = %tc -15 Hold Time for ST2 on 
75 

Rising Edge of ALE 
ns 

tsFs2 = 40 - (% tc + 25) Setup Time for ST2 on 
-15 ns 

Falling Edge of ALE 

tHFS2 = % tc - 15 Hold Time for ST2 on 
75 

Falling Edge of ALE 
ns 

tsFS1 Setup Time for ST1 on 
20 ns 

Falling Edge of RD 

tHRS1 = %tc - 15 Hold Time for ST1 on 
45 

Rising Edge of RD 
ns 

UPI Read/Write Timing 
Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tu AS Address Setup Time to 
5 ns 

Falling Edge of UPIRD 

tu AH Address Hold Time from 
5 

Rising Edge of UPIRD 
ns 

tRPW UPIRD Pulse Width 100 ns 

toE UPIRD Falling Edge to 
60 ns 

Data Out Valid 

too End of UPIRD to 
35 

Data Out Valid 
ns 

toRDY RDRDY Delay from Trailing 
70 ns 

Edge of UPIRD 

twow UPIWR Pulse Width 40 ns 

tuos Data in Valid before 
10 

Trailing Edge of UPIWR 
ns 

tuoH Data in Hold after 
15 

Trailing Edge of UPIWR 
ns 

tA WRRDY Delay from Trailing 
70 ns 

Edge of UPIWR 
Note: Bus Output (Port A) CL = 100 pF, CK2 Output CL = 50 F, other Outputs CL = 80 pF. 
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Timing Waveforms 

CK2 Delay Timing Diagram 

CK1 

:-roc1c2 --: 

CK2 ------"'*'------x:::: 
TLIDD/8340-29 

CK2 

TL/DD/8340-2 

FIGURE 1. Write Cycle 

CK2 ----,., ___ _. 

i----

CKI 

ALE 

i-----tRw·-------<~t-----IRDA __ _ 

TL/DD/8340-3 

FIGURE 2. Read Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

CK2 

CKI 

ALE TRI-STATE 

110------"""4. ADDR 

iii 

ROY 

TL/DD/8340-4 

FIGURE 3. Ready Mode Timing 

CK2_J L 
CKI 

ALE 

i----•sm---j 

Hlo ! .. ________ _ 
__ ::::::_-_-_'_HW_P:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.::-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-=.~-IHAD,_ ______ Jt _____________ _ 

HLDA \ ' 
I --------IHAE--------1 I 

110 -------~)>-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-::~,-,F~~~~~~~~~-_-...,,-+j--_..;T~Rl.;.·ST;;;;AT.;.E __ -+i .. -.~~~~~~~~~-,BE~~~~~~~~~:GC 
TL/DD/8340-5 

FIGURE 4. Hold Mode Timing 

ALE 

ST2 

TL/DD/8340-6 

-tRw-

Sll 

TL/DD/8340-7 

FIGURE 5. Status Timing 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

UPIAO ---------------C~ ::~: ~>-----
IJJSlfi1l 1--IU-AS-~-----IR-PW~~~~~~-=,,v-- ... 

TRI-STATE TRI-STATE I 
PORT A ___ ...-,.....,.._ ________ -.;,;.;.;;,;~-1---10-E--1--4~ DATA OUT \.__-

VALID ~ 

1-too-j 

1-tonov~,.--Rnm ;:::\ _! 

~\ y--------
---~ TL/DD/8340-8 

FIGURE 6. UPI Read Timing 

t-:wow--y 
_.1,J~ .... -1 

-
----------TR-1·.-ST.-AT-.E ----<If DATA IN )'---------------PORT A \ VALID . r 

WRRDY--r'.,, _1~ _ .. J ~-----
HPC RD (INT) \_,Y--

TL/DD/8340-9 

FIGURE 7. UPI Write Timing 

Pin Descriptions 
The HPC16040 is available in 68-pin PCC and LCC pack
ages, and a 48-pin ceramic DIP. 

l/OPORTS 

Port A is a 16-bit bidirectional 1/0 port with a data direction 
register to enable each separate pin to be individually de
fined as an input or output. When accessing external memo
ry, port A is used as the multiplexed address/data bus. 

Port 8 is a 16-bit port with 12 bits of bidirectional 1/0 similar 
in structure to Port A. Pins B 1 O, 811, B 12 and B 15 are gen
eral purpose outputs only in this mode. Port B may also be 
configured via a 16-bit function register 8FUN to individually 
allow each pin to have an alternate function. 

80: TDX UART Data Output 
81: 
82: CKX 
83: T210 

UART Clock (Input or Output) 
Timer2 1/0 Pin 

84: T310 Timer3 1/0 Pin 
85: SO MICROWIRE/PLUS Output 
86: SK MICROWIRE/PLUS Clock (Input or Output) 
87: HLDA Hold Acknowledge Output 
88: TSO Timer Synchronous Output 
89: TS1 Timer Synchronous Output 
810: UAO Address 0 Input for UPI Mode 
811: WRRDY Write Ready Output for UPI Mode 
812: 
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813: 
814: 
815: 

TS2 
TS3 
RDRDY 

Timer Synchronous Output 
Timer Synchronous Output 
Read Ready Output for UPI Mode 

When accessing external memory, four bits of port B 
are used as follows: 

810: ALE Address Latch Enable Output 
811: WR Write Output 
812: HBE High Byte Enable Output/Input 

(sampled at reset) 
815: RD Read Output 

Port I is an 8-bit input port that can be read as general 
purpose inputs and is also used for the following functions: 

10: 
11: NMI Nonmaskable Interrupt Input 
12: INT2 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture/URD 
13: INT3 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture/UWR 
14: INT4 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture 
15: SI MICROWIRE/PLUS Data Input 
16: ROX UART Data Input 
17: 

Port D is an 8-bit input port that can be used as general 
purpose digital inputs. 

Port P is a 4-bit output port that can be used as general 
purpose data, or selected to be controlled by timers 4 



Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

NC (no connection) unused at this time. through 7 in order to generate frequency, duty cycle and 
pulse width modulated outputs. 

POWER SUPPLY PINS 

EXM External memory enable (active high) disables 
internal ROM and maps it to external memory. 

Vee Positive Power Supply (3V to 5.5V) 

GND Ground for On-Chip Logic 

El External interrupt with vector address 
FFF1 :FFFO. (active high) 

DGND Ground for Output Buffers 
Note: There are two electrically connected Vee pins on the chip, GND and 

DGND are electrically isolated. Both Vee pins and both ground pins 
must be used. 

EXUI External interrupt which is internally OR'ed with 
the UART interrupt with vector address 
FFF3:FFF2 (Active Low). 

CLOCK PINS Connection Diagrams 
CKI The Chip System Clock Input Plastic and Leadless Chip Carriers 
CKO The Chip System Clock Output (inversion of CKI) 

Pins CKI and CKO are usually connected across an external 
crystal. 

CK2 Clock Output (CKI divided by 2) 

OTHER PINS 

WO This is an active low open drain output that sig
nals an illegal situation has been detected by the 
Watch Dog logic. 

ST1 Bus Cycle Status Output: indicates first opcode 
fetch. 

ST2 Bus Cycle Status Output: indicates machine 
states (skip, interrupt and first instruction cycle). 

RESET is an active low input that forces the chip to re
start and sets the ports in a TRI-STATE® mode. 

ADY /HLD has two uses, selected by a software bit. It's ei
ther a READY input to extend the bus cycle for 
slower memories, or a HOLD request input to put 
the bus in a high impedance state for OMA pur
poses. 

17 
15 

Do 
D1 
Dz 
03 
El 

04 
Os 
05 
07 

EXM 
Po 
P1 
P2 
P3 

NC 

14 12 EXUI Bl B3 Bs B1 GND 
Is 13 Vee Bo Bz B4 B5 WO CKI 

B1s B13 B11 Bg Als A13 All Ag Vee 
B14 B12 B10 Ba A14 A12 A10 As 

Top View 

CKO 
lo 
11 
ST1 
ST2 
RESET 
Ao 
Al 
Az 
A3 
A4 
As 
As 
A1 
ROY /HLD 
CK2 
DGNO 

TL/DD/8340-10 

Order Number HPC16040E or V 
See NS Package Number E68B or V68A 

Pin Grid Array Pinout 

LINDEX MARK 

7 15 13 Ycc2 Bo B2 B4 Bs WO CK1 

®0®@G)@>@@@ 
Is 14 12 EXUI B1 B3 Bs B1 GND 

17@ @@@@@@@@@ @CKO 

Do@ @D1 lo@ @ 11 
D2 ~ @ D3 ST1 @ @ ST2 

El@ @o4 RESET@ @Ao 

Ds@ @Os A1 ® @A2 

07 @ @ EXM A3 @l @ A4 

Po@ @ P1 As@ @As 

P2 @ @ P3 A1 @ @ ~~6/ 
NC@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ DcND 

B14B12B10 Ba A14A12A10 Aa CK2 

@@@@@@@@@ 
B15 B13B11 Bg A15 A13 A11 Ag V cc 

Top View 
(looking down on component side of PC Board) 

Order Number HPC16040U 
See NS Package Number U68A 
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Ports A and B 
The highly flexible A and B ports are similarly structured. 
The Port A (see Figure !J), consists of a data register and a 
direction register. Port B (see Figure 10) has an alternate 
function register in addition to the data and direction regis
ters. All the control registers are read/write registers. 

The associated direction registers allow the port pins to be 
individually programmed as inputs or outputs. Port pins se
lected as inputs, are placed in a TRI-STATE mode by reset
ting corresponding bits in the direction register . 

A write operation to a port pin configured as an input causes 
the value to be written into the data register, a read opera
tion returns the value of the pin. Writing to port pins config
ured as outputs causes the pins to have the same value, 
reading the pins returns the value of the data register . 

Primary and secondary functions are multiplexed onto Port 
B through the alternate function register (BFUN). The sec
ondary functions are enabled by setting the corresponding 
bits in the BFUN register. 

Operating Modes 
To offer the user a variety of 1/0 and expanded memory 
options, the HPC16040 has four operating modes. The four 
modes are Single-Chip, Expanded, Single-Chip ROMless, 
and Expanded ROMless. The four modes are determined by 
the state of both the External Memory (EXM) pin and the 
External Access (EA) bit in the PSW Register. The 
HPC16040 System bus consists of port A and four bits of 
port B. Port A is defined as the address/data bus and the 
four bits of port B are referred to as the control bus. 
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SINGLE-CHIP MODE 

In this mode, the HPC16040 functions as a self-contained 
microcomputer. It can address internal memory consisting 
of 256 bytes of RAM and 4 kbytes of ROM. All ports are 
configured as memory mapped 1/0 ports. The HPC16040 
reads 8 bits or 16 bits of data from the ports, depending on 
whether a byte or word format instruction is used (see Fig
ure 11). The EXM pin and EA bit of the PSW Register are 
both logic "O" during Single-Chip mode signifying that on
chip ROM is being addressed and the range is limited to 4k 
(see Table II). 

TABLE II. Operating Modes 

External Memory External Access 
Operation Mode 

Pin (EXM) Bit (EA) 

0 0 Single Chip 

0 1 Expanded 

1 0 Single Chip ROMless 

1 1 Expanded ROMless 

EXPANDED MODE 

The Expanded mode (see Figures 12 and 13) is entered by 
setting the EA bit in the PSW Register. The HPC16040 can 
operate within the full 64 kbytes of address space. The 64 
kbytes of addressable memory includes all on-chip memory 
because the EXM pin is grounded during this mode. The 
external memory may be any combination of RAM and 
ROM. External memory can be accessed with the data bus 
defined as either 8 bits wide or 16 bits wide. The System 
bus may be configured in the 8-bit mode by pulling the HBE 
pin high at reset. Upon entering the expanded mode, port A 



Operating Modes (Continued) 

PORTA bit 
(CATA REGISTER) 

WRITE PORT 

READ DIRA 

(DIRECTION 
REGISTER) 

WRITE REGISTER 

SELECT 

FIGURE 9. Port A: 1/0 Structure 

PORT B BIT 
(DATA REGISTER) 1-----------M 

READ DIR B 

WRITE DIR B 

READ PORT B 

WRITE Bf"UN 

TL/DD/8340-13 

~~~~R~~~ READ Bf"UN TL/DD/8340-32 

FIGURE 10a. Structure of Port B Pins BO, 81, 82, 85, 86 and 87 (Typical Pins) 
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Operating Modes (Continued) 

BFUN BIT 
(ALT. FUNCTION 

REGISTER) 

WRITE BFUN 

READ PORT B 

WRITE DIR B 

b1~~R~t~ READ DIR B TL/DD/8340-33 

FIGURE 10b. Structure of Port B Pins 83, 84, BB, 89, 813 and 814 (Timer Synchronous Pins) 

PORT B BIT 

(DATA REGISTER) ------~ 

WRITE PORT B 

READ DIR B 

WRITE DIR B 

READ PORT B 

BFUN BIT (ALTERNATE ____ __, 

FUNCTION) 

WRITE BFUN 

B12 (•HBE)ONLY ·-- ------------· 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

MODE 16-BIT : 
I 

------------· 
MODE 

EXPANDED 
OR ROMLESS 

b1~~~t~ READ BFUN TL/DD/8340-34 

FIGURE 10c. Structure of Port B Pins 810, 811, 812 and 815 (Pins with Bus Control Roles) 
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Operating Modes (Continued) 

becomes the Address/Data bus. Four bits of port B become 
ALE, WR, HBE and RD signals. The RD and WR signals are 
generated only if the selected address is off-chip. The HBE 
is generated only in the 16-bit bus configuration. 

ROMless MODES 

EXM 

There are two ROMless modes; Single-Chip ROMless and 
Expanded ROMless. Both ROMless modes are entered by 
pulling the EXM pin high, (see Figure 12 and 13). The EA bit 
in the PSW Register determines whether the HPC16040 ad
dresses the Single-Chip memory range of 4 kbytes or the 
Expanded range of 64 kbytes, (see Table II for this informa
tion). In both ROM less modes, the HPC16040 continues to 
use the internal 256 bytes of RAM. The external 4k or 64k of 
addressed memory may be any combination of RAM and 
ROM. The address space corresponding to internal ROM is 
mapped into external memory. FIGURE 11. Single-Chip Mode 
Note: The HPC16040 uses 16-bit words for stack memory. Therefore, when 

using the 8-bit mode, User's Stack must be in internal RAM. 

ROM LESS 

"1"-

EXPANDED 

°1:DE 

EXM 

WR 1--------------+1 WR 

ALE--------. 

HPC16040 

PORT P 

-H,..B_E ____ ,.PORT A 

+5V 

FIGURE 12. 8-Bit External Memory 
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Operating Modes (Continued) 

ROM LESS 

"1"-

EXPANDED 
MODE 

°""1. 
EXM 

HPC16040 

PORT P Ao-A1 

HBE Rii WR 

Da-D15 

iiiiM-----. 

MEMORY WR 

cs M---+-+--. 

TL/DD/8340-17 

FIGURE 13. 16·Blt External Memory 

Wait States 
The HPC16040 provides four software selectable Wait 
States that allow access to slower memories. The Wait 
States are selected by the state of two bits in the PSW 
register. Additionally, the ROY input may be used to extend 
the instruction cycle, allowing the user to interface with slow 
memories and peripherals. 

Power Save Modes 
Two power saving modes are available on the HPC16040: 
HALT and IDLE. In the HALT mode, all processor activities 
are stopped. In the IDLE mode, the on-board oscillator and 
timer TO are active but all other processor activities are 
stopped. In either mode, all on-board RAM, registers and 
1/0 are unaffected. 

HALT MODE 

The HPC16040 is placed in the HALT mode under software 
control by setting bits in the PSW. All processor activities, 
including the clock and timers, are stopped. In the HALT 
mode, power requirements for the HPC16040 are minimal 
and the applied voltage (Vee) may be decreased without 
altering the state of the machine. There are two ways of 
exiting the HALT mode: via the RESET or the NMI. The 
RESET input reinitializes the processor. Use of the NMI in
put will generate a vectored interrupt and resume operation 
from that point with no initialization. The HALT mode can be 
enabled or disabled by means of a control register HALT 
enable. To prevent accidental use of the HALT mode the 
HALT enable register can be modified only once. 
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IDLE MODE 

The HPC16040 is placed in the IDLE mode through the 
PSW. In this mode, all processor activity, except the on
board oscillator and Timer TO, is stopped. External interrupt 
(EXUI) is shared with the UART interrupt. This interrupt is 
level-low sensitive. To select this interrupt disable the ERi 
and ETI UART interrupt bits in the ENUI register. To select 
the UART interrupt leave this pin floating or tie it high. As 
with the HALT mode, the processor is returned to full opera
tion by the RESET or NMI inputs, but without waiting for 
oscillator stabilization. A timer TO overflow will also cause 
the HPC16040 to resume normal operation. 

HPC16040 Interrupts 
Complex interrupt handling is easily accomplished by the 
HPC16040's vectored interrupt scheme. There are eight 
possible interrupt sources as shown in Table Ill. 

TABLE Ill. Interrupts 

Vector Interrupt Arbitration 
Address Source Ranking 

$FFFF:FFFE RESET 0 
$FFFD:FFFC Nonmaskable external on 1 

rising edge of 11 pin 
$FFFB:FFFA External interrupt on 12 pin 2 
$FFF9:FFFB External interrupt on 13 pin 3 
$FFF7:FFF6 External interrupt on 14 pin 4 
$FFF5:FFF4 Overflow on internal timers 5 
$FFF3:FFF2 Internal on the UART 

transmit/receive complete 6 
or external on EXUI 

$FFF1:FFFO External interrupt on El pin 7 



Interrupt Arbitration 
The HPC16040 contains arbitration logic to determine which 
interrupt will be serviced first if two or more interrupts occur 
simultaneously. The arbitration ranking is given in Table Ill. 
The interrupt on Reset has the highest rank and is serviced 
first. 

Interrupt Processing 
Interrupts are serviced after the current instruction is com
pleted except for the RESET, which is serviced immediately. 

RESET and EXUI are level-LOW-sensitive interrupts and El 
is level-HIGH-sensitive. All other interrupts are edge-sensi
tive. NMI is positive-edge sensitive. The external interrupts 
on 12, 13 and 14 can be software selected to be rising or 
falling edge. 

Interrupt Control Registers 
The HPC16040 allows the various interrupt sources and 
conditions to be programmed. This is done through the vari
ous control registers. A brief description of the different con
trol registers is given below. 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (ENIR) 

RESET and the External Interrupt on 11 are non-maskable 
interrupts. The other interrupts can be individually enabled 
or disabled. Additionally, a Global Interrupt Enable Bit in the 
ENIR Register allows the Maskable interrupts to be collec
tively enabled or disabled. Thus, in order for a particular 
interrupt to be serviced, both the individual enable bit and 
the Global Interrupt bit (GIE) have to be set. 

INTERRUPT PENDING REGISTER (IRPD) 

The IRPD register contains a bit allocated for each interrupt 
vector. The occurrence of specified interrupt trigger condi
tions causes the appropriate bit to be set. There is no indi
cation of the order in which the interrupts have been re
ceived. The bits are set independently of the fact that the 
interrupts may be disabled. IRPD is a Read/Write register. 
The bits corresponding to the maskable, external interrupts 

are normally cleared by the HPC16040 after servicing the 
interrupts. 

For the interrupts from the on-board peripherals, the user 
has the responsibility of resetting the interrupt pending flags 
through software. 

The NMI bit is read only and 12, 13, and 14 are designed as to 
only allow a zero to be written to the pending bit (writing a 
one has no affect). A LOAD IMMEDIATE instruction is to be 
the only instruction used to clear a bit or bits in the IRPD 
register. This allows a mask to be used, thus ensuring that 
the other pending bits are not affected. 

INTERRUPT CONDITION REGISTER (IRCD) 

Three bits of the register select the input polarity of the 
external interrupt on 12, 13, and 14. 

Servicing the Interrupts 
The Interrupt, once acknowledged, pushes the program 
counter (PC) onto the stack thus incrementing the stack 
pointer (SP) twice. The Global Interrupt Enable bit (GIE) is 
copied into the CGIE bit of the PSW register; it is then reset, 
thus disabling further interrupts. The program counter is 
loaded with the contents of the memory at the vector ad
dress and the processor resumes operation at this point. At 
the end of the interrupt service routine, the user does a 
RETI instruction to pop the stack and re-enable interrupts if 
the CGIE bit is set, or RET to just pop the stack if the CGIE 
bit is clear, and then returns to the main program. The GIE 
bit can be set in the interrupt service routine to nest inter
rupts if desired. Figure 14 shows the Interrupt Enable Logic. 

Reset 
The RESET input initializes the processor and sets ports A, 
B, and Pin the TRI-STATE condition. RESET is an active
low Schmitt trigger input. The processor vectors to 
FFFF:FFFE and resumes operation at the address con
tained at that memory location (which must correspond to 
an on board location). 

RESET----------------------------

NMI 11 --------

12 ---------. 

12 13 14 
INT INT INT 

LSB REG: ENIR MSB 

Tl/DD/8340-18 

FIGURE 14. Interrupt Enable Logic 
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Timer Overview 
The HPC16040 contains a powerful set of flexible timers 
enabling the HPC16040 to perform extensive timer func
tions; not usually associated with microcontrollers. 

The HPC16040 contains eight 16-bit timers. Each timer has 
an associated 16-bit register. Timer TO is a free-running tim
er, counting up at a fixed CKl/16 (Clock lnput/16) rate. It is 
used for Watch Dog logic, high speed event capture, and to 
exit from the IDLE mode. Consequently, it cannot be 
stopped or written to under software control. Timer TO per
mits precise measurements by means of the capture regis
ters 12CR, 13CR, and 14CR. A control bit in the register 
TMMODE configures timer T1 and its associated register 
R1 as capture registers 13CR and 12CR. The capture regis
ters 12CR, 13CR, and 14CR respectively, record the value of 
timer TO when specific events occur on the interrupt pins 12, 
13, and 14. The control register IRCD programs the capture 
registers to trigger on either a rising edge or a falling edge of 
its respective input. The specified edge can also be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt (see Figure 15). 

The timers T2 and T3 have selectable clock rates. The 
clock input to these two timers may be selected from the 
following two sources: an external pin, or derived internally 
by dividing the clock input. Timer T2 has additional capabili
ty of being clocked by the timer T3 underflow. This allows 
the user to cascade timers T3 and T2 into a 32-bit timer/ 
counter. The control register DIVBY programs the clock in
put to timers T2 and T3 (see Figure 16). 

The timers T1 through T7 in conjunction with their registers 
form Timer-Register pairs. The registers hold the pulse du
ration values. All the Timer-Register pairs can be read from 
or written to. Each timer can be started or stopped under 
software control. Once enabled, the timers count down, and 
upon underflow, the contents of its associated register are 
automatically loaded into the timer . 

I 
N 
T 
E 
R 
N 
A 
L 

TO WATCHDOG 

f 
___ J 

r- --. 
R1 I 

Li-r~ I 
..J Lr I 

r-V • .,._ _____ ...1 

n I 
L ...----. T1 UNFL 

•t:..CKl/16 

FIGURE 15. Timers TO-T1 Block 

SYNCHRONOUS OUTPUTS 

14 

12 

TL/DD/8340-19 

The flexible timer structure of the HPC16040 simplifies 
pulse generation and measurement. There are four syn
chronous timer outputs (TSO through TS3) that work in con
junction with the timer T2. The synchronous timer outputs 
can be used either as regular outputs or individually pro
grammed to toggle on timer T2 underflows (see Figure 16). 

Timer/register pairs 4-7 form four identical units which can 
generate synchronous outputs on port P (see Figure 11). 

1-----TS1 

1------TS2 

1------TS3 

TL/DD/8340-20 

FIGURE 16. Timers T2-T3 Block 
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Timer Overview (Continued) 

T4-T7 

t--U-NF_L_.,.r:1.__... T4-T7 

~OUT 

CKl/16 

Timer-Register pairs 4 through 7 are Identical. 

TL/DD/8340-21 

FIGURE 17. Timers T 4-T7 Block 

Timer Registers 
There are four control registers that program the timers. The 
divide by (DIVBY) register programs the clock input to tim
ers T2 and T3. The timer mode register (TMMODE) contains 
control bits to start and stop timers T1 through T3. It also 
contains bits to latch and enable interrupts from timers TO 
through T3. The control register PWMODE similarly pro
grams the pulse width timers T 4 through T7 by allowing 
them to be started, stopped, and to latch and enable inter
rupts on underflows. The PORTP register contains bits to 
preset the outputs and enable the synchronous timer output 
functions. 

Timer Applications 
The use of Pulse Width Timers for the generation of various 
waveforms is easily accomplished by the HPC16040. 

Frequencies can be generated by using the timer/register 
pairs. A square wave is generated when the register value is 
a constant. The duty cycle can be controlled simply by 
changing the register value. 

T20UT 

TL/DD/8340-22 

FIGURE 18. Square Wave Frequency Generation 

Synchronous outputs based on Timer T2 can be generated 
on the 4 outputs TSO-TS3. Each output can be individually 
programmed to toggle on T2 underflow. Register R2 con
tains the time delay between events. Figure 19 is an exam
ple of synchronous pulse train generation. 

Watch Dog Logic 
The Watch Dog Logic monitors the operations taking place 
and signals upon the occurrence of any illegal activity. The 
illegal conditions that trigger the Watch Dog logic are poten
tially infinite loops and illegal addresses. Should the Watch 
Dog register not be written to before Timer TO overflows 
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FIGURE 19. Synchronous Pulse Generation 

twice, or more often than once every 4096 counts, an infi
nite loop condition is assumed to have occurred. An illegal 
condition also occurs when the processor generates an off
chip address when in the Single-Chip mode. The illegal con
dition forces the Watch Out (WO) pin low. The WO pin is an 
open drain output and can be connected to the RESET or 
NMI inputs or to the users external logic. 

MICROWIRE/PLUS 
MICROWIRE/PLUS is used for synchronous serial data 
communications (see Figure 20"). MICROWIRE/PLUS has 
an 8-bit parallel-loaded, serial shift register using SI as the 
input and SO as the output. SK is the clock for the serial 
shift register (SIO). The SK clock signal can be provided by 
an internal or external source. The internal clock rate is pro
grammable by the DIVBY register. A DONE flag indicates 
when the data shift is completed. 

TL/DD/8340-24 

FIGURE 20. MICROWIRE/PLUS 

The MICROWIRE/PLUS capability enables it to interface 
with any of National Semiconductor's MICROWIRE periph
erals (i.e., AID converters, display drivers, EEPROMs). 
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MICROWIRE/PLUS Operation 
The HPC16040 can enter the MICROWIRE/PLUS mode as 
the master or a slave. A control bit in the IRCD register 
determines whether the HPC16040 is the master or slave. 
The shift clock is generated when the HPC16040 is config
ured as a master. An externally generated shift clock on the 
SK pin is used when the HPC16040 is configured as a slave. 
When the HPC16040 is a master, the DIVBY register pro
grams the frequency of the SK clock. The DIVBY register 
allows the SK clock frequency to be programmed in 15 se
lectable steps from 64 Hz to 1 MHz with CKI at 16.0 MHz. 

The contents of the SIO register may be accessed through 
any of the memory access instructions. Data waiting to be 
transmitted in the SIO registet is clocked out on the falling 
edge of the SK clock. Serial data on the SI pin is clocked in 
on the rising edge of the SK clock. 

MICROWIRE/PLUS Application 
Figure 21 illustrates a MICROWIRE/PLUS arrangement for 
an automotive application. The microcontroller-based sys-

B& - Ba 1------..., 

HPC16040 #1 
MASTER 

tern could be used to interface to an instrument cluster and 
various parts of the automobile. The diagram shows two 
HPC16040 microcontrollers interconnected to other Ml
CROWIRE peripherals. HPC16040 # 1 is set up as the mas
ter and initiates all data transfers. HPC16040 # 2 is set up 
as a slave answering to the master. 

The master microcontroller interfaces the operator with the 
system and could also manage the instrument cluster in an 
automotive application. Information is visually presented to 
the operator by means of a VF display controlled by the 
COP470 display driver. The data to be displayed is sent 
serially to the COP470 over the MICROWIRE/PLUS link. 
Data such as accumulated mileage could be stored and re
trieved from the EEPROM COP494. The slave HPC16040 
could be used as a fuel injection processor and generate 
timing signals required to operate the fuel valves. The mas
ter processor could be used to periodically send updated 
values to the slave via the MICROWIRE/PLUS link. To 
speed up the response, chip select logic is implemented by 
connecting an output from the master to the external inter
rupt input on the slave. 

HPC16040 #2 
SLAVE 

SYSTEM 
1/0 

SYSTEM 
110 

... -----..12 
SI 1+------+-.... ----tSD 

SO SI 

SK SK 

DISPLAY DRIVER 

SK 

DI 
.__----tDD 

COP494 

.__----.. cs 

E2 ROM 

FIGURE 21. MICROWIRE/PLUS Application 
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HPC16040 UART 
The HPC16040 contains a software programmable UART. 
The UART (see Figure 22) consists of a transmit shift regis
ter, a receiver shift register and five addressable registers, 
as follows: a transmit buffer register (TBUF), a receiver buff
er register (RBUF), a UART control and status register 
(ENU), a UART receive control and status register (ENUR) 
and a UART interrupt and clock source register (ENUI). The 
ENU register contains flags for transmit and receive func
tions; this register also determines the length of the data 
frame (8 or 9 bits) and the value of the ninth bit in transmis
sion. The ENUR register flags framing and data overrun er
rors while the UART is receiving. Other functions of the 
ENUR register include saving the ninth bit received in the 
data frame and enabling or disabling the UART's Wake-up 
Mode of operation. The determination of an internal or ex
ternal clock source is done by the ENUI register, as well as 
selecting the number of stop bits and enabling or disabling 
transmit and receive interrupts. 

The baud rate clock for the Receiver and Transmitter can 
be selected for either an internal or external source using 
two bits in the ENUI register. The internal baud rate is pro
grammed by the DIVBY register. The baud rate may be se
lected from a range of 8 Hz to 64 kHz in binary steps or T3 
underflow. By selecting a 9.83 MHz crystal, all standard 
baud rates from 75 baud to 38.4 kBaud can be generated. 
The external baud clock source comes from the CKX pin. 
The Transmitter and Receiver can be run at different rates 
by selecting one to operate from the internal clock and the 
other from an external source. 

The HPC16040 UART supports two data formats. The first 
format for data transmission consists of one start bit, eight 
data bits and one or two stop bits. The second data format 
for transmission consists of one start bit, nine data bits, and 
one or two stop bits. Receiving formats differ from transmis
sion only in that the Receiver always requires only one stop 
bit in a data frame. 

UART Wake-up Mode 
The HPC16040 UART features a Wake-up Mode of opera
tion. This mode of operation enables the HPC16040 to be 
networked with other processors. Typically in such environ
ments, the messages consist of addresses and actual data. 
Addresses are specified by having the ninth bit in the data 
frame set to 1. Data in the message is specified by having 
the ninth bit in the data frame reset to 0. 

The UART monitors the communication stream looking for 
addresses. When the data word with the ninth bit set is 
received, the UART signals the HPC16040 with an interrupt. 
The processor then examines the content of the receiver 
buffer to decide whether it has been addressed and whether 
to accpet subsequent data. 
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FIGURE 22. UART Block Diagram 
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Universal Peripheral Interface 
The Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI) allows the 
HPC16040 to be used as an intelligent peripheral to another 
processor. The UPI could thus be used to tightly link two 
HPC16040's and set up systems with very high data ex
change rates. -Another area of application could be where a 
HPC16040 is programmed as an intelligent peripheral to a 
host system such as the Series 32000 microprocessor. FIG
URE 23 illustrates how a HPC16040 could be used an an 
intelligent peripherial for a Series 32000-based application. 

The interface consists of a Data Bus (port A), a Read Strobe 
(URD), a Write Strobe (UWR), a Read Ready Line (RDRDY), 
a Write Ready Line (WRRDY) and one Address Input (UAO). 
The data bus can be either eight or sixteen bits wide. 

The URD and UWR inputs may be used to interrupt the 
HPC16040. The RDRDY and WRRDY outputs may be used 
to interrupt the host processor. 

The UPI contains an Input Buffer (IBUF), an Output Buffer 
(OBUF) and a Control Register (UPIC). In the UPI mode, 
port A on the HPC16040 is the data bus. UPI can only be 
used if the HPC16040 is in the Single-Chip mode. 

Shared Memory Support 
Shared memory access provides a rapid technique to ex
change data. It is effective when data is moved from a pe
ripheral to memory or when data is moved between blocks 
of memory. A related area where shared memory access 
proves effective is in multiprocessing applications where 
two CPUs share a common memory block. The HPC16040 
supports shared memory access with two pins. The pins are 
the RDY IHLD input pin and the HLDA output pin. The user 
can software select either the Hold or Ready function by the 
state of a control bit. The HLDA output is multiplexed onto 
port B. 

The host uses DMA to interface with the HPC16040. The 
host initiates a data transfer by activating the HLD input of 
the HPC16040. In response, the HPC16040 places its sys
tem bus in a TRI-STATE Mode, freeing it for use by the host. 
The host waits for the acknowledge signal (HLDA) from the 
HPC16040 indicating that the sytem bus is free. On receiv
ing the acknowledge, the host can rapidly transfer data into, 
or out of, the shared memory by using a conventional DMA 
controller. Upon completion of the message transfer, the 
host removes the HOLD request and the HPC16040 re
sumes normal operations . 

FIGURE 24 illustrates an application of the shared memory 
interface between the HPC16040 and a Series 32000 sys
tem. 

Memory 
The HPC16040 has been designed to offer flexibility in 
memory usage. A total address space of 64 kbytes can be 
addressed with 4096 bytes of ROM and 256 bytes of RAM 
available on the chip itself. The ROM may contain program 
instructions, constants or data. The ROM and RAM share 
the same address space allowing instructions to be execut
ed out of RAM. 

Program memory addressing is accomplished by the 16-bit 
program counter on a byte basis. Memory can be addressed 
directly by instructions or indirectly through the B, X and SP 
registers. Memory can be addressed as words or bytes. 
Words are always addressed on even-byte boundaries. The 
HPC16040 uses memory-mapped organization to support 
registers, 1/0 and on-chip peripheral functions. 

The HPC16040 memory address space extends to 64 
kbytes and registers and 1/0 are mapped as shown in Table 
IV. 

IR1 l+.-----------------------t RDRDY 

IR2 l+-----------------------1 WRRDY 

HPC16040 

SERIES a2000 1 ------------+--+01ao------+1 uwR SYSTEM WR .. 
•CPU 
• TCU 
•ICU 
•MEMORY 

SYSTEM 
MASTER 

ADDRESS 
DECODER 

ADDRESS BUS Ao:A23 

DATA BUS 

----UAO 

Ao 

FIGURE 23. HPC16040 as a Peripheral: {UPI Interface to Series 32000 Application) 
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Shared Memory Support (Continued) 

CPU1 

SERIES 32000 
HOST SYSTEM 

l 

J 
1 

CPU2 

REMOTE 
HPC16040 

•CPU K/L.A~~~~~~~~~~~~----')E]¢:)' 
• TCU ADDRESS/DATA BUS DP7304B 

• OMA CONTROLLER "'4" ¥ v 

--
RD, WR, ALE, HBE 

SHARED 
MEMORY 

TL/DD/8340-28 

FIGURE 24. Shared Memory Application: HPC16040 Interface to Series 32000 System 

TABLE IV. Memory Map 

FFFF:FFFO Interrupt Vectors 0128 ENUR Register 
FFEF:FFDO JSRP Vectors 0126 TBUF Register 
FFCF:FFCE 0124 RBUF Register UART 

: : On-Chip ROM 0122 ENUI Register 
F001:FOOO 0120 ENU Register 

EFFF:EFFE USER MEMORY 
0104 Port D Input Register 

: : External Expansion 
0201:0200 Memory 

OOF5:00F4 BFUN Register 
PORTSA&B 

OOF3:00F2 DIR B Register 
CONTROL 

OOF1:00FO DIR A Register I IBUF 

01FF:01FE OOE6 UPIC Register UPI CONTROL 
: : On-Chip RAM 

01C1:01CO 
OOE3:00E2 Port B 

PORTSA&B 
OOE1:00EO Port A I OBUF 

0195:0194 Watchdog Address Watchdog Logic 
DODE Microcode ROM Dump 

0192 TOCON Register 
0191:0190 TMMODE Register 
018F:018E DIVBY Register 
018D:018C T3 Timer 
018B:018A R3 Register 

Timer Block TO:T3 
0189:0188 T2Timer 

OODD:OODC HALT Enable Register 
PORT CONTROL 

OOD8 Port I Input Register 
&INTERRUPT 

OOD6 SIO Register 
CONTROL 

OOD4 IRCD Register 
REGISTERS 

OOD2 IRPD Register 
DODO ENIR Register 

0187:0186 R2 Register 
0185:0184 12CR Register/ R1 
0183:0182 13CR Register/ T1 
0181:0180 14CR Register 

OOCF:OOCE X Register 
OOCD:OOCC B Register 
OOCB:OOCA K Register 
OOC9:00C8 A Register HPC16040 CORE 

0153:0152 Port P Register OOC7:00C6 PC Register REGISTERS 
0151:0150 PWMODE Register OOC5:00C4 SP Register 
014F:014E R7 Register OOC3:00C2 (reserved) 
014D:014C T7 Timer ooco PSW Register 
014B:014A R6 Register Timer Block T 4:T7 
0149:0148 T6 Timer 
0147:0146 R5 Register 
0145:0144 T5 Timer 

OOBF:OOBE 
On-Chip 

: : USER RAM 
0001:0000 

RAM 

0143:0142 R4 Register 
0141 :0140 T4 Timer 
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HPC16040 CPU 
The HPC16040 CPU has a 16-bit ALU and six 16-bit regis
ters 

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

The ALU is 16 bits wide and can do 16-bit add, subtract and 
shift or logic AND, OR and exclusive OR in one timing cycle. 
The ALU can also output the carry bit to a 1-bit C register. 

Accumulator (A) Register 

The 16-bit A register is the source and destination register 
for most 1/0, arithmetic, logic and data memory access op
erations. 

Address (B and X) Registers 

The 16-bit B and X registers can be used for indirect ad
dressing. They can automatically count up or down to se
quence through data memory. 

Boundary (K) Register 

The 16-bit K register is used to set limits in repetitive loops 
of code as register B sequences through data memory. 

Stack Pointer (SP) Register 

The 16-bit SP register is the pointer that addresses the 
stack. The SP register is incremented by two for each push 
or call and decremented by two for each pop or return. The 
stack can be placed anywhere in user memory and be as 
deep as the available memory permits. 

Program (PC) Register 

The 16-bit PC register addresses program memory. 

Addressing Modes 
ADDRESSING MODES-ACCUMULATOR AS 
DESTINATION 

Register Indirect 

This is the "normal" mode of addressing for the HPC16040 
(instructions are single-byte). The operand is the memory 
addressed by the B register (or X register for some instruc
tions). 

Direct 

The instruction contains an 8-bit or 16-bit address field that 
directly points to the memory for the operand. 

HPC Instruction Set Description 
Mnemonic I Description 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

ADD 
ADC 
DADC 
SUBC 
DSUBC 
MULT 
DIV 

IFEQ 
IFGT 

Add 
Add with carry 
Decimal add with carry 
Subtract with carry 
Decimal subtract w/carry 
Multiply (unsigned) 
Divide (unsigned) 

If equal 
If greater than 

AND Logical and 
OR Logical or 
XOR Logical exclusive-or 

MEMORY MODIFY INSTRUCTIONS 

INC 
DECSZ 

Increment 
Decrement, skip if 0 
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Indirect 

The instruction contains an 8-bit address field. The contents 
of the WORD addressed points to the memory for the oper
and. 
Indexed 

The instruction contains an 8-bit address field and an 8- or 
16-bit displacement field. The contents of the WORD ad
dressed is added to the displacement to get the address of 
the operand. 
Immediate 

The instruction contains an 8-bit or 16-bit immediate field 
that is used as the operand. 
Register Indirect (Auto Increment and Decrement) 

The operand is the memory addressed by the X register. 
This mode automatically increments or decrements the X 
register (by 1 for bytes and by 2 for words). 
Register Indirect (Auto Increment and Decrement) with 
Conditional Skip 

The operand is the memory addressed by the B register. 
This mode automatically increments or decrements the B 
register (by 1 for bytes and by 2 for words). The B register is 
then compared with the K register. A skip condition is gener
ated if B goes past K. 

ADDRESSING MODES-DIRECT MEMORY AS 
DESTINATION 
Direct Memory to Direct Memory 

The instruction contains two 8- or 16-bit address fields. One 
field directly points to the source operand and the other field 
directly points to the destination operand. 
Immediate to Direct Memory 

The instruction contains an 8- or 16-bit address field and an 
8- or 16-bit immediate field. The immediate field is the oper
and and the direct field is the destination. 

Double Register Indirect Using the B and X Registers 

Used only with Reset, Set and IF bit instructions; a specific 
bit within the 64 kbyte address range is addressed using the 
B and X registers. The address of a byte of memory is 
formed by adding the contents of the 8 register to the most 
significant 13 bits of the X register. The specific bit to be 
modified or tested within the byte of memory is selected 
using the least significant 3 bits of register X. 

Action 

MA+ Meml --+ MA carry --+ C 
MA+ Meml + C --+ MA carry --+ C 
MA+ Meml + C --+ MA (Decimal) carry --+ C 
MA- Meml + C --+ MA carry --+ C 
MA- Meml + C --+ MA (Decimal) carry --+ C 
MA*Meml--+ MA & X, 0--+ K, 0--+ C 
MA/Meml --+ MA, rem. --+ X, 0 --+ K, 0 --+ C 

Compare MA & Meml, Do next if equal 
Compare MA & Meml, Do next if MA > Meml 

MA and Meml --+ MA 
MA or Meml --+ MA 
MA xor Meml --+ MA 

Mem + 1--+ Mem 
Mem -1 --+ Mem, Skip next if Mem = 0 



HPC Instruction Set Description (Continued) 

Mnemonic I Description I 
BIT INSTRUCTIONS 

SET Set bit 
RESET Reset bit 
IF If bit 

MEMORY TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

LO Load 
Load, incr/decr X 

ST Store to Memory 
x Exchange 

Exchange, incr/decr X 
PUSH Push Memory to Stack 
POP Pop Stack to Memory 

LOS Load A, incr/decr 8, 
Skip on condition 

XS Exchange, incr/decr 8, 
Skip on condition 

REGISTER LOAD IMMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS 

LOA Load A immediate 
LOB Load B immediate 
LOK Load K immediate 
LOX Load X immediate 
LOBK Load B and K immediate 

ACCUMULATOR AND C INSTRUCTIONS 

CLRA Clear A 
INCA Increment A 
OECA OecrementA 
COMP A Complement A 
SWAP A Swap nibbles of A 
ARCA Rotate A right thru C 
RLCA Rotate A left thru C 
SHRA Shift A right 
SHLA Shift A left 
SETC SetC 
RESETC ResetC 
IFC IFC 
IFNC IF note 

TRANSFER OF CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 

JSRP Jump subroutine from table 

JSR Jump subroutine relative 

JSRL Jump subroutine long 
JP Jump relative short 
JMP Jump relative 
JMPL Jump relative long 
JIO Jump indirect at PC + A 
JIOW 
NOP No Operation 
RET Return 
RETS Return then skip next 
RETI Return from interrupt 

Note: W is 16-bit word of memory 

MA is Accumulator A or direct memory (8 or 16-bit) 

Mem is 8-bit byte or 16-bit word of memory 

Meml is 8- or 16-bit memory or 8 or 16-bit immediate data 

imm is 8-bit or 16-bit immediate data 
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Action 

1 ~ Mam.bit (bit is O to 7 immediate) 
O~Mem.bit 

If Mam.bit is true, do next instr. 

Meml~MA 

Mem(X)~A.X ±1 (or2)~X 
A~Mem 

A~Mem 

A~Mem(X),X ±1 (or2)~X 
W ~ W(SP), SP+2 ~SP 
SP-2 ~SP, W(SP) ~ W 

Mem(8) ~A, 8 ±1(or2)~8, 
Skip next if 8 greater/less than K 

Mem(B) ~ A,8±1 (or 2) ~ 8, 
Skip next if 8 greater/less than K 

imm~A 

imm~B 

imm~K 

imm~x 

imm ~ B,imm' ~ K 

O~A 

A+ 1 ~A 
A-1~A 

1 's complement of A ~ A 
A15:12 ~ A11:8 ~ A7:4 ~ A3:0 
c~A15 ~ ... ~Ao~c 
c~A15 ~ ... ~Ao~c 
O~A15~ ... ~Ao~c 
C~A15~ ... ~Ao~o 
1~c 

o~c 

Do next if C = 1 
Do next if C = 0 

PC~ W(SP),SP+2 ~SP 
W(table#) ~PC 
PC~ W(SP),SP+2 ~ SP,PC+ #~PC 

(#is + 1025 to -1023) 
PC~ W(SP),SP+2 ~ SP,PC+ #~PC 
PC+#~ PC(# is +32to -31) 
PC+#~ PC(#is +257 to -255) 
PC+#~ PC 
PC+A+1 ~PC 

then Mem(PC) +PC ~ PC 
PC+ 1 ~PC 
SP-2 ~ SP,W(SP) ~PC 
SP-2 ~ SP,W(SP) ~PC, & skip 
SP-2 ~ SP,W(SP) ~PC, interrupt re-enabled 
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Memory Usage 
Number Of Bytes For Each Instruction (number in parenthesis is 16-Bit field) 

Using Accumulator A To Direct Memory 

Reg lndir. Direct lndir Index Imm ed. Direct Im med. 
(B) (X) * * * * ** 

LO 1 1 2(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 3(5) 5(6) 3(4) 5(6) 

x 1 1 2(4) 3 4(5) - - - - -
ST 1 1 2(4) 3 4(5) - - - - -
ADC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

SBC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
DADC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

DSBC 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

ADD 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

MULT 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

DIV 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

IFEQ 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

IFGT 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

AND 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

OR 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

XOR 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

•a-bit direct address 
• • 16-bit direct address 

Instructions that modify memory directly Immediate Load Instructions 

(B) (X) Direct lndir Index B&X lmmed. 

SET 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 1 LOB,* 2(3) 

RESET 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 1 LOX,* 2(3) 

IF 1 2 3(4) 3 4(5) 1 LOK,* 2(3) 

DECSZ 3 2 2(4) 3 4(5) LD BK,*,* 3(5) 

INC 3 2 2(4) 3 4(5) 

Register Indirect Instructions with 
Auto Increment and Decrement Instructions Using A and C Transfer of Control Instructions 

Register B With Skip CLR A 1 JSRP 1 

(B+) (B-) INC A 1 JSR 2 

DEC A 1 JSRL 3 
LOSA,* 1 1 COMP A 1 JP 1 
XSA,* 1 1 SWAP A 1 JMP 2 

RAC A 1 JMPL 3 

Register X RLC A 1 JID 1 

(X+) (X-) SHA A 1 JIDW 1 

SHL A 1 NOP 1 
LOA,* 1 1 SET c 1 RET 1 
XA,* 1 1 RESET c 1 RETS 1 

IF c 1 RETI 1 

IFN c 1 

Stack Reference Instructions 

Direct 

[ PUSH 2 
POP 2 
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Code Efficiency 
One of the most important criteria of a single chip microcon
troller is code efficiency. The more efficient the code, the 
more features that can be put on a chip. The memory size 
on a chip is fixed so if code is not efficient, features may 
have to be sacrificed or the programmer may have to buy a 
larger, more expensive version of the chip. 

The HPC16040 has been designed to be extremely code
efficient. The HPC16040 looks very good in all the standard 
coding benchmarks; however, it is not realistic to rely only 
on benchmarks. Many large jobs have been programmed 
onto the HPC16040, and the code savings over other popu
lar microcontrollers has been considerable-often the jobs 
take less than one-half the memory! 

Reasons for this saving of code include the following: 

SINGLE BYTE INSTRUCTIONS 

The majority of instructions on the HPC16040 are single
byte. There are two especially code-saving instructions: 

JP is a 1-byte jump. True, it can only jump within a range of 
plus or minus 32, but many loops and decisions are often 
within a small range of program memory. Most other micros 
need 2-byte instructions for any short jumps. 

JSRP is a 1-byte call subroutine. The user makes a table of 
his 16 most frequently called subroutines and these calls 
will only take one byte. Most other micros require two and 
even three bytes to call a subroutine. The user does not 
have to decide which subroutine addresses to put into his 
table; the assembler can give him this information. 

EFFICIENT SUBROUTINE CALLS 

The 2-byte JSR instructions can call any subroutine within 
plus or minus 1 k of program memory. 

MULTIFUNCTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA MOVE
MENT AND PROGRAM LOOPING 

The HPC16040 has single-byte instructions that perform 
multiple tasks. For example, the XS instruction will do the 
following: 

1. Exchange A and memory pointed to by the B register 

2. Increment the B register 

3. Compare the B register versus the K register 

4. Generate a conditional skip if B is greater than K 

The value of this multipurpose instruction becomes evident 
when looping through sequential areas of memory and exit
ing when the loop is finished. 

BIT MANIPULATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Any bit of memory, 1/0 or registers can be set, reset or 
tested by the single byte bit instructions. The bits can be 
addressed directly or indirectly. Since all registers and 1/0 
are mapped into the memory, it is very easy to manipulate 
specific bits to do efficient control. 

The one exception to the above is with the IRPD register. A 
LOAD IMMEDIATE instruction is to be the only instruction 
used to clear a bit or bits in this register (see Interrupt Pend
ing Register section). 
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DECIMAL ADD AND SUBTRACT 

This instruction is needed to interface with the decimal user 
world. 

It can handle both 16-bit words and B-bit bytes. 

The 16-bit capability saves code since many variables can 
be stored as one piece of data and the programmer does 
not have to break his data into two bytes. Many applications 
store most data in 4-digit variables. The HPC16040 supplies 
B-bit byte capability for 2-digit variables and literal variables. 

MULTIPLY AND DIVIDE INSTRUCTIONS 

The HPC16040 has 16-bit multiply, 16-bit by 16-bit divide, 
and 32-bit by 16-bit divide instructions. This saves both 
code and time. Multiply and divide can use immediate data 
or data from memory. The ability to multiply and divide by 
immediate data saves code since this function is often 
needed for scaling, base conversion, computing indexes of 
arrays, etc. 

Development Support 
The MOLE (Microcontroller On-Line Emulator) is a low cost 
development system and emulator for all microcontroller 
products. These include COPs, TMP, B050U and the HPC 
Family of Products. The MOLE consists of a BRAIN Board, 
Personality Board and optional host software. 

The purpose of a MOLE is to provide the user with a tool to 
write and assemble code, emulate code for the target micro
controller and assist in both the software & hardware de
bugging of the system. 

It is a self-contained computer with its own firmware which 
provides for all system operation, emulation control, com
munication, PROM programming and diagnostic operations. 

It contains three serial ports because multiple ports are usu
ally needed to optionally connect to a terminal, a host sys
tem, a printer or modem, or to connect to other MOLEs in a 
multi-MOLE environment. 

MOLE can be used in either a stand alone mode or in con
junction with selected host systems, i.e., those using CP/M 
or PC-DOS. Communicating via RS-232 port. 

Dial-A-Helper is a service provided by the MOLE applica
tions group. If a user is having difficulty in getting a MOLE to 
operate in a particular mode or it is acting peculiar, he can 
contact us via his system and a modem. He can leave mes
sages on our electronic bulletin board which we will respond 
to, or he can arrange for us to actually take control of his 
system via modem for debugging purposes. 

The applications group can then cause his system to exe
cute various commands and try to resolve the customer's 
problem by actually getting the customer's system to re
spond. 99% of the time the problem is resolved. This allows 
us to respond in minutes instead of days when applications 
help is needed. 

The system can also be used to download available applica
tions software. 
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Part Selection 
The HPC family includes devices with many different options and configurations to meet various application needs. The number 
HPC16040 has been generically used throughout this datasheet to represent the whole family of parts. The following chart 
explains how to order various options available when ordering HPC family members . 
Note: All options may not currently be available. 

H P C 1 6 0 4 0 X X X I E 1 7 

Examples 

1T L_SpeedinMHz 

L Package Type 
E = Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC) 
U = Pin Grid Array (PGA) 
V = Plastic Chip Carrier (PCC) 

ROM Information 

'----- ROM Size, 

XXXI = custom masked ROM pattern 
no designator = ROMless 

3 = ROMless 
4 = 4kROM 

..___Temperature 
4 = Commercial (O'C to + 70'C) 
3 = Industrial ( - 40'C to + 85'C) 
2 = Automotive ( -40'C to + 105'C) 
1 = Military (-55'C to + 125'C) 

FIGURE 8. HPC Family Part Numbering Scheme 

HPC46030E17 - ROM less, Commercial temp. (0°C to 70°C), LCC 

HPC16040XXX/U17- 4k masked ROM, Military temp. (-55°C to + 125°C), PGA 

HPC26040XXX/V17- 4k masked ROM, Automotive temp. (-40°C to +105°C), PCC 
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PRELIMINARY 

H PC 16400/H PC36400/HPC46400 High-Performance 
Microcontrollers with HDLC Controller 

General Description 
The HPC16400 is a member of the HPC™ family of High 
Performance microControllers. Each member of the family 
has the same identical core CPU with a unique memory and 
1/0 configuration to suit specific applications. Each part is 
fabricated in National's advanced microCMOS technology. 
This process combined with an advanced architecture pro
vides fast, flexible 1/0 control, efficient data manipulation, 
and high speed computation. 

The HPC16400 has 4 functional blocks to support a wide 
range of communication application-2 HDLC channels, 4 
channel OMA controller to facilitate data flow for the HDLC 
channels, programmable serial interface and UART. 

The serial interface decoder allows the 2 HDLC channels to 
be used with devices using interchip serial link for point-to
point & multipoint data exchanges. The decoder generates 
enable signals for the HDLC channels allowing multiplexed 
D and B channel data to be accessed. 

The HDLC channels manage the link by providing sequenc
ing using the HDLC framing along with error control and 
retransmission based upon a cyclic redundancy check 
(CRC). Multiple frame addressing, and both bit and byte 
modes of operation are supported. 

The HPC16400 is available in 68-pin PCC, LCC and PGA 
packages. 

Block Diagram 
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TIMERS(3) 
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·--------------------------------

Features 
• HPC family-core features: 

- 16-bit data bus, ALU, and registers 
- 64 kbytes of external memory addressing 
- FASTl-17.0 MHz system clock 
- High code efficiency 
- 16 x 16 multiply and 32 x 16 divide 
- Eight vectored interrupt sources 
- Four 16-bit timer/counters with WATCHDOG logic 
- MICROWIRE/PLUS serial 1/0 interface 
- CMOS-low power with two power save modes 

• Two full duplex HDLC channels 
- Optimized or X.25 and LAPD applications 
- Programmable frame address recognition 
- Up to 4.1 Mbps aggregate serial data rate 
- Built in diagnostics 

• Programmable interchip serial data decoder 
• Four channel OMA controller 
• UART -full duplex, programmable baud rate 
• 544 kbytes of extended addressing 
• Easy interface to National's 'U' and 'S' transceiver

TP3400, TP3410 and TP3420 
• Wide voltage supply range: 3 to 5.5V 
• Industrial (-40°C to +B5°C) and military (-55°C to 

+ 125°C) temperature ranges 

PORT I PORT A PORT B PORT R 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Vee with Respect to GND -0.5V to 7.0V 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ All Other Pins (Vee + 0.5)V to (GND - 0.5)V 
Distributors for avallablllty and specifications . 

Note: Absolute maximum ratings indicate limits beyond 
Total Allowable Source or Sink Current 100mA which damage to the device may occur. DC and AC electri-
Storage Temperature Range -65°C to+ 150°C cal specifications are not ensured when operating the de-

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 sec) 300°C vice at absolute maximum ratings. 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5.0V ± 10% unless otherwise specified, TA = o·c to + 70°C for 
HPC46040, -40°C to + 85°C for HPC36040, -40°C to + 105°C for HPC26040, -55°C to + 125°C for HPC16400 

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

lee1 Supply Current Vee= 5.0V, fin = 17.0 MHz* 20 mA 

Vee = 5.0V, fin = 2.0 MHz 2.4 mA 

lee2 IDLE Mode Current Vee= 5.0V, fin= 17.0 MHz, TA= 25°C* 2 mA 

Vee= 5.0V, fin= 2.0 MHz, TA= 25°C 0.2 mA 

lee3 HALT Mode Current Vee = 5.0V, fin = o kHz, TA = 25°C* 25 µA 

Vee = 2.5V, fin = o kHz, TA = 25°C 10 µA 

INPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS RESET, NMI, CKI AND WO (SCHMITT TRIGGERED) 

V1H1 Logic High 0.9Vee v 
VrL1 Logic Low 0.1 Vee v 
ALL OTHER INPUTS 

V1H2 Logic High o.7 Vee v 
V1L2 Logic Low o.2Vee v 
lu Input Leakage Current ±1 µA 

c, Input Capacitance 10 pF 

Cro 1/0 Capacitance 20 pF 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS CMOS OPERATION 

VoH1 Logic High loH = -10 µA Vee - 0.2 v 
VoL1 Logic Low loH = 10 µA 0.2 v 
VoH2 Port A/8 Drive loH = -7 mA, Vee= 5.0V 2.4 v 
VoL2 (Ao-A15, 810, 811. 812. 815) loL = 3mA 0.4 v 
VoH3 Other Port Pin Drive loH = -1.6 mA, Vee= 5.0V 2.4 v 
Vm3 (80-89, 813, 814, Po-P3) loL = 0.5 mA 0.4 v 
VoL4 WO (Watchdog Out) Drive loL = 0.5 mA, Vee = 5.0V 0.4 v 
VoH5 CK2 Drive loH = -12 mA, Vee= 5.0V 2.4 v 
VoL5 loL = 3.5 mA 0.4 v 
VoH7 ST1 and ST2 Drive loH = -6 mA, Vee= 5.0V 2.4 v 
VoL7 loL = 1.6 mA 0.4 v 
VRAM RAM Keep-Alive Voltage 2.5 v 
loz TRI-STATE Leakage Current ±5 µA 

*Note: lcc1• lcc2• lcc3 measured with no external drive (loH and loL = 0, l1H and l1L = 0). 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5.ov ± 10%, fe = 16.78 MHz, TA = o·c to + 1o·c for HPC4604o, 
-4o•c to +85°C for HPC36040, -40°C to + 105°C for HPC26040, -55°C to+ 125°C for HPC16400 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

fe = CKI freq. Operating Frequency 16.78 17.0 MHz 

te1 = 1/fe Clock Period 60 ns 

te = 2/fe Timing Cycle 120 ns 

tLL = %te ALE Pulse Width 60 ns 

tsr = % te Address Valid to 
30 

ALE Trailing Edge 
ns 

twAIT = te = ws Wait State Period 120 ns 

fx1N = 1/19 te1 External Timer Input Frequency 877 kHz 

tx1N = 3 te1 Pulse Width for Timer Inputs 180 ns 

fxour = Vis te1 Timer Output Frequency 1.04 MHz 

fMw = 1/19 te1 External MICROWIRE/PLUS 
877 kHz 

Clock Input Frequency 

fu = 1/19 te1 External UART Clock Input Frequency 877 kHz 

Read Cycle Timing fe = 16.78 MHz with One Wait State 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tARR = %te + 5 ALE Trailing Edge to 
35 ns 

RD Falling Edge 

tRw = %te + ws RD Pulse Width 180 ns 

toR Data Valid before 
15 

Trailing Edge of RD 
ns 

tAee = te + WS - 55 Address Valid to 
185 

Input Data Valid 
ns 

tRo = % te + ws - 65 RD Falling Edge to 
115 ns 

Data in Valid 

tRDA = WS = te RD Falling Edge to 
120 ns 

Address Valid 

tvPR = % te + 5 Address Valid from ALE 
35 

Trailing Edge Prior to RD 
ns 

tHz = % te - 10 End of RD to Input 
80 ns 

Data Float 

Write Cycle Timing fc = 16.78MHzwithOneWaitState 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tARW = %tc ALE Trailing Edge to 
60 ns 

WR Falling Edge 

tww = % tc+WS+5 WR Pulse Width 215 ns 

tHw Data Hold after 
20 

Trailing Edge of WR 
ns 

tv = % tc + ws + 5 Data Valid before 
185 

Trailing Edge of WR 
ns 

tvpw = % tc + 25 Address Valid from 
55 

Trailing Edge Prior to WR 
ns 
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Symbol 

toAR = % tc + ws - 50 

tRwP = tc 

tsALE = % tc + 40 

tHwP = tc + 10 

tHAD 

tHAE = tc + 100 

tsF = tc + 30 

tsE = 2 tc + 50 

Parameter 

Falling Edge of ALE 
to Falling Edge of ADY 

ADY Pulse Width 

Falling Edge of HLD 
to Rising Edge of ALE 

HLD Pulse Width 

Rising Edge on HLD to 
Rising Edge on HLDA 

Falling Edge on HLD to 
Falling Edge on HLDA 

Bus Float before 
Falling Edge on HLDA 

Bus Enable from 
Rising Edge of HLD 

Min Typ Max Units 

100 ns 

120 ns 

70 ns 

130 ns 

120 ns 

220 * ns 

150 ns 

290 ns 

•Note: lHAE may be as long as (31c + 4ws + 72tc + 90) depending on which instruction is being executed, the addressing mode and number of wait states. 

Status Timing fc = 16.78 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tsRs2 = 40 - (% tc + 25) Setup Time for ST2 on 
-15 ns 

Rising Edge of ALE 

tHRS2 = % tc - 15 Hold Time for ST2 on 
75 

Rising Edge of ALE 
ns 

tsFs2 = 40 - (% tc + 25) Setup Time for ST2 on 
-15 ns 

Falling Edge of ALE 

tHFS2 = % tc - 15 Hold Time for ST2 on 
75 

Falling Edge of ALE 
ns 

tsFS1 Setup Time for ST1 on 
20 ns 

Falling Edge of RD 

tHRS1 = 1/2tc - 15 Hold Time for ST1 on 
45 

Rising Edge of RD 
ns 

Timing Waveforms 
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FIGURE 1. Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 
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FIGURE 2. Read Cycle 
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FIGURE 3. Ready Mode Timing 
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FIGURE 4. Hold Mode Timing 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 
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FIGURE 5. Status Timing 

Pin Descriptions t 
l/OPORTS 

Port A is a 16-bit multiplexed address/data bus used for 
accessing external program and data memory. Four associ
ated bus control signals are available on port B. The Ad
dress Latch Enable (ALE) signal is used to provide timing to 
demultiplex the bus. Reading from and writing to external 
memory are signalled by RD* and WR* respectively. Exter
nal memory can be addressed as either bytes or words with 
the decoding controlled by two lines, Bus High Byte enable 
(HBE*) and Address/Data Line O (AO). 

Port B is a 16-bit port, with 12 bits of bidirectional 1/0 similar 
in structure to port A. Pins B 10, B 11, B 12 and B 15 are the 
control bus signals for the address/data bus. Port B may 
also be configured via a function register BFUN to individu
ally allow each bidirectional 1/0 pin to have an alternate 
function. 

BO: TDX UART Data Output 
B1: 
B2: CKX UART Clock (Input or Output) 
B3: T210 Timer2 1/0 Pin 
B4: T310 Timer3 l/O Pin 
B5: so MICROWIRE/PLUS Output 
B6: SK MICROWIRE/PLUS Clock (Input or Output) 
B7: HLDA* Hold Acknowledge Output 
B8: TSO Timer Synchronous Output 
B9: TS1 Timer Synchronous Output 
B10: ALE Address Latch Enable Output for Address/ 

Data Bus 
B11: WR* Address/Data Bus Write Output 
B12: HBE* High Byte Enable Output for Address/Data 

Bus 
B13: TS2 Timer Synchronous Output 
B14: TS3 Timer Synchronous Output 
B15: RD* Address/Data Bus Read Output 

When operating in the extended memory addressing mode, 
four bits of port B can are used as follows-

BS: BSO Memory bank switch output O (LSB) 
B9: BS1 Memory bank switch output 1 
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B13: 
814: 

BS2 
BS3 

Memory bank switch output 2 
Memory bank switch output 3 (MSB) 

Port I is an 8-bit input port that can be read as general 
purpose inputs and can also be used for the following func
tions: 

10: 
11: NMI Nonmaskable Interrupt Input 
12: INT2 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture 
13: INT3 Maskable Interrupt/Input Capture 
15: SI MICROWIRE/PLUS Data Input 
16: ROX UART Data Input 
17: FS IDL Frame Sync Input Signal 

Port D is an 8-bit input port that is used for the following 
functions: 

DO: RX1 
01: CLK1 
02: REN1 
03: TEN1 
04: RX2 
05: CLK2 
06: REN2 
07: TEN2 

HDLC # 1 Receive Data Input 
HDLC # 1 Clock Input 
HDLC # 1 Receiver Enable Input 
HDLC # 1 Transmit Enable Input 
HDLC # 2 Receive Data Input 
HDLC # 2 Clock Input 
HDLC # 2 Receiver Enable Input 
HDLC # 2 Transmit Enable Input 

Port R is an 8-bit bidirectional 1/0 port available for general 
purpose 1/0 operation. Additional functions are present as 
indicated. 

RO: 
R1: 
R2: 
R3: 
R4: 
R5: 
R6: 
R7: 

TX1 
TX2 

HDLC # 1 Transmit Output 
HDLC # 2 Transmit Output 

tThe formation of the various functions into specified ports has changed. 
Please contact factory for updated port configurations. 



Pin Descriptions (Continued) 

POWER SUPPLIES 

Vee 
GND 

DGND 

Positive Power Supply (two pins) 

Ground for On-Chip Logic 

Ground for Output Buffers 

CLOCK PINS 

CKI The System Clock Input 

CKO The System Clock Output (Inversion of CKI) 

Pins CKI and CKO are usually connected across an external 
crystal. 

CK2 Clock Output (CKI divided by 2) 

Connection Diagram · 

OTHER PINS 

WO This is an active low open drain output which sig
nals an illegal situation has been detected by the 
Watch Dog logic. 

ST1 Bus Cycle Status Output indicates first opcode 
fetch. 

ST2 Bus Cycle Status Output indicates machine 
states (skip and interrupt). 

RESET Active low input that forces the chip to restart 
and sets the ports in a TRI-STATE mode. 

ROY /HLD Has two uses, selected by a software bit. This 
pin is either a READY input to extend the bus 
cycle for slower memories or a HOLD-REQUEST 
input to put the bus in a high impedance state for 
external OMA purposes. 

EXM External memory enable which must be tied high 
for normal operation. 

Plastic and Leadless Chip Carriers 

16 
DO 12 
01 
02 
03 
RS 
04 
OS 
06 
07 

EXM 
R4 
R3 
R2 24 
R1 

~~ N 

"' 

N 
"'f" 

Top View 

CKO 
10 
11 

SB STI 
ST2 
RESET 
AO Order Number HPC16400E or V 
Al See NS Package Number 
A2 E68B or V68A 
A3 
A4 
AS 
A6 
A7 

46 ROY/HLO 
CK2 
DGND 

TL/DD/8802-17 

•The Pin Configuration has changed. Please contact factory for updated pin placement information. 

Wait States 
The HPC16400 provides four software selectable Wait 
States that allow access to slower memories. The Wait 
States are selected by the state of two bits in the PSW 
register. Additionally, the ROY input may be used to extend 
the instruction cycle, allowing the user to interface with slow 
memories and peripherals. 

Power Save Modes 
Two power saving modes are available on the HPC16400: 
HALT and IDLE. In the HALT mode, all processor activities 
are stopped. In the IDLE mode, the on-board oscillator and 
timer TO are active but all other processor activities are 
stopped. In either mode, all on-board RAM, registers and 
1/0 are unaffected. 

HALT MODE 

The HPC16400 is placed in the HALT mode under software 
control by setting bits in the PSW. All processor activities, 
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including the clock and timers, are stopped. In the HALT 
mode, power requirements for the HPC16400 are minimal 
and the applied voltage (V cc) may be decreased without 
altering the state of the machine. There are two ways of 
exiting the HALT mode: via the RESET or the NMI. The 
RESET input reinitializes the processor. Use of the NMI in
put will generate a vectored interrupt and resume operation 
from that point with no initialization. The HALT mode can be 
enabled or disabled by means of a control register HALT 
enable. To prevent accidental use of the HALT mode the 
HALT enable register can be modified only once. 

IDLE MODE 

The HPC16400 is placed in the IDLE mode through the 
PSW. In this mode, all processor activity, except the on
board oscillator and Timer TO, is stopped. The HPC16400 
resumes normal operation upon timer TO overflow. As with 
the HALT mode, the processor is returned to full operation 
by the RESET or NMI inputs, but without waiting for oscilla
tor stabilization. 
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HPC16400 Interrupts 
Complex interrupt handling is easily accomplished by the 
HPC16400's vectored interrupt scheme. There are eight 
possible interrupt sources as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. Interrupts 

Vector/ 
Interrupt Source 

Arbitration 
Address Ranking 

FFFFIFFFE Reset 0 

FFFDIFFFC Nonmaskable Ext (NMI) 1 

FFFBIFFFA External on 12 2 

FFF9IFFF8 External on 13 3 

FFF7IFFF6 HDLC/DMA Error 4 

FFF5IFFF4 Overflow on Timers 5 

FFF3IFFF2 Internal on UART 6 

FFF1IFFFO End of Message (EOM) 7 

The 16400 contains arbitration logic to determine which in
terrupt will be serviced first if two or more interrupts occur 
simultaneously. Interrupts are serviced after the current in
struction is completed except for the RESET which is serv
iced immediately. 

The NMI interrupt will immediately stop OMA activity-byte 
transfers in progress will finish thereby allowing an orderly 
transition to the interrupt service vector (see OMA descrip
tion). The HDLC channels continue to operate, and the user 
must service data errors that might have occurred during 
the NMI service routine. 

Interrupt Processing 
Interrupts are serviced after the current instruction is com
pleted except for the RESET, which is serviced immediately. 

RESET is a level-sensitive interrupt. Alf other interrupts are 
edge-sensitive. NMI is positive-edge sensitive. The external 
interrupts on 12, 13 can be software selected to be rising or 
falling edge. 

Interrupt Control Registers 
The HPC16400 allows the various interrupt sources and 
conditions to be programmed. This is done through the vari
ous control registers. A brief description of the different con
trol registers is given below. 

INTERRUPT ENABLE REGISTER (ENIR) 

RESET and the External Interrupt on 11 are non-maskable 
interrupts. The other interrupts can be individually enabled 
or disabled. Additionally, a Global Interrupt Enable Bit in the 
ENIR Register allows the Maskable interrupts to be collec
tively enabled or disabled. Thus, in order for a particular 
interrupt to be serviced, both the individual enable bit and 
the Global Interrupt bit (GIE) have to be set. 

INTERRUPT PENDING REGISTER (IRPD) 

The IRPD register contains a bit allocated for each interrupt 
vector. The occurrence of specified interrupt trigger condi
tions causes the appropriate bit to be set. There is no indi
cation of the order in which the interrupts have been re
ceived. The bits are set independently of the fact that the 
interrupts may be disabled. IRPD is a Read/Write register. 
The bits corresponding to the maskable, external interrupts 
are normally cleared by the HPC16400 after servicing the 
interrupts. 
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For the interrupts from the on-board peripherals, the user 
has the responsibility of resetting the interrupt pending flags 
through software. 

INTERRUPT CONDITION REGISTER (IRCD) 

Three bits of the register select the input polarity of the 
external interrupt on 12, 13, and 14. 

Servicing the Interrupts 
The Interrupt, once acknowledged, pushes the program 
counter (PC) onto the stack thus incrementing the stack 
pointer (SP) twice. The Global Interrupt Enable (GIE) bit is 
reset, thus disabling further interrupts. The program counter 
is loaded with the contents of the memory at the vector 
address and the processor resumes operation at this point. 
At the end of the interrupt service routine, the user does a 
RETI instruction to pop the stack, set the GIE bit and return 
to the main program. The GIE bit can be set in the interrupt 
service routine to nest interrupts if desired. Figure 6 shows 
the Interrupt Enable Logic. 

Reset 
The RESET input initializes the processor and sets ports A, 
B, and Pin the TRI-STATE condition. RESET is an active
low Schmitt trigger input. The processor vectors to 
FFFF:FFFE and resumes operation at the address con
tained at that memory location. 

Timer Overview 
The HPC16400 contains a powerful set of flexible timers 
enabling the HPC16400 to perform extensive timer func
tions; not usually associated with microcontrolfers. 

The HPC16400 contains eight 16-bit timers. Each timer has 
an associated 16-bit register. Timer TO is a free-running tim
er, counting up at a fixed CKl/16 (Clock lnput/16) rate. It is 
used for Watch Dog logic, high speed event capture, and to 
exit from the IDLE mode. Consequently, it cannot be 
stopped or written to under software control. Timer TO per
mits precise measurements by means of the capture regis
ters 12CR, 13CR, and 14CR. A control bit in the register 
TMMODE configures timer T1 and its associated register 
R1 as capture registers 13CR and 12CR. The capture regis
ters 12CR, l3CR, and 14CR respectively, record the value of 
timer TO when specific events occur on the interrupt pins 12, 
13, and 14. The control register IRCD programs the capture 
registers to trigger on either a rising edge or a falling edge of 
its respective input. The specified edge can also be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt (see Figure 7). 

The timers T2 and T3 have selectable clock rates. The 
clock input to these two timers may be selected from the 
following two sources: an external pin, or derived internally 
by dividing the clock input. Timer T2 has additional capabili
ty of being clocked by the timer T3 underflow. This allows 
the user to cascade timers T3 and T2 into a 32-bit timer/ 
counter. The control register DIVBY programs the clock in
put to timers T2 and T3 (see Figure 8). 

The timers T1 through T7 in conjunction with their registers 
form Timer-Register pairs. The registers hold the pulse du
ration values. Alf the Timer-Register pairs can be read from 
or written to. Each timer can be started or stopped under 
software control. Once enabled, the timers count down, and 
upon underflow, the contents of its associated register are 
automatically loaded into the timer. 



Timer Overview (Continued) 

NMI 11 
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ERROR/STATUS 

REGISTER 
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FIGURE 6. Interrupt Enable Logic 
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FIGURE 8. Timers T2-T3 Block 
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Timer Overview (Continued) 
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FIGURE 7. Timers TO-T1 Block 

SYNCHRONOUS OUTPUTS 

The flexible timer structure of the HPC16400 simplifies 
pulse generation and measurement. There are four syn
chronous timer outputs (TSO through TS3) that work in con
junction with the timer T2. The synchronous timer outputs 
can be used either as regular outputs or individually pro
grammed to toggle on timer T2 underflows (see Figure 8). 

Timer/register pairs 4-7 form four identical units which can 
generate synchronous outputs on port P (see Figure !!). 

T4-T7 
__ u_N_FL_.r:l_.. T4-T7 

~OUT 

Timer-Register pairs 4 through 7 are Identical. 

TL/00/8802-11 

FIGURE 9. Timers T4-T7 Block 

Timer Registers 
There are four control registers that program the timers. The 
divide by (DIVBY) register programs the clock input to tim
ers T2 and T3. The timer mode register (TMMODE) contains 
control bits to start and stop timers T1 through T3. It also 
contains bits to latch and enable interrupts from timers TO 
through T3. The control register PWMODE similarly pro
grams the pulse width timers T 4 through T7 by allowing 
them to be started, stopped, and to latch and enable inter
rupts on underflows. The PORTP register contains bits to 
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preset the outputs and enable the synchronous timer output 
functions. 

Timer Applications 
The use of Pulse Width Timers for the generation of various 
waveforms is easily accomplished by the HPC16400. 

Frequencies can be generated by using the timer/register 
pairs. A square wave is generated when the register value is 
a constant. The duty cycle can be controlled simply by 
changing the register value . 

T20UT 

TL/OD/8802-12 

FIGURE 10. Square Wave Frequency Generation 

Synchronous outputs based on Timer T2 can be generated 
on the 4 outputs TSO-TS3. Each output can be individually 
programmed to toggle on T2 underflow. Register R2 con
tains the time delay between events. Figure 11 is an exam
ple of synchronous pulse train generation. 

L...---------- TSO 
rTa-J--Tb-J ........ : __ n ____ _ 
I 1-Tc+Td-J 

TS1 

:~ ___________ n~----
1 f-Te+n-1 

TS2 

1

1-1------------IL TS3 Tg-j f.-+-Th 

TL/DD/8802-13 

FIGURE 11. Synchronous Pulse Generation 

Watch Dog Logic 
The Watch Dog Logic monitors the operations taking place 
and signals upon the occurrence of any illegal activity. The 
illegal conditions that trigger the Watch Dog logic are poten
tially infinite loops and illegal addresses. Should the Watch 
Dog register not be written to before Timer TO overflows 
twice, or more often than once every 4096 counts, an infi
nite loop condition is assumed to have occurred. The illegal 
condition forces the Watch Out (WO) pin low. The WO pin is 
an open drain output and can be connected to the RESET 
or NMI inputs or to the users external logic. 

MICROWIRE/PLUS 
MICROWIRE/PLUS is used for synchronous serial data 
communications (see Figure 12). MICROWIRE/PLUS has 
an 8-bit parallel-loaded, serial shift register using SI as the 
input and SO as the output. SK is the clock for the serial 
shift register (SIO). The SK clock signal can be provided by 
an internal or external source. The internal clock rate is pro
grammable by the DIVBY register. A DONE flag indicates 
when the data shift is completed. 

The MICROWIRE/PLUS capability enables it to interface 
with any of National Semiconductor's MICROWIRE periph
erals (i.e., AID converters, display drivers, EEPROMs). 



----------------+ so 

SI 

OIVBY 

TL/00/8802-14 

FIGURE 12. MICROWIRE/PLUS 

MICROWIRE/PLUS Operation 
The HPC16400 can enter the MICROWIRE/PLUS mode as 
the master or a slave. A control bit in the IRCD register 
determines whether the HPC16400 is the master or slave. 
The shift clock is generated when the HPC16400 is config
ured as a master. An externally generated shift clock on the 
SK pin is used when the HPC16400 is configured as a slave. 
When the HPC16400 is a master, the DIVBY register pro
grams the frequency of the SK clock. The DIVBY register 
allows the SK clock frequency to be programmed in 15 se
lectable steps from 64 Hz to 1 MHz with CKI at 17.0 MHz. 

The contents of the SIO register may be accessed through 
any of the memory access instructions. Data waiting to be 
transmitted in the SIO register is clocked out on the falling 
edge of the SK clock. Serial data on the SI pin is clocked in 
on the rising edge of the SK clock. 

HPC16400 UART 
The HPC16400 contains a software programmable UART. 
The UART (see Figure 13) consists of a transmit shift regis
ter, a receiver shift register and five addressable registers, 
as follows: a transmit buffer register (TBUF), a receiver buff
er register (RBUF), a UART control and status register 
(ENU), a UART receive control and status register (ENUR) 
and a UART interrupt and clock source register (ENUI). The 
ENU register contains flags for transmit and receive func
tions; this register also determines the length of the data 
frame (8 or 9 bits) and the value of the ninth bit in transmis
sion. The ENUR register flags framing and data overrun er
rors while the UART is receiving. Other functions of the 
ENUR register include saving the ninth bit received in the 
data frame and enabling or disabling the UART's Wake-up 
Mode of operation. The determination of an internal or ex
ternal clock source is done by the ENUI register, as well as 
selecting the number of stop bits and enabling or disabling 
transmit and receive interrupts. 

The baud rate clock for the Receiver and Transmitter can 
be selected for either an internal or external source using 
two bits in the ENUI register. The internal baud rate is pro
grammed by the DIVBY register. The baud rate may be se
lected from a range of 8 Hz to 128 kHz in binary steps or T3 
underflow. By selecting a baud rate crystal, all standard 
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baud rates from 75 baud to 38.4 kbaud can be generated. 
The external baud clock source comes from the CKX pin. 
The Transmitter and Receiver can be run at different rates 
by selecting one to operate from the internal clock and the 
other from an external source. 

The HPC16400 UART supports two data formats. The first 
format for data transmission consists of one start bit, eight 
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FIGURE 13. UART Block Diagram 
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HPC 16400 UART ccontinued) 

data bits and one or two stop bits. The second data format 
for transmission consists of one start bit, nine data bits, and 
one or two stop bits. Receiving formats differ from transmis
sion only in that the Receiver always requires only one stop 
bit in a data frame. 

UART Wake-up Mode 
The HPC16400 UART features a Wake-up Mode of opera
tion. This mode of operation enables the HPC16400 to be 
networked with other processors. Typically in such environ
ments, the messages consist of addresses and actual data. 
Addresses are specified by having the ninth bit in the data 
frame set to 1. Data in the message is specified by having 
the ninth bit in the data frame reset to 0. 

The UART monitors the communication stream looking for 
addresses. When the data word with the ninth bit set is 
received, the UART signals the HPC16400 with an interrupt. 
The processor then examines the content of the receiver 
buffer to decide whether it has been addressed and whether 
to accept subsequent data. 

Programmable Serial Decoder 
Interface 
The programmable serial decoder interface allows the two 
HDLC channels to be used with devices employing several 
popular serial protocols for point-to-point and multipoint 
data exchanges. These protocols combine the 'B' and 'D' 
channels onto common pins-received data, transmit data, 
clock and Sync, which normally occurs at an 8 KHz rate and 
provides framing for the particular protocol. 

The decoder uses the serial link clock and Sync signals to 
generate internal enables for the 'D' and 'B' channels, 
thereby allowing the HDLC channels to access the appropri
ate channel data from the multiplexed link. 

HDLC Channel Description 
HDLC/DMA Structure 

HDLC 1 HDLC2 

HDLC1 HDLC1 HDLC2 HDLC2 
Receive Transmit Receive Transmit 

DMAR1 DMAT1 DMAR2 DMAT2 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Both HDLC channels on the HPC16400 are identical and 
operate up to 4.1 Mbps. When used in an ISDN basic ac
cess application, HDLC channel # 1 has been designated 
for use with the 16 Kbps D-channel or the B1 channel and 
HDLC # 2 can be used with either of the 64 Kbps B-chan
nels. If the 'D' and 'B' channels are present on a common 
serial link, the programmable serial decoder interface gen
erates the necessary enable signals needed to access the 
D and B channel data. 

LAPD the Link Access Protocol for the D channel is derived 
from the X.25 packet switching LAPB protocol. LAPD speci
fies the procedure for a terminal to use the D channel for 
the transfer of call control or user-data information. The pro
cedure is used in both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint 
configurations. On the 16400, the HDLC controller contains 
user programmable features that allow for the efficient pro
cessing of LAPD Information. 
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HDLC Channel Pin Description 
RX - Receive Serial Data Input. Data clocked in on posi-

tive CLK edge. 

CLK - HDLC Channel Clock Input Signal. 

REN - HDLC Channel Receiver Enable Input. 

TX - Transmit Serial Data Output. Data clocked out on 
negative CLK edge. 

TEN - HDLC Channel Transmitter Enable Input. 

HDLC Functional Description 
TRANSMITTER DESCRIPTION 

Data information is transferred from external memory 
through the OMA controller into the transmit buffer register 
from where it is loaded into a 8-bit serial shift registers. The 
CRC is computed and appended to the frame prior to the 
closing flag being transmitted. Data is output at the TX out
put pin. If no further transmit commands are given the trans
mitter sends out continous flags or the idle pattern as se
lected by the control register. 

An interrupt is generated when the transmit shift register is 
empty or on a transmit error condition. An assoicated trans
mit status register will contain the status information indicat
ing the specific interrupt source. 

TRANSMITTER FEATURES 

lnterframe fill: the transmitter can send either continuous 
'1's or repeated flags between the closing flag or one pack
et and the opening flag of the next. When the CPU com
mands the transmitter to open a new frame, the interframe 
fill is terminated immediately. 

Abort: the 7 '1 's abort sequence will be immediately sent on 
command from the CPU. If required it may be followed by a 
new opening flag to resend the aborted packet. 

Bit/Byte boundaries: The message length between packet 
headers may have any number of bits and is not confined to 
byte boundaries. Three bits in the control register are used 
to indicate the number of valid bits in the last byte when 
operating in the bit mode. These bits are loaded by the us
ers software. 

RECEIVER DESCRIPTION 

Data is input to the receiver on the RX pin. The receive 
clock can be externally input at the HDLC CLK pin, or it can 
be internally generated via the programmable timer chain. 

Incoming data is routed through one of several paths de
pending on whether it is the flag, data, or CRC. 

Once the receiver is enabled it waits for the opening flag of 
the incoming frame, then starts the zero bit deletion, ad
dressing handling and CRC checking. All data between the 
flags is shifted through two 8-bit serial shift registers before 
being loaded into the buffer register. The user programma
ble address register values are compared to the incoming 
data while it resides in the shift registers. If an address 
match occurs or if operating in the transparent mode, the 
OMA channel is signaled that attention is required and the 
byte is transferred by it to external memory. Appropriate in
terrupts are generated to the CPU on the reception of a 
complete frame as indicated by a correct CRC, or on the 
occurance of a frame error. 



HDLC Functional Description 
(Continued) 

There are two sources for the receive channel enable sig
nal. It can be internally generated from the serial interface 
or it can be externally enabled. 

The receive interrupt, in conjunction with status data in the 
control registers allows interrupts to be generated on the 
following conditions-CRC error, receive error and receive 
complete. 

RECEIVER FEATURES 

Flag sharing: the closing flag of one packet may be shared 
as the opening flag of the next. Receiver will be able to 
share a zero between flags-011111101111110 is a valid 
two flag sequence for receive (not transmit). 

lnterframe fill: the receiver automatically accepts either re
peated flags or all '1's as the interframe fill. 

Idle: Reception of successive 1 's as the interframe fill se
quence to be signaled to the user by setting the Idle bit in 
the Receive control and status register. 

Short Frame Rejection: Reception of less than 4 bytes be
tween flags will generate a frame error, terminating recep
tion of the current frame and setting the Frame Error (FER) 
status bit in the Receive Control and Status register. 

Abort: the 7 '1 's abort sequence (received with no zero in
sertion) will be immediately recognized and will cause the 
receiver to reinitialize and return to searching the incoming 
data for an opening flag. Reception of the abort will cause 
the abort status bit in the Interrupt Error Status register to be 
set. 

Bit/Byte boundaries: The message length between packet 
headers may have any number of bits and it is not confined 
to byte boundaries. Three bits in the status register are used 
to indicate the number of valid bits in the last byte when 
operating in the bit mode. 

Addressing: Two user programmable bytes are available to 
allow frame address recognition on the two bytes immedi
ately following the opening flag. When the received address 
matches the programmed value(s), the frame is passed 
through to the OMA channel. If no match occurs, the re
ceived frame address information is disregarded and he re
ceiver returns to searching for the next opening flag and the 
address recognition process starts anew. 

Support is provided to allow recognition of the broadcast 
address sequence of seven consecutive 1 's. Additionally, a 
transparent mode of operation is available where no ad
dress decoding is done. 

HDLC INTERRUPT CONDITIONS 

The end of message interrupt (EOM) indicates that a com
plete frame has been received or transmitted by the HDLC 
controller. Thus, there are four separate sources for this 
interrupt, two each from each HDLC channel. The Message 
Control Register contains the pending bits for each source. 

The HDLC/DMA error interrupt groups several related error 
conditions. Error conditions from both transmit/receiver 
channels can cause this interrupt, and the possible sources 
each have a status bit in the below register that is set on the 
occurrence of an error. The bit must then be serviced by the 
user. 

HDLC CHANNEL CLOCK 

Each HDLC channel uses the rising edge of the clock to 
sample the receive data. Outgoing transmit data is shifted 

•The specific registers and/or register names may have changed. Please 
contact the factory for updated information. 
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out on the falling edge of the external clock. The maximum 
data rate when using the externally provided clocks is 4.1 
Mb/s. 

CYCLIC REDUNDACY CHECK 

There are two standard CRC codes used in generating the 
16-bit Frame Check Sequence (FCS) that is appended to 
the end of the data frame. Both codes are supported and 
the user selects the error checking code to be used through 
software control (Configuration reg). The two error checking 
polynomials available are: 

(1) CRC-16 (x16 + x15 + x2 + 1) 

(2) CCITT CRC (x16 + x12 + x5 + 1) 

LOOP BACK OPERATIONAL MODE 

The user has the ability, by appropriately configuring the 
control registers, to internally route the transmitter output at 
the TX pin to the receiver input at the RX pin. The transmit 
clock would then be internally connected to the receive 
clock. 

OMA Controller* 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

The HPC16400 uses Direct Memory Access (OMA) logic to 
facilitate data transfer between the 2 full Duplex HDLC 
channels and external packet RAM. There are four OMA 
channels to support the four individual HDLC channels. 
Control of the OMA channels is accomplished through regis
ters which are configured by the CPU. These control regis
ters define specific operation of each channel and changes 
are immediately reflected in OMA operation. In addition to 
individual control registers, a global control bit (MSS in Mes
sage Control Register) is available so that the HDLC chan
nels may be globally controlled. 

The OMA issues a bus request to the CPU when one or 
more of the individual HDLC channels request service. 
Upon receiving a bus acknowledge from the CPU, the OMA 
completes all requests pending and any requests that may 
have occurred during OMA operation before returning con
trol to the CPU. If no further OMA transfers are pending, the 
OMA relinquishes the bus and the CPU can again initiate a 
bus cycle. 

Four memory expansion bits have been added for each of 
the four channels to support data transfers into the expand
ed memory bank areas. 

The OMA has priority logic for a OMA requesting service. 
The priorities are: 

1st priority ................... Receiver channel 1 

2nd priority ................... Transmit channel 1 

3rd priority .................... Receive channel 2 

4th priority ................... Transmit channel 2 

RECEIVER OMA OPERATION 

A receiver OMA operation is initiated by the Buffer register. 
Once a byte has been placed in the Buffer register from the 
HDLC, it generates a request and upon obtaining control of 
the bus, the OMA places the byte in external memory. 

RECEIVER REGISTERS 

All the following registers are Read/Write 

A. Frame Length Register 

This user programmable 16-bit register contains the max
imum number of bytes to be placed in a data "block". If 
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OMA Controller (Continued) 

this number is exceeded, a Frame Too Long (FTLR1, 
FTLR2) error is generated. This register is decremented 
by one each Receiver OMA cycle . 

B. CNTRL ADDA 1 The CNTRL ADDA register contains 
DAT A ADDA 1 the external memory address where 
CNTRL ADDA 2 the Frame Header (Control & Address 

fields) are to be stored and the DAT A 
DATA ADDA 2 ADDA register contains an equivalent 

address for the Information field. 

TRANSMITTER OMA OPERATION 

A transmitter OMA cycle is initiated by the TX Data Buffer 
(TDB). The TX Data Buffer generates a request when empty 
and the OMA responds by placing a Byte in the TDB. The 
HDLC transmitter can then accept the Byte to send when 
needed, upon which the TDB will issue another request, re
sulting in a subsequent OMA cycle. 

TRANSMITTER REGISTERS 

The following registers are Read/Write: 

A. Field Address 1 (FA 1) FA 1 and FA2 are starting ad-
# Bytes Field 1 (NBF1) dresses of blocks of informa-

Field Address (FA2) tion to transmitter. 
NBF1 and NBF2 are the num

# Bytes Field 2 (NBF2) ber of bytes in the block to be 

transmitted starting the FA 1. 

The following registers are Read only: 

B. Working Field Address (WFA) 

Working Number of Bytes (WNB) 

WFA is the present value of the Field address and will be 
the next memory location where the next byte will be 
accessed. WNB is the present value of the number of 

CPU 1 

HOLD 

HLDA 

SERIES 32000 
HOST SYSTEM 

•CPU ~ • TCU ADDRESS/DATA BUS 
• OMA CONTROLLER ...-

4 

iiii, WR, ALE, HBE 

bytes to be transmitted. The value will be the number of 
bytes to be fetched from memory before the block infor
mation transfer is completed. On each transmit OMA cy
cle, WFA is incremented and WNB is decremented. 

Shared Memory Support 
Shared memory access provides a rapid technique to ex
change data. It is effective when data is moved from a pe
ripheral to memory or when data is moved between blocks 
of memory. A related area where shared memory access 
proves effective in multiprocessing applications where two 
CPUs share a common memory block. The HPC16400 sup
ports shared memory access with two pins. The pins are the 
ROY /HLD input pin and the HLDA output pin. The user can 
software select either the Hold or Ready function by the 
state of a control bit. The HLDA output is multiplexed onto 
port B. 

The host uses OMA to interface with the HPC16400. The 
host initiates a data transfer by activating the HLD input of 
the HPC16400. In response, the HPC16400 places its sys
tem bus in a TRI-STATE Mode, freeing it for use by the host. 
The host waits for the acknowledge signal (HLDA) from the 
HPC16400 indicating that the sytem bus is free. On receiv
ing the acknowledge, the host can rapidly transfer data into, 
or out of, the shared memory by using a conventional OMA 
controller. Upon completion of the message transfer, the 
host removes the HOLD request and the HPC16400 re
sumes normal operations. 

Figure 14 illustrates an application of the shared memory 
interface between the HPC16400 and a Series 32000 sys
tem. 
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FIGURE 14. Shared Memory Application: HPC16400 Interface to Series 32000 System 
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Memory 
The HPC16400 has been designed to offer flexibility in 
memory usage. A total address space of 64 kbytes can be 
addressed with 256 bytes of RAM available on the chip it
self. 

Program memory addressing is accomplished by the 16-bit 
program counter on a byte basis. Memory can be addressed 
directly by instructions or indirectly through the B, X and SP 
registers. Memory can be addressed as words or bytes. 
Words are always addressed on even-byte boundaries. The 
HPC16400 uses memory-mapped organization to support 
registers, 1/0 and on-chip peripheral functions. 

The HPC16400 memory address space extends to 64 
kbytes and registers and 1/0 are mapped as shown in Table 
II. 

Extended Memory Addressing 
If more than 64k of addressing is desired in a HPC16400 
system, on board bank select circuitry is available that al-

lows four 1/0 lines of Port 8 (89, 810, 813, 814) to be used 
in extending the address range. This gives the user a main 
routine area of 32k and 16 banks of 32k each for subroutine 
and data, thus getting a total of 544k of memory. 

The Extended Memory Addressing mode is entered by set
ting the EMA control bit in the Message Control Register. If 
this bit is not set, the port 8 lines (89, 810, 813, 814) are 
available as general purpose 1/0 or synchronous outputs as 
selected by the 8FUN register. 

The main memory area contains the interrupt vectors & 
service routines, stack memory, and common memory for 
the bank subroutines to use. The 16 banks of memory can 
contain program or data memory (note- since the on chip 
resources are mapped into addresses 0000-01 FF, the first 
512 bytes of each bank are not usable). 

T ABLE II. Memory Map• 

FFFF:FFFO Interrupt Vectors 015D:015C Working # Bytes 
FFEF:FFDO JSRP Vectors 015B:015A Working Field Addr 

FFCF:FFCE 
: : External expansion USER MEMORY 
: : Memory 

0201:0200 

0159:0158 #Bytes 2 
0157:0156 Field Addr 2 DMAT # 1 (Xmit) 
0155:0154 #Bytes 1 
0153:0152 Field Addr 1 
0151:0150 Xmit Cntrl & Status 

01FF:01FE 
: On Chip RAM 

01C1:01CO 

01BB:01BA Configuration Reg 

014B:014A Frame Length 
0149:0148 DataAddr2 
0147:0146 Cntr1Addr2 OMAR # 1 (Recv) 
0145:0144 DataAddr 1 

01B9:01B8 Rec Addr Comp Reg 2 0143:0142 CntrlAddr 1 
01B7:01B6 Rec Addr Comp Reg 1 

HDLC # 2 
01B5:01B4 Interrupt Error Stat 
0183:01B2 Xmit Cntrl & Status 

0141:0140 Recv Cntrl & Status 

0131:0130 Message Control 

01B1:01BO Recv Cntrl & Status 0128 ENUR register 

01AB:01AA Configuration Reg 
01A9:01A8 Rec Addr Comp Reg 2 
01A7:01A6 Rec Addr Comp Reg 1 

HDLC # 1 
01A5:01A4 Interrupt Error Stat 

0126 TBUF register 
0124 RBUF register UART 
0122 ENIU register 
0120 ENU register 

01A3:01A2 Xmit Cntrl & Status 0107:0106 DIR R register 
01A1:01AO Recv Cntrl & Status 

0195:0194 Watch Dog Address Watch Dog Logic 

0105:0104 Port R register 
PORTS 

0103:0102 Serial Decoder 
0101:0100 Port D register 

0193:0192 TOCON Register 
0191:0190 TMMODE Register 
018F:018E DIVBY Register 
018D:018C T3Timer 

OOF5:00F4 BFUN register 
PORTS A& 

OOF3:00F2 DIR B register 
BCONTROL 

OOF1:00FO DIR A register 

018B:018A R3 Register 
Timer Block TO:T3 

0189:0188 T2Timer 
0167:0186 R2 Register 
0185:0184 12CR Register/ R1 
0183:0182 13CR Register/ T1 
0181:0180 14CR Register 

017D:017C Working # Bytes 
017B:017A Working Field Addr 
0179:0178 #Bytes 2 
0177:0176 FieldAddr2 DMAT # 2 (Xmit) 
0175:0174 #Bytes 1 
0173:0172 Field Addr 1 

OOE7:00E6 Reserved 

OOE3:00E2 PortB PORTS A& B 
OOE1:00EO Port A 

OODE Microcode ROM dump 
OODD:OODC Halt Enable register 

PORT CONTROL 
0008 Port I input register 

&INTERRUPT 
0006 SIO register 

CONTROL 
0004 IRCD register 

REGISTERS 
0002 IRPD register 
0000 ENIR register 

OOCF:OOCE X register 
0171:0170 Xmit Cntrl & Status OOCD:OOCC B register 

016B:016A Frame Length 
0169:0168 DataAddr2 
0167:0166 Cntrl Addr2 

OMAR # 2 (Recv) 
0165:0164 DataAddr 1 
0163:0162 Cntrl Addr 1 
0161:0160 Recv Cntrl & Status 

OOCB:OOCA K register 
OOC9:00C8 A register HPC10640 CORE 
OOC7:00C6 PC register REGISTERS 
OOC5:00C4 SP register 
OOC3:00C2 (reserved) 
OOC1:00CO PSW register 

OOBF:OOBE On Chip USER RAM 
: : RAM 

0001:0000 

'The Memory Map has changed. Please contact factory for an updated version of the Memory Map. 
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HPC16400 CPU 
The HPC16400 CPU has a 16-bit ALU and six 16-bit regis
ters. 

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

The ALU is 16 bits wide and can do 16-bit add, subtract and 
shift or logic AND, OR and exclusive OR in one timing cycle. 
The ALU can also output the carry bit to a 1-bit C register. 

Accumulator (A) Register 

The 16-bit A register is the source and destination register 
for most 1/0, arithmetic, logic and data memory access op
erations. 

Address (B and X) Registers 

The 16-bit B and X registers can be used for indirect ad
dressing. They can automatically count up or down to se
quence through data memory. 

Boundary (K) Register 

The 16-bit K register is used to set limits in repetitive loops 
of code as register B sequences through data memory. 

Stack Pointer (SP) Register 

The 16-bit SP register is the stack pointer that addresses 
the stack. The SP register is incremented by two for each 
push or call and decremented by two for each pop or return. 
The stack can be placed anywhere in user memory and be 
as deep as the available memory permits. 

Program (PC) Register 

The 16-bit PC register addresses program memory. 

Addressing Modes 
ADDRESSING MODES-ACCUMULATOR AS 
DESTINATION 

Register Indirect 

This is the "normal" mode of addressing for the HPC16400 
(instructions are single-byte). The operand is the memory 
addressed by the B register (or X register for some instruc
tions). 

Direct 

The instruction contains an 8-bit or 16-bit address field that 
directly points to the memory for the operand. 
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Indirect 

The instruction contains an 8-bit address field. The contents 
of the WORD addressed points to the memory for the oper-
and. · 

Indexed 

The instruction contains an 8-bit address field and an 8- or 
16-bit displacement field. The contents of the WORD ad
dressed is added to the displacement to get the address of 
the operand. 

Immediate 

The instruction contains an 8-bit or 16-bit immediate field 
that is used as the operand. 

Register Indirect (Auto Increment and Decrement) 

The operand is the memory addressed by the X register. 
This mode automatically increments or decrements the X 
register (by 1 for bytes and by 2 for words). 

Register Indirect (Auto Increment and Decrement) with 
Conditional Skip 

The operand is the memory addressed by the B register. 
This mode automatically increments or decrements the B 
register (by 1 for bytes and by 2 for words). The B register is 
then compared with the K register. A skip condition is gener
ated if B goes past K. 

ADDRESSING MODES-DIRECT MEMORY AS 
DESTINATION 

Direct Memory to Direct Memory 

The instruction contains two 8- or 16-bit address fields. One 
field directly points to the source operand and the other field 
directly points to the destination operand. 

Immediate to Direct Memory 

The instruction contains an 8- or 16-bit address field and an 
8- or 16-bit immediate field. The immediate field is the oper
and and the direct field is the destination. 

Double Register Indirect using the Band X Registers 

Used only with Reset, Set and IF bit instructions; a specific 
bit within the 64 kbyte address range is addressed using the 
B and X registers. The address of a byte of memory is 
formed by adding the contents of the B register to the most 
significant 13 bits of the X register. The specific bit to be 
modified or tested within the byte of memory is selected 
using the least significant 3 bits of register X. 



HPC Instruction Set Description 
Mnemonic I Description 

ARITHMETIC INSTRUCTIONS 

ADD Add 
ADC Add with carry 
DADC Decimal add with carry 
SUBC Subtract with carry 
DSUBC Decimal subtract w/carry 
MULT Multiply (unsigned) 
DIV Divide (unsigned) 

IFEQ If equal 
IFGT If greater than 

AND Logical and 
OR Logical or 
XOR Logical exclusive-or 

MEMORY MODIFY INSTRUCTIONS 

INC Increment 
DECSZ Decrement, skip if 0 

BIT INSTRUCTIONS 

SET Set bit 
RESET Reset bit 
IF If bit 

MEMORY TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS 

LO Load 
Load, incr/decr X 

ST Store to Memory 
x Exchange 

Exchange, incr/decr X 
PUSH Push Memory to Stack 
POP Pop Stack to Memory 

LOS Load A, incr/decr 8, 
Skip on condition 

XS Exchange, incr/decr 8, 
Skip on condition 

REGISTER LOAD IMMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS 

LOA Load A immediate 
LOB Load 8 immediate 
LOK Load K immediate 
LOX Load X immediate 
LDBK Load 8 and K immediate 

ACCUMULATOR AND C INSTRUCTIONS 

CLRA Clear A 
INCA Increment A 
DECA Decrement A 
COMP A Complement A 
SWAP A Swap nibbles of A 
ARCA Rotate A right thru C 
RLCA Rotate A left thru C 
SHRA Shift A right 
SHLA Shift A left 
SETC SetC 
RESETC Reset C 
IFC IFC 
IFNC IFnotC 

I Action 

MA+Meml~MA carry~ C 
MA+Meml+C~ MA carry~ C 
MA+ Meml + C ~ MA (Decimal) carry ~ C 
MA-Meml+C~ MA carry~ C 
MA- Meml + C ~ MA (Decimal) carry ~ C 
MA*Meml ~ MA&x,o~ K.o~ c 
MA/Meml ~ MA, rem. ~ X, 0 ~ K, 0 ~ C 

Compare MA & Meml, Do next if equal 
Compare MA & Meml, Do next if MA ~ Meml 

MA and Meml ~ MA 
MA or Meml ~ MA 
MA xor Meml ~ MA 

Mem + 1 ~ Mem 
Mem -1 ~ Mem, Skip next if Mem = O 

1 ~ Mem.bit (bit is O to 7 immediate) 
O~Mem.bit 

If Mem.bit is true, do next instr. 

Meml~MA 

Mem(X) ~ A, X ± 1 (or 2) ~ X 
MA~Mem 

A~ Mem; Mem ~ Mem 
A ~ Mem(X), X ± 1 (or 2) ~ X 
W ~ W(SP), SP+2 ~SP 
SP-2 ~SP, W(SP) ~ W 

Mem(B) ~ A, 8 ± 1 (or 2) ~ 8, 
Skip next if 8 greater/less than K 

Mem(B) ~ A,B ± 1 (or 2) ~ 8, 
Skip next if B greater/less than K 

imm~A 

imm~B 

imm~K 

imm~x 

imm ~ B,imm' ~ K 

o~A 

A+ 1 ~A 
A-1~A 

1 's complement of A ~ A 
A15:12 ~ A11:8 ~ A7:4 ~ A3:0 
c~A15 ~ ... ~Ao~c 
c~A1s ~ ... ~Ao~c 
o~A15~ ... ~Ao~c 
c~A1s~ ... ~Ao~o 
1~c 

o~c 

Do next if C = 1 
Do next if C = O 
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HPC Instruction Set Description (Continued) 

Mnemonic l Description I 
TRANSFER OF CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 

JSRP Jump subroutine from table 

JSR Jump subroutine relative 

JSRL Jump subroutine long 
JP Jump relative short 
JMP Jump relative 
JMPL Jump relative long 
JID Jump indirect at PC + A 
JIDW 
NOP No Operation 
RET Return 
RETS Return then skip next 
RETI Return from interrupt 

Note: W is 16-bit word of memory 

MA is Accumulator A or direct memory (8 or 16-bit) 

Mem is 8-bit byte or 16-bit word of memory 

Meml is 8- or 16-bit memory or 8 or 16-bit immediate data 

imm is 8-bit or 16-bit immediate data 

Memory Usage 

Action 

PC~ W(SP),SP+2 ~SP 
W(table#) ~PC 

PC~ W(SP),SP+2 ~ SP,PC+ #~PC 
(#is + 1024 to -1023) 
PC~ W(SP),SP+2 ~ SP,PC+ #~PC 
PC+#~ PC(# is +32to -31) 
PC+#~ PC(#is +256to -255) 
PC+#~ PC 
PC+A+1 ~PC 

then Mem(PC) +PC ~ PC 
PC~PC + 1 
SP-2 ~ SP,W(SP) ~PC 
SP-2 ~ SP,W(SP) ~PC, & skip 
SP-2 ~ SP,W(SP) ~PC, interrupt re-enabled 

Number Of Bytes For Each Instruction (number in parenthesis is 16-Bit field) 

Using Accumulator A 

Reg lndir. Direct Ind Ir Index 
(8) 

LO 1 
x 1 
ST 1 

ADC 1 
SBC 1 
DADC 1 
DSBC 1 
ADD 1 
MULT 1 
DIV 1 

IFEQ 1 
IFGT 1 
AND 1 
OR 1 
XOR 1 

*8-bit direct address 
**16-bit direct address 

(B) 

SET 1 
RESET 1 
IF 1 

DDSZ 3 
INCD 3 

(X) 

1 2(4) 3 4(5) 
1 2(4) 3 4(5) 
1 2(4) 3 4(5) 

2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 

2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 

Instructions that modify memory directly 

(X) Direct lndir Index 

2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 
2 3(4) 3 4(5) 

3 2(4) 3 4(5) 
3 2(4) 3 4(5) 
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To Direct Memory 

Im med. Direct Im med. 
* • * * ** 

2(3) 3(5) 5(6) 3(4) 5(6) 

- - - - -
- - - - -

4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
4(5) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 
2(3) 4(5) 5(6) 4(5) 5(6) 

Immediate Load Instructions 

B&X Im med. 

1 LDB,* 2(3) 
1 LDX,* 2(3) 
1 LD K,* 2(3) 

LD BK,*,* 3(5) 



Memory Usage (Continued) 

Register Indirect Instructions with 
Auto Increment and Decrement Instructions Using A and C Transfer of Control Instructions 

Register B With Skip JSRP 
JSR 2 

CLR A 1 
INC A 1 

(B+) (B-) DEC A 1 JSRL 3 

LOSA,• 1 1 COMP A 1 JP 

XSA,• 1 1 SWAP A 1 JMP 2 
RRC A 1 JMPL 3 

Register X 
JID 
JIDW 

RLC A 1 
SHR A 1 

(X+) (X-) SHL A 1 NOP 

LOA,• 1 1 SET c 1 RET 

XA,• 1 1 RESET c 1 RETS 
IF c 1 RETI 
IFN c 1 

Stack Reference Instructions 

l 
Code Efficiency 

PUSH 
POP 

One of the most important criteria of a single chip microcon
troller is code efficiency. The more efficient the code, the 
more features that can be put on a chip. The memory size 
on a chip is fixed so if code is not efficient, features may 
have to be sacrificed or the programmer may have to buy a 
larger, more expensive version of the chip. 

The HPC16400 has been designed to be extremely code
efficient. The HPC16400 looks very good in all the standard 
coding benchmarks; however, it is not realistic to rely only 
on benchmarks. Many large jobs have been programmed 
onto the HPC16400, and the code savings over other popu
lar microcontrollers has been considerable-often the jobs 
take less than one-half the memory! 

Reasons for this saving of code include the following: 

SINGLE BYTE INSTRUCTIONS 

The majority of instructions on the HPC16400 are single
byte. There are two especially code-saving instructions: 

JP is a 1-byte jump. True, it can only jump within a range of 
plus or minus 32, but many loops and decisions are often 
within a small range of program memory. Most other micros 
need 2-byte instructions for any short jumps. 

JSRP is a 1-byte call subroutine. The user makes a table of 
his 16 most frequently called subroutines and these calls 
will only take one byte. Most other micros require two and 
even three bytes to call a subroutine. The user does not 
have to decide which subroutine addresses to put into his 
table; the assembler can give him this information. 

EFFICIENT SUBROUTINE CALLS 

The 2-byte JSR instructions can call any subroutine within 
plus or minus 1 k of program memory. 

MULTIFUNCTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA MOVE
MENT AND PROGRAM LOOPING 

The HPC16400 has single-byte instructions that perform 
multiple tasks. For example, the XS instruction will do the 
following: 
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Direct 

2 
2 

1. Exchange A and memory pointed to by the B register 

2. Increment the B register 

3. Compare the B register versus the K register 

4. Generate a conditional skip if B is greater than K 

The value of this multipurpose instruction becomes evident 
when looping through sequential areas of memory and exit
ing when the loop is finished. 

BIT MANIPULATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Any bit of memory, 1/0 or registers can be set, reset or 
tested by the single byte bit instructions. The bits can be 
addressed directly or indirectly. Since all registers and 1/0 
are mapped into the memory, it is very easy to manipulate 
specific bits to do efficient control. 

DECIMAL ADD AND SUBTRACT 

This instruction is needed to interface with the decimal user 
world. 

It can handle both 16-bit words and 8-bit bytes. 

The 16-bit capability saves code since many variables can 
be stored as one piece of data and the programmer does 
not have to break his data into two bytes. Many applications 
store most data in 4-digit variables. The HPC16400 supplies 
8-bit byte capability for 2-digit variables and literal variables. 

MULTIPLY AND DIVIDE INSTRUCTIONS 

The HPC16400 has 16-bit multiply and divide instructions. 
This saves both code and time. Multiply and divide can use 
immediate data or data from memory. The ability to multiply 
and divide by immediate data saves code since this function 
is often needed for scaling, base conversion, computing in
dexes of arrays, etc. 
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Development Support 
The MOLE (Microcontroller On-Line Emulator) is a low cost 
development system and emulator for all microcontroller 
products. These include COPs, TMP, 8050U and the HPC 
Family of Products. The MOLE consists of a BRAIN Board, 
Personality Board and optional host software. 

The purpose of a MOLE is to provide the user with a tool to 
write and assemble code, emulate code for the target micro
controller and assist in both the software & hardware de
bugging of the system. 

It is a self-contained computer with its own firmware which 
provides for all system operation, emulation control, com
munication, PROM programming and diagnostic operations. 

It contains three serial ports because multiple ports are usu
ally needed to optionally connect to a terminal, a host sys
tem, a printer or modem, or to connect to other MOLEs in a 
multi-MOLE environment. 

MOLE can be used in either a stand alone mode or in con
junction with selected host systems, i.e., those using CP/M 
or PC-DOS. Communicating via RS-232 port. 

Dial-A-Helper is a service provided by the MOLE applica
tions group. If a user is having difficulty in getting a MOLE to 
operate in a particular mode or it is acting peculiar, he can 
contact us via his system and a modem. He can leave mes
sages on our electronic bulletin board which we will respond 
to, or he can arrange for us to actually take control of his 
system via modem for debugging purposes. 

The applications group can then cause his system to exe
cute various commands and try to resolve the customer's 
problem by actually getting the customer's system to re
spond. 99% of the time the problem is resolved. This allows 
us to respond in minutes instead of days when applications 
help is needed. 

Part Selection 
The HPC family includes devices with many different op
tions and configurations to meet various application needs. 
The number HPC16400 has been generally used through
out this datasheet to represent the whole family of parts. 
The following chart explains how to order various options 
available when ordering HPC family members. 
Note: All options may not currently be available. 

HPC16400E17 
--- ---- r[__SPEED IN MH• 

PACKAGE TYPE 
E = LEADLESS CHIP CARRIER (LCC) 
U =PIN GRID ARRAY (PGA) 
V = PLASTIC CHIP CARRIER (PCC) 

~----TEMPERATURE 

4=COMMERCIAL(o0 c TO +7o0 c) 
3=1NDUSTRIAL(-4o0 c TO +ss0 c) 
2=AUTOMOTIVE(-4ooc TO +10soc) 
1 = MILITARY (-ss0 c TO + 125° C) 

TL/DD/8802-18 

FIGURE 15. HPC Family Part Numbering Scheme 

Examples 

HPC46400V17-Commercial temp (0° to +70°C), PCC 

HPC16400E17-Military temp (- 55°C to + 125°C). LCC 
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ISDN DEFINITIONS 

"B" Channel, or DSO Channel 

A "B" (for Basic) channel is a 64 kb/s full-duplex transpar
ent data channel. It is octet (=byte) oriented, that is it can 
be considered as a channel bearing Bk octets/sec. "B" 
channels are synchronized to the network and are generally 
circuit-switched (not packet switched). The 64 kb/s rate is 
also known as a DSO interface. 

"D" Channel 

The "D" channel is a packet-mode message-oriented chan
nel on which the data-link layer (layer 2) protocol is carried 
in HDLC frames. At a basic access point the "D" channel 
runs at 16 kb/s, while at a primary access point it runs at 
64 kb/s. (There is no reason why a "D" channel could not 
be defined to run at even higher speeds, e.g., 1.544 or 
2.048 Mb/s, though that does not seem to be a part of 
current standardization work.) 

Three types of data may be handled by a "D" channel: 

1. Type "s" (signaling) using layer 3 of the LAPD protocol. 

2. Type "p" (packet) user's packet-oriented data. 

3. Type "t" (telemetry) data, typically alarms and energy 
monitoring functions operating at a low scan rate. 

The data type is identified by the SAPI (Service Access 
Point Identifier) in the HDLC extended address field. 

Basic Access to the ISDN 

Two independent "B" channels (B1 and B2) together with a 
"D" channel operating at 16 kb/s form the basic access 
structure. A minimum transmission rate of 144 kb/s full du
plex is therefore required for basic access transport, al
though in some applications additional bits are used for lo
calized functions. 

Figure 1 shows the names of the functional blocks and in
terfaces as defined in CCITT specifications. 

The 'U' interface is the single twisted pair loop between a 
customer's premises and the local central office. To trans
mit 144 kb/s or more full-duplex over this link, which may be 
several miles long and have over 40 dB of attenuation of the 
data signal, requires a complex transceiver. Adaptive echo· 
cancellation techniques are necessary and, although the 
transmission format is not yet specified by CCITT, consider
able work is in progress in the U.S. T1 D1 .3 ISDN Study 
Group to establish a standard for North America. 160 kb/s 
is the likely transmission rate, while the line code will be 
2B1Q. 

The 'S' interface passes the same 2 'B' channels and the 
'D' channel on to the terminals, together with some addi· 
tional bits used for synchronization, contention control in the 
'D' channel, and other housekeeping functions. CCITT 
specification 1.430 defines the physical layer of this inter
face. A transceiver is required for transmission at the 192 
kb/s bit rate, over separate transmit and receive twisted 
pairs (which already exist in both office and residential tele
phone wiring within the premises in many countries). Alter
nate Mark Inversion coding is used. 

2 additional pairs are specified as an option, 1 for power and 
1 for spare, making this an 8 wire interface. A plug and jack 
have been standardized so that the 'S' interface can be a 
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"universal portability point" for ISDN terminals from any 
manufacturer in the world. 

Primary Access to the ISDN 

Primary access is provided at a DS1 interface, consisting of 
either: 

1. Twenty-three "B" channels plus one 64 kb/s "D" chan
nel at 1.544 Mb/s (North America), or : 

2. Thirty "B" channels plus one 64 kb/s "D" channel at 
2.048 Mb/s (Europe and Rest of World). 

CCITT specification 1.431 defines the multiplexing and con
trol schemes for primary access. 

TE-Terminal Equipment 

Two sub-groups of terminals are defined: 

1. TE-1 is a full ISDN terminal which is synchronized to the 
network channels (not just the far-end terminal) and uses 
LAPD signaling. It connects to the ISDN at the "S" refer
ence point, which is intended to be the point in the net
work at which any type of basic access terminal can be 
connected, i.e., the "portability" point. 

2. TE-2 is a non-ISDN terminal, generally one of today's 
asynchronous or synchronous terminals operating at 
rates < 64 kb/s. This includes terminals which have 
RS232C, RS449, V.21, V.24, V.35, X.21 or X.25 packet
mode interfaces. Each type of interface must be adapted 
from the "R" reference point to the "S" reference point 
by means of a Terminal Adapter (TA). 

TA-Terminal Adapter 

A terminal adapter converts either asynchronous or syn
chronous data from non-ISDN terminals into data which is 
synchronized with ISDN B or D channels. The data rate 
must be adapted by means of stuffing extra bits in a pre
scribed pattern into the bit stream to adapt the data rate to 
64 kb/s. 

Terminal adaption also requires the conversion of modem 
handshaking signals to ISDN compatible signaling, and cur
rently there are 2 competing schemes: either using LAPD in 
the D channel (i.e. out-of-band signaling) or applying LAPD
type messages but passing them end-to-end via the B chan
nel (i.e. in-band). There are strong arguments for both meth· 
ods, mostly concerned with how signaling is converted at 
the boundary between an ISDN and today's network ("inter
working"), and it remains to be seen which will win as a 
standard. 

NT-Network Termination 

The NT terminates the network at the user's end of the 2 
wire loop at the customer's premises. It converts the "U" 
interface to the "S" and "T" interface (see Figure 1) and 
acts as the "master" end of the user's passive bus.Band D 
channels must pass transparently through the NT, and there 
is no capability for intercepting LAPD messages in the NT. 

Thus a typical NT for basic access will consist of an 'S' 
interface transceiver and a 'U' interface transceiver con
nected back-to-back with appropriate power supplies and 
fault monitoring capability. 

An NT can also be an intelligent controller such as a PABX, 
LAN access node, or a terminal cluster controller. 



L T-Llne Termination 

Typically, the LT consists of the "U" interface tranceiver 
and power feeding functions on the ISDN line card. These 
functions must interface to the switch at the "V" reference 
point, which is not currently being standardized by CCITT. It 
could be a proprietary backplane interface or a nationally 
specified interface which would allow the LT to be physically 
and electrically separated from the switch. 

ISO Layered Protocol Model 

The ISO (International Standards Organization) has defined 
a 7 layer model structure which describes convenient break 
points between various parts of the hardware and software 
in any data communications system. 

Layer 1 : Physical layer, that is the hardware which trans
ports bits across interfaces. This includes ISDN transceiv
ers, modems etc., power supplies, methods of activating 
and de-activating a transmission link, and also the transmis
sion medium itself, such as wire, fiber, plugs and sockets, 
etc. 

Layer 2: Data Link layer, which describes a basic framing 
structure and bit assignments to enable higher layer mes
sages to be passed across a physical link. HDLC framing, 
addressing and error control are the major elements of this 
layer in ISDN. 

Layer 3: Network layer, that is those parts of a message 
associated with setting-up, controlling and tearing-down a 
call through the network. These are all software control 
functions, and generally this is the highest layer in the ISO 
protocol model which is considered in chip development. 

The top 4 layers relate to the structure of the actual applica
tion programs; 

Layer 4: Transport layer, concerned with defining sources 
and destinations within an operating system for the transfer 
of application programs. 
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Layer 5: Session layer. 

Layer 6: Presentation layer. 

Layer 7: Application layer. 

These layers are generally running on a high level machine, 
and discussion regarding this machine is outside the scope 
of this document. 

LAPD 

Link Access Protocol in the "D" channel is the name given 
to the packet-mode signaling protocol defined in CCITT 
specs 0920 and 0921 for the data link layer (layer 2) and 
0930 and 0931 for the network layer (layer 3 in the ISO 7 
layer reference model). At layer 2, LAPD uses the HDLC 
framing format. This protocol defines the bits, bytes and se
quence of states necessary between the user and the net
work to establish, control and terminate calls using any of 
the 100 or more types of services which may be available 
via an ISDN. If the users at both ends of the call are con
nected to the ISDN and there is a through path for the D 
channel then end-to-end call control is available. 

Because of this extensive range of services, implementation 
of full LAPD requires considerable memory and processing 
power. Standards work has recently focused on definition of 
a minimal subset of LAPD to cover the basic requirements 
of call control. 

Activation/De-activation 

Activation is the process of powering up the 'S' and 'U' 
interfaces from their standby (i.e. de-activated) states and 
sending specific signals across the interfaces to get the 
whole loop synchronized to the network. A small state ma
chine in each TE and the NT controls this sequence of 
events, and uses timers to ensure that, if the activation at
tempt should fail for any reason, the user or network is alert
ed. At the end of a call an orderly exit from the network is 
effected by sending de-activation sequences before any 
equipment can power-down. 
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MM74HC942 300 Baud Modem 

General Description 
The MM74HC942 is a full duplex low speed modem. It pro
vides a 300 baud bidirectional serial interface for data com
munication over telephone lines and other narrow band
width channels. It is Bell 103 compatible. 

The MM74HC942 utilizes microCMOS Technology, 2 layers 
of polysilicon and 1 layer of metal P-well CMOS. Switched 
capacitor techniques are used to perform analog signal pro
cessing. 

MODULATOR SECTION 

The modulator contains a frequency synthesizer and a sine 
wave synthesizer. It produces a phase coherent frequency 
shift keyed (FSK) output. 

LINE DRIVER AND HYBRID SECTION 

The line driver and hybrid are designed to facilitate connec
tion to a 6000. phone line. They can perform two-to-four
wire conversion and drive the line at a maximum of o dBm. 

DEMODULATOR SECTION 

The demodulator incorporates anti-aliasing filters, a receive 
filter, limiter, discriminator, and carrier detect circuit. The 
nine pole receive filter provides 60 dB of transmitted tone 
rejection. The discriminator is fully balanced for stable 
operation. 

Connection and Block Diagrams 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Features 
• Drives 6000. at 0 dBm 
• All filters on chip 
• Transmit level adjustment compatible with universal 

service order code 
• TIL and CMOS compatible logic 
• All inputs protected against static damage 
• ± 5V supplies 
• Low power consumption 
• Full duplex answer or originate operation 
• Analog loopback for self test 
• Power down mode 

Applications 
• Built-in low speed modems 
• Remote data collection 
• Radio telemetry 
• Credit verification 
• Stand-alone modems 
• Point-of-sale terminals 
• Tone signalling systems 
• Remote process control 

Vee GNO Vee XTALS XTALO 

MODULATOR 

OSI 20 TLA 

ALB 19 GND 

co 18 EXI 

TL.A SINEWAVE SOT 
CDT 17 TXA SYNTHESIZER TIMING ALB 

ANO 
01~ CONTROL 

RXD 18 RXA1 TXD 
ZOk 

vcc 15 RXA2 

OSI 

CDA 14 SQT 

XTALD 13 01A. 
TXA 

XTALS 12 vee 

FTLC 10 11 TXD EXI 

TL/F/5348-1 

Top View RXAZ 

Order Number MM74HC942J, N 
See NS Package J20A or N20A 

RXA1 

CDA CDT FTLC 
TL/F/5348-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) Operating Conditions 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.5to +7.0V Min Max 

Supply Voltage (Vss) +0.5to -7.0V Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.5 

DC Input Voltage MN) Vss-1.5 to Vee+ 1.5V Supply Voltage (Vss) -4.5 -5.5 

DC Output Voltage (VouT) Vss-0.5 to Vcc+0.5V DC Input or Output Voltage 0 Vee 

Clamp Diode Current (l1K. loK) ±20mA (V1N. VouT) 

DC Output Current, per pin (louT) ±25mA Operating Temp. Range (TA) 
MM74HC -40 +85 

DC Vee or GND Current, per pin (Ice) ±50mA 
Input Rise or Fall Times 

Storage Temperature Range (T srn) - 65°C to + 150°C (tr, tt) 500 
Power Dissipation (Po) (Note 3) 500mW Crystal frequency 3.579 
Lead Temp. (TL) 

(Soldering 1 O seconds) 260°C 

DC Electrical Characteristics 

T=25°C 
74HC 

Symbol Parameter Conditions T= -40 to 85°C 

Typ Guaranteed Limits 

V1H Minimum High Level 
Input Voltage 

V1L Maximum Low Level 
Input Voltage 

VoH Minimum High Level V1N = V1H or V1L 
Output Voltage ilouTI = 20 µA Vee 

l1ouTl=4.0 mA, Vcc=4.5V 

VoL Maximum Low Level V1N = V1H or V1L 
Voltage i louTI = 20 µA 

l1ouTl=4.0 mA, Vcc=4.5V 

l1N Maximum Input V1N =Vee or GND 
Current 

loz Output TRI-STATE® ALB=SQT=Vcc 
Leakage Current 
RXD and CD Outputs 

Ice. lss Maximum Quiescent V1N=Vcc. V1L =GND 8.0 
Supply Current ALB orSQT=GND 

Transmit Level = - 9 dBm 

lcc.lss Power Down Supply Current ALB=SQT=Vcc 

V1H=Vcc. V1L =GND 
Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the device may occur. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified all voltages are referenced to ground. 

3.15 3.15 

1.1 1.1 

Vcc-0.1 Vcc-0.1 
3.98 3.7 

0.1 0.1 
0.26 0.4 

±0.1 ±1.0 

±5 

12.0 12.0 

300 

Units 
v 
v 
v 

oc 

ns 

MHz 

Units 

v 

v 

v 
v 

v 
v 

µA 

µA 

mA 

µA 

Note 3: Power Dissipation temperature derating - plastic "N" package: -12 mW /'C from 65°C to 85°C; ceramic "J" package: -12 mW /°C from 1 oo·c to 125°C. 

•The demodulator specifications apply to the MM74HC942 operating with a modulator having frequency accuracy, phase jitter and harmonic content equal to or 
better than the MM74HC942 modulator. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise specified, all specifications apply to the MM74HC942 over the range -40°C to +85°C using a Vee= +5V 
± 10%, a Vss = -5V ± 10% and a 3.579MHz ± 0.1 % crystal.• 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max 

TRANSMITTER 

FeE Carrier Frequency Error 4 

Power Output Vee=5.0V 1 RTLA = 0 -3 -1.5 0 

RL = 1.2 kn l RrLA = 5.49 kn -12 -10.5 -9 

2nd Harmonic Energy -62 -56 

RECEIVE FILTER AND HYBRID 

Hybrid Input Impedance 50 
(Pins 15 and 16) 

FTLC Output Impedance 5 10 50 

Adjacent Channel Rejection RXA2=GND TXA=GNDorVee 60 
Input to AXA 1 

DEMODULATOR (INCORPORATING HYBRID, RECEIVE FILTER AND DISCRIMINATOR) 

Carrier Amplitude 

Bit Jitter SNR = 30dB } Input= -38 dBm 
Baud Rate = 300 Baud 

Bit Bias Alternating 1-0 Pattern 

Carrier Detect Trip Points CDA=1.2V l Off to On 

Vee=5.0V l Onto Off 

Carrier Detect Hysteresis Vee=5V 

AC Specification Circuit 

3.5795 MHz ± 0.1% 
SUPPLIES Vee= +5V 

Vee= -5V 

RTLA 
Vee ---vvi----1 TLA 

TEST _____ _ 

OUTPUT 

600 

TXA 

RXA2 

--rvv"""""-.._.--1 RXAl 

CDT 

a 

MM74HC942 

CDA 

TXD 

RXO 

FTLC 

0 0.1 µF J, .... r .... r±10% 
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-48 -9 

100 200 

5 10 

-45 -42 -40 

-47 -45 -42 

2 3 4 

DATA INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT 

TL/F/5348-3 

Units 

Hz 

dBm 

dBm 

dBm 

kn 

kn 

dB 

dBm 

µS 

% 

dBm 

dBm 

dB 

El 



Description of Pin Functions 
Pin 

Name Function No. 

OSI Driver Summing Input: This may be used to 
transmit externally generated tones such as 
dual ton_e multifrequency (DTMF) dialing sig-
nals. 

2 ALB Analog Loop Back: A logic high on this pin 
causes the modulator output to be connect-
ed to the demodulator input so that data is 
looped back through the entire chip. This is 
used as a chip self test. If ALB and SOT are 
simultaneously held high the chip powers 
down. 

3 CD Carrier Detect: This pin goes to a logic low 
when carrier is sensed by the carrier detect 
circuit. 

4 CDT Carrier Detect Timing: A capacitor on this 
pin sets the time interval that the carrier 
must be present before the CD goes low. 

5 RXD Received Data: This is the data output pin. 

6 Vee Positive Supply Pin: A + 5V supply is recom-
mended. 

7 CDA Carrier Detect Adjust: This is used for ad-
justment of the carrier detect threshold. Car-
rier detect hysteresis is set at 3 dB. 

8 XTALD Crystal Drive: XT ALO and XT ALS connect 
to a 3.5795 MHz crystal to generate a crys-
tal locked clock for the chip. If an external 
circuit requires this clock XTALD should be 
sensed. If a suitable clock is already avail-
able in the system, XTALD can be driven. 

9 XTALS Crystal Sense: Refer to Pin 8 for details. 

10 FTLC Filter Test/Limiter Capacitor: This is con-
nected to a high impedance output of the 
receive filter. It may thus be used to evalu-

Functional Description 
INTRODUCTION 

A modem is a device for transmitting and receiving serial 
data over a narrow bandwidth communication channel. The 
MM74HC942 uses frequency shift keying (FSK) of an audio 
frequency tone. The tone may be transmitted over the 
switched telephone network and other voice grade chan
nels. The MM74HC942 is also capable of demodulating 
FSK signals. By suitable tone allocation and considerable 
signal processing the MM74HC942 is capable of transmit
ting and receiving data simultaneously. 

The tone allocation by the MM74HC942 and other Bell 103 
compatible modems is shown in Table I. The terms "origi
nate" and "answer" which define the frequency allocation 
come from use with telephones. The modem on the end of 
the line which initiates the call is called the originate mo
dem. The other modem is the answer modem. 

TABLE I. BELL 103 Allocation 

Data 
Originate Modem Answer Modem 

Transmit Receive Transmit Receive 

Space 1070Hz 2025Hz 2025Hz 1070Hz 

Mark 1270Hz 2225Hz 2225Hz 1270Hz 
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11 TXD 

12 Vss 

13 DIA 

14 SOT 

15 RXA2 

16 RXA1 

17 TXA 

18 EXI 

19 GND 

20 TLA 

ate filter performance. This pin may also be 
driven to evaluate the demodulator. AXA 1 
and RXA2 must be grounded during this 
test. 

For normal modem operation FTLC is AC 
grounded via a 0.1 µF bypass capacitor. 

Transmitted Data: This is the data input. 

Negative Supply: The recommended supply 
is -5V. 

Originate/ Answer mode select: When logic 
high this pin selects the originate mode of 
operation. 

Squelch Transmitter: This disables the mod
ulator when held high. The EXI input re
mains active. If SOT and ALB are simulta
neously held high the chip powers down. 

Receive Analog # 2: RXA2 and AXA 1 are 
analog inputs. When connected as recom
mended they produce a 600!1 hybrid. 

Receive Analog # 1: See RXA2 for details. 

Transmit Analog: This is the output of the 
line driver. 

External Input: This is a high impedance in
put to the line driver. This input may be used 
to transmit externally generated tones. 
When not used for this purpose it should be 
grounded. 

Ground: This defines the chip OV. 

Transmit Level Adjust: A resistor from this 
pin to Vee sets the transmit level. 

THE LINE INTERFACE 

The line interface section performs two to four wire conver
sion and provides impedance matching between the mo
dem and the phone line. 

THE LINE DRIVER 

The line driver is a power amplifier for driving the line. If the 
modem is operating as an originate modem, the second har
monics of the transmitted tones fall close to the frequencies 
of the received tones and degrade the received signal to 
noise ratio (SNR). The line driver must thus produce low 
second harmonic distortion. 

THE HYBRID 

The voltage on the telephone line is the sum of the transmit
ted and received signals. The hybrid subtracts the transmit
ted voltage from the voltage on the telephone line. If the 
telephone line was matched to the hybrid impedance, the 
output of the hybrid would be only the received signal. This 
rarely happens because telephone line characteristic im
pedances vary considerably. The hybrid output is thus a 
mixture of transmitted and received signals. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

THE DEMODULATOR SECTION 

The Receive Filter 

The demodulator recovers the data from the received sig
nals. The signal from the hybrid is a mixture of transmitted 
signal, received signals and noise. The first stage of the 
receive filter is an anti-alias filter which attenuates high fre
quency noise before sampling occurs. The signal then goes 
to the second stage of the receive filter where the transmit· 
ted tones and other noise are filtered from the received sig
nal. This is a switched capacitor nine-pole filter providing at 
least 60 dB of transmitted tone rejection. This also provides 
high attenuation at 60 Hz, a common noise component. 

The Discriminator 

The first stage of the discriminator is a hard limiter. The hard 
limiter removes from the received signal any amplitude 
modulation which may bias the demodulator toward a mark 
or a space. It compares the output of the receive filter to the 
voltage on the 0.1 µF capacitor on the FTLC pin. 

The hard limiter output connects to two parallel bandpass 
filters in the discriminator. One filter is tuned to the mark 
frequency and the other to the space frequency. The out
puts of these filters are rectified, filtered and compared. If 
the output of the mark path exceeds the output of the space 
path the RXD output goes high. The opposite case sends 
RXD low. 

The demodulator is implemented using precision switched 
capacitor techniques. The highly critical comparators in the 
limiter and discriminator are auto-zeroed for low offset. 

Carrier Detector 

The output of the discriminator is meaningful only if there is 
sufficient carrier being received. This is established in the 
carrier detection circuit which measures the signal on the 
line. If this exceeds a certain level for a preset period (ad
justable by the CDT pin) the CD output goes low indicating 
that carrier is present. Then the carrier detect threshold is 
lowered by 3 dB. This provides hysteresis ensuring the CD 
output remains stable. If carrier is lost CD goes high after 
the preset delay and the threshold is increased by 3 dB. 

MODULATOR SECTION 

The modulator consists of a frequency synthesizer and a 
sine wave synthesizer. The frequency produces one of four 
tones depending on the O/A and TXD pins. The frequencies 
are synthesized to high precision using a crystal oscillator 
and variable dual modulus counter. The counters used re
spond quickly to data changes, introducing negligible bit jit· 
ter while maintaining phase coherence. 

The sine wave synthesizer uses switched capacitors to 
"look up" the voltages of the sine wave. This sampled sig
nal is then further processed by switched capacitor and 
continuous filters to ensure the high spectral purity required 
by FCC regulations. 

Applications Information 
TRANSMIT LEVEL ADJUSTMENT 

The transmitted power levels of Table II refer to the power 
delivered to a 6000 load from the external 6000 source 
impedance. The voltage on the load is half the TXA voltage. 
This should be kept in mind when designing interface cir
cuits which do not match the load and source impedances. 

The transmit level is programmable by placing a resistor 
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from TLA to VCC. With a 5.5k resistor the line driver trans
mits a maximum of - 9 dBm. Since most lines from a phone 
installation to the exchange provide 3 dB of attenuation the 
maximum level reaching the exchange will be -12 dBm. 
This is the maximum level permitted by most telephone 
companies. Thus with this programming the MM74HC942 
will interface to most telephones. This arrangement is called 
the "permissive arrangement." The disadvantage with the 
permissive arrangement is that when the loss from a phone 
to the exchange exceeds 3 dB, no compensation is made 
and SNR may be unnecessarily degraded. 

SNR can be maximized by adjusting the transmit level until 
the level at the exchange reaches -12 dBm. This must be 
done with the cooperation of the telephone company. The 
programming resistor used is specific for a given installation 
and is often included in the telephone jack at the installa
tion. The modem is thus programmable and can be used 
with any jack correctly wired. This arrangement is called the 
universal registered jack arrangement and is possible with 
the MM74HC942. The values of resistors required to pro· 
gram the MM74HC942 follow the most common code in 
use; the universal service order code. The required resistors 
are given in Table II. 

TABLE II. Universal Service Order Code Resistor Values 

Line Transmit Programming 
Loss Level Resistor (RTLA) 
(dB) (dBm) (Ohms) 

0 -12 Open 
1 -11 19,800 
2 -10 9,200 
3 -9 5,490 
4 -8 3,610 
5 -7 2,520 
6 -6 1,780 
7 -5 1,240 
8 -4 866 
9 -3 562 
10 -2 336 
11 -1 150 
12 0 0 

CARRIER DETECT THRESHOLD ADJUSTMENT 

The carrier detect threshold is directly proportional to the 
voltage on CDA. This pin is connected internally to a high 
impedance source. This source has a nominal Thevenin 
equivalent voltage of 1.2V and output impedance of 100 kn. 

By forcing the voltage on CDA the carrier detect threshold 
may be adjusted. To find the voltage required for a given 
threshold the following equation may be used; 

VcoA = 244 x VoN 

VcoA = 345 x VoFF 

CARRIER DETECT TIMING ADJUSTMENT 

CDT: A capacitor on Pin 4 sets the time interval that the 
carrier must be present before CD goes low. It also 
sets the time interval that carrier must be removed 
before CD returns high. The relevant timing equations 
are: 

T COL ~ 6.4 x CcDT for CD going low 

T COH ~ 0.54 x CcoT for CD going high 

Where T coL & T coH are in seconds, and CcoT is in µF. 



Applications Information (Continued) 

DESIGN PRECAUTIONS 

Power supplies to digital systems may contain high ampli
tude spikes and other noise. To optimize performance of the 
MM74HC942 operating in close proximity to digital systems, 
supply and ground noise should be minimized. This involves 
attention to power supply design and circuit board layout. 

Power supply decoupling close to the device is recommend
ed. Ground loops should be avoided. For further discussion 
of these subjects see the Audio/Radio Handbook published 
by National Semiconductor Corporation. 

Interface Circuits for MM74HC942 300 Baud Modem 
2WIRECONNECTION 4WIRECONNECTION 

Vee Vee 

RTLA r .., 
XTALO XTALS RTLA r- - .., 

600 TLA TXA 
TLA I o·· I 

COMMUNICATION RXA2 
CHANNEL 

OR 600 
PHONE LINE I TXO DATA I INPUT 600 o·· RXA1 MM74HC942 o·· I RXO DATA I OUTPUT 

':' 
COMMUNICATION 

TXO DATA 
INP\JT 

RXA1 
MM74HC942 

600 
RXD 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

RXA2 

I I CHANNEL 
OR 

L _J COT COA FTLC L :.NE: _J COT COA FTLC 

lCcot 
IO.lµFIO.lµF 

ICCDT 
I0.1µFI0.1µF 

TL/F/5348-4 

CcoT and RTLA should be chosen to suit the application. See the Applications Information for more details. 

Complete Acoustically Coupled 300 Baud Modem 

Vee 

TLA 

OSI SOT 

':' 
TXA MODE SELECT 

ALB 

EXI 

+5V 

RXA2 OtA 
ANSWER 

~ MM74HC942 
RXA1 

TXO +-- TRANSMITTED 
DATA 

RXD 
RECEIVED 
DATA 

"I1µF 33D LED 

Cii +SY 
':' CARRIER 

DETECT 
INDICATION 

CDT CDA FTLC 

TL/F/5348-5 

Note: The efficiency of the acoustic coupling will set the valves of R1 and R2. 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

microCMOS 

MM74HC943 300 Baud Modem 

General Description 
The MM74HC943 is a full duplex low speed modem. It pro
vides a 300 baud bidirectional serial interface for data com
munication over telephone lines and other narrow band
width channels. It is Bell 103 compatible. 

The MM74HC943 utilizes microCMOS Technology, 2 layers 
of polysilicon and 1 layer metal P-well CMOS. Switched ca
pacitor techniques are used to peform analog signal pro
cessing. 

MODULATOR SECTION 

The modulator contains a frequency synthesizer and a sine 
wave synthesizer. It produces a phase coherent frequency 
shift keyed (FSK) output. 

LINE DRIVER AND HYBRID SECTION 

The line driver and hybrid are designed to facilitate connec
tion to a 600!l phone line. They can perform two to four wire 
conversion and drive the line at a maximum of -9 dBm. 

DEMODULATOR SECTION 

The demodulator incorporates anti-aliasing filters, a receive 
filter, limiter, discriminator, and carrier detect circuit. The 
nine-pole receive filter provides 60 dB of transmitted tone 
rejection. The discriminator is fully balanced for stable 
operation. 

Connection and Block Diagrams 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Features 
• 5V supply 
• Drives 600!l at - 9 dBm 
• All filters on chip 
• Transmit level adjustment compatible with universal 

service order code 
• TTL and CMOS compatible logic 
• All inputs protected against static damage 
• Low power consumption 
• Full duplex answer or originate operation 
• Analog loopback for self test 
• Power down mode 

Applications 
• Built-in low speed modems 
• Remote data collection 
• Radio telemetry 
• Credit verification 
• Stand-alone modems 
• Point-of-sale terminals 
• Tone signaling systems 
• Remote process control 

Vee GND GNDA XTALS XTALD 

OSI 
MODULATOR 

20 TLA 

ALB 19 GNDA 

Cii 18 EXI 

CDT 17 TXA TLA TIMING 
ANO 

CONTROL 

RXD 16 RXA1 

Vee 15 AXA2 OSI 

CDA 14 SOT 

XTALD 13 DIA 
TXA FREQUENCY 

DISCRIMINATOR 

XTALS 12 GND 
EX! 

FTLC 10 11 TXD RXA2 

TOP VIEW TL/F/5349-1 

Order Number MM74HC943J 
CARRIER 

DETECTOR 

or MM74HC943N RXA1 

See NS Package J20A or N20A 

CDA CDT FTLC 

TL/F/5349-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) Operating Conditions 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.5 to+ 7.0V Min Max Units 

DC Input Voltage MN) -1.5 to Vee+ 1.5V Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.5 v 
DC Output Voltage (VouT) -0.5 to Vcc+0.5V DC Input or Output Voltage 0 Vee v 
Clamp Diode Current (l1K. loK) ±20mA MN· VouT) 

DC Output Current, per pin (louT) ±25mA Operating Temp. Range (TA) 
MM74HC -40 +85 oc 

DC Vee or GND Current, per pin (Ice) ±50mA 
Input Rise or Fall Times 

Storage Temperature Range (T sm) - 65°C to + 150°c (tr,tt) 500 ns 
Power Dissipation (Po) (Note 3) 500mW Crystal frequency 3.579 MHz 
Lead Temp. (TL) (Soldering 10 seconds) 260°c 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vcc=5V ±10% (unless otherwise specified) 

TA=2s0 c 74HC 

Symbol Parameter Conditions TA= - 40 to ss0 c Units 

Typ Guaranteed Limits 

V1H Minimum High Level 3.15 3.15 v 
Input Voltage 

V1L Maximum Low Level 1.1 1.1 v 
Input Voltage 

VoH Minimum High Level V1N = V1H or V1L 
Output Voltage llouTl=20 µA Vee-EE Vcc-0.1 Vcc-0.1 v 

l1ouTl=4.0 mA, Vcc=4.5V 3.84 3.7 v 
Vol Maximum Low Level V1N = V1H or V1L 

Voltage llouTl=20 µA 0.1 0.1 v 
llouTI = 4.0 mA, Vee= 4.5V 0.33 0.4 v 

l1N Maximum Input V1N=VccorGND ±0.1 ±1.0 µA 
Current 

loz Output TRI-STATE® ALB=SQT=Vcc ±5 µA 
Leakage Current, 
RXD and CD Outputs 

Ice Maximum Quiescent V1H=Vcc. V1L =GND 8.0 10.0 mA 
Supply Current ALBorSQT=GND 

IGNDA Analog Ground Current Transmit Level= - 9 dBm 1.0 2.0 mA 

Ice Power Down Supply Current ALB=SQT=Vcc 300 µA 

V1H=Vcc. V1L =GND 
Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the device may occur. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified all voltages are referenced to ground. 

Note 3: Power Dissipation temperature derating - plastic "N" package: -12 mW l°C from 65°C to 85°C; ceramic "J" package: -12 mW l°C from 1 oo·c to 125°C. 

*The demodulator specifications apply to the MM74HC943 operating with a modulator having frequency accuracy, phase jitter and harmonic content equal to or 
better than the MM74HC943 modulator. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise specified, all specifications apply to the MM74HC943 over the range -40°C to +85°C using a Vee of +5V 
±10%, and a 3.579 MHz ±0.1% crystal.* 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 

TRANSMITTER 

FeE Carrier Frequency Error 

Power Output Vee=5.0V I RrLA = 5490!1 -12 
AL= 1.2 k!l 

2nd Harmonic Energy 

RECEIVE FILTER AND HYBRID 

Hybrid Input Impedance 50 
(Pins 15 and 16) 

FTLC Output Impedance 5 

Adjacent Channel Rejection RXA2=GNDA, TXD=GNDorVee 60 
Input to AXA 1 

DEMODULATOR (INCORPORATING HYBRID, RECEIVE FILTER AND DISCRIMINATOR) 

Carrier Amplitude 

Bit Jitter 

Bit Bias 

Carrier Detect Trip Points 

Carrier Detect Hystereisis 

AC Specification Circuit 

SUPPLIES Vee= + 5V 

RTLA 

OU~~~~ -----e 

SNR = 30dB 
Input= -38 dBm 
Baud Rate = 300 Baud 

Alternating 1-0 Pattern 

CDA=1.2V 

Vee=5.0V 

Vee=5.0V 

TLA 

TXA 
RXA2 

RXA1 

COT 

MM74HC943 

COA 
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} 
1 
l 

GNOA 

TXO 

RXD 

FTLC 

-48 

Off to On -45 

On to Off -47 

2 

2.2k 

2.2k 

10µF11µF 

':' 

DATA INPUT 

DATA OUTPUT 

Typ Max Units 

4 Hz 

-10.5 -9 dBm 

-62 -56 dBm 

kn 

10 50 k!l 

dB 

-12 dBm 

100 200 µS 

5 10 % 

-42 -40 dBm 

-45 -42 dBm 

3 4 dB 

+SV 

TL/F/5349-3 

El 
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Description of Pin Functions 
Pin 

No. 
Name Function 

1 OSI Driver Summing Input: This input may be 
used to transmit externally generated tones 
such as dual tone multifrequency (DTMF) di-
aling signals. 

2 ALB Analog Loop Back: A logic high on this pin 
causes the modulator output to be connect-
ed to the demodulator input so that data is 
looped back through the entire chip. This is 
used as a chip self test. If ALB and SOT are 
simultaneously held high the chip powers 
down. 

3 CD Carrier Detect: This pin goes to a logic low 
when carrier is sensed by the carrier detect 
circuit. 

4 CDT Carrier Detect Timing: A capacitor on this 
pin sets the time interval that the carrier 
must be present before the CD goes low. 

5 RXD Received Data: This is the data output pin. 

6 Vee Positive Supply Pin: A + 5V supply is recom-
mended. 

7 CDA Carrier Detect Adjust: This is used for ad-
justment of the carrier detect threshold. Car-
rier detect hysteresis is set at 3 dB. 

8 XTALD Crystal Drive: XT ALO and XT ALS connect 
to a 3.5795 MHz crystal to generate a crys-
tal locked clock for the chip. If an external 
circuit requires this clock XT ALO should be 
sensed. If a suitable clock is already avail-
able in the system. XTALD can be driven. 

9 XTALS Crystal Sense: Refer to pin 8 for details. 

10 FTLC Filter Test/Limiter Capacitor: This is con
nected to a high impedance output of the 
receiver filter. It may thus be used to evalu-

Functional Description 
INTRODUCTION 

A modem is a device for transmitting and receiving serial 
data over a narrow bandwidth communication channel. The 
MM74HC943 uses frequency shift keying (FSK) of audio fre
quency tone. The tone may be transmitted over the 
switched telephone network and other voice grade chan
nels. The MM74HC943 is also capable of demodulating 
FSK signals. By suitable tone allocation and considerable 
signal processing the MM74HC943 is capable of transmit
ting and receiving data simultaneously. 

The tone allocation used by the MM74HC943 and other Bell 
103 compatible modems is shown in Table I. The terms 
"originate" and "answer" which define the frequency allo
cation come from use with telephones. The modem on the 
end of the line which initiates the call is called the originate 
modem. The other modem is the answer modem. 

TABLE I. Bell 103 Tone Allocation 

Originate Modem Answer Modem 
Data 

Transmit Receive Transmit Receive 

Space 1070Hz 2025Hz 2025Hz 1070Hz 

Mark 1270Hz 2225Hz 2225Hz 1270Hz 
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11 TXD 

12 GND 

13 O/A 

14 SOT 

15 RXA2 

16 RXA1 

17 TXA 

18 EXI 

19 GNDA 

20 TLA 

ate filter performance. This pin may also be 
driven to evaluate the demodulator. AXA 1 
and RXA2 must be grounded during this 
test. 

For normal modem operation FTLC is AC 
grounded via a 0.1 µF bypass capacitor. 

Transmitted Data: This is the data input. 

Ground: This defines the chip OV. 

Originate/ Answer mode select: When logic 
high this pin selects the originate mode of 
operation. 

Squelch Transmitter: This disables the mod
ulator when held high. The EXI input re
mains active. If SOT and ALB are simulta
neously held high the chip powers down. 

Receive Analog # 2: RXA2 and AXA 1 are 
analog inputs. When connected as recom
mended they produce a 600n hybrid. 

Receive Analog # 1: See RXA2 for details. 

Transmit Analog: This is the output of the 
line driver. 

External Input: This is a high impedance in
put to the line driver. This input may be used 
to transmit externally generated tones. 
When not used for this purpose it should be 
grounded to GNDA. 

Analog Ground: Analog signals within the 
chip are referred to this pin. 

Transmit Level Adjust: A resistor from this 
pin to Vee sets the transmit level. 

THE LINE INTERFACE 

The line interface section performs two to four wire conver
sion and provides impedance matching between the mo
dem and the phone line. 

THE LINE DRIVER 

The line driver is a power amplifier for driving the line. If the 
modem is operating as an originate modem, the second har
monics of the transmitted tones fall close to the frequencies 
of the received tones and degrade the received signal to 
noise ratio (SNR). The line driver must thus produce low 
second harmonic distortion. 

THE HYBRID 

The voltage on the telephone line is the sum of the transmit
ted and received signals. The hybrid subtracts the transmit
ted voltage from the voltage on the telephone line. If the 
telephone line was matched to the hybrid impedance, the 
output of the hybrid would be only the received signal. This 
rarely happens because telephone line characteristic im
pedances vary considerably. The hybrid output is thus a 
mixture of transmitted and received signals. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

THE DEMODULATOR SECTION 

The Receive Filter 

The demodulator recovers the data from the received sig
nals. The signal from the hybrid is a mixture of transmitted 
signal, received signals and noise. The first stage of the 
receive filter is an anti-alias filter which attenuates high fre
quency noise before sampling occurs. The signal then goes 
to the second stage of the receive filter where the transmit
ted tones and other noise are filtered from the received sig
nal. This is a switch capacitor nine pole filter providing at 
least SO dB of transmitted tone rejection. This also provides 
high attenuation at SOHz, a common noise component. 

The Discriminator 

The first stage of the discriminator is a hard limiter. The hard 
limiter removes from the received signal any amplitude 
modulation which may bias the demodulator toward a mark 
or a space. It compares the output of the receive filter to the 
voltage on the 0.1 µF capacitor on the FTLC pin. 

The hard limiter output connects to two parallel bandpass 
filters in the discriminator. One filter is tuned to the mark 
frequency and the other to the space frequency. The out
puts of these filters are rectified, filtered and compared. If 
the output of the mark path exceeds the output of the space 
path the RXD output goes high. The opposite case sends 
RXD low. 

The demodulator is implemented using precision switched 
capacitor techniques The highly critical comparators in the 
limiter and discriminator are auto-zeroed for low offset. 

Carrier Detector 

The output of the discriminator is meaningful only if there is 
sufficient carrier being received. This is established in the 
carrier detection circuit which measures the signal on the 
line. If this exceeds a certain level for a preset period (ad
justable by the CDT pin) the CD output goes low indicating 
that carrier is present. Then the carrier detect threshold is 
lowered by 3 dB. This provides hysteresis ensuring the CD 
output remains stable. If carrier is lost CD goes high after 
the preset delay and the threshold is increased by 3 dB. 

MODULATOR SECTION 

The modulator consists of a frequency synthesizer and a 
sine wave synthesizer. The frequency synthesizer produces 
one of four tones depending on the 0/A and TXD pins. The 
frequencies are synthesized to high precision using a crystal 
oscillator and variable dual modulus counter. 

The counters used respond quickly to data changes, introduc
ing negligible bit jitter while maintaining phase coherence. 

The sine wave synthesizer uses switched capacitors to 
"look up" the voltages of the sine wave. This sampled sig
nal is then further processed by switched capacitor and 
continuous filters to ensure the high spectral purity required 
by FCC regulations. 

Applications Information 
TRANSMIT LEVEL ADJUSTMENT 

The transmitted power levels of Table II refer to the power 
delivered to a soon load from the external soon source 
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impedance. The voltage on the load is half the TXA voltage. 
This should be kept in mind when designing interface cir
cuits which do not match the load and source inpedances. 

The transmit level is programmable by placing a resistor 
from TLA to Vee· With a 5.5k resistor the line driver trans
mits a maximum of - 9 dBm. Since most lines from a phone 
installation to the exchange provide 3 dB of attenuation the 
maximum level reaching the exchange will be -12 dBm. 
This is the maximum level permitted by most telephone 
companies. Thus with this programming the MM74HC943 
will interface to most telephones. This arrangement is called 
the "permissive arrangement." The disadvantage with the 
permissive arrangement is that when the loss from a phone 
to the exchange exceeds 3 dB, no compensation is made 
and SNR may be unnecessarily degraded. 

TABLE II. Universal Service Order Code Resistor Values 

Line Transmit Programming 
Loss Level Resistor (RTLA) 
(dB) (dBm) (n) 

0 -12 Open 
1 -11 19,800 
2 -10 9,200 
3 -9 5,490 

CARRIER DETECT THRESHOLD ADJUSTMENT 

The carrier detect threshold is directly proportional to the 
voltage on CDA. This pin is connected internally to a high 
impedance source. This source has a nominal Thevenin 
equivalent voltage of 1.2V and output impedance of 100 kn. 

By forcing the voltage on CDA the carrier detect threshold 
may be adjusted. To find the voltage required for a given 
threshold the following equation may be used: 

VeoA=244 x VoN 

VeoA=345 x VoFF 

CARRIER DETECT TIMING ADJUSTMENT 

CDT: A capacitor on Pin 4 sets the time interval that the 
carrier must be present before CD goes low. It also 
sets the time interval that carrier must be removed 
before CD returns high. The relevant timing equations 
are: 

T COL ~ 6.4 x CeoT for CD going low 

T GOH ~ 0.54 x CcoT for CD going high 

Where T coL & T coH are in seconds, and CcoT is in µF. 

DESIGN PRECAUTIONS 

Power supplies to digital systems may contain high ampli
tude spikes and other noise. To optimize performance of the 
MM74HC943 operating in close proximity to digital systems, 
supply and ground noise should be minimized. This involves 
attention to power supply design and circuit board layout. 
Power supply decoupling close to the device is recommend
ed. Ground loops should be avoided. For further discussion 
of these subjects see the Audio/Radio Handbook published 
by National Semiconductor Corporation. 

El 
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Interface Circuits for MM74HC943 300 Baud Modem 

2 Wire Connection 

XTALS 
2.2k 

TXA GNDAr--.--.---.~fY\r-- + SV 

COMMUNICATION 
CHANNEL 

OR 

: l~ !)''( 
I 
L .J 

RXA2 1°0"F11,.F ":" 
Vee 

RXA1 
MM74HC943 RTLA 

CDT 

JCeor 

TLA 

TXD +-~N~T 

CDA 

RXD 

FTLC 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

T
0.1,.F 

1
0.1,.F 

":" L_GNDA 

4 Wire Connection 

+sv 

2.2k 
XTALD XTALS 

TXA 
GNDA 

2.2k 

1DOµF11µF 
Vee 

RXA1 
MM74HC943 RTLA 

TLA 

RXA2 
TXD ._ ~:;~T 

RXD 
DATA 
OUTPUT 

CDT CDA FTLC 

2.2k 

":' 

Ccor and RrLA should be chosen to suit the application. See the Applications Information for more details. 
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Complete Acoustically Coupled 300 Baud Modem 

Vee GNO XTALS XTALO 

TLA 

OSI SQT 
0.1 µF 

150k 
TXA 

ALB 

R1 EXI 

RXA2 O/A 

MM74HC943 
RXA1 

TXO 

RXO 

+5V .-----1 FTLC 

T1µF 
2.2k 0.1 µF 

.._~ ________ ...,_.,_....,.._"""4~-41...._ ... ___ ~GNOA 

COT COA 
2.2K 

+ 

J 0.1µFJ100µF 

1
0.22 ILF J 0.1 µF 

Note: The efficiency of the acoustic coupling will set the values of R1 and R2. 
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PRELIMINARY 

micro CMOS 

TP3330 Monolithic Full Duplex 1200/600/300 BPS 
Bell 212A/V.22 Modem 

General Description 
The TP3330 is a single chip full duplex 1200/600/300 BPS 
voiceband modem that operates over two wire voice-grade 
phone lines. It is compatible with Bell 212A, Bell 103/113 
(1200/300 BPS) and CCITT V.22 A,B (1200/600 BPS) mo
dem standards. All modulation, demodulation and filtering 
functions are performed on-chip. 

The TP3330 contains an on-chip USART that performs seri
al-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversions on data 
characters. It can be connected directly to the host proces
sor or controller through a standard microprocessor bus. 
The device provides status information on error conditions 
(parity, overrun, framing and break detect) as well as mo
dem status conditions to the CPU. Also included on-chip is a 
full prioritized interrupt system which reduces software over
head in the CPU. When operating in asynchronous mode, it 
is functionally equivalent to the INS8250A UART. 

Additional functions on the device are an on-chip DTMF 
generator and call progress tone detector to facilitate auto
dialing. Hook-switch control output and an interrupt input for 
Ring Detect are provided to facilitate auto-answering. Inter-

Block Diagram 
H'S Ri 

·-------------------J __ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

00-07 
1 
I 
I 
I 

AO-A2 I 

INTR 
I 
I 

CLK 
1 

XTAL 
XTAL1/+=W-+' 

XTAL2 OSC 

Vee_._ __ _ 

GND------+ 

VcM----

facing to the phone line is simplified by the on-chip hybrid 
circuit. 

The TP3330 is implemented with National's advanced dual
metal silicon gate microCMOS process. The device oper
ates from a single + 5V supply, and is ideal for portable or 
battery operated systems. 

Features 
• Bell 212A and Bell 103/113 compatible 
• CCITT V.22 A,B compatible 
• On-chip USART with full prioritized interrupt system 
• Synchronous transmission: 1200/600 BPS 
• Asynchronous transmission: 1200/600/300 BPS 
• Hybrid and line driver with switched audio access 
• DTMF generator 
• Call progress tone detection 
• Loopback test modes 
• -+ 5V only single supply operation 
• LSTTL and CMOS compatible logic 
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Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

RXA2 28 RxAVG 
RXA1 27 YeM 

EXO 26 TXA 

Hs 4 25 EXI 

GNO 5 24 Yee 

07 23 Ri 
06 22 INTR 

05 8 21 Cs 
04 9 20 XTAL2 

03 10 19 XTAL1/CLK 

02 11 18 A2 

01 12 17 A1 

DO 13 16 AO 

WR 14 15 R5 
TL/H/8792-9 

Top View 

Order Number TP3330N 
See NS Package Number N28B 

Plastic Chip Carrier (PCC) 

Pin Descriptions 
Pin 

Number 
21 

15 

14 

16-18 

6-13 

Name Function 

CS Chip Select: When CS is low, the de-
vice is selected, enabling communica
tion between the TP3330 and the 
CPU. When CS is high, the Data Bus is 
in TRI-STATE, RD and WR will have 
no effect on the device. 

RD Read Strobe: With CS low, a logic low 
at RD input allows the CPU to read 
data or status information from the 
TP3330. 

WR Write Strobe: With CS low, a logic low 
at WR input allows the CPU to write 
data or control words into the TP3330. 

AO, A 1, A2 Register Select: These 3 inputs are 
the address selects to a particular in
ternal register of the TP3330 to read 
from or write to during a read or write 
operation. AO is the LSB. 

D7-DO Data Bus: This data bus is comprised 
of 8 TRI-STATE input/output lines. 
The bus provides bidirectional commu
nications between the CPU and the 
TP3330. Data, control words and 
status information are transferred via 
this bus. DO is the LSB and D7 is the 
MSB. Serial data on the line is LSB 
first. 

22 INTR Interrupt Output: This line goes high 
whenever any one of the interrupt 
types has an active high condition and 
is enabled via the Interrupt Enable 
Register. The INTR output is TRI
STATE when Bit 3 of MCR2 is set to 
logic 0. 

Pin 
Number 

19 

20 

24 

5 

27 

26 

2, 1 
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4 3 2 i 28 27 26 
GND 

07 
06 
05 
04 9 

03 10 

25 EXI 

24 Yee 
23 
22 
21 
20 

Ri 
INTR 

Cs 

02 11 19 
XTAL2 

XTAL1/CLK 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

TL/H/8792-10 

Top View 

Order Number TP3330V 
See NS Package Number V28A 

Name 

XTAL1/ 
CLK 

XTAL2 

Vee 

GND 

TXA 

RXA1, 
RXA2 

Function 

This is the input of the on-chip oscilla
tor circuit which requires an external 
4.91520 MHz crystal. It can also be 
used as the input for an external 
4.91520 MHz clock signal. 

This is the output of the on-chip oscil
lator high gain inverter. 

Positive power supply pin. The supply 
voltage is + 5V ± 5% referenced to 
GND. A 0.1 µF bypass capacitor is re
quired to be connected from V cc to 
GND. 

Ground: All digital signals are refer
enced to this pin. 

Analog Common Mode: This pin is bi
ased to % V cc by an internal resistor 
divider and must be AC bypassed by 
an external 100 µF electrolytic and a 
0.1 µF ceramic capacitor. All analog 
signals are referenced to this pin. 

Transmit analog output of the line driv
er amplifier. 

Receive Analog Inputs: RXA 1 and 
RXA2 are analog high impedance in
puts to the receiver buffer amplifier. 
When connected as recommended, 
they produce a 600!1 hybrid circuit. 

D 
I 



Pin Descriptions (Continued) Functional Description 
Pin 

Name Function POWER-UP INITIALIZATION 
Number 

When power is first applied, the internal power-on reset cir-25 EXI External Audio Input: This is a high 
impedance input to the line driver am-

cuitry initializes the TP3330. Internal registers (except the 

plifier which can be used to transmit 
Receive Buffer, Transmitter Holding and Sync-character 

an externally generated tone or voice. Registers) are reset to their initial conditions. The state of 

The EXI input is switched on or off by the output signals are also set to their inactive conditions. 

Bit 5 of the Handshaking Control Reg- (Refer to Table I.) A Master Reset can be generated by 

ister. The input signal from EXI is not setting Bit 2 of the Modem Control Register 2. 

filtered by the Transmit filter, and TRANSMITTER 
should be less than 1 Vp-p in order to The transmitter section consists of a digital modulator and 
prevent output clipping. When not spectrum controller, a switched capacitor transmit equalizer, 
used, it should be connected to VcM· a post filter, and a line driver amplifier. At 1200/600 BPS, 

3 EXO External Audio Output: This is a buff- the modulator is a DPSK (Differential Phase Shift-Keyed) 
ered audio output of the receiver, ca- modulator with a scrambler circuit that prevents loss of syn-
pable of driving a 1 o kn load. The chronization. At 300 BPS, the modulator is a phase-coher-
EXO output is switched on or off by Bit ent FSK (Frequency Shift-Keyed) modulator. Data informa-
4 of the Handshaking Control Regis- tion from the CPU is converted into a phase modulated or a 
ter. frequency modulated sine wave that can be transmitted 

28 RxAVG This is the comparator input of the in- over the switched telephone network. 

ternal slicer circuit. An external Half-channel fixed compromised equalization is provided by 
0.01 µF capacitor must be connected the transmit equalizer, which also attenuates any unwanted 
from this pin to VcM· frequency components, so that the out-of-band emission is 

4 HS Hook Switch Output: This logical within the limits of FCC and CCITT specifications. Figure 1 

latched output may be used to drive an shows the out-of-band energy relative to the transmit carri-

external relay driver for hook-switch er. 

control. It is programmed by Bit 7 of The line driver is a low distortion power amplifier that out-
the Dialing Control Register. A logic puts the transmit carrier or the DTMF signal and is able to 
high at Bit 7 will set the HS output to drive a -9 dBm signal into a soon line. When the modem is 
logic low level. not transmitting data or DTMF signals, externally generated 

23 RT Ring Indicator: A logical low at this tones or voice can be transmitted to the line from the EXI 

input indicates the presence of ringing input. It is enabled by setting Bit 5 of the Handshaking Con-

signal received by an external ring de- trol Register. When not used, this input should be connect-

tector. The CPU can monitor the RT in- ed to VcM· 
put by reading Bit 6 of the Modem Table II shows the frequency assignments of the Transmit 
Status Register 2. Whenever the RT in- Carrier. 
put changes from a low to high state, 
an interrupt is generated if the Modem 
Status Interrupt is enabled. 

TABLE I. Reset Functions 

Register /Signals Reset State 

Interrupt Enable Register All Bits Low 

Interrupt Identification Register Bit 0 is High, Bits 1-7 are Low 

Line Control Register 1 All Bits Low 

Modem Control Register 2 All Bits Low 

Line Status Register All Bits Low, Except Bits 5 & 6 which are High 

Modem Status Register 2 All Bits Low, Except Bit 6 which is an input 

Line Control Register 2 All Bits Low 

Modem Control Register 1 All Bits Low 

Dialing Control Register All Bits Low 

Handshaking Control Register All Bits Low 

Modem Status Register 1 All Bits Low 

Test Mode Register All Bits Low 

INTR Low 

HS High 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE II. Transmit Carrier Frequency Assignment 

Standard Data Rate 
Nominal Carrier Actual Carrier % Deviation 
Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) from Nominal 

Bell 300 BPS Mark 1270 1265.625 -0.34 
212A Originating Space 1070 1068.750 -0.12 

300 BPS Mark 2225 2221.875 -0.14 
Answering Space 2025 2025 0 

1200 BPS Low Band 1200 1200 0 

1200 BPS High Band 2400 2400 0 

Answer Tone 2225 2221.875 -0.14 

CCITT 600/1200 BPS Low Band 1200 1200 0 
V.22 600/1200 BPS High Band 2400 2400 0 

Answer Tone 2100 2100 0 

Guard Tone 550 553.125 +0.57 
1800 1800 0 

0 2 3.4 8 64 256 kHz CARRIER DETECTOR 

TRANSt.41T LLLL. I I 
The carrier detector monitors the level of the receive signal. 

CARRIER LEVEL 0 
~ 

I I To prevent transmission of erroneous data to the CPU, the 
I I receive data output from the demodulator is clamped to log-

~ 
I I 

-20 ... I I ic high when the carrier falls below the receive threshold 

~ 
I I 
I I level for a time greater than teo OFF· Whenever the receive 

v I I signal is above the threshold level for a time greater than -40 - - - - I 

I teo ON· Bit 7 in the Modem Status Register 2 (CD) is set to 

-60 -------~/_ logic 1, indicating the presence of valid carrier, and the de-

dBr 1 
modulator output is enabled. 

TL/H/8792-11 
When the Call Progress Tone Detector is enabled, the sam-

FIGURE 1. Out-of-Band Energy piing clock frequency of the receive bandpass filter is scaled 

Relative to Transmit Carrier down by 2.5 times, so that it covers the passband (350 Hz 
to 620 Hz) of the precise call progress tones. CD ON indi-

RECEIVER cates the presence of tones, while CD OFF indicates the 

The receiver consists of a 2-to-4 wire hybrid amplifier, an absence of tones. Such a cadence is easily monitored by 

anti-alias filter, a switched capacitor receive bandpass filter the CPU, which can discriminate between the types of call 

and a low distortion digital demodulator. When connected progress tones as shown in the following table: 

as recommended, the input buffer amplifier performs as a Dial Tone 350 Hz+ 440 Hz Continuous 
2-to-4 wire converter, canceling the transmitted signal from 

Busy Tone 480 Hz+ 620 Hz 0.5s ON /0.5s OFF the incoming received signal. 

An audio output is provided at EXO for audio monitoring of Re-Order Tone 480 Hz+ 620 Hz 0.25s ON /0.25s OFF 

the received signals from the line. It can be used to drive an Ringback Tone 
external power amplifier, such as the LM386, for audio mon- from Central 
itoring of call progress. It is enabled by setting Bit 4 of the Office: 440 Hz+ 480 Hz 2s ON /4s OFF 

Handshaking Control Register. from PBX: 440 Hz+ 480 Hz 1s ON /3s OFF 

The receive filter is a 22-pole switched capacitor bandpass The Modem Answer Tone is detected by the Answer Tone 
filter which can be programmed to operate in the low band Detector, which is reflected by Bit 1 of the Modem Status 
or high band channel. It rejects out-of-band transmission, Register 2. 
noise components and the undesirable adjacent channel 
echo signals which can be fed from the transmitter section DTMF GENERATOR 

to the receiver section over the 2-wire phone line. For An on-chip DTMF generator facilitates auto-dialing. It ac-
CCITT V.22 operation, a programmable 550 Hz or 1800 Hz cepts BCD input from the CPU, and is able to generate all 
notch filter is also included to reject the guard tone that is 16 standard DTMF tone pairs. With DTMF ENABLE (Bit 4 of 
transmitted along with the high band carrier. A half channel the Dialing Control Register) set to logic high, a 4-bit binary 
amplitude and group delay equalizer is also included to en- number previously loaded into locations Bits 0-3 is decod-
sure low bit error rate and low bit length distortion when ed and sets the high group and low group programmable 

El 
connected to any voice grade phone line. counters to the appropriate divider ratios. The output volt-

At 1200/600 BPS, the demodulator is a DPSK demodulator age at TXA is the sum of the high and low group sine waves 

with a phase-locked loop clock recovery circuit. The re- superimposed on a DC level of approximately% Vee· The 

ceived data is descrambled using the inverse of the transmit modulator and EXI are disabled, and the gain of the receive 

scrambler polynomial. In the asynchronous mode, the sync- buffer amplifier is reduced by 20 dB in order to prevent over-

to-async converter re-inserts the stop bit deleted by the loading the receive filter section. 

transmitting modem. At 300 BPS, the demodulator is a FSK Table Ill shows the output tone frequencies, and Table IV is 

demodulator. the functional truth table. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE Ill. DTMF Output Frequency Accuracy 

Tone Standard DTMF Tone Output % 
Group Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) Deviation 

Low 
697 693.750 -0.47 

Group 
770 768.750 -0.16 
852 853.125 +0.13 

fL 941 937.500 -0.37 

High 
1209 1209.375 +0.03 
1336 1340.625 +0.35 

Group 
1477 1481.250 +0.29 

fH 1633 1631.250 -0.11 

TABLE IV. Functional Truth Table for DTMF Dialing 

Keyboard 
BCD Inputs 

Equivalence Bit Bit Bit 
3 2 

x x x x 

0 0 0 

2 0 0 

3 0 0 

4 0 0 

5 0 0 

6 0 

7 0 1 1 

8 0 0 

9 0 0 

0 0 

0 1 

# 0 

A 0 

B 

c 1 1 

D 0 0 0 

TEST MODES 

The TP3330 provides several test modes to allow the user 
or the CPU to verify that the modem is operating properly. 

Analog Loopback 

In the Analog Loopback mode, the receive bandpass filter 
and demodulator are configured to process the same chan
nel as the transmitter. The transmitted carrier output is 
looped back to the receiver input via an internal attenuator, 
while still maintaining the modulated carrier to the output pin 
TXA. 

Digital Loopback 

When the Digital Loopback mode is enabled, the digital out
put of the demodulator is looped back to the digital input of 
the modulator. At 1200/600 BPS, the recovered clock of the 
receiver is also looped back internally to the transmit clock. 
The serial data input to the receive shift register of the 
USART is clamped to logic high, and the transmit data from 
the USART is ignored. 
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DTMF DTMFOutput 

Bit Enable 

0 Blt4 fL(Hz) fH(Hz) 

x 0 0 0 

697 1209 

0 697 1336 

697 1477 

0 770 1209 

1 770 1336 

0 770 1477 

852 1209 

0 852 1336 

1 852 1477 

0 941 1336 

1 941 1209 

0 941 1477 

1 697 1633 

0 770 1633 

1 852 1633 

0 941 1633 

Remote Digital Loopback 

The TP3330 supports Remote Digital Loopback by provid
ing the Dotting Pattern detector for the originator. A Dotting 
Pattern Generator and an unscramble mark detector are 
provided for the remote modem for the handshaking pro
cess. 

USART Digital Loopback 

This test mode allows the user to test the USART's func
tions and interrupt system independently of the rest of the 
circuit. In this test mode, the serial data output from the 
transmit shift register is looped internally to the serial data 
input of the receive shift register. The data input from the 
demodulator is ignored. The four modem control bits (RTS, 
DTR, OUT1 and OUT2) are internally connected to the four 
modem status bits (CTS, DSR, RI and CD). 



Functional Description (Continued) 

USART Bits 2, 3: These 2 bits specify the threshold level for the car-

The on-chip USART performs serial-to-parallel conversion 
rier detector and call progress tone detector. 

on data characters received from the line and parallel-to-se- Bit 3 Blt2 
Carrier ON Carrier OFF 

rial conversion on data characters received from the CPU. Threshold (dBm) Threshold (dBm) 

Status information on error conditions (parity, overrun, tram- 0 0 -43 -46 
ing or break interrupt) is provided to the CPU at any time 0 1 -38 -41 
during the functional operation. In asynchronous transmis- 1 0 -33 -36 
sion, the USART is functionally equivalent to National's 1 1 -33 -36 

INS8250A UART, providing start-stop framing to the data. In Bits 4, 5: These 2 bits specify the nominal transmit carrier 
synchronous transmission, the programmable synchronous amplitude and DTMF levels at the TXA output. 
characters are transmitted at the beginning or during data 

Carrier DTMF transmission in order to achieve synchronization. Blt5 Bit4 
(mVrms) VL/VH (mVrms) 

ACCESSIBLE REGISTERS 0 0 550 615/775 
The operation of TP3330 is programmable via the internal 0 1 435 490/615 
accessible registers. Table V summarizes those registers 1 0 345 390/490 
which are used to control and monitor the modem's opera- 1 1 275 310/390 
tion. The registers listed in Table VI are used to control the 

Bit6: This bit selects the guard tone frequency to be USART's operations in data transfer and monitor the error 
conditions. transmitted along with the DPSK high band carrier 

when TP3330 is operating at V.22 mode. A logic 
Modem Control Register 1 low selects 1800 Hz, and a logic high selects 

This register specifies the general operating conditions for 550 Hz. 

the TP3330. Bit7: A logic 0 for this bit selects the Asynchronous 

Bit 0: In combination with Bit 1, this bit selects the data rate transmission with start-stop bits. A logic 1 selects 

of transmission. the Synchronous transmission mode. At 300 BPS, 

Bit 1 BltO Data Rate 
this bit is ignored' and transmission is always in 
Asynchronous mode only. 

0 0 1200 BPS DPSK 
0 1 300 BPS FSK Dialing Control Register 
1 0 1200 BPS DPSK This register controls the operation of TP3330 in the DTMF 
1 1 600 BPS DPSK dialing mode. 

Bit 1: A logic low selects the Bell 212A and logic high se- Bits 0-3: These bits specify a 4 bit BCD digit defined in Ta-

lects the CCITT V.22 modem standard. The answer ble IV. The di it is decoded to generate the corre-

tone is automatically set to 2225 Hz for Bell 212A, spending DTMF tone pair. 

and 2100 Hz for V.22. 

TABLE V. Summary of Modem Registers 

AL3 1 1 1 1 1 

AO-A2 0 1 2 2 3 

Modem Control Dialing Handshake Modem Status Test 
Register 1 Control Control Register Register 1 Mode 

Register (Write Only) (Read Only) Register 

Bit MCR1 OCR HCR MSR1 TMR 

0 LOW/HIGH DTMFNo Transmit Output Receive Power Up 
Speed BitO Enable Speed Indicator Enable 

1200/300 BPS 

1 Bell 212A/ DTMF No Transmit Scrambler 2225 Hz/High ALB 
V.22 Bit 1 Enable Band Unscrambled Enable 

Mark Detect 

2 Carrier Threshold DTMF No Guard Tone Scrambled DLB 
Select Bit2 Enable Mark Detect Enable 

3 Carrier Threshold DTMF No Answer Tone Low Band 
0 Select Bit 3 Enable Unscrambled Mark 

Detect 

4 Level Adjust DTMF Enable EXO Enable Dotting Pattern Detect 0 

5 Level Adjust Enable Call EXI Enable 
Progress 0 0 

Tone Detect 

6 Guard Tone Receive Mute ORIG/ ANS Mode 
0 0 

Select Enable Select 

7 ASYNC/SYNC Hook Switch Dotting Pattern 
0 0 

Select Control Enable 
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AL3 0 0 0 0 

A0-2 0 0 1 2 
DLAB=O DLAB=O DLAB=O 

Receive Transmit Interrupt Interrupt 
Buffer Holding Enable Identification 
Register Register Register Register 
(Read Only) (Write Only) (Read Only) 

Bit RBR THR IER llR 

0 Data Data Enable 0 If 
BitO BitO Receive Interrupt 

Data Pending 
Ready 
Interrupt 

1 Data Data Enable Interrupt 
Bit 1 Bit 1 Transmit IDBitO 

Holding 
Register 
Empty 
Interrupt 

(,) 2 Data Data Enable Interrupt 
N 
I\) 

Bit2 Bit2 Line ID Bit 1 
Status 
Interrupt 

3 Data Data Enable Interrupt 
Bit3 Bit 3 Modem ID Bit2 

Status 
Interrupt 

4 Data Data 
Bit4 Bit4 0 0 

5 Data Data 
0 0 

Bit5 Bit5 

6 Data Data 
Bit6 Bit6 0 0 

7 Data Data 
0 0 

Bit? Bit? 

Note: Bit O is the least significant bit. 

It is the first bit serially transmitted or received. 

TABLE VI. Summary of USART Registers 

0 x 0 0 

3 4 5 6 

Line Modem Line Modem 
Control Control Status Status 
Register 1 Register 2 Register Register 2 

LCR 1 MCR2 LSR MSR2 

Word Data Receive Delta 
Length Terminal Data Clear to 
BitO Ready Ready Send 

(DTR) (DR) (DCTS) 

Word Request Overrun Delta 
Length to Error Data Set 
Bit 1 Send (OE) Ready 

(RTS) (DDSR) 

Stop Bit OUT1 Parity Trailing 
Select (Reset) Error Edge of 
(ASYNC (PE) Ring 
Mode) Indicator 

(TERI) 

Parity OUT2 Framing Delta 
Enable (INTR Error Carrier 

Output (FE) Detect 
Enable) (DCD) 

Even Loop Break Clear to 
Parity Interrupt Send 

(ASYNC)/ (CTS) 
SYNDET 
(SYNC) 

Stick 
0 

THRE Data Set 
Parity Empty Ready(DSR) 

Set TEMT Ring 
Break 0 Indicator 

(RI) 

DLAB AL3 
0 

Carrier 
Detect (CD) 

0 1 

7 5 

Scratch Pad Line 
Register Control 

Register 2 

SCR LCR2 

BitO Transmit 
Enable 

Bit 1 Receive 
Enable 

Bit2 Sync 
Character 
Select 

Bit3 Int/Ext 
Syndet 
Select 

Bit4 Ext 
Syndet 
Input 

Bit5 Enter 
Hunt 

Bit6 Slave 
Timing 
Enable 

Bit? 0 

1 1 

6 7 

Sync Sync 
Character Character 
Register 1 Register 2 

SYNC1 SYNC2 

BitO BitO 

Bit 1 Bit 1 

Bit2 Bit2 

Bit3 Bit3 

Bit4 Bit4 

Bit5 Bit5 

Bit6 Bit6 

Bit? Bit? 

TP3330 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

Bit 4: When this bit is set to logic 1, the DTMF generator 
is enabled. 

Bit 5: When set to logic 1, the Call Progress Tone De
tector is enabled. Bit 7 (CD) of Modem Status 
Register 2 indicates the presence (logic 1) or ab
sence (logic 0) of call progress tones within the 
passband of 350 Hz to 620 Hz. After ringback 
tone is detected by the CPU, Bit 5 should be reset 
to logic 0, putting the TP3330 in normal data 
mode. 

Bit 6: A logic high for this bit mutes the receiver buffer 
amplifier. Muting is useful during pulse dialing to 
prevent transient overloading of the receiver. 

Bit 7: This bit controls the HS output signal for hook
switch control, and can be used for pulse dial
through by setting and resetting this bit with the 
right timing. The following table shows the timing 
requirement for pulse dialing in North America. 

Pulsing Rate 8 to 11 pps 
Percentage Break 58 to64 % 
Inter-Digital Pause 0.6 to 1 Sec 

Handshaking Control Register 

This register controls the handshaking process of the 
TP3330. 

Bit 0: A logic high enables the transmission of carrier or 
DTMF signals at the TXA output. A logic low will 
set TXA at the VcM voltage. 

Bit 1: 

Bit2: 

Bit3: 

Bit4: 

Bit5: 

Bit6: 

Bit7: 

When this bit is set to logic 1, it enables the 
scrambler circuit inserted in the data path for the 
DPSK modulator. Setting this bit low bypasses the 
scrambler. 

A logic high enables the transmission of the guard 
tone frequency selected by Bit 6 of the Modem 
Control Register 1. The carrier amplitude is auto
matically reduced by about 1 dB in order to main
tain the same total transmitted power output. 

A logic high enables the transmission of the mo
dem answer tone, which is 2225 Hz for Bell 212A, 
or 2100 Hz for V.22. 

A logic high enables the receiver audio output at 
EXO. When disabled by a logic low, the EXO out
put is set to VcM voltage. 

A logic high enables the external audio input at 
EXI to the line driver amplifier. 

A logic high selects the originating mode. The 
TP3330 transmits at the low band and receives at 
the high band frequency. A logic low selects the 
answer mode, transmitting at the high band and 
receiving at the low band frequency. 

A logic high enables the transmission of the Dot
ting Pattern (scrambled alternating one's and ze
ro's) for the handshaking process required to ini
tialize a Remote Digital Loopback for 600 BPS or 
1200 BPS. Bit 1 must also be set to logic 1 to 
enable the transmitter's scrambler. 
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Modem Status Register 1 

This register provides status information regarding the in
coming received signal from the phone line. When the Mo
dem Status Interrupt is enabled, the low to high transition of 
the status bits in this register will generate an interrupt out
put at INTR. It is reset by a read operation on the Modem 
Status Register 1. 

Bit O: This status bit is the received data speed indica
tor for the Bell 212A answering mode only. A logic 
low indicates receiving at 1200 BPS, while a logic 
high indicates receiving at 300 BPS. Bit O is reset 
to logic O whenever CD (Bit 7 of MSR2) changes 
from logic 1 to logic 0. 

Bit 1: This bit is the answer tone indicator. It goes high 
whenever a 2225 Hz answer tone or high band 
unscrambled mark has been received for more 
than 160 ms during handshaking. 

Bit 2: This bit is the DPSK scrambled mark indicator. It 
goes high whenever a scrambled mark is re
ceived for 267 ms. (tsM) 

Bit3: 

Bit4: 

Bits 

This bit is the Low band DPSK unscrambled mark 
indicator. It goes high when an unscrambled mark 
is detected for more than 160 ms. 

This bit is the Dotting Pattern indicator. It goes 
high whenever a pattern of DPSK scrambled al
ternating 1 's and O's are received for 267 ms, in
dicating that a Remote Digital Loopback is being 
acknowledged by the far end modem. 

5,6, 7: These bits are not used. 
Note: Bits 1 to 4 are reset to logic O whenever the CPU reads the content of 

the Modem Status Register 1. 

Test Mode Register 

This register programs the modes of operation of the 
TP3330. 

Bit 0: When this bit is programmed to logic low, the 
TP3330 is put in the power-down mode, minimiz
ing current consumption. All non-essential circuits 
are de-activated, analog outputs TXA and EXO 
are TRI-ST ATE and the digital output HS is at in
active state. The internal registers are unaffected, 
and the RT input and its associate interrupt func
tion as normal. When power is first applied to 
TP3330, the user should program a logic high in 
Bit 0 to set the device in the power-up mode. 

Bit 1: A logic high enables the Analog Loopback test 
mode. 

Bit 2: A logic high enables the Digital Loopback test 
mode. 

Bits 3-7: These bits are not used, and should be set to logic 
0. 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

Line Control Register 1 

The Line Control Register 1 specifies the format of asyn
chronous data communication. The programmer may re
trieve the contents of both Line Control Registers for in
spection. This feature simplifies system programming and 
eliminates the need for separate storage in system memory. 

Bits 0, 1: These 2 bits specify the number of data bits in 
each transmitted or received serial character. In 
the asynchronous mode for 1200 BPS/600 BPS, 
the sync-to-async converter allows 8, 9, 1 o, or 11 
character length (start bit + data bits + parity bit 
+ stop bits), the selections for word length, parity 
bit and stop bits must be matched to these re
quirements. Table VII shows the valid combina-
tions for character lengths. 

Bit 1 BitO Word Length 

0 0 5 Bits 
0 1 6 Bits 
1 0 7 Bits 
1 1 8 Bits 

Bit 2: This bit specifies the number of stop bits in each 
transmitted character for asynchronous communi
cation. If Bit 2 is a logic 0, one stop bit is generat
ed in the transmitted data. If Bit 2 is a logic 1 when 
a 5-bit word length is selected via Bits 0 and 1, 
one and a half stop bits are generated. If Bit 2 is a 
logic 1 when either a 6-, 7- or 8-bit word length is 
selected, two stop bits are generated. The receiv
er checks the first stop bit only, regardless of the 
number of stop bits selected. 

Bit 3: This is the Parity Enable bit. When Bit 3 is a logic 
1, a Parity bit is generated (transmit data) or 
checked (receive data) between the last data 
word bit and stop bit of the serial data. 

Bit 4: This is the Even Parity Select bit. When Parity is 
enabled via Bit 3, a logic 0 at Bit 4 selects the Odd 
Parity and a logic 1 selects the Even Parity. 

Bit 5: This is the Stick Parity select bit. When Parity is 
enabled via Bit 3, a logic 1 at Bit 5 enables the 
Stick Parity. If Bit 4 is a logic 1, the Parity bit is 
transmitted and checked by the receiver as a logic 
0. If Bit 4 is a logic 0, then the Parity bit is transmit
ted as a logic 1. 

Bit 6: This is the Break Control bit. When it is set to a 
logic 1, the serial output of the USART is forced to 
the Spacing (logic O) state. The break is disabled 
by resetting bit 6 to a logic 0. 

Note: To prevent any erroneous characters being transmitted because of 
the break, the following sequence is recommended: 

1. Load an all O's pad character in response to THRE. 

2. Set break after the next THRE. 

3. Wait for the transmitter to be idle (TEMT = 1) and clear break wher:i 
normal transmission has been restored. 

Bit 7: This bit is the Access Bit (DLAB). It must be set to 
logic 0 to access the Receiver Buffer Register, the 
Transmitter Holding Register, or the Interrupt En
able Register. 
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Line Control Register 2 

The Line Control Register 2 specifies the format of Synchro
nous transmission. 

Bit 0: A logic 1 enables the transmitter of the USART. 
Data begins to shift serially into the modulator cir
cuit. A logic O disables the transmitter of the 
USART, and the serial data input to the modulator 
is clamped at logic high. When disabled while the 
modem is in operation, all the data that was previ
ously loaded into the USART will be transmitted 
before the USART is shut down. 

Bit 1: A logic high enables the receiver of the USART. 

Bit 2: A logic low at this input selects double synchroni
zation characters to be transmitted or received. A 
logic high selects single synchronization charac
ter. 

Bit 3: A logic high at this input selects the external sync
detect mode. A logic low selects the internal sync
detect mode. 

Bit 4: This bit is the External Sync-detect Input. When 
external sync-detect mode is selected via Bit 3, 
synchronization is achieved by applying a logic 
high at Bit 4, which forces the USART to exit the 
Hunt mode and start assembling serial data into 
the parallel format. 

Bit 5: When Bit 5 is set to logic high, the Hunt mode is 
enabled. If internal sync-detect mode is pro
grammed by Bit 3, the received data in the buffer 
register is compared at each bit boundary with the 
first sync character until a match is found. If the 
USART is programmed for double sync charac
ters, the subsequent character is also compared. 
If both sync characters are detected, the USART 
exits the Hunt mode and is in synchronization. 

Bit 6: A logic high selects the Slave Timing mode for 
Synchronous Transmission. The transmit clock is 
phase-locked to the recovery clock of the DPSK 
demodulator. 

Bit 7: This bit is always at logic 0. 

Sync-Character Registers 1,2 

Bits 0-7: These registers are used to store the programma
ble synchronization characters for insertion at the 
beginning of, or during the transmission of syn
chronous messages. If the CPU does not respond 
to the TEMT and the USART is programmed for 
single sync-character, the content of Sync-Char
acter Register 1 will be transmitted before the nor
mal data transmission resumes. If dual sync-char
acters are being programmed, the contents of 
both Sync-Character Registers 1 and 2 will be 
transmitted. 



Functional Description (Continued) 

TABLE VII. Asynchronous Character Formats for 600/1200 BPS 

Blt2 Blt3 Bit 1 BltO 
Start 

0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 

Line Status Register 

The Line Status Register provides status information to the 
CPU concerning the data transfer. It is intended for read 
operation only, writing to this register is not recommended. 

Bit 0: This is the Receive Data Ready (DR) indicator. It 
is set to a logic 1 whenever a complete incoming 
character has been received and transferred into 
the Receive Buffer Register. Bit O is reset to a 
logic 0 by reading the data in the Receive Buffer 
Register. 

Bit 1: This is the Overrun Error (OE) indicator. A logic 1 
at Bit 1 indicates that data in the Receive Buffer 
Register was not read by the CPU before the next 
character was transferred into the Receive Buffer 
Register, thereby destroying the previous charac
ter. The OE indicator is reset whenever the CPU 
reads the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Bit 2: This is the Parity Error (PE) indicator. Bit 2 is set to 
a logic 1 whenever the received data character 
does not have the correct even or odd parity, as 
selected by the parity select bit. It is reset to logic 
0 whenever the CPU reads the contents of the 
Line Status Register. 

Bit 3: This is the Framing Error (FE) indicator. Bit 3 indi
cates that the received character did not have a 
valid stop bit. It is set to a logic 1 whenever the 
stop bit following the last data bit or parity bit is at 
the spacing level. Bit 3 is reset whenever the CPU 
reads the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Bit 4: When asynchronous transmission is selected, this 
bit is the Break Interrupt (Bl) indicator. It is set to a 
logic 1 whenever the received data input is held in 
the spacing (logic 0) state for longer than a full 
word transmission time (that is, the total time of 
start bit + data bits + parity + stop bits). When 
Synchronous transmission is selected, this bit is 
the sync-detect indicator. It is set to logic 1 when
ever the USART detects a valid sync-character (or 
two consecutive sync-characters when in dual 
sync mode). Bit 4 is reset whenever the CPU 
reads the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Note: Bits 1 through 4 are the error conditions that produce a receiver Line 
Status Interrupt whenever any of the corresponding conditions is de
tected. 

Character Length (Bits) 

+ Data + Parity + Stop 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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6 + 0 + 1 =8 
7 + 0 + 1 =9 
8 + 0 + 1 = 10 
5 + 1 + 1 =8 
6 + 1 + 1 =9 
7 + 1 + 1 = 10 
8 + 1 + 1 = 11 
6 + 0 + 2 =9 
7 + 0 + 2 = 10 
8 + 0 + 2 = 11 
6 + 1 + 2 = 10 
7 + 1 + 2 = 11 

Bit 5: This is the Transmitter Holding Register Empty 
(THRE) indicator. It is set to logic 1 when a char
acter is transferred from the Transmitter Holding 
Register into the Transmitter Shift Register, indi
cating that the USART is ready to accept a new 
character for transmission. It also issues an inter
rupt to the CPU if the Transmitter Holding Register 
Empty Interrupt is enabled. Bit 5 is reset to logic O 
concurrently with the loading of the Transmitter 
Holding Register by the CPU. 

Bit 6: This is the Transmitter Empty (TEMT) indicator. It 
is set to a logic 1 whenever the Transmitter Hold
ing Register (THR) and the Transmitter Shift Reg
ister (TSR) are both empty. It is reset to logic 0 
whenever either the THR or TSR contains a data 
character. 

Bit 7: This bit is permanently set to logic 0. 

Interrupt Enable Register 

This register enables the 4 types of interrupts to separately 
activate the Interrupt (INTR) output signal. The interrupt sys
tem can be totally disabled by resetting bits O through 3 of 
the Interrupt Enable Register. Disabling the interrupt system 
inhibits the Interrupt Identification Register and the active 
(high) INTR output from the device. All other system func
tions operate in their normal manner, including the setting of 
the Line Status and Modem Status Registers. The interrupt 
output signal can be put into TRI-STATE by resetting Bit 3 
of the Modem Control Register 2 to logic 0. 

Bit O: A logic 1 enables the Received Data Available In
terrupt. 

Bit 1: A logic 1 enables the Transmitter Holding Register 
Empty Interrupt. 

Bit 2: A logic 1 enables the Line Status Interrupt. 

Bit 3: A logic 1 enables the Modem Status Interrupt (In
terrupt sourced from either Modem Status Regis
ter 1 or 2). 

Bits 4-7: These four bits are always at logic 0. 

Interrupt Identification Register 

Information indicating that a prioritized interrupt is pending 
and the type of that interrupt is stored in the Interrupt Identi
fication Register (llR). In order to provide minimum software 
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Functional Description ccontinued) 

overhead during data transfer, the TP3330 prioritizes inter
rupts into five levels. When addressed during chip-select 
time, the llR freezes the highest priority interrupt pending 
and no other interrupts are acknowledged until the particu
lar interrupt is serviced by the CPU. 

Bit 0: This bit can be used in either a hardwired priori
tized or polled environment to indicate whether an 
interrupt is pending. When Bit 0 is a logic 0, an 
interrupt is pending and the llR content may be 
used as a pointer to the appropriate interrupt serv
ice routine. When bit O is a logic 1, no interrupt is 
pending. 

Bits 1-3: These 3 bits of the llR are used to identify the 
highest priority interrupt pending as indicated in 
Table VIII. 

Bits 4-7: These 4 bits of the llR are always at logic 0. 

Modem Control Register 2 

This register controls the modem interface with the TP3330. 

Bit O: This bit is the Data Terminal Ready indicator. A 
logic high indicates that the CPU is ready for data 
transfer. When Bit 0 is reset from a high to low 
state for more than 50 ms, a loss of DTR discon
nect sequence is generated. 

Bit 1: This bit is the Request to Send indicator. It is not 
used by the TP3330. 

Bit 2: This bit is the Output 1 (OUT1) signal. It is internal
ly connected to generate a Master Reset to the 
TP3330 when this bit is set to a logic 1. During 
normal operation, this bit must be kept at logic 
low. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Output 2 (OUT2) signal. When Bit 3 
is set to logic 0, it is internally connected to dis
able the interrupt (INTR) output signal, and INTR 
is in TRI-STATE. Bit 3 should be set to logic 1 to 
enable the Interrupt output line. 

TABLE VIII. Interrupt Control Functions 

Interrupt Identification 
Interrupt Set and Reset Functions 

Register 

Bit Bit Bit Bit Priority 
Interrupt Type Interrupt Source 

Interrupt Reset 
3 2 1 0 Level Control 

0 0 0 1 - None None -
0 1 1 0 Highest Receiver Line Status Overrun, or Parity, or Reading the Line 

Framing Error, or Status Register 
Break Interrupt, or 
Sync-Detect 

0 1 0 0 Second Received Data Receiver Data Reading the Receiver 
Available Available Buffer Register 

0 0 1 0 Third Transmitter Holding Transmitter Holding Reading the llR 
Register Empty Register Empty Register, (If Source of 

Interrupt) or Writing 
into the Transmitter 
Holding Register 

0 0 0 0 Fourth Modem Status Clear to Send, Data Reading the Modem 
Set Ready, Ring Status Register 2 
Indicator, Carrier 
Detect, Call Progress 
Tone Detect 

1 0 0 0 Fifth Modem Status 2225 Hz Answer Reading the Modem 
Tone, Scrambled 1, Status Register 1 
Unscrambled 1, 
Receive Speed, 
Dotting Pattern 
Detected 
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Functional Description (Continued) 

Bit 4: A logic 1 enables the USART Digital Loopback 
test mode. It should be reset to logic O for normal 
data transfer. 

Bits 5,6: These bits are permanently set to logic 0. 

Bit 7: This is the Address Select Bit for the internal reg-
isters of TP3330. (Refer to Tables V and VI.) 

Modem Status Register 2 

This register provides information on the current state of the 
interface control signals from the modem to the CPU. 

Bit O: This bit is the Delta Clear to Send (DCTS) indica
tor. A logic 1 indicates that the Clear to Send 
(CTS) status bit has changed state since the last 
time it was read by the CPU. 

Bit 1: This bit is the Delta Data Set Ready (DDSR) indi
cator. Bit 1 indicates that the Data Set Ready 
status bit has changed state since the last time it 
was read by the CPU. 

Bit 2: This bit is the Trailing Edge of Ring Indicator 
(TERI) detector. Bit 2 indicates that the RT input to 
the device has changed from a low to a high state. 

Bit 3: This bit is the Delta Carrier Detect (DCD) indicator. 
Bit 3 indicates that the Carrier Detect or Call Prog
ress Tone Detect (CD) indicator has changed 
state. 

Bit 4: This bit is the Clear to Send Indicator. It goes to a 
logic 1 when the TP3330 completes the modem 

Typical Application 

XTAL1/CLK 

D0-07 

AO-A2 

cs 

XTAL2 

HOST 
PROCESSOR TP3330 

1-----------IHRD 
1-----------iHWR 
t.----------1 INTR 

EXTERNAL -f L__... EXI 
VOICE .----"'" 

GND 

EXO 

handshaking process, and is ready for data trans
fer. When Bit 4 (Loop) of the MCR2 is set to a 
logic 1, this bit is equivalent to RTS in the MCR2. 

Bit 5: This bit is the Data Set Ready indicator. Bit 4 indi
cates to the CPU that the TP3330 is ready. It is set 
to logic 1 when the TP3330 is in power up mode, 
and reset to logic O when the device is powered 
down. When Bit 4 of the MCR2 is set to a logic 1, 
this bit is equivalent to DTR of the MCR2. 

Bit.6: This bit is the complement of the Ring Indicator 
(RI) input. If Bit 4 of the MCR2 is set to a logic 1, 
this bit is equivalent to OUT1 in the MCR2. 

Bit 7: · This bit is the Carrier Detect (CD) indicator. A logic 
1 indicates that a valid carrier signal exceeding the 
pre-selected threshold level is received for a peri
od exceeding tcoON· When the Call Progress 
Tone Detector is enabled by setting Bit 5 of the 
Dialing Control Register, Bit 7 indicates the pres
ence of the call progress tones within the pass
band of 350-620 Hz. When Bit 4 of the MCR is 
set to a logic 1, this bit is equivalent to OUT2 of 
the MCR2. 

Scratchpad Register 

This 8-bit Read/Write register is intended as a scratchpad 
register to be used by the programmer to hold data tempo
rarily. It does not control the device's function in any way. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage at Any Input Vee + 0.3V to GND - 0.3V 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Voltage at Any Output Vee + 0.3V to GND - 0.3V 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Power Dissipation 1W 
Operating Temperature Range - 25°C to + ao·c 

Lead Temperature 
Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150°c (Soldering, 10 seconds) 300°c 
Vee with Respect to GND +7V ESD Rating is to be determined 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Note 1) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

V1L Input Low Voltage 0.7 v 

V1H Input High Voltage 2.0 v 

Vol Output Low Voltage loL = +1.0 mA 0.4 v 

VoH Output High Voltage loH = -0.1 mA 2.4 v 

l1L Input Low Current GND < V1N < V1L -10 10 µA 
All Digital Inputs 

l1H Input High Current V1H < V1N < Vee -10 10 µA 
All Digital Inputs 

loz TRI-STATE® Output D0-07, INTR, 
-20 20 µA 

Leakage Current GND <Vo< Vee 

leeO Power-Down Current Outputs Open 0.4 mA 

lee1 Power-Up Current Outputs Open 30 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics (Note 1) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

TRANSMITTER 

VoxA Output Level at TXA Vee = 5.0V, RLXA = 1.2 kn 
Bit4,5ofMCR1 = 0 
High Band Carrier 550 mVrms 
2100/2225 Hz Answer Tone 550 mVrms 
550/1800 Hz Guard Tone 275 mVrms 
DTMF, High Group 775 mVrms 
DTMF, Low Group 615 mVrms 

PE DTMF High Group 
1.0 2.0 3.0 

dB 
Pre-Emphasis 

Vos Mean Output DC Vee= 5.ov 
2.5 v 

Offset Voltage at TXA 

Eox Out-of-Band 3.4 kHz < f < 8 kHz -45 dB 
Spectral Density 8 kHz < f < 256 kHz -65 dB 
Reference to Carrier 

THO DTMF Distortion Vee = 5.0V, RLXA = 1.2 kn, 
-20 dB 

300 Hz-3.4 kHz 

Gx1 Voltage Gain from Input = 100 mVrms, f = 1 kHz 
dB 9.5 

EXI toTXA Bit 5 of HCA = 1 

RoxA Output Dynamic 
n 1 

Resistance 

RLXA Load Resistance 1 1.2 kn 

CLXA Load Capacitance 100 pF 
Note 1: Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee= 5.0V ±5%, GND = OV, TA = O'C to +70'C by correlation with 
100% electrical testing at TA = 25'C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typical 
values are measured at Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25'C. 

Note 2: All tests on AC parameters of Transmitter and Receiver are based on test circuit shown in Figure 3. 

Note 3: 0 dBm into 6000 = 0.775 Vrms. 

Note 4: Crystal specification: Parallel Resonant 4.9152 MHz, Rs < 1500, L = 67.6 MH, CM = 0.015 pF, CH = 5 pF. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Note 1) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER 

RRIN Input Resistance From RXA 1 to GND 10 kn 

From RXA2 to GND 100 kn 

SR Input Signal Level -43 -12 dBm 

TH co Carrier Detect Threshold Bits 3, 2 or MCR1 = 0, 0 ON -43 dBm 
OFF -46 dBm 

Bits 3, 2 of MCR1 = 0, 1 ON -38 dBm 
OFF -41 dBm 

Bits 3, 2 of MCR1 = 1, 0 ON -33 dBm 

OFF -36 dBm 

Hco Carrier Detect Measured from 
2 3 5 dB 

Hysteresis THco ON to THco OFF 

lo Peak lntersymbol Back-to-Back, Received Level 
Distortion at -12 dBm, 300 BPS, 511-Bit Pattern 5 % 
(Isochronous ± Bias) 

BER Bit Error Rate Back-to-Back, with Additive 300 Hz-3.4 kHz 
Flat Noise, Received Level at -12 dBm 
511-Bit Pattern 
300 BPS, S/N = 5 dB 10-5 

600 BPS, S/N = 10 dB 10-6 

1200 BPS, S/N = 12 dB 10-6 

GRo Voltage Gain from Input = 200 mVrms, f = 1 kHz 
6 dB 

RXA1 to EXO Bit 4 of HCR = 1 

RLEXO Load Resistance 
10 kn 

atEXO 

CLEXO Load Capacitance 
100 pF 

atEXO 

tcooN Carrier Detector 300 BPS 100 160 200 ms 
Acquisition Time 600/1200 BPS 

Originating Mode 230 267 310 ms 
Answering Mode 755 765 775 ms 

tcoOFF Carrier Detector 
10 17 24 

Release Time 
ms 

tpooN Call Progress Tone 350 Hz < f < 620 Hz 
40 

Detector Acquisition Time 
ms 

tpoQFF Call Progress Tone 350 Hz < f < 620 Hz 
40 

Detector Release Time 
ms 

tcrsoN CTS ON Acquisition Time 300 BPS, 
Originating Mode 755 765 775 ms 
Answering Mode 100 160 200 ms 

600 BPS/1200 BPS, 
Originating/ Answering Mode 755 765 775 ms 

torRo Loss of DTR From DTR OFF to CD or CTS OFF 
57 68 77 

Disconnect Time 
ms 

tcoo Loss of Carrier From CD OFF to CTS OFF 
405 415 425 

Disconnect Time 
ms 

Note 1: Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in bold characters are guaranteed forVcc = 5.0V ±5%, GND = OV, TA= O'C to +70'C by correlation with 100% 
electrical testing at TA = 25'C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typical values are 
measured at Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25'C. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (Note 1) (Continued) 

Symbol 

BUS TIMING 
READ CYCLE 

tscR 

tHRC 

tsAR 

tHRA 

twRD 

toRD 

tzRD 

tRc 

WRITE CYCLE 

ts cw 

tHwc 

tsAW 

tHWA 

twwR 

ts ow 

tHWD 

twc 

Parameter Conditions 

Chip Select Setup before RD 

Chip Select Hold Time after RD 

Address Setup before RD 

Address Hold Time after RD 

RD Pulse Width 

Data Delay from RD CL= 100 pF 

RD Invalid to Data Floating CL= 100 pF 

Read Cycle Time 

Chip Select Setup before WR 

Chip Select Hold Time after WR 

Address Setup before WR 

Address Hold Time after WR 

WR Pulse Width 

Data Set Up before WR 

Data Hold Time after WR 

Write Cycle Time 

Min Max Units 

50 ns 

20 ns 

60 ns 

20 ns 

125 ns 

125 ns 

0 100 ns 

360 ns 

50 ns 

20 ns 

60 ns 

20 ns 

100 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

360 ns 

Note 1: Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for Vee = 5.0V ± 5%, GND = OV, TA = O'C to + 70'C by correlation with 
100% electrical testing at TA = 25'C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. Typical 
values are measured at Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25'C. 

Note 2: All tests on AC parameters of Transmitter and Receiver are based on test circuit shown in Figure 3. 

Note 3: 0 dBm into 600n = 0.775 Vrms 

Note 4: Crystal specification: Parallel Resonant 4.9152 MHz, Rs < 150n, L = 67.6 mH, CM = 0.015 pF, CH = 5 pF. 

600 10 µF 

~RD 

~WR 
~cs 

... •-.----11 RXA1 

RXA2 

XTAL1/CLK XTAL2 

TP3330 

Yee GND 

0.1µF = 
+5V:l:53 

EXI 

TXA 

EXO 

FIGURE 3. AC Test Circuit 
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Timing Waveforms 
READ CYCLE 

WRITE CYCLE 

ORIGINATING 
MODEM 

ANSWERING 
MODEM 

AO-A2 

_____ H 1scR 

cs L 

-E 1
wc 

oo~-------c~~~~:_Hw_o __ ~ 
t=t lsAW IHwAb 

AO-A2 ----"")t VALIDx:= 

cs -----L~ lscw tHwc:=----r---
FIGURE 4. Data Bus Timing Diagram 

DTR__j 

co _______________ ..... r------
:+-tcooN-: 

CTS ------------....;..--....;..---'i-
:---+1cisoN 

INTERNAL------------....;.., ---.\ii 
RXO INTERNAL RXO CLAMPED BY CO...---~ RECEIVED CATA 

INTERNAL 
TXO 

'(TRANSMITTED DATA 

TXA-----------i. __ s_cRA_M_B_LEO_M_A_RK __ ~l_sc_RA_MB_LE_o_oA_~_ 

DTR__j 

co ------..;.----.----.------,---' 
:- tcooN :---,_: -------

CTS I -----------..... --..... -----,---' 
'-icTsoN'--+: 

INTER~:~ -------'-INTERNAL R~D CLAMPED B~ CO--+---< RECEIVED DATA 

INTERNAL 
TXD 

TXA-------t 

'(TRANSMITTED DATA 

:-tsw-: 
2225 Hz AN~WER TONE• j SCRAMBLED ~ARK I SCRAMBLED DATA 

•UNSCRAMBLED MARK FOR CCITT V.22 OPERATION 

FIGURE 5. TP3330 Configured In Bell 212A 1200 BPS Mode 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

DTR__j 

CD 

CTS 

ORGINATING 
MODEM INTERNAL 

RXD 

I ' 

-tcooN
' I 
I 

----tcTSON -: 

'< ...... ~_R_Ec_E_IVE_D_D_AT_A~-

INTER~~~-----------------------~ TRANSMITIED DATA 

ANSWERING 
MODEM 

TXA -------------------4 FSK MARK .._ ____ ..... ..._ _____ _ 

DTR__j 

CD 

CTS 

INTERNAL 
RXD 

INTERNAL 
TXD 

I 

:- tcooN--: -------
I 

'- tcTSON ..... ; 

I '(-R-EC-E-IV-ED_D_A-TA-

'( TRANSMITIED DATA 

~A-----------~l2_2_2s_H_z_A_N_s_w_ER_T_o_N_El.__ __ D_A_TA _____ __ 

FIGURE 6. TP3330 Configured In Bell 212A 300 BPS Mode 

DTRI._ ____ _ 

:->SO ms-: 
CD 

I ' 

:-- toTRD ---: 

CTS 

INTER~~~ RECEIVED DATA r 
INTERNAL TRANSMITIED DATA y 

TXD ------.11 .. 
FIGURE 7. Loss of DTR Disconnect Sequence 
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Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

RXA RECEIVE CARRIER 1-I ----------

CD 

CTS 

INTERNAL 

RXD --------

INTERNAL 

~D------------~ 
FIGURE 8. Loss of Carrier Disconnect Sequence 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

microCMOS 
TP7515 Full Modem Duplex 1200 Baud 
Bell 212A/V.22 Serial Modem 
General Description 
The TP7515 is a complete general purpose monolithic 
DPSK and FSK modem implemented in microCMOS pro
cess technology. It may be configured to either generate 
and receive phase modulated signals at data rates of 1200 
bits per second or 600 bits per second or frequency modu
lated signals at data rates up to 300 bits per second on 
voice grade telephone lines. It is capable of operating to 
meet three pin selectable standards; CCITI V.22 A/B, Bell 
212A and its low speed mode, or Bell 103. 

All filtering functions required for frequency generation, out 
of band noise rejection and demodulation are performed by 
on-chip switched-capacitor filters. In phase modulation 
mode, the modem provides all data buffering and scram
bling function necessary for bit synchronous format and 
asynchronous character format modes of operation. Internal 
frequencies are generated from a 4.9152 MHz crystal refer
ence. 

Block Diagram 

ASYNCHRONOUS 
fiii 0.....+.....--.. TO SYNCHRONOUS 

CONVERTER 

TXSCl.J( 
TRANSMIT 

OPl.L 
TXCl.J( 

~ 

Rxii 

TEST 

SYNCHRONOUS 
TO ASYNCHRONOUS 

CONVERTER 

XIN 

XOUT 

Cl.J( 

m 

Features 
• Meets popular 1200 bps full duplex specifications: 

CCITIV.22 
Bell 212A 
Bell 103 

• Includes all filtering 
• Serial data interface 
• Answer tone selection 
• Synchronous/ Asynchronous selection 
• Channel selection (answer/originate) 
• Low speed mode selection 
• Low power CMOS, ± 5V power supplies 
• 28-pin dual in-line or surface mount package 

EXI 

TRANSMIT FILTER 
WITH AXEO ..---,.--._..J ATO 

COMPROMISE EQUALIZATION 

RECEIVE FILTER 
WITH FIXED 

COMPROMISE EQUALIZATION .-----,.--.__I RFO 

AMPl.IAERANO 
LIMITER 

iiT$ IRS WO 'fl ATE ?ii WS CLS OSE 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

TP5088 DTMF Generator for Binary Data 

General Description 
This CMOS device provides low cost tone-dialing capability 
in microprocessor-controlled telephone applications. 4-bit 
binary data is decoded directly, without the need for conver
sion to simulated keyboard inputs required by standard 
DTMF generators. With the TONE ENABLE input low, the 
oscillator is inhibited and the device is in a low power idle 
mode. On the low-to-high transition of TONE ENABLE, data 
is latched into the device and the selected tone pair from 
the standard DTMF frequencies is generated. An open-drain 
N-channel transistor provides a MUTE output during tone 
generation. 

Block Diagram 

3.579545 MHz• 

D3_,___. 

D2_,___. 
D1_,___. 

Do-r---. 

DATA 
LATCHES 

I 
SINGLE TONE ENABLE~ 

GROUP SELECT-----' 

Features 
• Direct microprocessor interface 
• Binary data inputs with latches 
• Generates 16 standard tone pairs 
• On-chip 3.579545 MHz crystal-controlled oscillator 
• Better than 0.64 % frequency accuracy 
• High group pre-emphasis 
• Low harmonic distortion 
• MUTE output interfaces to speech network 
• Low power idle mode 
• 3.5V-8V operation 

PROGRAMMABLE 
DIVIDER 

TONE 
ENABLE Voo , 

rr;;LITEl_I_ 
~MUTEOUTPUT 

L-----------tJ 
Vss 

TL/H/5004-1 

•crystal Specification: Parallel Resonant 3.579545 MHz, Rs ,;; 150!1, L = 100 mH, Co = 5 pF, C1 = 0.02 pF. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Temperature, TA - 30°C to + 70°C 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Storage Temperature -55°C to+ 150°C 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Maximum Power Dissipation 500mW 
Supply Voltage (Voo-Vss) 12V 

MUTE Voltage 12V 

Maximum Voltage at 
Any Other Pin Voo + 0.3V to Vss - 0.3V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for v00 = 3.5V to BV, TA = 0°C to + 70°C by 
correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by correlation with other production tests and/ 
or product design and characterization. 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Minimum Supply Voltage, Voo (min) Generating Tones 3.5 v 
Minimum Supply Voltage for Data Input, 
TONE ENABLE and MUTE Logic Functions 

2 v 

Operating Current 
Idle RL = oo, DO-D3 Open 55 350 µA 
Generating Tones Voo = 3.5V, Mute Open 1.5 2.5 mA 

Input Pull-Up Resistance 
DO-D3 100 kn 
TONE ENABLE 50 kn 

Input Low Level 
TONE ENABLE, DO-D3 0.2Voo v 

Input High Level 
TONE ENABLE, DO-D3 O.BVoo v 

MUTE OUT Sink Current v00 = 3.5V 
0.4 mA 

(TONE ENABLE LOW) V0 = 0.5V 

MUTE OUT Leakage Current Voo = 3.5V 
1 µA 

(TONE ENABLE HIGH) Vo= Voo 

Output Amplitudes RL = 240 n 
130 170 220 mVrms 

Low Group V00 = 3.5V 
180 230 310 mVrms 

High Group TA= 25°C 

Mean Output DC Offset Voo = 3.5V 1.2 v 
Voo = BV 3.6 v 

High Group Pre-Emphasis 2.2 2.7 3.2 dB 

Dual Tone/Total Harmonic Distortion Ratio 1 MHz Bandwidth, Voo = 5V 
RL = 240n 

-20 dB 

Start-Up Time (to 90% Amplitude), tosc 4 ms 

Data Set-Up Time, ts (Figure 2) V00 = 5V 100 ns 

Data Hold Time, tH Voo = 5V 280 ns 

Data Duration tw v00 = 5V 600 ns 

Note 1: RL is the external load resistor connected from TONE OUT to Vss. 
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Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

Yoo....!. 

TONE ENABLE .2. 
SINGLE TONE ENABLE.2, 

GROUP SELECT.!, 

Vss..l 

OSC IN_! 

osc ouT..!.. 

TP5088 

Top View 

~TONE OUT 

~NC 
~03 
~02 
~01 
~DO 
~MUTE 

TL/H/5004-2 

Order Number TP5088M or TP5088N 
See NS Package M14B or N14A 

Functional Description 
With the TONE ENABLE pin pulled low, the device is in a 
low power idle mode, with the oscillator inhibited and the 
output transistor turned off. Data on inputs DO-D3 is ig
nored until a rising transition on TONE ENABLE. Data meet
ing the timing specifications is latched in, the oscillator and 
output stage are enabled, and tone generation begins. The 
decoded data sets the high group and low group program
mable counters to the appropriate divide ratios. These 
counters sequence two ratioed-capacitor D/ A converters 
through a series of 28 equal duration steps per sine wave 
cycle. On-chip regulators ensure good stability of tone am
plitudes with variations in supply voltage and temperature. 
The two tones are summed by a mixer amplifier, with pre
emphasis applied to the high group tone. The output is an 
NPN emitter-follower requiring the addition of an external 
load resistor to Vss· 
Table I shows the accuracies of the tone output frequencies 
and Table II is the Functional Truth Table. 

TABLE I. Output Frequency Accuracy 

Tone Standard Tone Output % Deviation 

Group DTMF (Hz) Frequency from Standard 

Low 697 694.8 -0.32 
Group 770 770.1 +0.02 

fL 852 852.4 +0.03 
941 940.0 -0.11 

High 1209 1206.0 -0.24 

Group 1336 1331.7 -0.32 

fH 1477 1486.5 +0.64 
1633 1639.0 +0.37 

Pin Descriptions 
Voo (Pin 1): This is the positive supply to the device, refer
enced to Vss· The collector of the TONE OUT transistor is 
also connected to this pin. 

Vss (Pin 5): This is the negative voltage supply. All voltages 
are referenced to this pin. 

OSC IN, OSC OUT (Pins 6 and 7): All tone generation tim
ing is derived from the on-chip oscillator circuit. A low-cost 
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3.579545 MHz A-cut crystal (NTSC TV color-burst) is need
ed between pins 6 and 7. Load capacitors and a feedback 
resistor are included on-chip for good start-up and stability. 
The oscillator is stopped when the TONE ENABLE input is 
pulled to logic low. 

TONE ENABLE Input (Pin 2): This input has an internal 
pull-up resistor. When TONE ENABLE is pulled to logic low, 
the oscillator is inhibited and the tone generators and output 
transistor are turned off. A low to high transition on TONE 
ENABLE latches in data from DO-D3. The oscillator starts, 
and tone generation continues until TONE ENABLE is 
pulled low again. 

MUTE (Pin 8): This output is an open-drain N-channel de
vice that sinks current to Vss when TONE ENABLE is low 
and no tones are being generated. The device turns off 
when TONE ENABLE is high. 

DO, D1, D2, D3 (Pins 9, 10, 11, 12): These are the inputs for 
binary-coded data, which is latched in on the rising edge of 
TONE ENABLE. Data must meet the timing specifications of 
Figure 2. At all other times these inputs are ignored and may 
be multiplexed with other system functions. 

TONE OUT (Pin 14): This output is the open emitter of an 
NPN transistor, the collector of which is connected internal
ly to Voo. When an external load resistor is connected from 
TONE OUT to Vss. the output voltage on this pin is the sum 
of the high and low group tones superimposed on a DC 
offset. When not generating tones, this output transistor is 
turned off to minimize the device idle current. 

SINGLE TONE ENABLE (Pin 3): This input has an internal 
pull-up resistor. When pulled to Vss. the device is in single 
tone mode and only a single tone will be generated at pin 14 
(for testing purposes). For normal operation, leave this pin 
open-circuit or pull to Voo· 
GROUP SELECT (Pin 4): This pin is used to select the high 
group or low group frequency when the device is in single 
tone mode. It has an internal pull-up resistor. Leaving this 
pin open-circuit or pulling it to Voo will generate the high 
group, while pulling to Vss will generate the low group fre
quency at the TONE OUT pin. 
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TABLE II. Functional Truth Table 

Keyboard 

Equivalent D3 

x x 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 1 
9 1 
0 1 

* 1 
# 1 
A 1 
B 1 
c 1 
D 0 

Timing Diagram 

1--'w--j 

Data Inputs 

D2 D1 DO 

x x x 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 

MUTE __r--------L 
TL/H/5004-3 

FIGURE2 

TONE TONES OUT 
MUTE 

ENABLE fL (Hz) fH(Hz) 

0 ov ov ov 
~ 697 1209 O/C 
~ 697 1336 O/C 
~ 697 1477 O/C 
~ 770 1209 O/C 
~ 770 1336 O/C 
~ 770 1477 O/C 
~ 852 1209 O/C 
~ 852 1336 O/C 
~ 852 1477 O/C 
~ 941 1336 O/C 
~ 941 1209 O/C 
~ 941 1477 O/C 
~ 697 1633 OIC 
~ 770 1633 O/C 
~ 852 1633 O/C 
~ 941 1633 O/C 

Typical Application 

VREG 

""' Ii['" Voo 

µP 
DO TONE RING 
01 OUT 

TP5088 
02 

03 
Re* 

Vss 

TL/H/5004-4 

•Adjust RE for desired tone amplitude. 

FIGURE3 
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Corporation 

PRELIMINARY 

TP5089 DTMF (TOUCH-TONE) Generator 

General Description Features 
• 3.5V-1 OV operation when generating tones 

• 2V operation of keyscan and MUTE logic 
• Static sensing of key closures or logic inputs 

The TP5089 is a low threshold voltage, field-implanted, met
al gate CMOS integrated circuit. It interfaces directly to a 
standard telephone keypad and generates all dual tone mul
ti-frequency pairs required in tone-dialing systems. The tone 
synthesizers are locked to an on-chip reference oscillator 
using an inexpensive 3.579545 MHz crystal for high tone 
accuracy. The crystal and an output load resistor are the 
only external components required for tone generation. A 
MUTE OUT logic signal, which changes state when any key 
is depressed, is also provided. 

• On-chip 3.579545 MHz crystal-controlled oscillator 
• Output amplitudes proportional to supply voltage 

• High group pre-emphasis 
• Low harmonic distortion 
• Open emitter-follower low-impedance output 
• SINGLE TONE INHIBIT pin 

Block Diagram 

TONE 
DISABLE Vaa 

OSCINI __________________ _ 

I 
I PROGRAMMABLE 

3.579545 MHz I DIVIDER 

I , _____ __ 
DSC OUT I 

I 
------;.1--t Cl 

.-----~--t C2 

.------T--1 C3 

2 A 

5 B 

7 8 9 c 
* 0 # D 

KEY 
c4 SCAN 

AND 
...__....,_-t Rl DECODE 

-----tR2 
1---1---1RJ 

1----r----1 R4 

TONE OUTPUT 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

PROGRAMMABLE 
DIVIDER 

I []CH--MU-TE OUTPUT 

L __ _ ------------------+-~ 
SINGLE Vss 
TONE 

INHIBIT 
TL/H/5057-1 

FIGURE 1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Temperature -30°Cto +60°C 
contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Storage Temperature - 55°C to + 150°C 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Maximum Power Dissipation 500mW 
Supply Voltage (Voo - Vss) 15V 

Maximum Voltage at Any Pin Voo + 0.3V to Vss - 0.3V 

Electrical Characteristics Unless otherwise noted, limits printed in BOLD characters are guaranteed for v 00 = 
3.5V to 10V, TA = 0°C to +60°C by correlation with 100% electrical testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by 
correlation with other production tests and/or product design and characterization. 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Minimum Supply Voltage for Keysense 
2 v 

and MUTE Logic Functions 

Minimum Operating Voltage 
3.5 v 

for generating tones 

Operating Current Mute open 
25 2 µA 

Idle RL =co 2.5 1.1 mA 
Generating Tones Voo = 3.5V 

Input Resistors 
COLUMN and ROW (Pull-Up) 25 50 kn 
SINGLE TONE INHIBIT (Pull-Down) 120 k!l 
TONE DISABLE (Pull-Up) 

Input Low Level o.2V0o v 

Input High Level 0.8Voo v 

MUTE OUT Sink Current Voo = 3.5V 0.4 mA 
(COLUMN and ROW Active) V0 = 0.5V 

MUTE Out Leakage Current Vo= Voo 1 µA 

Output Amplitude RL = 240 !l 190 250 340 mVrms 
Low Group Voo = 3.5V 

RL = 240.!l 510 700 880 mVrms 
Voo = 1ov 

Output Amplitude RL = 240.!l 270 340 470 mVrms 
High Group Voo = 3.5V 

RL = 240.!l 735 955 1265 mVrms 
v 00 = 1ov 

Mean Output DC Offset Voo = 3.5V 1.3 v 
v 00 = 1ov 4.6 v 

High Group Pre-Emphasis 2.2 2.7 3.2 dB 

Dual Tone/Total Harmonic Distortion Ratio Voo = 4V, RL = 240!! -22 -23 dB 
1 MHz Bandwidth 

Start-Up Time (to 90% Amplitude) 3 5 ms 

Note 1: RL is the external load resistor connected from TONE OUT to V55. 

Note 2: Crystal specification: Parallel resonant 3.579545 MHz, Rs ~ 150 n, L = 100 mH, Co= 5 pF, C1 = 0.02 pF. 
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Connection Diagram 
Dual·ln·Llne Package 

Voe...!. 
v .,!! TONE OUT 

TONE DISABLE 2_ 
15 

I-SINGLE TONE INHIBIT 

COL 12.. .,!!.ROW 1 
4 13 

COL2- I-ROW 2 

COL 3.!_ 
12 

l-ROW3 

Vss..!. 11 
1-ROW4 

OSC IN_!.. t.!.!!. MITIT OUTPUT 

osc our.!. .!-coL 4 

TL/H/5057-2 

Top View 

Order Number TP5089N 
See NS Package N16A 

Pin Descriptions 
Symbol Description 

Voo This is the positive voltage 
supply to the device, referenced 
to Vss- The collector of the 
TONE OUT transistor is 
connected to this pin. 

Vss This is the negative voltage 
supply. All voltages are 
referenced to this pin. 

OSC IN, OSC OUT All tone generation timing is 
derived from the on-chip 
oscillator circuit. A low cost 
3.579545 MHz A-cut crystal 
(NTSC TV color-burst) is 
needed between pins 7 and 8. 
Load capacitors and a feedback 
resistor are included on-chip for 
good start-up and stability. The 
oscillator stops when column 
inputs are sensed with no valid 
input having been detected. The 
oscillator is also stopped when 
the TONE DISABLE input is 
pulled to logic low. 

Row and Column Inputs When no key is pushed, pull-up 
resistors are active on row and 
column inputs. A key closure is 
recognized when a single row 
and a single column are 
connected to Vss. which starts 
the oscillator and initiates tone 
generation. Negative-true logic 
signals simulating key closures 
can also be used. 

TONE DISABLE The TONE DISABLE input has 
Input an internal pull-up resistor. 

When this input is open or at 
logic high, the normal tone 
output mode will occur. When 
TONE DISABLE input is at logic 
low, the device will be in the 
inactive mode, TONE OUT will 
be at an open circuit state. 

Symbol Description 

MUTE Output The MUTE output is an open-
drain N-channel device that 
sinks current to Vss with any 
key input and is open when no 
key input is sensed. The MUTE 
output will switch regardless of 
the state of the SINGLE TONE 
INHIBIT input. 

SINGLE TONE INHIBIT The SINGLE TONE INHIBIT 
Input input is used to inhibit the 

generation of other than valid 
tone pairs due to multiple row-
column closures. It has a pull-
down resistor to Vss. and when 
left open or tied to Vss any 
input condition that would 
normally result in a single tone 
will now result in no tone, with 
all other functions operating 
normally. When tied to Voo. 
single or dual tones may be 
generated, see Table II. 

TONE OUT This output is the open emitter 
of an NPN transistor, the 
collector of whch is connected 
to Voo- When an external load 
resistor is connected from 
TONE OUT to Vss. the output 
voltage on this pin is the sum of 
the high and low group sine-
waves superimposed on a DC 
offset. When not generating 
tones, this output transistor is 
turned OFF to minimize the 
device idle current. 

Adjustment of the emitter load 
resistor results in variation of 
the mean DC current during 
tone generation, the sinewave 
signal current through the 
output transistor, and the output 
distortion. Increasing values of 
load resistance decrease both 
the signal current and distortion. 

Functional Description 
With no key inputs to the device the oscillator is inhibited, 
the output transistor is pulled OFF and device current con-
sumption is reduced to a minimum. Key closures are sensed 
statically. Any key closure activates the MUTE output, starts 
the oscillator and sets the high group and low group pro-
grammable counters to the appropriate divide ratio. These 
counters sequence two ratioed-capacitor DI A converters 
through a series of 28 equal duration steps per sine-wave 
cycle. The two tones are summed by a mixer amplifier, with 
pre-emphasis applied to the high group tone. The output is 
an NPN emitter-follower requiring the addition of an external 
load resistor to Vss- This resistor facilitates adjustment of 
the signal current flowing from Voo through the output tran-
sister. 

The amplitude of the output tones is directly proportional to 
the device supply voltage. 
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~ Functional Description (Continued) 
D.. 
I-

TABLE I. Output Frequency Accuracy 

Tone Valid Standard Tone Output % Deviation 
Group Input DTMF(Hz) Frequency from Standard 

Low R1 697 694.8 -0.32 
Group R2 770 770.1 +0.02 

fl R3 852 852.4 +0.03 
R4 941 940.0 -0.11 

High C1 1209 1206.0 -0.24 
Group C2 1336 1331.7 -0.32 

fH C3 1477 1486.5 +0.64 
C4 1633 1639.0 +0.37 

TABLE II. Functional Truth Table 

SINGLE TONE TONE ROW COLUMN 
TONE OUT 

INHIBIT DISABLE Low High 

x 0 O/C O/C ov ov 
x x O/C O/C ov OV 
x 0 One One Vos Vos 
x 1 One One fl fH 
1 1 2 or More One - fH 
1 1 One 2 or More fl -
1 1 2 or More 2 or More Vos Vos 
0 1 2 or More One Vos Vos 
0 1 One 2 or More Vos Vos 
0 1 2 or More 2 or More Vos Vos 

Note 1: X is don't care state. 

Note 2: Vos is the output offset voltage. 

1:1 

MUTE 

O/C 
O/C 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

TIP]..---------.---~ 

RING i 

Yoo 

osc TONE 

IN DISABLE 

R1 

R2 

R" E 

osc R3 
OUT 

R4 

C1 
TONE 

C2 OUT 
C3 

V55 
C4 

•Adjust RE for desired tone amplitude. 

FIGURE 2. Typical Application 
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National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 

TP5700A 
Telephone Speech Circuit 

General Description 
The TP5700A is a linear bipolar device which includes all 
the functions required to build the speech circuit of a tele
phone. It replaces the hybrid transformer, compensation cir
cuit and sidetone network used in traditional designs. When 
used with an electret microphone (with integral FET buffer) 
and dynamic receiver, superior audio linearity, distortion and 
noise performance are obtained. Loop attenuation compen
sation is also included. 

The low voltage design enables the circuit to work over a 
wide range of operating conditions, including long loops, ex
tension telephones and subscriber carrier applications. 
Operating power is derived from the telephone line. 

Simplified Block Diagram 

PRELIMINARY 

Features 
• 5 mA-120 mA loop operation 
• Voltage swing down to 1.0V 
• Electret microphone amplifier 
• Receive amplifier with push-pull outputs 
• Automatic gain compensation for loop length 
• Sidetone impedance independent of input impedance 
• DTMF interface with muting 
• Voltage regulator outputs for DTMF generator etc. 
• Works in parallel with a standard phone on 20 mA loop 
• Available in small outline surface mount package 

TD POLARITY GUARD 
AND SUBSCRIBER'S LINE 

TL/H/5201-1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 0 

" I.I) If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Temperature, TA - 25°C to + 70°C D.. ..... contact the National Semiconductor Sales Office/ Power Dissipation (Note 3) 1W 
Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Storage Temperature, Ts -65°C to + 150°C 
V + with Respect to v- 20V 

Junction Temperature 150°C 
Voltage at Any Other Pin v+ + o.3V to v- - o.3V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 10 seconds) 3oo·c 

DC Electrical Characteristics 
Unless otherwise specified, all tests based on the test circuits shown in Figure 1, all limits printed in bold characters are 
guaranteed at TA = 0°C to + 60°C by correlation with 100% testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by by correlation 
with other production tests, and/ or product design and characterization. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ILOOP = 5 mA 2.8 v 

Vr-R Tip-Ring Voltage including = 20mA 4.5 v 
nominal 1.4V polarity guard = 50mA 7 v 
(See Figure 1) = 80mA 10.5 v 

= 120mA 15 v 

V1 Minimum Instantaneous v+ tov- 1.0 v 
Voltage Swing ILOOP = 5mA 

TRANSMIT AMPLIFIER 

Rx1N Input Resistance From Pin 7 to v- 15 30 50 kn 

GxA Gain at 1 kHz RAGC = on to v-
ILOOP = 20 mA, TA = 25°C only 33 35 37 dB 

Gxr Gain Variation v. TA ±1 dB 

Gx1 Gain Variation v. ILOOP ILQOP = 20 to 100 mA -6 dB 

Nx Transmit Noise MICIN1 = OV 12 18 dBrnC 

S/Dx Signal/Total HB;rmonic ILOOP ~ 20mA 
Distortion \.. VL = 800 mVrms 2 10 % \ 

GxM Gain Change when MUTED MUTE IN~ VMoN -55 dB 

DTMF AMPLIFIER 

Ro1N Input Resistance From Pin 8 to v- 10 20 55 kn 

Gxo Gain at 1 kHz RAGC =on to v-
ILOOP = 20 mA, TA = 25°C only 3.5 5.5 7.5 dB 

S/Dxo Signal/Total ILOOP = 20 mA 
3 10 % 

Harmonic Distortion VL = 1.06 Vrms, TA = 25°C only 

Gxor Gain Variation v. TA ±1 dB 

Gxo1 Gain Variation v. ILOOP ILOOP = 20to100 mA -6 dB 

MUTE INPUT 

IMIN Input Current Pin 9 = 1.5V 40 µA 

VMOFF MUTE OFF Input Voltage 0.5 v 

VMON MUTE ON Input Voltage 1.5 v 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 

Unless otherwise specified, all tests based on the test circuits shown in Figure 1, all limits printed in bold characters are 
guaranteed at TA = 0°c to + 60°C by correlation with 100% testing at TA = 25°C. All other limits are assured by by correlation 
with other production tests, and/or product design and characterization. 

Symbol I Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVE AMPLIFIER 

RAIN Input Resistance From Pin 12 to v- 20 35 55 kn 

GAA Gain at 1 kHz RAGC = on, MUTE IN :::;: VMQFF 
ILOOP = 20 mA, TA = 25°C only -5.5 -4 -2.5 dB 

GRT Gain Variation v. TA ±0.5 dB 

GAi Gain Variation v. ILOOP ILQOP = 20 to 100 mA -6 dB 

GAM Gain Change when MUTED MUTE IN ~ VMQN -15 -20 -23 dB 

NA Receive Noise VACVIN = OV 0 10 dBrnC 

SIDA Signal/Total Harmonic VA = 200 mVrms 2 10 % 
Distortion ILQOP ~ 20mA 

VAC Output Clipping Level ILOOP ~ 20mA 1 Vp-p 

VAQS Output Offset Voltage ±100 mV 

SIDETONE CHARACTERISTICS 

STC I Sidetone Cancellation at 1 kHz 20 mA :::;: ILQOP :::;: 100 mA, (Note 2) 11 15 dB 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR OUTPUTS 

VAEG1 Output Voltage, Pin 10 ILQOP ~ 20 mA 
MUTE IN :::;: VMOFF 2 v 
MUTE IN ~ VMoN 3 3.2 v 

IAEG1 Maximum Output Current, MUTE IN :::;: VMQFF 200 µA 
Pin 10 MUTE IN ~ VMoN 

VAEG2 Output Voltage, Pin 11 ILOOP ~ 20mA 

IAEG2 Maximum Output Current, Pin 11 ILOOP ~ 20mA 

300 i 1% 
ILOOP "lW 

Reva· 

Voe ' (NOTE 11 I VL 
CIRCUIT RCvo-

OF 
FIGURE 2 MIC IN1 

TL/H/5201-2 

1a. Test Circuit for Transmit and Sldetone 

2.7 mA 

1.1 1.2 v 
300 500 µA 

300i1% 
ltOOP 'lW 

RCVO' 

Voe f 
(NOTE 11 

CIRCUIT Rcvo-
OF 

FIGURE 2 MIC IN1 

0.1 ~F 

v-

TL/H/5201-3 

1b. Test Circuit for Receive 

FIGURE 1. Test Circuits for Electrical Characteristics 
Note 1. Adjust Voe to set specified ILOOP current. 

Note 2. To measure Sidetone Cancellation, set oscillator in Fig. ta for VL = 100 mVrms; measure Vs. Then in Fig. tb set oscillator = 100 mVrms; measure VR. 
STC=201og VR/Vs. 

Note 3. For operation above 25'C, the device must be derated based on a 150'C maximum junction temperature and a thermal resistance of 70°C/W junction to 
ambiant. 

Functional Description 
The TP5700A Telephone Speech Circuits are powered from 
the telephone Tip and Ring terminals via a full-wave rectifier 
bridge to protect against loop polarity reversals. The devic
es provide the following functions: 

LINE REGULATOR 

A DC regulator sinks current from the loop in order to main
tain a DC slope resistance similar to that of a standard phone. 

Roe provides an adjustment for the slope resistance. 

4-13 

MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER 

A single-ended input amplifier on the TP5700A enables a 
low cost electret microphone to be used. This provides su
perior distortion, linearity and noise performance compared 
to a traditional carbon microphone. The electret should be 
capacitively coupled to the amplifier input. The acoustic 
sensitivity of the microphone is intended to be in the range 
of -60 to -70 dBV/µBar. 

Loss can be inserted if required by adding a resistive poten
tiometer either at MIC IN1 or the connection between the 
pre-amp output and driver stage input. The driver stage pro-
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Functional Description (Continued) 

vides automatic gain compensation to reduce the gain as 
loop length decreases. The AGC range can be adjusted by 
means of RAGC to limit the maximum loss on a short loop 
from 0 to 6 dB. 

RECEIVE AMPLIFIER 

This buffer amplifier provides the necessary gain or loss for 
the receive signal. RCV IN should be AC coupled to SIDE
TONE (pin 4). Automatic gain control is built into the amplifi
er to reduce the gain as loop length decreases. The AGC 
range is adjusted in common with the transmit AGC range 
with a range of adjustment for maximum loss from O to 6 dB. 
Push-pull complementary outputs provide balanced direct 
drive to a dynamic transducer, which may have an imped
ance as low as 1 oon. The effective receive gain can be 
reduced by adding a resistor in series with the transducer. 
The receive gain is automatically reduced by 20 dB when 
the MUTE input is pulled high. 

SIDETONE CIRCUIT 

The level of Sidetone cancellation may be adjusted by con
necting an external balance impedance to SIDETONE (pin 
4) and coupling this point to v+. For good sidetone cancel
lation the balance impedance should be approximately 1 o 
times the subscriber line input impedance. Some typical 
component values to match a precise soon termination for 
test purposes are shown in Figure 2. Use the component 
values shown in the Applications Section for better results 
over a wide range of telephone line impedances. 

13 
v+ 

Ro 
620 

TIP VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR 

RING 

AGC 
CONTROL 

22 µF 

Roe RAGC 

14 16 

56 
RAGC* 1W 

• See Figure 3 

SIT 

DTMF AMPLIFIER 

An additional transmit amplifier is included to enable the 
open-emitter output of a conventional DTMF generator to 
be connected to the line via the transmit output stage. This 
path includes the transmit AGC section. When the MUTE 
input is pulled high, the DTMF input is enabled and the MIC 
input disabled. When MUTE IN is open-circuit or pulled to 
v- the DTMF input is switched off and the MIC input is 
enabled. 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR OUTPUTS 

A precision band-gap voltage reference controls a regulator 
to provide bias for internal circuits. Two auxiliary outputs are 
also available. VREG1 is provided specifically for powering a 
low voltage pulse dialer or DTMF generator. In order to pro
tect this output in low voltage situations where the instanta
neous voltage across the Speech Circuit may swing below 
the VREG1 output voltage, an internal switch controls the 
maximum available output current. In speech mode, MUTE 
IN is low, VREG1 output will track approximately% the Tip
Ring voltage and the available output current is limited to 
200 µA. This is adequate to power a DTMF generator in 
standby mode. When MUTE IN is pulled high to switch the 
Speech Circuit to the DTMF dialing mode, VREG1 is 
switched to a 3V regulated output and up to 2 mA may be 
drawn from it to power the active DTMF generator. 

A 1.2V regulated output is also provided at VREG2 to power 
a low voltage 2-wire electret microphone such as the Primo 
EM80-PMl2. 

RCVO+ 

Rcvo-

VREG1 10 

VREG2 11 

MUTE g 

v-
DTMF IN 8 

MICIN 7 

0.22 µF 

TL/H/5201-4 

Not~: Z~AL circuit shown is for test purposes with a resistive line termination. See Applications Information for suggested component values for normal reactive line 
applications. 

FIGURE 2. TP5700A Telephone Speech Circuits 
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Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

RCVO+ 16 RAGC 

Reva- 15 Vs1AS 

v- 14 Roe 

SIT 13 v+ 
TPS700A 

XDI 12 RCV IN 

XPO 11 VREG2 

MIC IN1 10 VREG1 

DTMF IN MUTE IN 

TL/H/5201-5 

Top View 

Order Number TP5700AM, TP5700AN or TP5700N 
See NS Package M16B or N16A 

Pin Descriptions 
Pins 1, 2 RCvo+ and RCVO-

The push-pull complementary outputs of the receive amplifi
er. Dynamic transducers with a minimum impedance of 100 
n can be directly driven by these outputs. 
Pin 3 v-

This is the negative supply input to the device and should be 
connected to the negative output of the polarity guard. All 
other voltages on the device are referred to this pin. 

Pin 4 S/T 

This is the output of the Sidetone cancellation signal, which 
requires a balance impedance of approximately 10 times 
the subscriber's line impedance to be connected from this 
pin to V + (pin 13). 

Pin 5 XDI 

The input to the line output driver amplifier. Transmit AGC is 
applied in this stage. 

Pin 6 XPO 

This is the transmit pre-amp output which is normally capac
itively coupled to pin 5. 

Pin 7 MIC IN1 

This is the inverting input to the transmit pre-amplifier and is 
intended to be capacitively coupled to an FET-buffered 
electret microphone. 

Pin 8 DTMF IN 

The DTMF input which has an internal resistor to v- to 
provide the emitter load resistor for a CMOS DTMF genera
tor. This input is only active when MUTE IN (pin 9) is pulled 
high. 

Pin 9 MUTE IN 

The MUTE Input, which must be pulled at least 1.5V higher 
than v- to mute MIC IN and enable DTMF IN. 

Pin 10 VREG1 
The regulated output for biasing a pulse dialer or DTMF 
generator. A 4.7 µF decoupling capacitor to V- should be 
fitted if this output is used. 

Pin 11 VREG2 
A 1.2V regulated output suitable for powering a low-voltage 
electret microphone. A 1 µF decoupling capacitor to v
should be fitted if this output is used. 

4-15 

Pin 12 RCV IN 

The receive AGC amplifier input. 

Pin 13 v+ 

This is the positive supply input to the device and should be 
connected to the positive output of the polarity guard. The 
current through this pin is modulated by the transmit signal. 

Pin 14 Roe 
An external 1W resistor is required from this pin to v- to 
control the DC input impedance of the circuit. The nominal 
value is 56n for low voltage operation. Values up to 82n 
may be used to increase the available transmit output volt
age swing at the expense of low voltage operation. 

Pin 15 Vs1AS 
This internal voltage bias line must be connected to V + via 
an external resistor, R0 , and decoupled to v- with a 22 µF 
capacitor. R0 dominates the AC input impedance of the cir
cuit and should be 620n for a 600ri input impedance or 
91 on for a goon input impedance. 

Pin 16 RAGC 
The range of transmit and receive gain variations between 
short and long loops may be adjusted by connecting a resis
tor from this pin to v- (pin 3). Figure 3 shows the relation
ship between the resistor value and the AGC range. This pin 
may be left open-circuit to defeat AGC action. 

D 

~ 
~ 
~ TRANSMIT 

0 

rn 
5 10 

RAGC (kll) 

FIGURE 3 

50 100 
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Applications Information 
The TP5700A and TP5700 are flexible circuits designed 
with several user adjustments to enable the performance to 
be optimized for different applications. The choice of trans
ducer types and the cavities in which they are mounted will 
also greatly influence the acoustic performance of the tele
phone. Some of the consequences of circuit adjustments 
are as follows: 

Roe ADJUSTMENT 

56n is the recommended value for Roe if it is required to 
meet a maximum Tip-Ring voltage of 4.SV on a 20 mA loop 
(assuming no more than 1.4V is dropped across the polarity 
guard). If a higher Tip-Ring voltage is acceptable, Roe may 
be increased, which will provide a small increase in the 
available transmit output voltage swing before clipping oc
curs. Roe should be less than a2n to avoid exceeding the 
maximum rated voltage on a short loop. 

RAGC ADJUSTMENT 

The available AGC range is more than adequate to compen
sate for the loss of most loops. RAGe should be chosen 
only to partly compensate for the anticipated maximum loop 
loss, as over-compensation may tend to exaggerate the var
iations of sidetone with loop length. 

SIDETONE ADJUSTMENT 

The component values used for ZsAL should be selected to 
provide a clear sidetone sound without excessive "hollow
ness." The capacitor value and ratio of the two resistors will 
fix the pole location. To avoid reducing the low voltage per
formance of the circuit the sum of the two resistors should 
not exceed 10 kn. 

POWERING ELECTRET MICROPHONES 

Electret microphones with integral FET buffers are available 
in both two-wire and three-wire versions and a range of op-

10 nF 

13 4 12 

v+ SIT RCV IN 

Ro 
620 

0.01 

100 µF 

470 
68 
1W 

RCVO• 

RCVO 

VREGl 

VREG2 

TP5700A 

MUTE 

DTMF IN 

MICIN1 

XPO 

6 

1k 

0.22 µ.F 

11 

erating voltage ranges. There are four methods of powering 
the microphone. 

1. The 1.2V VREG2 output provides the lowest voltage meth
od for microphones rated down to 1 V. VREG2 must be 
decoupled with a 1 µF capacitor to ground. (See Figure 
5.) 

2. If VREG1 is not required for DTMF generator operation, it 
may be used to provide up to 200 µA for microphone 
power. 

3. Vs1AS (pin 15) may be used as a decoupled, but unregu
lated, supply for electrets requiring a higher operating 
voltage than VREG1 or VREG2· The additional current 
drawn through R0 will, however, raise the minimum oper
ating voltage of the Speech Circuit. If this method is used 
the decoupling capacitor must be increased to at least 
100 µF to maintain good low frequency return loss. (See 
Figure 4.) 

4. An electret type with a good power supply rejection ratio 
can be powered from v+, or a regulated and decoupled 
supply dropped from V +. 

TONE DIALING TELEPHONE 

Figure 4 shows the TP5700 directly interfacing to a low volt
age DTMF generator. VREG1 supplies the necessary 2V 
minimum bias to enable the low voltage tone dialer to sense 
key closures and pull its MUTE output high. VREG1 then 
switches to a 3V regulated output to sustain the Tone Dialer 
during tone generation. The TP5700A DTMF input incorpo
rates the necessary load resistor to v- and provides gain 
plus AGC action to compensate for loop length. A muted 
tone level is heard in the receiver. For DTMF generators 
with a higher output level, a resistive potentiometer should 

PRIMO DH31 
OR SIMILAR 

4.7 11F 

r-------, 
ZeAL FOR 900[} 4. 7 nF I (SET Ro =910n) I 

I 
I I 
L--------' 

---------1-0 MUTE VOLL~~GE 

C3t------. 

C2t-----. 

C1 

16 

TONE 
DIALER 

---------TONE OUT 

0.1 µ.F 

TL/H/5201-8 

FIGURE 4. Typical Tone Dialing Telephone 
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Applications Information (Continued) 

be added to reduce the level at the speech circuit DTMF 
Input. For application requiring higher DTMF level, the signal 
swing across the device can be raised by using 620!1 in 
series with 270!1 for Ro. The 270!1 has to be bypassed by a 
10 µf capacitor in order to maintain same AC off hook im
pedance. 

PULSE DIALING TELEPHONE 

The TP5700A can reduce the number of components re
quired to build a pulse dialing telephone, as shown in Figure 
5. The usual current source can be eliminated by using the 
VREG1 output to power a low-voltage (1.7V) series mode 
pulse dialer via a blocking diode. A low forward-voltage drop 
diode such as a Schottky type is necessary because 

H/Sl 

2aM 

1aak 
1a 

TIP 

1 

8/M v· 

MUTE 
10 

RING 16 
PULSE 

LOW 
VOLTAGE CJ 

PULSE 
DIALER C2 

HOOKSWITCH Cl 
0.01 H/S2 

Rl 

2 
VREF R2 

68ak 

2 

s 

R3 8 

1oa pf 

*Low voltage drop diode (e.g. Schottky) 

t Low leakage type 

osc 
IN 

osc R4 
OUT v-

II Indicates National Semiconductor discrete transistor process number 

3 

6 

9 

VREG1 is used in its non-regulated mode and its output volt
age may fall to 2V on a 20 mA loop. A 100 µF decoupling 
capacitor is required to hold up the pulse dialer supply volt
age during dialing. This capacitor will take about one second 
to charge up when the telephone is first connected to the 
line, but thereafter the 20 Mn resistor required to retain the 
last-number dialed memory will keep this capacitor charged. 
Partial muting is obtained by directly connecting the N-chan
nel open-drain MUTE output of the pulse dialer to the RCV 
IN pin on the Speech Circuit. 

A fully muted pulse dialer design requires the use of a shunt
mode dialer. 

•67 

2k 62a 

12 

•a7 SIT RCV IN 
1a 

VREG1 Reva• 

Reva-

15 
Ve1As 

TP570aA 

XPO MICIN1 

Roe RAGC v- lµF 
16V 

14 16 3 

68 lk 
1W 

TL/H/5201-9 

FIGURE 5. Typical Pulse Dialing Telephone 
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Understanding Integrated 
Circuit Package Power 
Capabilities 

INTRODUCTION 

The short and long term reliability of National Semiconduc
tor's interface circuits, like any integrated circuit, is very de
pendent on its environmental condition. Beyond the me
chanical/ environmental factors, nothing has a greater influ
ence on this reliability than the electrical and thermal stress 
seen by the integrated circuit. Both of these stress issues 
are specifically addressed on every interface circuit data 
sheet, under the headings of Absolute Maximum Ratings 
and Recommended Operating Conditions. 

However, through application calls, it has become clear that 
electrical stress conditions are generally more understood 
than the thermal stress conditions. Understanding the im
portance of electrical stress should never be reduced, but 
clearly, a higher focus and understanding must be placed on 
thermal stress. Thermal stress and its application to inter
face circuits from National Semiconductor is the subject of 
this application note. 

FACTORS AFFECTING DEVICE RELIABILITY 

Figure 1 shows the well known "bathtub" curve plotting fail
ure rate versus time. Similar to all system hardware (me
chanical or electrical) the reliability of interface integrated 
circuits conform to this curve. The key issues associated 
with this curve are infant mortality, failure rate, and useful 
life. 

INFANT 
MORTALITY 
(SHADED AREA) 

ID n ~ 
EARLY LIFE USEFUL LIFE WEAROUT TIME 

TL/F/5280-1 

FIGURE 1. Failure Rate vs Time 

Infant mortality, the high failure rate from time to to t1 (early 
life), is greatly influenced by system stress conditions other 
than temperature, and can vary widely from one application 
to another. The main stress factors that contribute to infant 
mortality are electrical transients and noise, mechanical 
maltreatment and excessive temperatures. Most of these 
failures are discovered in device test, burn-in, card assem
bly and handling, and initial system test and operation. Al
though important, much literature is available on the subject 
of infant mortality in integrated circuits and is beyond the 
scope of this application note. 
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Failure rate is the number of devices that will be expected to 
fail in a given period of time (such as, per million hours). The 
mean time between failure (MTBF) is the average time (in 
hours) that will be expected to elapse after a unit has failed 
before the next unit failure will occur. These two primary 
"units of measure" for device reliability are inversely relat
ed: 

MTBF = . 
1 

Failure Rate 

Although the "bathtub" curve plots the overall failure rate 
versus time, the useful failure rate can be defined as the 
percentage of devices that fail per-unit-time during the flat 
portion of the curve. This area, called the useful life, extends 
between t1 and t2 or from the end of infant mortality to the 
onset of wearout. The useful life may be as short as several 
years but usually extends for decades if adequate design 
margins are used in the development of a system. 

Many factors influence useful life including: pressure, me
chanical stress, thermal cycling, and electrical stress. How
ever, die temperature during the device's useful life plays an 
equally important role in triggering the onset of wearout. 

FAILURE RATES vs TIME AND TEMPERATURE 

The relationship between integrated circuit failure rates and 
time and temperature is a well established fact. The occur
rence of these failures is a function which can be represent
ed by the Arrhenius Model. Well validated and predominant
ly used for accelerated life testing of integrated circuits, the 
Arrhenius Model assumes the degradation of a performance 
parameter is linear with time and that MTBF is a function of 
temperature stress. The temperature dependence is an ex
ponential function that defines the probability of occurrence. 
This results in a formula for expressing the lifetime or MTBF 
at a given temperature stress in relation to another MTBF at 
a different temperature. The ratio of these two MTBFs is 
called the acceleration factor F and is defined by the follow
ing equation: 

F = X
1 

= exp [~ (J... - J...)] 
X2 K T2 T1 

Where: X1 = Failure rate at junction temperature T1 

X2 = Failure rate at junction temperature T2 

T = Junction temperature in degrees Kelvin 

E = Thermal activation energy in electron volts 
(ev) 

K = Boltzman's constant 
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However, the dramatic acceleration effect of junction tem
perature (chip temperature) on failure rate is illustrated in a 
plot of the above equation for three different activation en
ergies in Figure 2. This graph clearly demonstrates the im
portance of the relationship of junction temperature to de
vice failure rate. For example, using the 0.99 ev line, a 30° 
rise in junction temperature, say from 130°C to 160°C, re
sults in a 10 to 1 increase in failure rate. 
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FIGURE 2. Failure Rate as a Function 
of Junction Temperature 

DEVICE THERMAL CAPABILITIES 

There are many factors which affect the thermal capability 
of an integrated circuit. To understand these we need to 
understand the predominant paths for heat to transfer out of 
the integrated circuit package. This is illustrated by Figures 
3 and 4. 

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of an assembled inte
grated circuit mounted into a printed circuit board. 

Figure 4 is a flow chart showing how the heat generated at 
the power source, the junctions of the integrated circuit 

DEVICE LEAD 

flows from the chip to the ultimate heat sink, the ambient 
environment. There are two predominant paths. The first is 
from the die to the die attach pad to the surrounding pack
age material to the package lead frame to the printed circuit 
board and then to the ambient. The second path is from the 
package directly to the ambient air. 

Improving the thermal characteristics of any stage in the 
flow chart of Figure 4 will result in an improvement in device 
thermal characteristics. However, grouping all these charac
teristics into one equation determining the overall thermal 
capability of an integrated circuit/package/environmental 
condition is possible. The equation that expresses this rela
tionship is: 

TJ =TA+ Po (6JA) 

Where: T J = Die junction temperature 

TA = Ambient temperature in the vicinity device 

Po = Total power dissipation (in watts) 

6 JA = Thermal resistance junction-to-ambient 

6JA· the thermal resistance from device junction-to-ambient 
temperature, is measured and specified by the manufactur
ers of integrated circuits. National Semiconductor utilizes 
special vehicles and methods to measure and monitor this 
parameter. All interface circuit data sheets specify the ther
mal characteristics and capabilities of the packages avail
able for a given device under specific conditions-these 
package power ratings directly relate to thermal resistance 
junction-to-ambient or 6JA· 

Although National provides these thermal ratings, it is crit
ical that the end user understand how to use these numbers 
to improve thermal characteristics in the development of his 
system using interface components. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

TL/F/5280-3 

FIGURE 3. Integrated Circuit Soldered Into a Printed Circuit Board (Cross-Sectional View) 
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FIGURE 4. Thermal Flow (Predominant Paths) 
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DETERMINING DEVICE OPERATING 
JUNCTION TEMPERATURE 

From the above equation the method of determining actual 
worst-case device operating junction temperature becomes 
straightforward. Given a package thermal characteristic, 
OJA· worst-case ambient operating temperature, TA(max), 
the only unknown parameter is device power dissipation, 
Po. In calculating this parameter, the dissipation of the inte
grated circuit due to its own supply has to be considered, 
the dissipation within the package due to the external load 
must also be added. The power associated with the load in 
a dynamic (switching) situation must also be considered. 
For example, the power associated with an inductor or a 
capacitor in a static versus dynamic (say, 1 MHz) condition 
is significantly different. 

The junction temperature of a device with a total package 
power of 600 mW at 70°C in a package with a thermal re
sistance of 63°C/W is 1 os·c. 

T J = 10°c + (63°C/W) x (0.6W) = 1 os·c 

The next obvious question is, "how safe is 108°C?" 

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE JUNCTION TEMPERATURES 

What is an acceptable maximum operating junction temper
ature is in itself somewhat of a difficult question to answer. 
Many companies have established their own standards 
based on corporate policy. However, the semiconductor in
dustry has developed some defacto standards based on the 
device package type. These have been well accepted as 
numbers that relate to reasonable (acceptable) device life
times, thus failure rates. 

National Semiconductor has adopted these industry-wide 
standards. For devices fabricated in a molded package, the 
maximum allowable junction temperature is 150°C. For 
these devices assembled in ceramic or cavity DIP pack
ages, the maximum allowable junction temperature is 
175°C. The numbers are different because of the differenc
es in package types. The thermal strain associated with the 
die package interface in a cavity package is much less than 
that exhibited in a molded package where the integrated 
circuit chip is in direct contact with the package material. 

Let us use this new information and our thermal equation to 
construct a graph which displays the safe thermal (power) 
operating area for a given package type. Figure 5 is an ex
ample of such a graph. The end points of this graph are 
easily determined. For a 16-pin molded package, the maxi
mum allowable temperature is 150°C; at this point no power 
dissipation is allowable. The power capability at 25°C is 
1.98W as given by the following calculation: 

@ • = TJ(max)-TA = 150°C-25°C = 
1 98

w 
Po 25 c OJA 53•c1w . 
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The slope of the straight line between these two points is 
minus the inversion of the thermal resistance. This is re
ferred to as the derating factor. 

Derating Factor = 

As mentioned, Figure 5 is a plot of the safe thermal operat
ing area for a device in a 16-pin molded DIP. As long as the 
intersection of a vertical line defining the maximum ambient 
temperature (70°C in our previous example) and maximum 
device package power (600 mW) remains below the maxi
mum package thermal capability line the junction tempera
ture will remain below 150°C-the limit for a molded pack
age. If the intersection of ambient temperature and package 
power fails on this line, the maximum junction temperature 
will be 150°C. Any intersection that occurs above this line 
will result in a junction temperature in excess of 150°C and 
is not an appropriate operating condition. 
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FIGURE 5. Package Power Capability 
vs Temperature 

The thermal capabilities of all interface circuits are ex
pressed as a power capability at 25°C still air environment 
with a given derating factor. This simply states, for every 
degree of ambient temperature rise above 25°C, reduce the 
package power capability stated by the derating factor 
which is expressed in mW l°C. For our example-a 8 JA of 
63°C/W relates to a derating factor of 15.9 mWl°C. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING PACKAGE 
THERMAL RESISTANCE 

As discussed earlier, improving any portion of the two pri
mary thermal flow paths will result in an improvement in 
overall thermal resistance junction-to-ambient. This section 
discusses those components of thermal resistance that can 
be influenced by the manufacturer of the integrated circuit. It 
also discusses those factors in the overall thermal resist
ance that can be impacted by the end user of the integrated 
circuit. Understanding these issues will go a long way in 
understanding chip power capabilities and what can be 
done to insure the best possible operating conditions and, 
thus, best overall reliability. 
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Die Size 

Figure 6 shows a graph of our 16-pin DIP thermal resistance 
as a function of integrated circuit die size. Clearly, as the 
chip size increases the thermal resistance decreases-this 
relates directly to having a larger area with which to dissi
pate a given power. 

100 

50 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 

DIE SIZE (kMIL 2) 

TL/F/5280-6 

FIGURE 6. Thermal Resistance vs Die Size 

Lead Frame Material 

Figure 7 shows the influence of lead frame material (both 
die attach and device pins) on thermal resistance. This 
graph compares our same 16-pin DIP with a copper lead 
frame, a Kovar lead frame, and finally an Alloy 43 type lead 
frame-these are lead frame materials commonly used in 
the industry. Obviously the thermal conductivity of the lead 
frame material has a significant impact in package power 
capability. Molded interface circuits from National Semicon
ductor use the copper lead frame exclusively. 
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FIGURE 7. Thermal Resistance vs 
Lead Frame Material 

Board vs Socket Mount 

One of the major paths of dissipating energy generated by 
the integrated circuit is through the device leads. As a result 
of this, the graph of Figure 8 comes as no surprise. This 
compares the thermal resistance of our 16-pin package sol
dered into a printed circuit board (board mount) compared 
to the same package placed in a socket (socket mount). 
Adding a socket in the path between the PC board and the 
device adds another stage in the thermal flow path, thus 
increasing the overall thermal resistance. The thermal capa
bilities of National Semiconductor's interlace circuits are 
specified assuming board mount conditions. If the devices 
are placed in a socket the thermal capabilities should be 
reduced by approximately 5% to 10%. 
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Air Flow 

When a high power situation exists and the ambient temper
ature cannot be reduced, the next best thing is to provide air 
flow in the vicinity of the package. The graph of Figure 9 
illustrates the impact this has on thermal resistance. This 
graph plots the relative reduction in thermal resistance nor
malized to the still air condition for our 16-pin molded DIP. 
The thermal ratings on National Semiconductor's interface 
circuits data sheets relate to the still air environment. 
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FIGURE 9. Thermal Resistance vs Air Flow 

Other Factors 

A number of other factors influence thermal resistance. The 
most important of these is using thermal epoxy in mounting 
ICs to the PC board and heat sinks. Generally these tech
niques are required only in the very highest of power appli
cations. 

Some confusion exists between the difference in thermal 
resistance junction-to-ambient (8JA) and thermal resistance 
junction-to-case (8Jc). The best measure of actual junction 
temperature is the junction-to-ambient number since nearly 
all systems operate in an open air environment. The only 
situation where thermal resistance junction-to-case is impor
tant is when the entire system is immersed in a thermal bath 
and the environmental temperature is indeed the case tem
perature. This is only used in extreme cases and is the ex
ception to the rule and, for this reason, is not addressed in 
this application note. 



NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
PACKAGE CAPABILITIES 

Figures 10 and 11 show composite plots of the thermal 
characteristics of the most common package types in the 
National Semiconductor Interface Circuits product family. 
Figure 10 is a composite of the copper lead frame molded 
package. Figure 11 is a composite of the ceramic (cavity) 
DIP using poly die attach. These graphs represent board 
mount still air thermal capabilities. Another, and final, ther
mal resistance trend will be noticed in these graphs. As the 
number of device pins increase in a DIP the thermal resist
ance decreases. Referring back to the thermal flow chart, 
this trend should, by now, be obvious. 

RATINGS ON INTERFACE CIRCUITS DATA SHEETS 

In conclusion, all National Semiconductor Interface Prod
ucts define power dissipation (thermal) capability. This infor
mation can be found in the Absolute Maximum Ratings sec
tion of the data sheet. The thermal information shown in this 
application note represents average data for characteriza
tion of the indicated package. Actual thermal resistance can 
vary from ± 10% to ± 15% due to fluctuations in assembly 
quality, die shape, die thickness, distribution of heat sources 
on the die, etc. The numbers quoted in the interface data 
sheets reflect a 15% safety margin from the average num-
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bers found in this application note. Insuring that total pack
age power remains under a specified level will guarantee 
that the maximum junction temperature will not exceed the 
package maximum. 

The package power ratings are specified as a maximum 
power at 25°C ambient with an associated derating factor 
for ambient temperatures above 25°C. It is easy to deter
mine the power capability at an elevated temperature. The 
power specified at 25°C should be reduced by the derating 
factor for every degree of ambient temperature above 25°C. 
For example, in a given product data sheet the following will 
be found: 

Maximum Power Dissipation• at 25°C 
Cavity Package 1509 mW 
Molded Package 1476 mW 

• Derate cavity package at 10 mW/'C above 25°C; derate molded package 
at 11.8 mW /'C above 25°C. 

If the molded package is used at a maximum ambient tem
perature of 70°C, the package power capability is 945 mW. 

Po @ 70°C = 14 76 mW-(11.8 mW /°C) x (70°C- 25°C) 

= 945mW 
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SECTIONS 
1) Timing and Control 

a) Input and Output Thresholds 

b) Logic States and Control Pin Function 

c) The Oscillator 

2) The Modulator 

a) Operation 

b) Transmit Level Aa1ustment 

3) The Line Driver 

a) Operation 

b) Second Harmonic Distortion 

c) Dynamic Range 

d) Transmission of Externally Generated Tones 

I) Using the Line Driver 

ii) Using TRI-STATE® Capability 

1) TIMING AND CONTROL 

a) Input and Output Thresholds 

The MM? 4HC942/943 may be used in a CMOS or TTL envi
ronment. In a CMOS environment, no interfacing is required. 
If the MM74HC942/943 is interfaced to NMOS or bipolar 
logic circuits, standard interface techniques may be used. 
These are discussed in detail in National Semiconductor 
Application Note AN-314. This note is included in the Na
tional Semiconductor MM54HC/74HC High Speed micro
CMOS Logic Family Databook. 

b) Logic States and Control Pin Function 

Transmitted Data 

TXD (pin 11) in conjunction with 0/ A selects the frequency 
of the transmitted tone and thus controls the transmitted 
data. 

TXD = Vee selects a "mark" and thus the high tone of the 
tone pair. This is discussed further in the following section. 

Originate and Answer Mode 

This is controlled by 01 A (pin 13). 0/ A = Vee selects origi
nate mode. 01 A = GND selects answer mode. These 
modes refer to the tone allocation used by the modem. 
When two modems are communicating with each other one 
will be in originate mode and one will be in answer mode. 
This assures that each modem is receiving the tone pair 
that the other modem is transmitting. The modem on the 
phone that originated the phone call is called the originate 
modem. The other modem is the answer modem. 

The other pin controlling the transmitted tone is TXD (pin 
11 ). 

4) The Hybrid 

5) The Receive Filter 

6) The FTLC Pin 

7) The Carrier Detect Circuit 

a) Operation 

b) Threshold Control 

c) Timing Control 

8) The Discriminator 

a) The Hard Limiter 

b) Discriminator Operation 

9) Power Supplies 

a) DC Levels and Analog Interface 

b) Power Supply Noise 

Bell 103 Tone Allocation 

Data 
Originate Modem Answer Modem 
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Transmit Receive Transmit Receive 

Space 1070 Hz 2025 Hz 2025 Hz 1070 Hz 
Mark 1270 Hz 2225 Hz 2225 Hz 1270 Hz 

Squelch Transmitter 

Transmitter squelch is achieved by putting SOT = Vee 
(SOT is pin 14). The line driver remains active in this state 
(assuming ALB = GND). 

This state is commonly used during the protocol of estab
lishing a call. The originate user initiates a phone call with its 
transmitter squelched, and waits for a tone to be received 
before beginning transmission. During the wait time, the mo
dem is active to allow tone detection, but no tone may be 
transmitted. 

The state SOT = Vee may also be used if the line driver is 
required but a signal other than modem tones (e.g., DTMF 
tones or voice) is to be transmitted. This is discussed further 
in Transmission of Externally Generated Tones (section 3d). 

Analog Loop Back 

ALB = Vee. SOT = GND selects the state "analog loop 
back". (The state ALB = SOT = Vee is discussed in the 
following section.) 

In analog loop back mode, the modulator output (at the line 
driver) is connected to the demodulator input (at the hybrid), 
and the demodulator is tuned to the transmitted frequency 
tone set. Thus the data on the TXD pin will, after some 



delay, appear at the RXD pin. This provides a simple "self 
test" of the modem. 

The signal applied to the demodulator during analog loop 
back is sufficient to cause the carrier detect output CD to go 
low indicating receipt of carrier. 

In analog loop back mode, the modulator and transmitter 
are active, so the transmitted tone is not squelched. 

Power-Down Mode 

The state SOT= ALB = Vee puts the MM74HC942/943 in 
power-down mode. In this state, the entire circuit except the 
oscillator is disabled. (The oscillator is left running in case it 
is required for a system clock). In power-down mode the 
supply current falls from 8 mA (typ) to 180 µA (typ), and all 
outputs, both analog and digital, TRI-STATE (become Hi-Z). 

Using TRI-STATE Capablllty 

ALB' 

SQT' 

CHIP 
SELECT 

ALB RXD 

MM74HC942/1143 

SQT fli 

TO OTHER 
CIRCUITS 
"BUS" 

CHIPWITH 
TRI-STATE 
OUTPUTS 

TL/H/5531-1 

The ability of the outputs to TRI-STATE allows the modem 
to be connected to other circuitry in a bus-like configuration 
with the state SOT or ALB = GND being the modem chip 
select. 

c) The Oscillator 

The oscillator is a Pierce crystal oscillator. The crystal used 
in such an oscillator is a parallel resonant crystal. 

B_ 
The Oscillator 

2.5 pf 

1DM 

WEAK 
INVERTER 

H 
2.5 pf 

TO CIRCUITRY 

MM74HC942/1143 

TL/H/5531-2 

The capacitors used on each end of the crystal are a combi
nation of on-chip and stray capacitances. This generally 
means the crystal is operating with less than the specified 
parallel capacitance. This causes the oscillator to run faster 
than the frequency of the crystal. This is not a problem as 
the frequency shift is small (approximately 0.1 % ). 

The oscillator is designed to run with equal capacitive load
ing on each side of the crystal. This should be taken into 
consideration when designing PC layouts. This need not be 
exact. 
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If a 3.58 MHz oscillator is available, the XTALD pin may be 
driven. The internal inverter driving this pin is very weak and 
can be overpowered by any CMOS gate output. 

The Oscillator and Power-Down Mode 

When the chip powers down, all circuits except the oscilla
tor are switched off. The oscillator is left running so it may 
be used as a clock to drive other circuits within the system. 

It is possible to shut the oscillator down by clamping the 
XTALS pin to Vee or GND. This will cause the total chip 
current to fall to less than 5 µA. This may be useful in bat
tery powered systems where minimizing supply current is 
important. 

Powering Down the Oscillator 

r 
-41,__-----IALB 

1N4001, 
1N417, 

ETC. 

2) MODULATOR SECTION 

a) Operation 

MM74HC942/943 

I 
_J 

TL/H/5531-3 

The modulator receives data from the transmit data (TXD) 
pin and synthesizes a frequency shift keyed, phase coher
ent sine wave to be transmitted by the line driver through 
the transmit analog (TXA) pin. Four different sine wave fre
quencies are generated, depending on whether the modem 
is set to the originate or answer mode and whether the data 
input to TXD is a logical high or low. See Timir.g and Control 
(section 1) for more information. 

The TXD and 01 A pins set the divisor of a dual modulus 
programmable divider. This produces a clock frequency 
which is sixteen times the frequency of the carrier to be 
transmitted. The clock signal is then fed to a four bit counter 
whose outputs go to the sine ROM. The ROM acts like a 
four-to-sixteen decoder that selects the appropriate tap on 
the DI A converter to synthesize a staircase-approximated 
sine wave. A switched capacitor filter and a low pass filter 
smooth the sine wave, removing high frequency compo
nents and insuring that noise levels are below FCC regula
tions. 

b) Transmit Level Adjustment 

The maximum transmit level of the MM74HC943 is -9dBm. 
Since most phone lines attenuate the signal by 3 dB, the 
maximum level that will be received at the exchange is -12 
dBm. This level is also the maximum allowed by most phone 
companies. The MM74HC942 has a maximum transmit lev
el of O dBm, making possible adjustments for line losses up 
to -12 dB. The resistor values required to adjust the trans
mit level for both the MM74HC942 and the MM74HC943 
follow the Universal Service Order Code and can be found 
in the data sheets. 
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This resistor added between the TLA pin and Vee serves to 
control the voltage reference at the top of the 0/ A ladder, 
adjusting output levels accordingly. 

Note that for transmission above -9 dBm the required re
sistor must be chosen with the co-operation of the relevant 
phone company. This resistor is usually wired into the 
phone jack at the installation as the resistor value is specific 
to the particular phone line. This is called the Universal Reg
istered Jack Arrangement. This arrangement is possible 
only with the MM74HC942 because of the dynamic range 
constraints of the MM74HC943. 

The Modulator 

Vee 
RTLA 

PROGRAMMABLE 
DIVIDER 

MODULUS 
CONTROL 

D/ A REFERENCE 
GENERATOR 

3) THE LINE DRIVER 

a) Operation 

16xlc 

VREF 

DIVIDE BY 
16 COUNTER 

TRANSMIT 
CARRIER 

(le) 

TL/H/5531-4 

The line driver is a class A power amplifier for transmitting 
the carrier signals from the modulator. It can also be used to 
transmit externally generated tones such as OTMF signals, 
as discussed in section 3d. When used for transmitting mo
dem-produced tones, the external input (EXI) pin should be 
grounded to pin 19 for both the MM7 4HC942 and the 
MM74HC943. The line driver output is the transmit analog 
(TXA) pin. 

The Line Driver Equivalent Schematic 
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b) Second Harmonic Distortion 

If the modem is operating in the originate mode, the line 
driver output has frequencies of 1070 Hz for a space and 
1270 Hz for mark. The second harmonic for a space fre
quency is at 2140 Hz, and this falls in the originate modem's 
receive frequency band from 2025 Hz to 2225 Hz. While the 
modulator produces very little second harmonic energy, the 
amplifier has been designed not to degrade the analog out
put any further. The result is that the second harmonic is 
below - 56 dBm. Thus it is well below the minimum carrier 
amplitude recognized by the demodulator. 

c) Dynamic Range 

The decision to use the MM74HC942 or the MM74HC943 is 
a tradeoff between output dynamic range and power supply 
constraints. The power supply is discussed in another sec
tion. The MM74HC942 will transmit at 0 dBm while the maxi
mum transmit level of the MM74HC943 is -9 dBm. This 
level applies to externally generated tones as well as the 
standard modem tone set. 

It is important to realize that the signal levels referred to 
above, and in the data sheet's specifications, are the levels 
referred to a 6000 load resistor (representing the phone 
line} when driven from the external 600!1 source resistor. 
Also, the transmit levels discussed previously are maximum 
values. Typical values are 1 dB to 2 dB below these. 

d} Transmission of Externally Generated Tones 

Since a phone line connection is usually made on the TXA 
pin, it may be useful to use the line driver to transmit OTMF, 
voice or other externally generated tones. Both the inverting 
and non-inverting inputs to the line driver are available for 
this purpose. A OTMF tone generator with a TRI-STATE 
output may instead be directly connected to the same node 
as the TXA pin rather than the line driver. The choice of 
which method to use depends on whether the MM74HC942 
or MM74HC943 is being used and the signal level of the 
transmission. Most phone companies allow OTMF tone gen
eration at 0 dBm. This level is the maximum that the 
MM74HC942 can produce and is beyond the range of the 
MM74HC943. 

If the line driver is to be used for external tone generation, 
the modem must be powered up and the transmission must 
be squelched by the SOT pin being held high. This will dis
able the output of the modulator section. The choice be
tween the EXI pin and OSI pin is up to the user. The EXI pin 
gives a fixed gain of about 2. The OSI input allows for ad
justable gain as a series resistor is necessary. 

Using the OSI Input 
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A better solution may be to use the power-down mode of 
the MM74HC942/943 with a OTMF tone generator that has 
a TRI-STATE output. Such a device is a TP53130 and is 



shown in the diagram following. When the tone generator is 
not in use and the modem is not squelched, the DTMF gen
erator's output is in TRI-STATE. Rather than using the line 
driver, the tone generator's output is instead connected to 
the same node as the TXA pin. The tone generator is active 
when the modem is in power-down. Power-down TRI
ST ATEs the TXA output. 
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4) THE HYBRID 
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The MM74HC942/943 has an on-chip hybrid. (A hybrid in 
this context refers to a circuit which performs two-to-four 
wire conversion.) 

Under ideal conditions the phone line and isolation network 
have an equivalent input impedance of 600!1. Under these 
conditions the gain from the transmitter to the op amp output 

is zero, while the gain from the phone line to the op amp 
output is unity. Thus the hybrid, by subtracting the transmit
ted signal from the total signal on the phone line, has re
moved the transmitted component. 

Unfortunately, these ideal conditions rarely exist and filter
ing is used to remove the remaining transmitted signal com
ponent. This is discussed further in the next section. 

Note that the signals into the hybrid must be referred to 
GND in the MM74HC942 and GNDA in the case of the 
MM74HC943. Thus blocking capacitors are required in the 
latter case. This is discussed further in DC Levels and Ana
log Interface (section 9a). 

5) THE RECEIVE FILTER 

The signal from the hybrid is a mixture of transmitted and 
received signals. The receive filter removes the transmitted 
signals so only received signal goes to the discriminator. 

The receive filter may be characterized by driving AXA 1 or 
RXA2 with a signal generator. The filter response may then 
be observed at the FTLC pin with the capacitor removed. In 
this state the output impedance of the FTLC pin is 16 kn 
nominal. 

6) THE FTLC PIN 

The FTLC pin is at the point of the circuit where the receive 
filter output goes to the hard limiter input and the carrier 
detect circuit input. 

The signal at the output of the receive filter may be as low 
as 7 mVrms. It is thus important that the wiring to the FTLC 
pin and the associated circuit be clean. Ideally the track 
from the capacitor to pin 19 (GND on the MM74HC942, 
GNDA on the MM74HC943) should be shared by no other 
devices. 

If these precautions are not observed, circuit performance 
may be unnecessarily degraded. 

The Hybrid 
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7) THE CARRIER DETECT CIRCUIT 

a) Operation 

The carrier detect circuit senses if there is carrier present on 
the line. If carrier is not present, the data output is clamped 
high. 

The RC circuit filters the DC from the output of the receive 
filter. The comparator inputs are thus the filter output, and 
the DC level of the receive filter minus the controlled offset. 
The controlled offset sets the amount that the AC signal 
must exceed the DC level (and thus the AC amplitude) be
fore the comparator switches. When this happens, the com
parator output sets a resettable one-shot which converts 
the periodic comparator output to a continuous signal. This 
signal then controls the time delay set by the CDT pin. After 
the preset time delay the CD bar output goes low. This shifts 
the comparator offset providing hysteresis to the overall cir
cuit. 

b) Threshold Control 

The carrier detect threshold may be adjusted by adjusting 
the voltage on the CDA pin. 

The carrier detect trip points are nominally set at - 43 dBm 
and -46 dBm. The CDA pin sits at a nominal 1.2V. The 
carrier detect trip points are directly proportional to the volt
age on this pin, so doubling the voltage causes a 6 dB in
crease in the carrier detect trip points. Similarly, halving the 
voltage causes a 6 dB decrease in carrier detect trip points. 

Note that as the carrier detect trip point is reduced, the 
system noise will approach the carrier level, and the accura
cy and predictability of the carrier detect trip points will de
crease. 

The output impedance of the CDA pin is high. It is constant 
(±10%) from die to die but has a very high temperature 
coefficient. It is thus advisable, if the CDA pin is driven, to 
drive from a low source impedance. 

Because the output impedance of the CDA pin is high, ca
pacitive coupling from the adjacent XT ALO pin can present 
a problem. For this reason a 0.1 µF capacitor is usually 
connected from the CDA pin to ground. If the CDA pin is 
driven from a low impedance source, this capacitor may be 
omitted. 

If a resistor is connected from the CD bar pin to the CDA 
pin, the CDA voltage will vary depending on whether carrier 
is detected. This will effectively increase the carrier detect 
hysteresis. 

Increased Carrier Detect Hysteresis 
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Similarly an inverter and a resistor from the CD bar pin to 
the CDA pin will reduce the hysteresis. This is not recom
mended as the 3 dB nominal figure chosen is close to the 
minimum value useable for stable operation. 

c) Timing Control 

The capacitor on the CDT pin adjusts the amount of time 
that carrier must be present before the carrier is recognized 
as valid. 

Carrier Detect Block Diagram 
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This circuit is designed for a long off-to-on time compared to 
the on-to-off time. This means carrier must be present and 
stable to be acknowledged, and that if carrier is marginal it 
will be rejected quickly. 

The equations for the capacitor value are 

Ton-to-off = C x 0.54 seconds 

and 

T off-to-on = C X 6.4 seconds. 

The ratio of on-to-off and off-to-on times may be adjusted 
over a narrow range by the addition of pull-up or pull-down 
resistors on the CDT pin. 

The repeatability of the times is high from die to die at fixed 
temperature, but is strongly temperature dependent. The 
times will shift by approximately ± 30% over process and 
temperature. 

8) THE DISCRIMINATOR 

a) The Hard Limiter 
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The signal to the inverting input of the comparator has the 
same DC component as the signal to the non-inverting in
put. The differential input to the comparator is thus the AC 
component of the filter output. The comparator has very low 
input offset and so the limiter will operate with very low input 
signal levels. 

The demodulator employed requires an input signal having 
equal amplitude for a mark and a space. It also requires a 
high level signal. The hard limiter converts all signals to a 
square wave. All amplitude information is lost but frequency 
information is retained. 
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By removing the capacitor from the FTLC pin, the hard limit
er ceases to operate, but the filter output may be observed. 
This is useful for circuit evaluation and testing. 

b) Discriminator Operation 

The discriminator separates the incoming energy into mark 
and space energy. This occurs in the band pass filters which 
are tuned to the mark and space frequencies. The outputs 
of the mark and space band pass filters are rectified to ex
tract the output amplitudes. The rectifier outputs are filtered 
to remove ripple. The low pass filter outputs are compared 
to determine if the mark or space path is receiving greater 
energy, and thus if the incoming data is a mark or a space. 

The output of the discriminator is only valid if carrier is being 
received. If carrier is not being received (as determined in 
the carrier detect circuit) the RXD output is clamped high. 
This stops the discriminator from attempting to demodulate 
a signal which is too low for reliable operation. 

9) POWER SUPPLIES 

a) DC Levels and Analog Interface 

The MM74HC942 refers all analog inputs and outputs to 
GND (pin 19). The analog interface thus requires no DC 
blocking capacitors. 

The MM74HC943 refers all analog inputs and outputs to 
GNDA (pin 19) which requires a nominal 2.5V supply. The 
current requirements of GNDA are low, so the GNDA supply 
may be derived with a simple resistive divider. The GNDA 
supply can then be referenced to GND using capacitors. 
This GNDA supply will have poor load regulation so the high 
current interface must be connected to GND and a DC 
blocking capacitor used. 

As the FTLC capacitor is connected to the input of the hard 
limiter, any noise on the FTLC ground return will couple di
rectly into this circuit. The signal on FTLC may be only milli
volts, so it is important that the FTLC capacitor ground be at 
the same potential as the chip's ground reference. Thus 
when using the MM74HC943 the FTLC capacitor ground 
return should go directly to GNDA (pin 19). For both the 
MM74HC942 and MM74HC943 this ground return should 
be shared by no other circuits. Failure to observe this pre
caution could result in unnecessary reduction of dynamic 
range and carrier detect accuracy, and an increase in error 
rate. 

DEMODULATED 
DATA 
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b) Power Supply Noise 

It is important that the power supplies to the MM74HC942/ 
943 be stable supplies, having low noise, particularly in the 
frequency band from 50 kHz to 10 MHz. 

The MM74HC942/943 use switched capacitor techniques 
extensively. A feature of switched capacitor circuits is their 
ability to translate noise from high frequency bands to low 
frequency bands. At the same time it is difficult to design op 
amps with high power supply rejection at high frequencies. 
(The MM74HC942/943 has 19 op amps internally.) As a 
result the high frequency PSSR of the MM74HC942/943 is 
not high, so high frequency noise on the power supply can 
degrade circuit operation. 

This should not cause a problem if the circuits are powered 
from a three terminal regulator, and no other circuitry shares 
the regulator. Power supply noise could be a problem if: 

a) One or both of the power supplies are switching regulator 
circuits. Switching regulators can produce a lot of supply 
noise. 

b) The modem shares its supply with a large digital circuit. 
Digital circuits, particularly high speed CMOS (the HG fami
ly) can produce large spikes on the supplies. These spikes 
have wide spectral content. 

Ideally the modem could have its own supply. This may not 
be cost effective, so in some applications power supply fil
ters may be necessary. These may just be RC filters but LC 
filters may be necessary depending on the extent of the 
supply noise. Miniature inductors in half watt resistor pack
ages are cheap, lend themselves to automatic insertion, 
and are ideal for these filters. 

It is difficult to set specifications for a "clean" supply be
cause spectral density considerations are important. The 
following guidelines should be taken as "rule of thumb": 

a) From 50 kHz to 20 MHz the ripple should not exceed 
-60 dBV. 

b) From DC to 50 kHz the ripple should not exceed 
-50 dBV. 

MM74HC942 Analog Interface 
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CMOS 300 Baud Modem 

INTRODUCTION 

The advent of low cost microprocessor based systems has 
created a strong demand for low cost, reliable means of 
data communication via the dial-up telephone network. The 
most widespread means for this task is the Bell 103 type 
modem, which has become the de facto standard of low 
speed modems. This type of modem uses frequency shift 
keying (FSK) to modulate binary data asynchronously at 
speeds up to 300 baud. 

The success of this type of modem, despite its modest 
transmission speed, is largely due to its ability to provide full 
duplex data transmission at low error rates even with uncon
ditioned telephone lines. It also has a significant cost advan
tage over the other types of modems available today. Ad
vances in CMOS and circuit design technology have made 
possible the MM74HC942-a high performance, low power, 
Bell 103 compatible single chip modem. This chip combines 
both digital and linear circuitry to bring the benefits of sys
tem level integration to modem and system designers. 

THE PROCESS-microCMOS 

The chip was designed with National's double poly CMOS 
(microCMOS) process used extensively for its line of PCM 
CODECs and filters. This is a self-aligned, silicon gate 
CMOS process with two layers of polysilicon, one of which 
is primarily used for gates of the MOS transistors. Thus 
there are three layers of interconnect available (two polysili
con and one metal layer) making possible a very dense lay
out. 
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The two polysilicon layers also offer a near perfect capacitor 
structure which is used to advantage in the linear portions of 
the chip. The self-aligned silicon gate P and N-channel 
MOSFETs combine high gain with minimal parasitic gate-to
drain overlap capacitance, facilitating the design of opera
tional amplifiers with high gain-bandwidth product and ex
cellent dynamic range. 

CHIP ARCHITECTURE 

The chip architecture was arrived at after critically evaluat
ing several trial system partitionings of the Bell 103 type 
data set. The overriding goal was to integrate as much of 
the function as possible without sacrificing versatility and 
cost effectiveness in new applications. The resulting chip 
architecture reflects this philosophy. Since the majority of 
users of this device would probably be digital designers un
familiar with filter design and analog signal processing, in
clusion of these functions was thus mandatory. The preci
sion filters needed for a high performance modem also 
make discrete implementations expensive. On the other 
hand, the majority of new systems will typically include a 
microprocessor which is quite capable of handling the chan
nel establishment protocol. Besides, different systems may 
require different protocols. Circuitry for this task was there
fore omitted. 

A block diagram illustrating the chip architecture is shown in 
Figure 1. The on-chip line driver and line hybrid greatly sim
plify interfacing to the phone line by saving two external op 
amps. The output of the line hybrid, which is used to reduce 
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FIGURE 1. Chip Architecture of the MM74HC942 
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the effect of the local transmit signal on the received signal, 
goes to a programmable receive bandpass filter. This filter 
improves the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the fre
quency discriminator, which performs the actual FSK de
modulation. The output of the receive filter is also monitored 
by a carrier detector which compares the amplitude of the 
received signal to an externally adjustable threshold level. 

The modulator consists of a frequency synthesizer which 
generates a clock at a frequency determined by the TXD 
(transmit data) and O/A (originate/answer) inputs. This is 
subsequently shaped by the sine converter into the final 
modulated transmit carrier signal. 

All internal clocks and control signals are derived from an 
on-chip oscillator operating from a common 3.58 MHz TV 
crystal. On-chip control logic allows the modem to be set to 
answer or originate mode operation, or to an analog loop
back mode via the 0/A and ALB inputs respectively. The 
line driver can be squelched via the SOT input, which typi
cally occurs during the channel establishment sequence. 

Another feature of this design not obvious from the block 
diagram of Figure 1 is that the chip can be powered down by 
asserting the ALB and SOT inputs simultaneously, a condi
tion that does not occur during normal operation. This cuts 
power consumption to typically under 50 µA, making it very 
suitable for battery operation. 

DEMODULATOR 

Receive Filter 

This is a nine pole, switched capacitor1 .2 bandpass filter. It 
is programmable by internal logic to one of two passbands, 
corresponding to originate or answer mode operation. The 
measured frequency response of the filter is shown in Fig
ure 2. It shows that better than 60 dB of adjacent channel 
rejection has been achieved. Note also the deep notches at 
the frequencies of the locally transmitted tone pair. 
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FIGURE 2. Measured Frequency Response of the 
Receive Filter 

A key design goal was to minimize the delay distortion of the 
filter. This has also been met as evidenced by the delay 
response curves shown in Figures 3a and 3b. These curves 
have been normalized to the delays at 1170 Hz and 
2125 Hz respectively. They show that the delay distortion in 
the 1020 Hz to 1320 Hz band is approximately 70 µs, while 
that in the 1975 Hz to 2275 Hz band is approximately 11 O 
µs. These bands contain all the significant sidebands of a 
300 baud FSK signal. The low delay distortion of the receive 
filter translates directly into low jitter in the demodulated 
data. 
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FIGURE 3a. Normalized Delay Response of the Receive 
Filter In Answer Mode 
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FIGURE 3b. Normalized Delay Response of the Receive 
Filter In Originate Mode 

An on-chip, second order, real time anti-aliasing filter pre
cedes the receive filter. This masks the sampled data na
ture of the switched capacitor design from the user, contrib
uting to the ease of use of the chip. 

Frequency Discriminator 

Referring to Figure 4, the filtered receive carrier is first hard 
limited to remove any residual amplitude modulation. It is 
then split into two parallel, functionally indentical paths, 
each consisting of a second order bandpass filter (BPF), a 
full wave detector and a post detection lowpass filter (LPF). 

The bandpass filter in the upper path is tuned to the 'mark' 
frequency, and that in the lower path to the 'space' frequen
cy. The detectors are full wave rectifier circuits which, to
gether with the post detection filters, measure the energy in 
the mark and space frequencies. These are compared by 
the trailing comparator to decide whether a mark or space 
has been received. 
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FIGURE 4. Block Diagram of the Frequency Discriminator 

Carrier Detector 

The carrier detector compares the output of the receive fil
ter against an externally adjustable threshold voltage. Re
ferring back to Figure 1, if the CDA (carrier detect adjust) pin 
is left floating, the threshold is nominally set to ON at 
-44 dBm, and OFF at -47 dBm. This can be modified by 
forcing an external voltage at the CDA input. If the received 
carrier exceeds the set threshold, the CD (carrier detect) 
output will go low after a preset time delay. This delay is set 
externally by a timing capacitor connected to the CDT (carri
er detect timing) pin. 

MODULATOR 

As shown in Figure 5, the modulator consists of a frequency 
synthesizer and a sine wave converter. The transmit data 
(TXD) and mode (O/A) inputs set the divisor of a dual modu
lus programmable divider. This produces a clock at sixteen 
times the frequency of the transmitted tone. This then 
clocks a four bit counter, whose states represent the volt
age levels corresponding to the sixteen time slots in one 
cycle of a staircase approximated sine wave. The sine ROM 
decodes the state of the counter and drives a digital-to-ana
log converter to synthesize the frequency shift keyed sine 
wave. This modulator design also preserves phase coher
ence in the transmit carrier across frequency excursions. 
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FIGURE 5. Modulator Block Diagram 
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The reference voltage for the digital-to-analog converter is 
derived from a reference generator controlled by an exter
nal resistor (RTLA). This allows the transmit signal level to 
be programmable in accordance with the Universal Service 
Order Code. This code specifies the programming resist
ances corresponding to various transmit levels. If no exter
nal resistor is connected, the transmit level defaults to 
-12 dBm. 

The synthesized sine wave is filtered by a second order, real 
time low pass filter to remove spurious harmonics before 
being fed to the line driver amplifier. 

LINE INTERFACE 

Line Driver 

This is a class A power amplifier designed to drive a 600!1 
line through an external 600!1 terminating resistor. With the 
proper transmit level programming resistor installed, it will 
drive the line at O dBm when operated from ± 5V supplies. 
The quiescent current of the output stage of the driver var
ies with the programmed transmit level to maximize the effi
ciency of the amplifier. A class A design was chosen mainly 
because it can tolerate a wider range of reactive loads. 

As shown in Figure 6, both inverting and non-inverting in
puts of the driver amplifier are accessible externally, making 
it easy to accommodate an external signal source, such as 
a tone dialer. An external capacitor can also be connected 
between the inverting input and the amplifier output to give it 
a lowpass response. 

Line Hybrid 

The line hybrid is essentially a difference amplifier which, 
when connected as shown in Figure 6, causes the transmit 
carrier to appear as common-mode signal and be cancelled 
from the output. If the termination resistor (Rr) and phone 
line impedance are perfectly matched, the output of the line 
hybrid would be just the received carrier. In practice, perfect 
matching is impossible and 1 O dB to 20 dB of transmit carri
er rejection is more realistic. The residual is more than ade
quately rejected by the receive filter of the demodulator. 

TIMING AND CONTROL 

This includes an oscillator amplifier, divider chain and inter
nal control logic. The oscillator, in conjunction with an exter
nal 3.58 MHz TV crystal and the divider chain, provides all 
the internal clocks for the switched capacitor circuits and 
the frequency synthesizer. The control logic orchestrates 
the various operating modes of the chip (e.g., originate, an
swer or analog loop-back modes). 
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APPLICATIONS 

Figure 7shows the MM74HC942 in an acoustically coupled 
modem application. It demonstrates the simplicity of the re
sulting design and a dramatic reduction in parts count. Fig
ure 8 shows two typical direct connect modem applications. 
The simplicity of these circuits is again evident. 
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The simple power supply requirement ( ± 5V), low power 
(60 mW when transmitting at - 9 dBm, 0.5 mW standby) 
and low external component count makes the MM74HC942 
an efficient implementation of the 300 baud modem func
tion. 
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FIGURE 6. Typical Interface Between the MM74HC942 and the Phone Line 
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FIGURE 8. Typical Implementations of Direct Connect Modems Using the MM74HC942 

SUMMARY 

In conclusion, the MM74HC942 integrates the entire data 
path of a Bell 103 type data set into a 20-pin package with 
the following features: 

• On-chip 9 pole receive filter 

• Carrier detector with adjustable threshold 

• Analog demodulator with low bit jitter and bias 

• Phase coherent modulator with low spurious harmonics 

• soon line driver with adjustable transmit level 

• On-chip line hybrid 

• Full duplex originate or answer mode operation 

• Low power operation, power-down mode 

• Simple supply requirements ( ± 5V) 
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Techniques for Designing 
with Codec/Filter Combo 
Circuits 
PCM CODEC/Filter Combo devices are complex analog 
and digital sub-systems on a single chip. They contain, for 
example, an AID and a DI A converter, each with 13 bit (for 
u-law) resolution at low signal levels on the bottom chord of 
the companding characteristic. The TP3050/60 family of 
microCmos Combos are, however, capable of providing ex
tremely high performance even in the unfriendly electrical 
environment of a multi-channel subscriber line card so long 
as the printed circuit board is carefully designed as an inte
gral part of the system. Indeed, this family can achieve per
formance superior to that of other 1 or 2 chip CODEC/Filter 
circuits due to two key factors;superior Power Supply Rejec
tion Ratio, particularly at high frequencies, and the fact that 
the critical connection between the transmit filter and the 
encoder is carefully shielded inside the device. Neverthe
less, the following guidelines should be adhered to in order 
to maintain this high performance in any switching or trans
mission system. 

GROUND AND POWER SUPPLY LAYOUT 

1. Different techniques are necessary for the layout of ana
log circuits on the card (Combo, SUC and any external 
gain sections) and the digital control and switching cir
cuits. Use the GNDA pin of each Combo device as the 
Ground Reference Point (GAP) for each channel. All AN
ALOG ground connections for each channel should con
nect as close as possible to the reference point. This 
includes: 

a. The analog ground from the 4-wire side of the sue 
circuit. 

b. The ground for the transmit op amp connection. 

c. The ground side of the 0.1 µF decoupling capacitors 
for the + 5V and - 5V Combo power supplies. 

d. The analog ground for any external gain or loss adjust
ment stage. 

2. Ground return currents from logic circuits, relays and oth
er audio channels must not flow into or out from the chan
nel GRPs to avoid generating noise voltages. Therefore a 
separate ground return should be run from each channel 
GAP to a common point close to the ground pin on the 
card connector, commonly called the MECCA. Thus there 
is a STAR formation from the MECCA to each channel 
GRP. It is NOT recommended to run separate analog and 
digital ground returns to the shelf power supply. Relays 
and other circuits operating from the station battery 
should, however, have a separate return bus to the bat
tery ground. 

3. Decouple the + 5V and - 5V power supplies to the MEC
CA close to the card connector. A minimum of 10 µF 
should be used for each supply, and a capacitor type with 
a low Effective Series Resistance should be selected. Be
ware of the effects of the inrush current charging these 
capacitors as the card is plugged into a "hot" socket. 
This current flowing through the wire and trace induc
tance can cause voltage spikes which easily exceed the 
absolute maximum ratings of various devices on the card 
and may even damage the connector contacts. The trace 
length from the connector to the capacitors should be 
kept short, and excessive values of decoupling capacitor 
avoided. 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
Application Brief 
Chris Stacey 

4. The + 5V and - 5V supply busses to the Combo circuits 
should be routed adjacent to a ground bus to help ensure 
that any r.f. noise pick-up is common mode. Each supply 
must be decoupled by 0.1 µF capacitors with short traces 
to the GAP of each Combo. Ceramic capacitors are best 
for good high frequency decoupling. 

5. The + 5V bus for the switching and control logic circuits 
should be a separate connection from the decoupled 
point close to the card connector. It should not share any 
common path with the + 5V connection to the Combo 
circuits. Each logic circuit should be decoupled with a 
0.01 µF ceramic capacitor from + 5V to ground close to 
the device. 

6. The ground connections for the logic circuits and low volt
age relays may use a ground bus or, better still, a ground 
grid system to maintain good noise margins on digital sig
nals. This logic ground should connect directly to the card 
MECCA such that logic ground currents do not share 
common paths with any channel GAP returns. 

7. TTL and LSTTL logic families draw considerably different 
supply currents when their outputs are in the high and low 
logic states, causing large switching currents to flow 
through the busses and decoupling capacitors. In con
trast, CMOS logic circuits only draw significant currents 
during state transitions, and these currents are substan
tially balanced. A CMOS logic system therefore gener
ates far less electrical noise than a similar TTL System. 

The use of the 74HC CMOS logic family is highly recom
mended for line card design. It helps to preserve high 
transmission performance in the analog circuits and of
fers better noise margins than TTL in the presence of 
transient voltages induced by relays and ringing signals. 

NOISE CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Logic signals should be routed well away from the analog 
circuits and their power supply connections wherever 
possible to minimize high frequency noise being capaci
tively coupled into the channel and aliased down into the 
audio passband by the sampling action of the filters and 
encoder. 

2. All signals and circuits capable of inducing large emf's 
into the audio signals should be located around the edge 
of the card wherever possible. This includes: 

a. Relay drive and output signals 

b. Ringing distribution 

c. The 2-wire side of the SUC circuits. 

d. -48V battery 

e. d.c. to d.c. converters 

3. Ground planes may be used to shield audio signals from 
noise sources such as clock and data signals and the 
high voltages listed above. A ground plane is only effec
tive, however, if it carries NO NOISE-INDUCING CUR
RENTS itself. A single point connection from the ground 
plane to a quiet return is the best way to assure this. 

4. The transmit op amp connections become a potential 
noise source particularly if a high gain is required. The 
feedback resistor value should not exceed 50K ohms, 
and the bodies of the feedback and input resistorsshould 
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be close to the op amp input to minimize capacitive noise 
pick-up. 

5. In asynchronous applications (typically transmission sys
tems) the best idle channel noise and signal/distortion 
performance will be achieved if the transmit and receive 
filters are clocked synchronously. Thus the MCLKR/PDN 
input on the TP3050/60 Combo devices should either be 
connected to MCLKx or controlled solely by logic signals 
as a PON input only (the Combo will automatically use 
MCLKx internally). Note that MCLKR does not need to be 
synchronized to BCLKR and FSA. 

CIRCUIT PROTECTION 

CMOS CODEC/Filter Combos are capable of providing ex
tremely reliable and stable long-term performance provided 
a few simple precautions are followed: 

1. Normal CMOS handling techniques should be used to 
prevent build-up of static charge on the device. These 
include the use of conductive carriers, and grounding per
sonnel while handling devices. 

2. Ensure that ground is always connected to each device 
before any other supplies or signals. An extended ground 
pin should be used on line card connectors. 

3. Buffer all digital input and output signals between Combo 
circuits and the line card backplane. This both protects 
the Combo circuits from backplane transients and pre
serves good logic signal transition times and noise mar
gins. 
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4. CMOS inputs, outputs and supply connections must be 
protected against even momentary transitions outside the 
supply voltages. Schottky diodes should be fitted on each 
card between + 5V and GND, and between GND and 
- 5V to clamp transient power supply reversals during 
power-up. Type 1 N5820 is a good choice. 

5. If the Combo circuit is connected to a transformer-type of 
sue circuit additional protection is required against line 
transients. An input resistor of 5K ohms or more is ade
quate to protect the transmit op amp inputs, VFxl + and 
VFxl - . If this is not possible, silicon diodes or a pair of 
back-to-back 3.9V zener diodes (depending on the re
quired dynamic range) should be connected between the 
vulnerable input and GND. 

6. A pair of back-to-back 3.9V zener diodes may also be 
necessary to protect the receive power amplifier out
put(s). Select a zener type with a sharp "knee" on the V-1 
characteristic, and low leakage current at voltages below 
the knee to avoid impairing the gain-tracking of the re
ceive channel at high signal levels. 

Figure 1 illustrates an idealized circuit card layout embody
ing many of the above techniques. While space constraints 
may limit the application of some of these techniques, the 
closer they can be followed, the better the system perform
ance will be. 
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TP3200 MC-SLIC 
Application Guide 

INTRODUCTION 

In a Central Office or Private Branch Exchange, each sub
scriber's telephone line is interfaced to the switching equip
ment through a Subscriber Line Interface Circuit (SUC) on 
the line card. To integrate the SUC function has been a 
challenge for IC designers. The requirements for the SUC 
function are very stringent in that they involve an environ
ment of 48V battery feed and up to 150 Vrms of ringing 
voltage on the line, not to mention the ability to withstand 
1500V lightning surges. Another particularly difficult problem 
to solve is the maintenance of a good longitudinal balance 
against common mode current induced by adjacent power 
cables. 

Several implementations of an all-monolithic SUC have 
been demonstrated, although they require a somewhat ex
pensive high voltage process and involves tradeoffs in per
formance. A transformer-based SUC, on the other hand, 
offers the most cost-effective and reliable solution for many 
applications. 

The TP3200, TP3202 and TP3204 Magnetic Compensation 
SUC are intended to reduce both the size and cost of imple
menting the sue while retaining all the advantages of a 
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transformer-based design. The MC-SUC also provides on
chip supervision and ring trip functions together with three 
relay drivers with latched inputs. 

This applications note provides line card designers with a 
thorough understanding of the device's operation as well as 
some application hints that are useful to the circuit designer. 

A block diagram illustrating the device's architecture is 
shown in Figure 1. TP3200 and TP3202 are designed with 
PNP relay drivers, while TP3204 is designed with NPN relay 
drivers. 

MAGNETIC COMPENSATION 

The TP3200 family of MC-SUC's reduces the size of the line 
interface transformer by using a flux cancellation technique. 
The device senses the loop current magnitude by means of 
a differential amplifier A 1 (see Figure 2) and an on-chip high 
precision sensing resistor bridge across the external feeding 
resistor pair Rs. 

The output of the amplifier A 1 produces a voltage propor
tional to the instantaneous loop current. And the low pass 
filter formed by R 1 and external capacitor CAP1 prevents 
the AC component of the loop current from disturbing the 
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flux cancellation. For a typical CAP1 of 1 µF, the cutoff 
frequency is approximately 2 Hz. 

The voltage follower A2 and output transistor 01 reproduce 
a voltage at VC output, proportional to the average DC loop 
current. A resistor AL connected from VC to GND creates a 
current flow from the IC pin into the compensation winding 
of the transformer. By proper selection of AL and the trans
former winding ratio, the flux created by the compensation 
current can exactly cancel the flux produced by the DC loop 
current. The output current source requires a high output 
impedance at IC (typically 5 M!l) in order to ensure that the 
reflected impedance from the compensation winding to the 
line will not create a loading effect on the line impedance. 
The IC pin should be connected to the finish of the compen
sation winding in order to reduce the capacitive loading of 
the transformer, thereby, increasing the effective reflected 
impedance from the compensation winding. It is recom
mended to connect AL and CAP1 to the same ground point 
in order to prevent ground noise from injecting into the sub
scriber loop via the compensation winding. 

With the DC flux removed, the hybrid transformer can be 
wound on a small ferrite core without an air gap, yet can 
maintain a large inductance without running into magnetic 
saturation. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of the magnetic com
pensation circuit and Figure 3 is a plot of Ve versus the loop 
current. 

Equations relating to the magnetic compensation circuit are: 

Ve= Av x 2 x Rs x ILQOP (1) 

le= Vc/RL 

. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

R-1 

T+ 

(2) 

For perfect flux cancellation, 

ILQOP x 2 x Np= lex Ne 

or, 

AL = Av x Rs x Ne/Np (3) 

The reflected impedance from the compensation winding is: 

Zc = Ric x (2Np/Nc)2 

CAP1 = 1.6/f µF 

Where Ric is the output impedance at IC, f is the upper 
cutoff frequency. 
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SUPERVISION 

The supervision circuit of the TP3200 family consists of a 
loop current comparator with hysteresis. It provides status 
information on off-hook detection, dial pulse replication and 
ring-trip detection. 

Referring back to Figure 2, the input to the comparator A3 is 
taken from the output of amplifier A 1, which represents the 
instantaneous loop current. In the on-hook condition, the 
SUP output is at logic high. When the loop current rises 
above 13 mA, the SUP output switches low, indicating off
hook. When the loop current falls below approx. 11 mA, the 
SUP output will go high, indicating an on-hook condition. 
These comparator thresholds are selected so that in the 
extreme case of a very short loop, any possible cable leak
age will not be misinterpreted as an off-hook. At the other 
extreme of a very long loop, there is enough safety margin 
for reliable detection of off-hook for very weak loop current 
of less than 15 mA. 

During pulse dialing, the loop current changes from O mA 
during the break period and goes back to normal magnitude 
during the make period. The SUP output will produce a logic
replication of the dial pulses. However, under the worst 
case condition of a line loaded with 5 ringers, and with a 
cable leakage of 15 kn, the heavy capacitive loading of the 
ringers will cause excessive delay in loop current decay dur
ing break interval, creating dial pulse distortion. This results 
in shortening of the break period as reflected at the SUP 
output. Figure 4 shows the relationship between SUP and 
the loop current under this condition. 

ILOOP 

13mA-

11mA-

SUP 

BREAK I 

_j 1-oELAY 
TL/H/8682-5 

FIGURE 4. SUP Output Under 5 Ringers 
and 15 kn Cable Leakage 

To repeat these dial pulses through the switching system, a 
software routine is recommended to be included in the call
control processor, which monitors the SUP output and re
constructs the dial pulses in the appropriate break-make ra
tio. 

During ringing, the comparator A3 will detect the instanta
neous AC ringing current through the loop and create a 
waveform at SUP output. During on-hook, the waveform is a 
square wave with a mark-to-space ratio of larger than 50%. 
When the telephone goes off-hook, the DC loop current su
perimposed on the AC ringing current will cause the com-
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parator to generate a waveform with less than 50% duty 
cycle. This change in duty cycle can be easily monitored by 
the call-control processor as a test for ring-trip. 

This is the most flexible way to detect ring-trip as it is inde
pendent of the ringing frequency. However, the CPU must 
be fast enough to make the detection within 200 mS. 

AUTOMATIC RING-TRIP 

The automatic ring-trip circuit consists of a ring-trip detec
tion circuit and a double-latched ring relay driver. Figure 5 
shows a simplified schematic diagram. 

RING-+-~---1 

EN-+--7----t 

~CAP2 

TL/H/8682-6 

FIGURE 5. Automatic Ring-Trip Circuit 

Based on the state of the RING input, the D-latch is set or 
reset while the strobe EN is active high, and latched on the 
falling edge of EN. RSYNC is the clock input to the ring flip
flop. It is driven by the output of the external zero-crossing 
detector of the ringing voltage on the line. Based upon the 
state of the output of the D-latch, the ring flip-flop is set or 
reset at the rising edge of RSYNC. This scheme ensures 
that the ring relay is turned on or off near the zero crossing 
of the ringing current to prevent arcing and minimize relay 
contact wear. 

The ring-trip circuit takes its input from the output of amplifi
er A 1, which represents the instantaneous AC ringing cur
rent superimposed on the DC off-hook loop current. The 
comparator A4 compares this instantaneous loop current 
against a threshold equivalent to approximately 12 mA. De
pending upon the polarity of the comparator's output, the 
constant current source lo either sources or sinks 10 µA 
into CAP2. This results in charging and then discharging 
CAP2 in each ring cycle. Depending on the duty cycle of the 
output from A4, this charging and discharging process cre
ates a resultant voltage on CAP2 after one ringing cycle, 
which is then compared against a threshold of about 50 mV 
at comparator A5. When the DC loop current increases to 
above 12 mA, the duty cycle of the output of amplifier A4 is 
less than 50%. The resultant voltage at CAP2 after a 
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~ complete ring cycle then exceeds the 50 mV threshold. As a 
I z result, the A5 amplifier generates an output at the next ris-

e:( ing edge of RSYNC, which resets the ring latches. 

Each positive transition of RSYNC enables the comparator 
A5 for 20 µS via the one-shot circuit, after which CAP2 is 
discharged to GND for 100 µS via 02 to ensure that CAP2 
always charges up from OV. The reset pulse from A5 will 
always appear at the rising edge of RSYNC to ensure that 
the ring relay is reset at the zero-crossing of the ringing 
current. Figure 6 shows the timing diagram for ring-trip. 
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FIGURE 6. Timing Diagram for Ring-Trip 

CAP2 is selected such that the constant current source lo 
(approx. 10 µA) when integrated over half of one ringing 
cycle, will not create a charging voltage at CAP2 exceeding 
± 3V. A 0.1 µF is recommended for ringing frequency range 
of 16 Hz to 40 Hz, and 0.033 µF for 30 Hz to 70 Hz. 

The automatic ring-trip circuit provides a reliable ring-trip de
tection. Normally, one ring cycle is needed for detection, 
and the second ring cycle to generate the reset pulse. The 
worst case ring-trip detection time will be within 3 ringing 
cycles. If the SUP output is used to detect ring-trip external
ly, the input at CAP2 should be grounded. Or the TP3202 
could be used. 

The RING or EN inputs should be kept at logic low after the 
ring relay is turned on in order to prevent relay chattering 
when the loop current is near to the 12 mA threshold. This is 
the condition where the automatic ring-trip tries to turn off 
the ring relay and the RING and EN inputs try to turn it on 
again. This results in relay chattering which may cause dam
age to the relay. 

COMPENSATION ACCURACY 

The accuracy of flux cancellation is one of the critical fac
tors determining the size of the hybrid transformer. On chip 
Si-chrome resistors are used for the sensing resistor bridge 
to ensure high accuracy in loop current tracking. The offset 
voltage at Ve is zener trimmed to within 30 mV to further 
minimize the compensation error. 

The tolerances of resistors Rs and RL also contribute to 
compensation error. The feeding resistors Rs, however, are 
normally matched to each other to within ± 0.1 % , as are 
feeding resistors RF, to ensure 60 dB longitudinal balance. 

The following table shows a list of parameters that contrib
ute to compensation errors: 
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Parameter Typical Tolerance 

Av 0.15 VIV 2% 

Vos 0 30mV 

Rs 1oon 0.1% 

RL 1500 0.5% 

Ne/Np 10 0.05% 

From Equation 2 above, the compensation error can be de
rived as follows: 

Compensation 
Error = ILQOP - le x Ne/2Np 

= ILOOP - (Ne/2Np) x (Av x 2Rs x ILQQP 
±Vos)/RL 

= (1 - Ne/Np x Av x Rs/RL) x ILQOP 
±Vos/RL 

= ± (0.026 X ILOOP + 0.2) mA (4) 

For a maximum loop current of 100 mA for Central Office 
application, the worst case compensation error is ± 2.8 mA. 
For a maximum loop current of 60 mA for PBX application, 
the worst case compensation error is ± 1.8 mA. The ferrite 
material of the hybrid transformer must be able to handle 
this uncompensated DC current before magnetic saturation 
starts. 

TRANSFORMER DESIGN 

The size and design of the hybrid transformer is influenced 
by the following factors: 

1. Low frequency Return Loss, which in turn determines the 
minimum inductance of the primary windings. 

2. The worst case compensation error, which determines 
the ampere-turn before magnetic saturation occurs. 

3. The permeability and magnetization characteristics of the 
ferrite material. 

4. Insertion loss and frequency response. 

Figure 7 shows a simplified equivalent circuit for a hybrid 
transformer. r p and r 5 are the coil resistance of the primary 
and secondary windings. Rr and Cr are the terminating im
pedances of the secondary winding, and L is the total pri
mary inductance. As the compensation winding is driven by 
a high impedance current source, it can be ignored from the 
equivalent circuit. 

The return loss against a reference impedance Zo can be 
calculated from the equation: 

Return Loss = 20 log I 
2
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FIGURE 7. Simplified Equivalent Circuit 
of Hybrid Transformer 



Figure 8 is a plot of return loss against a reference imped
ance of 600fl + 2.16 µF. To achieve a 20 dB return loss, it 
can be seen from the plot that it requires a primary induc
tance of more than 0.8H even under the worst case com
pensation error of 2.8 mA. An acceptable ferrite is Siemens 
RM8-T35 ferrite core with a typical inductance factor of 
8400 nH/T2. Following similar calculation, it can be found 
that it requires a minimum primary inductance of 1.4H in 
order to achieve a 20 dB return loss against a reference 
impedance of 900fl + 2.16 µF. A suitable ferrite is Sie
mens RM10-T35 ferrite core with a typical inductance factor 
of 11000 nH/T2. 

To ensure a 60 dB longitudinal balance, the two primary 
windings must be carefully wound for symmetry. Usually this 
is done by winding the two primary windings with bifilar wires 
of the same gauge. Furthermore, to prevent heating up the 
ferrite core for a 0 K ft loop, the primary resistance has to be 
kept to a minimum and is recommended to be below 30fl. 
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FIGURE 8. Return Loss Against 600fl + 2.16 µF 

OUTPUT BIASING 

The AC line voltage across the subscriber loop will appear 
at the IC output and is amplified by the turns ratio Ne/2Np. 
A suitable DC bias voltage must be provided for the com
pensation winding to ensure sufficient swing for the AC sig
nals. 

At minimum loop current (see Figure 9a), the DC bias at IC 
must be sufficiently positive with respect to the zener volt
age to allow negative swing without clipping. Thus: 

leMIN x (Re + re) > N x Vp - (VzMIN - IVsATIMAx) 

or, 

(Re + re) x ILQOPMIN/N > N x Vp - VzMIN + 
IVsATIMAX (5) 

Where, VzMIN is the minimum zener voltage at IC 

VsATMAX is the maximum battery voltage 

Re is the filtering resistor for the compensation 
winding 

re is the coil resistance of the compensation wind
ing 

N is the transformer turn ratio Ne/2Np 

Vp is the AC peak voltage swing across Tip and 
Ring 
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FIGURE 9a. IC At Minimum Loop Current 

At the other extreme with maximum loop current (see Figure 
9b), the output transistor must not be saturated at the posi
tive peak swing at IC. This requires: 

IVsATIM1N > leMAX x (Re + re) + VcMAX + IV1esATI 
+ N x Vp 
>(Re+ re) ILOOPMAx/N + ILOOPMAX 
x 2Rs x Av + IV1esATI + N x Vp (6) 

Substituting for (Re + re) from equation 5: 

IVsATIM1N > (N x Vp - VzMIN + IVsATIMAx) x 
ILOOPMAx/ILQOPMIN + ILOOPMAX x 2Rs x Av + 
IV1esATI + N x Vp 

GNO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Vc1.1Ax- l - -
Y1csat 
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FIGURE 9b. IC At Maximum Loop Current 

The maximum current range of IC of 25 mA places a con
straint on the minimum compensation to primary turn-ratio 
of the transformer. 

N = Ne/2Np 

= ILooplle 

Thus, 

NMIN = ILOOPMAx/25 (7) 
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To allow for a + 3 dBm line signal over loop current from 20 
mA to 100 mA, with a zener voltage of 62V ±5%, and bat
tery voltage of -42V to -54V, the compensation turn ratio 
and total resistance (Re + re) can be calculated from the 
above equations and is shown in the following table: 

Line Impedance 

soon goon 

MinimumN 4.0 4.0 

MaximumN 6.67 5.45 

Minimum (Re + re) 
for N = 5 712.5n 1143.8n 

Maximum (Re + re) 
for N = 5 1487.5n 1401.3n 

INPUT COMMON MODE RANGE 

Consideration should be given to the various subscriber line 
voltages and currents, such that the magnetic compensa
tion circuitry only operates within its dynamic range. 

The A 1 amplifier's differential input is biased using negative 
feedback so that it works within the range of Vss + 0.5V to 
Vee - 1V, where Vee = +5V ±5%, and Vss = -5V 
± 5%. The input common mode voltage V1N is given by the 
following expression: 

V1N = 0.0155 x (VsAT + VR sin wt + 2Rs x leM) -

0.05Rs x (ILQOP + IR sin (wt + A)) (8) 

where, VsAT is the battery voltage 

ILQOP is the DC loop current 

VR is the peak ringing voltage 

IR is the peak ringing current 

leM is the peak longitudinal current of arbitrary phase 

It should be noted that for short subscriber loops, the com
ponent of voltage at V1N due to the ringing current is in 
antiphase to the ringing voltage. For longer loops, the phase 
angle A between the ringing voltage and the ringing current 
increases. Thus the resulting voltage for V1N will be a vector 
summation. Under the latter condition, however, the sub
scriber loop resistance is greater, which will reduce ILOOP 
and IR, and consequently reduce their influence on VIN· 

As an example, consider an application with VsAT = -48V, 
VR = 11 ov rms at 60 Hz, ILQOP = 100 mA, leM = 30 mA 
peak, and a ringer impedance of 2 kn + 4.7 µF. During on
hook ringing, the voltage swing at V1N can be derived from 
equation (8) as follows: 

-2.93V < V1N < 1.45V 

When the telephone goes off-hook, and at the point before 
ring trip, the voltage swing at V1N becomes : 

- 2.86V < V1N < 0.38V 

This reduction in voltage swing is due to the small phase 
angle A and the increase of AC ringing current. 

OVER-VOLTAGE PROTECTION 

The TP3200 family has been designed on a standard 70V 
bipolar process requiring no expensive dielectric isolation. 
In fact, any possible line transient voltage is scaled down 
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through the feeding resistors Rs and RF, insuring that the 
device will never see more than one half of the line tran
sient. However, to prevent excessively high transient volt
age induced by lightning or from nearby power cables, it is 
essential to provide some protective device across Tip and 
Ring. It is recommended to put a 1 on current-limit resistor 
and a 300V peak transcient suppressor from Tip to GND 
and from Ring to GND. 

Moreover, any transient voltage on the line will also be re
flected into the compensated winding as well as the sec
ondary winding. Such a transient in the compensation wind
ing is especially significant as it is boosted up by the turn 
ratio Ne/2Np. A fast actuating 62V zener diode is necessary 
to connect from IC output to GND for protection. On the 
secondary winding, two 3.9V zener diodes connected back
to-back will insure the COMBO will never see any transient 
voltage exceeding its supply voltages. 

The on-chip relay driver has been designed to sink 30 mA 
for TP3200 and TP3202, and 80 mA for TP3204. When the 
relay is turned off, the back emf in the coil winding may 
possibly cause damage to the output driver. Each relay driv
er should be protected by a rectifier diode connected close 
to the relay coil in order to dissipate the stored energy in the 
coil. 

A TYPICAL LINE CARD 

Figure 10 shows a typical line card architecture with 16 sub
scriber lines. The on-chip receive power amplifier and trans
mit buffer amplifier of the TP3051 /56 COMBO is connected 
as a simple 2-to-4 wire converter. To provide sufficient 
swing to + 3 dBm to the line, a 900: 600n hybrid transform
er is used. This ensures that the receive output VFrO of the 
COMBO will always drive a 600n load at less than 3V peak 
to peak. 

Ringing voltage is inserted into the line by breaking the bat
tery feed path and superimposing the AC ringing voltage via 
a 4-pole relay connected to RYR output. To prevent the 
feed decoupling capacitor from shunting the ringing current, 
a break contact is placed in series with CF. Furthermore, to 
prevent the primary windings from attenuating the ringing 
voltage or introducing distortion, make contacts are con
nected in shunt with the transformer primary. The two gen
eral purpose relay drivers RY1 and RY2 can be used to 
control battery reversal and testing by connecting to 2-pole 
relays. 

The DLIC TP3110/20 controls the flow of data between 
each subscriber COMBO and the TOM highways. Typically 
they run at 2.048 Mb/s with 32 64 Kb/s channels, or at 
1.536 Mb/s with 24 64 Kb/s channels. All time slot assign
ments are loaded by the line card microprocessor into a 
RAM, know as the Time-Slot Map on the DLIC to provide 
non-blocking access to as many as 128 channels on these 
highways. 

The line card microprocessor is typically from the INS 8048 
family. It controls the COMBO's through the DLIC's inter
face register, and controls each SLIC by scanning the digital 
inputs (RING,RC1 ,RC2 and EN) and SUP output via the P1 
and P2 ports. 

For additional information on design of a suitable zero 
crossing detector, see National Semiconductor Linear Appli
cation Note AN-74. 
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APPENDIX A: Transformer Specification for 600n Line 
Impedance 

1. Turn Ratio 

Np1: Start 11, end2, 

Np2: Start 12, end 1, 

Ns : Start 8, end 5, 

Ne: Start 7, end 6, 

2. Ferrite Core 

Siemens RM8-T35 or equivalent 

AL = 8400 nH/T2 + 30/ - 20% 

3. DC Resistance 

Np1: 15n max 

Np2: 15n max 

Ns : 45n max 

Ne : 650n max 

4. Inductance 

210 T, AWG #36 

210 T, AWG #36 

440 T, AWG #38 

2100T, AWG #42 

(total primary inductance with Np1 and Np2 in series aid
ing) 

1.5 H typical at O mA primary current 

0.7 H min at 3 mA DC primary current 

5. Impedance: 600n to 600n 

6. Frequency response 

± 0.5 dB reference to 1 kHz, 300-3500 Hz 

7. Longitudinal Balance 

60 dB min with 2-12 grounded, 6-7 AC decoupled, 5 or 
8 grounded 

8. Dielectric 

1500 Vrms from primary to any other conductors 

11~ 

2:i t: 
12J t6 NP2 

Ne 

. 
1 7 

P/N 328-0036 

AIE Magnetics 

701 Murfreesboro Road 

Nashville, Tennessee 37210 

(615) 244-9024 

TL/H/8682-13 

APPENDIX B: Transformer Specification for goon Line 
Impedance 

1. Turn Ratio 

Np1: Start 11, end2, 

Np2: Start 12, end 1, 

Ns : Start 8, end 5, 

Ne : Start 7, end6, 

2. Ferrite Core 

Siemens RM10-T35 or equivalent 

AL = 11000 nH/T2 + 30/ - 20% 

3. DC Resistance 

Np1 2on max 

Np2 2on max 

Ns 55n max 

Ne soon max 

4. Inductance 

255 T, AWG #36 

255 T, AWG #36 

440 T, AWG #38 

2550T, AWG #41 

(total primary inductance with Np1 and Np2 in series aid
ing) 

2.5 H typical at 0 mA DC primary current 

1.3 H min at 3 mA DC primary current 

5. Impedance: goon to 6oon 

6. Frequency response 

± 0.5 dB reference to 1 kHz, 300-3500 Hz 

7. Longitudinal Balance 

60 dB min with 2-12 grounded, 6-7 AC decoupled, 5 or 
8 grounded 

8. Dielectric 

1500 Vrms from primary to any other conductors 

11j ta Np1 
Ns 

2 5 

12J t6 NP2 
Ne 

1 7 
TL/H/8682-15 

P/N 328-0035 
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Appendix C: Transformer Specification for a Center Tap Transformer 
1. Turns Ratio 

Np1: Start 1, End 4, 

Np2: Start 3, End 6, 

Ns1: Start 12, End 11, 

Ns2: Start 11, End 9, 

Ne : Start 10, End 7, 

2. Wire Gauge 

Np1, Np2 wound by Bifilar wires, 0.125 mm 
Ns1, Ns2 wound by Bifilar wires, 0.125 mm 
Ne wound by 0.06 mm wires 

3. Ferrite Core 

Siemens RM8-T38 or equivalent, 
AL= 12500 nH/T2 +30/-40% 

4. Resistance matching of coils 

Np1 to Np2: 1 % max 
Ns1 to Ns2: 1 % max 

175 T 

175 T 

175 T 

175 T 

1750T 

5. Inductance 

(total primary inductance with Np1 and Np2 in series aid
ing) 
0.8H min at 3 mA DC primary current. f = 300 Hz. 

6. High Voltage Isolation 

1500V between all coils 

7. Suggested Vendors 

Ferroglen Research Ltd. 
20 Tanfield Road 
Croyden Surrey 
CAO 1 AL 

or 
Gardners Transformers Ltd. 
Christchurch 
Dorset 
BH23 3PN 

Ns1 

11 E
12 

N52 

9 

TL/H/6662-17 
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Small Outline (SO) Package 
Surface Mounting Methods
Parameters and Their 
Effect on Product Reliabilty 
The SO (small outline) package has been developed to 
meet customer demand for ever-increasing miniaturization 
and component density. 

COMPONENT SIZE COMPARISON 

S.O. Package 

-I I-TYPICALLY 0.050" LEADSPACING 

Standard DIP Package 

r-1 
I I 
L-.J 

-I I- TYPICALLY 0.100" LEADSPACING 

TL/F/8766-1 

TL/F/8766-2 

Because of its small size, reliability of the product assem
bled in SO packages needs to be carefully evaluated. 

SO packages at National were internally qualified for pro
duction under the condition that they be of comparable reli· 
ability performance to a standard dual in line package under 
all accelerated environmental tests. Figure A is a summary 
of accelarated bias moisture test performance on 30V bipo
lar and 15V CMOS product assembled in SO and DIP (con
trol) packages. 

V+ = 15VCMOS 
30V BIPOLAR 
85%RH/ss0 c 
TEST CONDITION 

2000 4000 

DIP 

6000 

TEST TIME (HRS) 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
Application Note 450 
Josip Huljev 
W. K. Boey 

In order to achieve reliability performance comparable to 
DIPs-SO packages are designed and built with materials 
and processes that effectively compensate for their small 
size. 

All SO packages tested on 85%RA, 85°C were assembled 
on PC conversion boards using vapor-phase reflow solder
ing. With this approach we are able to measure the effect of 
surface mounting methods on reliability of the process. As 
illustrated in Figure A no significant difference was detected 
between the long term reliability performance of surface 
mounted S.O. packages and the DIP control product for up 
to 6000 hours of accelerated 85%/85°C testing. 

SURFACE-MOUNT PROCESS FLOW 

The standard process flowcharts for basic surface-mount 
operation and mixed-lead insertion/surface-mount opera
tions, are illustrated on the following pages. 

Usual variations encountered by users of SO packages are: 

• Single-sided boards, surface-mounted components only. 

• Single-sided boards, mixed-lead inserted and surface
mounted components. 

• Double-sided boards, surface-mounted components only. 

• Double-sided boards, mixed-lead inserted and surface-
mounted components. 

In consideration of these variations, it became necessary for 
users to utilize techniques involving wave soldering and ad
hesive applications, along with the commonly-used vapor
phase solder reflow soldering technique. 

PRODUCTION FLOW 

Basic Surface-Mount Production Flow 

COMPONENTS SUBSTRATES 

INVERT 
BOARD 

TL/F /8766-3 

FIGURE A 

TL/F/8766-4 
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Mixed Surface-Mount and Axial-Leaded Insertion 
Components Production Flow 

Thermal stress of the packages during surface-mounting 
processing is more severe than during standard DIP PC 
board mounting processes. Figure B illustrates package 
temperature versus wave soldering dwell time for surface 
mounted packages (components are immersed into the 
molten solder) and the standard DIP wave soldering pro
cess. (Only leads of the package are immersed into the mol
ten solder). 

SUBSTRATES 

z 
0 
Vi z 
< a. 
x w 
--' < 
::::E 
~ w 
:::c 
I-

COMPONENTS 

TL/F/8766-5 

SOLDER TEMPERATURE 260°C 

250 

200 

~ 150 

100 

50 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SEC. 

DWELL TIME 
TL/F/8766-6 

FIGURE B 

For an ideal package, the thermal expansion rate of the 
encapsulant should match that of the leadframe material in 
order for the package to maintain mechanical integrity dur
ing the soldering process. Unfortunately, a perfect matchup 
of thermal expansion rates with most presently used pack
aging materials is scarce. The problem lies primarily with the 
epoxy compound. 

Normally, thermal expansion rates for epoxy encapsulant 
and metal lead frame materials are linear and remain fairly 
close at temperatures approaching 160°C, Figure C. At low
er temperatures the difference in expansion rate of the two 
materials is not great enough to cause interface separation. 
However, when the package reaches the glass-transition 
temperature (T 9) of epoxy (typically 160-165°C), the ther
mal expansion rate of the encapsulant increases sharply, 
and the material undergoes a transition into a plastic state. 
The epoxy begins to expand at a rate three times or more 
greater than the metal leadframe, causing a separation at 
the interface. 

I 
100 110 120 130 140 150 160 1170 180 

Tg 

T{°C) 
TL/F/8766-26 

FIGUREC 
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When this happens during a conventional wave soldering 
process using flux and acid cleaners, process residues and 
even solder can enter the cavity created by the separation 
and become entrapped when the material cools. These 
contaminants can eventually diffuse into the interior of the 
package, especially in the presence of moisture. The result 
is die contamination, excessive leakage, and even cata
strophic failure. Unfortunately, electrical tests performed im
mediately following soldering may not detect potential flaws. 

Most soldering processes involve temperatures ranging up 
to 260°C, which far exceeds the glass-transition tempera
ture of epoxy. Clearly, circuit boards containing SMD pack
ages require tighter process controls than those used for 
boards populated solely by DIPs. 

Figure D is a summary of accelerated bias moisture test 
performance on the 30V bipolar process. 

Group 1 - Standard DIP package 

Group 2 - SO packages vapor-phase reflow soldered on 
PC boards 

Group 3-6 SO packages wave soldered on PC boards 

Group 3 - dwell time 2 seconds 

4 - dwell time 4 seconds 

5 - dwell time 6 seconds 

6 - dwell time 10 seconds 

0 2000 4000 6000 

TEST TIME (HRS) 

TL/F/6766-7 

FIGURED 

It is clear based on the data presented that SO packages 
soldered onto PC boards with the vapor phase reflow pro
cess have the best long term bias moisture performance 
and this is comparable to the performance of standard DIP 
packages. The key advantage of reflow soldering methods 
is the clean environment that minimized the potential for 
contamination of surface mounted packages, and is pre
ferred for the surface-mount process. 

When wave soldering is used to surface mount components 
on the board, the dwell time of the component under molten 
solder should be no more than 4 seconds, preferrably under 
2 seconds in order to prevent damage to the component. 
Non-Halide, or (organic acid) fluxes are highly recommend
ed. 

PICK AND PLACE 

The choice of automatic (all generally programmable) pick
and-place machines to handle surface mounting has grown 
considerably, and their selection is based on individual 
needs and degree of sophistication. 
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The basic component-placement systems available are 
classified as: 

(a) In-line placement 

- Fixed placement stations 

- Boards indexed under head and respective compo-
nents placed 

(b) Sequential placement 

- Either a X-Y moving table system or a 8, X-Y moving 
pickup system used 

-Individual components picked and placed onto boards 

(c) Simultaneous placement 

- Multiple pickup heads 

- Whole array of components placed onto the PCB at 
the same time 

(d) Sequential/simultaneous placement 

- X-Y moving table, multiple pickup heads system 

- Components placed on PCB by successive or simul-
taneous actuation of pickup heads 

The SO package is treated almost the same as surface
mount, passive components requiring correct orientation in 
placement on the board. 

Pick and Place Action 

TL/F /8766-8 

BAKE 

This is recommended, despite claims made by some solder 
paste suppliers that this step be omitted. 

The functions of this step are: 

• Holds down the solder globules during subsequent reflow 
soldering process and prevents expulsion of small solder 
balls. 

• Acts as an adhesive to hold the components in place dur
ing handling between placement to reflow soldering. 

• Holds components in position when a double-sided sur
face-mounted board is held upside down going into a va
por-phase reflow soldering operation. 

• Removes solvents which might otherwise contaminate 
other equipment. 

• Initiates activator cleaning of surfaces to be soldered. 

• Prevents moisture absorption. 



The process is moreover very simple. The usual schedule is 
about 20 minutes in a 65°C-95°C (dependent on solvent 
system of solder paste) oven with adequate venting. Longer 
bake time is not recommended due to the following rea
sons: 

• The flux will degrade and affect the characteristics of the 
paste. 

• Solder globules will begin to oxidize and cause solderabili
ty problems. 

• The paste will creep and after reflow, may leave behind 
residues between traces which are difficult to remove and 
vulnerable to electro-migration problems. 

REFLOW SOLDERING 

There are various methods for reflowing the solder paste, 
namely: 

• Hot air reflow 

• Infrared heating (furnaces) 

• Convectional oven heating 

• Vapor-phase reflow soldering 

• Laser soldering 

For SO applications, hot air reflow/infrared furnace may be 
used for low-volume production or prototype work, but va
por-phase soldering reflow is more efficient for consistency 
and speed. Oven heating is not recommended because of 
"hot spots" in the oven and uneven melting may result. La
ser soldering is more for specialized applications and re
quires a great amount of investment. 

HOT GAS REFLOW/INFRARED HEATING 

A hand-held or table-mount air blower (with appropriate ori
fice mask) can be used. 

The boards are preheated to about 1 oo•c and then subject
ed to an air jet at about 260°C. This is a slow process and 
results may be inconsistent due to various heat-sink proper
ties of passive components. 

Use of an infrared furnace is the next step to automating the 
concept, except that the heating is promoted by use of IR 
lamps or panels. The main objection to this method is that 
certain materials may heat up at different rates under IR 
radiation and may result in damage to these components 
(usually sockets and connectors). This could be minimized 
by using far-infrared (non-focused) system. 

VAPOR-PHASE REFLOW SOLDERING 

Currently the most popular and consistent method, vapor
phase soldering utilizes a fluoroinert fluid with excellent 
heat-transfer properties to heat up components until the sol
der paste reflows. The maximum temperature is limited by 
the vapor temperature of the fluid. 

The commonly used fluids (supplied by 3M Corp) are: 

• FC-70, 215°C vapor (most applications) or FX-38 

• FC-71, 253°C vapor (low-lead or tin-plate) 

HTC, Concord, CA, manufactures equipment that utilizes 
this technique, with two options: 

• Batch systems, where boards are lowered in a basket and 
subjected to the vapor from a tank of boiling fluid. 

• In-line conveyorized systems, where boards are placed 
onto a continuous belt which transports them into a con
cealed tank where they are subjected to an environment 
of hot vapor. 

Dwell time in the vapor is generally on the order of 15-30 
seconds (depending on the mass of the boards and the 
loading density of boards on the belt). 
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In-Line Conveyorlzed Vapor-Phase Soldering 

VAPOR /,.PRODUCT - -

----1-BELT~~---1--
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IMMERSION HEATER 

TL/F/8766-9 

The question of thermal shock is asked frequently because 
of the relatively sharp increase in component temperature 
from room temperature to 215°C. SO packages mounted on 
representative boards have been tested and have shown 
little effect on the integrity of the packages. Various pack
ages, such as cerdips, metal cans and T0-5 cans with glass 
seals, have also been tested. 

Vapor-Phase Furnace 

TL/F/8766-10 

Batch-Fed Production Vapor-Phase Soldering Unit 

TL/F/8766-11 
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Solder Joints on a S0-14 Package on PCB 

TL/F/8766-12 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 

The SO package is molded out of clean, thermoset plastic 
compound and has no particular compatibility problems with 
most printed circuit board substrates. 

The package can be reliably mounted onto substrates such 
as: 

• G10 or FR4 glass/resin 

• FR5 glass/resin systems for high-temperature 
applications 

• Polymide boards, also high-temperature 
applications 

• Ceramic substrates 

General requirements for printed circuit boards are: 

• Mounting pads should be solder-plated whenever 
applicable. 

• Solder masks are commonly used to prevent solder bridg
ing of fine lines during soldering. 

The mask also protects circuits from processing chemical 
contamination and corrosion. 

If coated over pre-tinned traces, residues may accumulate 
at the mask/trace interface during subsequent reflow, 
leading to possible reliability failures. 

Recommended application of solder resist on bare, clean 
traces prior to coating exposed areas with solder. 

General requirements for solder mask: 

- Good pattern resolution. 

- Complete coverage of circuit lines and resistance to 
flaking during soldering. 

- Adhesion should be excellent on substrate material to 
keep off moisture and chemicals. 

- Compatible with soldering and cleaning requirements. 

SOLDER PASTE SCREEN PRINTING 

With the initial choice of printed circuit lithographic design 
and substrate material, the first step in surface mounting is 
the application of solder paste. 
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Solder Joints on a S0-14 Package on PCB 

TL/F/8766-13 

The typical lithographic "footprints" for SO packages are 
illustrated below. Note that the 0.050" lead center-center 
spacing is not easily managed by commercially-available air 
pressure, hand-held dispensers. 

Using a stainless-steel, wire-mesh screen stencilled with an 
emulsion image of the substrate pads is by far the most 
common and well-tried method. The paste is forced through 
the screen by a V-shaped plastic squeegee in a sweeping 
manner onto the board placed beneath the screen. 

The setup for SO packages has no special requirement 
from that required by other surface-mounted, passive com
ponents. Recommended working specifications are: 

•Use stainless-steel, wire-mesh screens, #80 or #120, 
wire diameter 2.6 mils. Rule of thumb: mesh opening 
should be approximately 2.5-5 times larger than the aver
age particle size of paste material. 

• Use squeegee of Durometer 70. 

• Experimentation with squeegee travel speed is recom
mended, if available on machine used. 

• Use solder paste of mesh 200-325. 

• Emulsion thickness of 0.005" usually used to achieve a 
solder paste thickness (wet) of about 0.008" typical. 

• Mesh pattern should be 90 degrees, square grid. 

• Snap-off height of screen should not exceed %", to avoid 
damage to screens and minimize distortion. 

SOLDER PASTE 

Selection of solder paste tends to be confusing, due to nu
merous formulations available from various manufacturers. 
In general, the following guidelines are sufficient to qualify a 
particular paste for production: 

• Particle sizes (see photographs below). Mesh 325 (ap
proximately 45 microns) should be used for general pur
poses, while larger (solder globules) particles are pre
ferred for leadless components (LCC). The larger particles 
can easily be used for SO packages. 



• Uniform particle distribution. Solder globules should be 
spherical in shape with uniform diameters and minimum 
amount of elongation (visual under 100/200 x magnifica
tion). Uneven distribution causes uneven melting and sub
sequent expulsion of smaller solder balls away from their 
proper sites. 

RECOMMENDED SOLDER PADS FOR SO PACKAGES 

so-a, so-14, so-16 

0.045" :!: 0.005" 

- •••• _J_ 

1 1 
0.245" 0.160" 

L1 I I .-:r·· 
0.030" :!:0.005" -l 1- -1 ~0.050"TYP 

TL/F/8766-14 

SOT-23 

0.030" :!:0.005"1 1-

011[. ~;. ~; .. 
TL/F/8766-16 

•Composition, generally 60/40 or 63/37 Sn/Pb. Use 62/36 
Sn/Pb with 2% Ag in the presence of Au on the soldering 
area. This formulation reduces problems of metal leaching 
from soldering pads. 

• RMA flux system usually used. 

•Use paste with aproximately 88-90% solids. 

S0-16L, S0-20 

····-
D.420" MIN D.J].DDS" 

LI I I I 0045" 
:!:0.005" 

0.030" :!:0.005"--l 1- -1 1--:YTYP 
TL/F/8766-15 

Comparison of Particle Size/Shape of Various Solder Pastes 

200 x Alpha (62/36/2) 200 x Kester (63/37) 

TL/F/8766-17 TL/F/8766-18 
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Comparison of Particle Size/Shape of Various Solder Pastes (Continued) 

Solder Paste Screen on Pads 200 x Fry Metal (63/37) 

TL/F/8766-19 TL/F/8766-20 

200 ESL (63/37) 

TL/F/8766-21 
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CLEANING 

The most critical process in surface mounting SO packages 
is in the cleaning cycle. The package is mounted very close 
to the surface of the substrate and has a tendency to collect 
residue left behind after reflow soldering. 

Important considerations in cleaning are: 

• Time between soldering and cleaning to be as short as 
possible. Residue should not be allowed to solidify on the 
substrate for long periods of time, making it difficult to 
dislodge. 

• A low surface tension solvent (high penetration) should be 
employed. Solvents commercially available are: 

Freon TMS (general purpose) 
Freon TE35/TP35 (cold-dip cleaning) 
Freon TES (general purpose) 

It should also be noted that these solvents generally will 
leave the substrate surface hydrophobic (moisture repel
lent), which is desirable. 

Prelate or 1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane 
Kester 5120/5121 

• A defluxer system which allows the workpiece to be sub
jected to a solvent vapor, followed by a rinse in pure sol
vent and a high-pressure spray lance are the basic requir
ments for low-volume production. 

• For volume production, a conveyorized, multiple hot sol
vent spray/jet system is recommended. 

• Rosin, being a natural occurring material, is not readily 
soluble in solvents, and has long been a stumbling block 
to the cleaning process. In recent developments, synthet
ic flux (SA flux), which is readily soluble in Freon TMS 
solvent, has been developed. This should be explored 
where permissible. 

The dangers of an inadequate cleaning cycle are: 

• Ion contamination, where ionic residue left on boards 
would cause corrosion to metallic components, affecting 
the performance of the board. 

• Electro-migration, where ionic residue and moisture pres
ent on electrically-biased boards would cause dentritic 
growth between close spacing traces on the substrate, 
resulting in failures (shorts). 

REWORK 

Should there be a need to replace a component or re-align 
a previously disturbed component, a hot air system with ap
propriate orifice masking to protect surrounding compo
nents may be used. 

When rework is necessary in the field, specially-designed 
tweezers that thermally heat the component may be used to 
remove it from its site. The replacement can be fluxed at the 

Hot-Air Solder Rework Station 

RETRACT POSITION 

- - - -c:--------.... 
' / 

HEAT SHIELD 

HOT AIR-

MAS®K 

// D 
/ 

--
BOARD ON X-Y TABLE 

TL/F/8766-22 

Hot-Air Rework Machine 

TL/F/8766-23 

lead tips or, if necessary, solder paste can be dispensed 
onto the pads using a varimeter. After being placed into 
position, the solder is reflowed by a hot-air jet or even a 
standard soldering iron. 

WAVE SOLDERING 

In a case where lead insertions are made on the same 
board as surface-mounted components, there is a need to 
include a wave-soldering operation in the process flow. 

Two options are used: 

• Surface mounted components are placed and vapor 
phase reflowed before auto-insertion of remaining compo
nents. The board is carried over a standard wave-solder 
system and the underside of the board (only lead-inserted 
leads) soldered. 

• Surface-mounted components are placed in position, but 
no solder paste is used. Instead, a drop of adhesive about 
5 mils maximum in height with diameter not exceeding 
25% w.dth of the package is used to hold down the pack
age. The adhesive is cured and then proceeded to auto
insertion on the reverse side of the board (surface-mount
ed side facing down). The assembly is then passed over a 
"dual wave" soldering system. Note that the surface
mounted components are immersed into the molten sol
der. 

Lead trimming will pose a problem after soldering in the 
latter case, unless the leads of the insertion components 
are pre-trimmed or the board specially designed to localize 
certain areas for easy access to the trim blade. 

The controls required for wave soldering are: 

• Solder temperature to be 240-260°C. The dwell time of 
components under molten solder to be short (preferably 
kept under 2 seconds), to prevent damage to most com
ponents and semiconductor devices. 

• AMA (Rosin Mildly Activated) flux or more aggressive OA 
(Organic Acid) flux are applied by either dipping or foam 
fluxing on boards prior to preheat and soldering. Cleaning 
procedures are also more difficult (aqueous, when OA flux 
is used), as the entire board has been treated by flux (un
like solder paste, which is more or less localized). Non
halide OA fluxes are highly recommended. 

• Preheating of boards is essential to reduce thermal shock 
on components. Board should reach a temperature of 
about 100°C just before entering the solder wave. 

• Due to the closer lead spacings (0.050" vs 0.100" for 
dual-in-line packages), bridging of traces by solder could 
occur. The reduced clearance between packages also 
causes "shadowing" of some areas, resulting in poor sol
der coverage. This is minimized by dual-wave solder sys
tems. 
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Mixed Surface Mount and Lead Insertion 

{a) Same Side 

t t t t - PREHEAT 

FOAM FLUXER 

A typical dual-wave system is illustrated below, showing the 
various stages employed. The first wave typically is in turbu
lence and given a transverse motion {across the motion of 
the board). This covers areas where "shadowing" occurs. A 
second wave (usually a broad wave) then proceeds to per
form the standard soldering. The departing edge from the 
solder is such to reduce "icicles," and is still further reduced 
by an air knife placed close to the final soldering step. This 
air knife will blow off excess solder (still in the fluid stage) 
which would otherwise cause shorts (bridging) and solder 
bumps. 

AQUEOUS CLEANING 

• For volume production, a conveyorized system is often 
used with a heated recirculating spray wash (water tem
perature 130°C), a final spray rinse (water temperature 
45-55°C), and a hot (120°C) air/air-knife drying section. 

{b) Opposite Sides 

TURBULENT WAVE 

SOLDER FLOW 

"TL/F/8766-24 

Dual Wave 

TL/F/8766-25 

• For low-volume production, the above cleaning can be 
done manually, using several water rinses/tanks. Fast
drying solvents, like alcohols that are miscible with water, 
are sometimes used to help the drying process. CONFORMAL COATING 

• Neutralizing agents which will react with the corrosive ma
terials in the flux and produce material readily soluble in 
water may be used; the choice depends on the type of flux 
used. 

• Final rinse water should be free from chemicals which are 
introduced to maintain the biological purity of the water. 
These materials, mostly chlorides, are detrimental to the 
assemblies cleaned because they introduce a fresh 
amount of ionizable material. 

Conformal coating is recommended for high-reliability PCBs 
to provide insulation resistance, as well as protection 
against contamination and degradation by moisture. 

Requirements: 

• Complete coating over components and solder joints. 

• Thixotropic material which will not flow under the pack
ages or fill voids, otherwise will introduce stress on solder 
joints on expansion. 

• Compatibility and possess excellent adhesion with PCB 
material/ components. 

• Silicones are recommended where permissible in 
application. 
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SMD Lab Support 
FUNCTIONS 

Demonstration-Introduce first-time users to surface
mounting processes. 

Service-Investigate problems experienced by users on 
surface mounting. 

Reliability Bullds--Assemble surface-mounted units for re
liability data acquisition. 
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Techniques-Develop techniques for handling different 
materials and processes in surface mounting. 

Equipment-In conjunction with equipment manufacturers, 
develop customized equipments to handle high density, 
new technology packages developed by National. 

In-House Expertise-Availability of in-house expertise on 
semiconductor research/development to assist users on 
packaging queries. 
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Improving The 
Performance Of A High 
Speed PBX Backplane 

ABSTRACT 

This article will provide solutions to performance problems 
associated with PBX backplanes. Some of these problems 
are: long settling time, excessive propagation delay, low im
pedance bus lines, crosstalk, and electromagnetic radiation 
(EMR). These problems are caused by high output capaci
tance drivers that use TTL signal levels. National's solution 
to these problems is the Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) 
family of devices. 

INTRODUCTION 

To be able to meet the bandwidth and high system reliability 
requirements of the next generation PBXs, the industry must 
use parallel, high speed Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) high
ways. This article will deal with the following problems en
countered by these high speed PCM highways. 

• Crosstalk 

• Power Consumption 

• Noise Margin 

• Bus Impedance 

• Signal Settling Time 

• Propagation Delays 

• Propagation Delay Skew 

• Live Insertion 

• Extending A Bus Beyond The Rack 

• Bus Termination 

• Pin Layout 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
Application Note 466 
Ramiro Calvo 

I. REDUCING CROSSTALK 

Crosstalk can reduce the data integrity of the system or 
even cause a total shutdown. Crosstalk amplitude is propor
tional to the slew rate, signal swing, and physical layout of 
the board. To reduce crosstalk, the DS3890/92/98: shrink 
the standard TTL three volt swing to the Backplane Trans
ceiver Logic (BTL) one volt swing; slow down the rise and 
fall time to 6 ns; use low pass filters and precision thresh
olds on the receivers. 

II. REDUCING POWER CONSUMPTION 

Because of excessive heat dissipation and a mandatory bat
tery backup, power consumption must be kept to a mini
mum. Low impedance, open collector busses that use TTL 
signal levels need drivers capable of sinking approximately 
300 mA. By using the BTL one volt signal swing, the drivers 
need only sink 50 mA. Refer to the section Signal Settling 
Time for more details. The reduction in power consumption 
will enable PBXs to coexist with other office equipment in 
"normal" office environments. 

Ill. NOISE MARGIN 

Noise margins protect the system from crosstalk, ground 
noise, and external EMR. The magnitude of the absolute 
noise margin is a good measure of how well protected the 
system is against external electro magnetic interference 
(EMI) and ground noise. The relative noise margin is a good 
measure as to how well protected the system is against 
crosstalk, assuming most signals within the system have the 

BTLSignal 

2.1v---------------------
---------------------- VaH= 1.9 to 2.1V 1.9V----------------------

Noise Margin = 300 mV 

Noise Margin = 300 mV 
1.2V----------------------

---------------------- YoL=0.75 to 1.2V 
0.75V----------------------

TL/F/9111-1 

TTL Signal 
(High Current Bus Drivers) 

---------------------- VaH= 2.4 to 5V 
Z.4V---------N-oi-se_M_a-rg_i_n =-40_0_m_V _______ _ 
2v-----------------------
---------------------vrH=o.s to 2v 

O.BV ---------N-oi-se_M_a_r-gi_n_=-20_0_m_V _______ _ 
o.sv------------------------

----------------------Val =Oto 0.4V 
ov-----------------------

TL/F/9111-2 

FIGURE 1 
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same voltage swing. As shown below, BTL signals improve 
both the absolute and relative noise margins 

• Absolute Noise Margin 

Despite the smaller signal swing, BTL signals have a 
300 mV noise margin, as compared to the 200 or 400 mV 
guaranteed noise margin in TTL signals (see Figure 1). The 
absolute noise margin is usually not very critical since PBXs 
are usually well protected from external EMA by the metallic 
racks. 

• Relative Noise Margin 

Based on the data sheet guaranteed limits, BTL signals 
have a 30% [(300 mV absolute noise margin)/(1V signal 
swing)] relative noise margin, as compared to 7% [(200 mV 
absolute noise margin)/(3V swing)] in standard TTL signals. 

IV. IMPROVING BUS IMPEDANCE 

Standard TTL drivers do not have sufficient drive current to 
drive a heavily loaded backplane. A larger output transistor 
is needed to increase the drive current. The large TTL out
put transistor, however, increases the capacitance loading, 
which decreases the bus impedance, which in turn requires 
more drive current. The BTL drivers have a Schottky diode 
in series with the driver transistor's collector. When the driv
er transistor is off, the diode is reverse biased, which reduc
es the output capacitance to only 1-2 pF. As shown below, 
the reduced output capacitance greatly improves the overall 
bus impedance. 

20 pt 
BOARD CAPACITANCE 

/ 1-Lx-1 

TL/F/9111-3 

FIGURE2 

Lx = Board Spacing = 0.6 in 

Ltoot = 20 loads per foot 

Cx-TIL = Capacitance per TTL Driver 

= Transceiver Capacitance + PC Trace and 
Connector Capacitance 

= 15 pF + 5 pF 

= 20 pF per load 

Cx-BTL = Capacitance per BTL Driver 

= Driver Capacitance + Receiver Capacitance + 
PC Trace and Connector Capacitance 

= 2 pF + 2 pF + 1 pF + 5 pF 

= 10 pF per load 

CL-TIL = (20 load per foot) x (20 pF per load) 

= 400 pF per Foot 

CL-BTL = (20 load per foot) x (10 pF per load) 

= 200 pF per Foot 

• Unloaded Bus Impedance 

L = Standard PC Board Inductance Per Foot 

= 0.2 µH per foot 

C = Standard PC Board Capacitance Per Foot 

= 20 pF per foot 
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Zo = (L/C)112 

= (0.2 µH/20 pF)112 = 1oon 

• Loaded Bus Impedance (for a uniform capacitive loading 
Cx spaced at equal intervals) 

ZL = Zo/(1 + CL/C)112 

ZL-TIL = 100/(1 + 400/20)112 = 22fi 

ZL-BTL = 100/(1 + 200/20)112 = 30fi 

Note that each driver sees TWO loaded line impedances in 
parallel (see Figure 2). This reduces the bus impedance by 
half. 

V. PROPAGATION DELAYS (related to excessive capaci
tance loading) 

Since the DS3890 reduces the backplane capacitance load
ing, the propagation delay through the bus lines is improved 
by 28%, as shown below. 

• Unloaded Bus Propagation Delay (data based on a single 
strip line PC board) 

Tp = (LC)112 = [(0.2 µH/ft) x (20 pF/ft)]1/2 

= 2 ns per foot 

• Loaded Bus Propagation Delay (data based on a single 
strip line PC board) 

TpL = (Tp) x (1 + CL/C)112 

TPL-TIL = (2 ns) x [1 + (400 pF per Foot)(20 pF)]112 

= 9.2 ns/ft 

TpL-BTL = Tp x (1 + CL/C)1/2 = (2 ns) x [1 + (200 pF 
per Foot)/(20 pF)]1 /2 = 6.6 ns/ft 

Improvement = (6.6 ns per foot)/(9.2 ns per foot) x (100) 

= 28% 

VI. SIGNAL SETTLING TIME 

The signal settling time refers to the amount of time the 
signal takes to cross the threshold. In low impedance bus
ses, the signaling settling time depends NOT ONLY on the 
slew rate, but more importantly, on the current driving capa
bility of the driver, bus impedance, reflections, and bus 
length. 

For example, in a fully loaded open collector TTL bus 
(Zo.nL = 22.!l) with 50 mA drivers, the first output tran
sition is [V1 = (IL) x (ZollZo) = (50 mA) x (11 !l)] 0.55V. 
This means that the signal does NOT cross the threshold 
region (VrH = 0.8 to 2V) on the first signal transition (see 
Figure 3). The second transition appears after a round trip 
prop delay [R.T.D. = (2) x (h-nul. In a one foot fully 
loaded bus, the delay can be 18.4 ns [R.T.D. = (2) x 
(9.2 ns per foot)]. If it takes several signal transitions to 
cross the threshold, the ACTUAL signal settling time con
sists of several round trip prop delays. Also note that the 
signal crosses the threshold in a staircase fashion, which 
may cause false triggering. 

TL/F/9111-4 

FIGURE3 
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.,. V1.nL = (50 mA) x (11 !1) = 0.55V capacitance, one volt signal swing, and precision threshold. 
This improves the data integrity and speed of the bus. :i Round Trip Prop Delay of the Bus = (2) x (T L-nL> 

= (2) x (2 ns per foot) 

= 4 ns/ft (unloaded bus) 

= (2) x (9.2 ns per foot) 
= 18.4 ns/ft (loaded bus) 

In a fully loaded BTL bus (Zo-BTL = 30!1), the first output 
transition is 0.75V [V1 = (50 mA) x (15!1)]. Since VTH is 
between 1.5V and 1.6V, the FIRST output transition crosses 
the threshold (see Figure 4). The actual settling time con
sists of ONLY the slew rate. The danger of false triggering is 
eliminated because the reflections are not seen as the sig
nal crosses the threshold. 

V1-BTL = (50 mAr (15!1) = 0.75V 

2TL 2V 

""' 1.75V 

Threshold 
1.6V 
1.SV 

----1v 
TL/F/9111-5 

FIGURE4 

Therefore, despite the slower slew rate, the BTL devices 
have a much shorter settling time due to the lower output 

VII. PROPAGATION DELAY SKEW 

T,he propagation delay consists of the delays through the 
driver, receiver, and transmission medium (PC strip). These 
delays can vary if the ICs have differences in their process, 
temperature, Vee. or PC board layout. In parallel address/ 
data lines, propagation delay skews are very critical. If the 
signals arrive at their destination at different times, the sys
tem must delay all signals to assume for a worst case delay. 
Therefore, if the propagation delay skew is small, the worst 
case delay is also small. It is safe to assume that ICs on a 
single board or system have the same temperature, same 
Vee. and similar PC board layout configurations. This reduc
es the propagation delay skew to only the variations in the 
process. 

VIII. LIVE INSERTION GUIDELINES 

Live insertion of line cards is a must for PBX maintenance 
without interrupting customer service. The DS3890/92/98 
support live insertion by guaranteeing glitch-free power up/ 
down. However, uncharged by-pass capacitors and board 
static can bring the system down when plugging in a line 
card. One way of avoiding these problems is to use an um
bilical cord (temporary power line) to discharge static and 
slowly charge by-pass capacitors. This method will set the 
line card Vee and GND equal to the levels of the system 
before it is plugged in. 

TL/F/9111-6 

FIGURE 5. Temporary Power Cord 
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IX. EXTENDING A BUS BEYOND THE RACK 
The . DS3898 (BTL repeater) is ideal for cases where the 
system bus must be extended. If the bus is of considerable 
length, the repeaters regenerate the signal levels. The re
peaters also isolate, or separate, different electrical environ
ments. For example, if a ribbon cable is used to connect 
one rack to another, the repeaters will isolate the different 
impedance and noise levels present in a ribbon cable from 
the bus on the rack. 

X. USING THE PROPER BUS TERMINATION 

ZL (Termination) 
z0 (Bus Impedance) 

ZL (Termination) 

TL/F/9111-7 

FIGURES 
An ideal termination (ZL.) should match the bus impedance 
(Zo) in order to eliminate reflections. If the termination 
matches the impedance of a fully loaded bus, then ZL = z0 
= 30!1. With the 30!1 terminations, the driver is required to 
drive a (ZLllZL = 30IJ30) 15!1 load. However, the lowest 
load that a standard TIL driver will guarantee is (5V /50 mA) 
100!1. If the designer uses the (ZLllZL = 200IJ200 = 100!1 
load) 200!1 terminations on the 30!1 bus, the reflections will 
be very large. On the other hand, BTL drivers can guarantee 
a (1V/50 mA) 20!1 load. In this case, the (ZLllZL = 40JJ40 
= 20!1 load) 40!l terminations will have small reflections. 
Note that the improvement of the guaranteed load (from 
100!1 to 20!1) was achieved by reducing the voltage swing 
and driver output capacitance, NOT by increasing the cur
rent capabilities of the drivers. 

XI. TWO VOLT RAIL 
There are many ways of supplying the two volt rail needed 
for the 90/92/98. Four possibilities are: a separate two volt 

power supply; a voltage divider; a voltage regulator; and a 
high current voltage follower. The two volt power supply is 
very expensive to implement and does not track the five volt 
supply voltage, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the 
precision threshold. However, it is very efficient in terms of 
power consumption, making it appropriate for very large 
systems. The voltage divider is inexpensive, tracks the five 
volt supply voltage, but consumes too much current when 
the line is high. The voltage regulator is moderately efficient 
with current consumption, but does not track the five volt 
supply voltage. Finally, the high current voltage follower 
does not waste current when the line is high; is inexpensive 
to implement; and tracks the five volt supply voltage. There
fore, the high current voltage follower seems to be the best 
choice for small systems where cost is a major considera
tion. 

XII. NOISE REDUCTION THROUGH IMPROVED 
PIN LAYOUT 
In order to reduce ground noise caused by long lead induc
tance, one must make Vee and GND lead lengths as short 
as possible. The packaging of National's BTL circuits con
tributes to shorter Vee and GND lead inductance by placing 
the power pins in the center of the IC package, instead of 
the corners. 

BTL Standard TTL 

Top View 

FIGURE 7 

TL/F/9111-8 
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XIII. OVERVIEW OF THE BTL TRAPEZOIDAL PRODUCT 
LINE 

The BTL Trapezoidal products have low output capacitance 
(5 pF max), one volt signal swing, and noise immunity fea
tures which make them ideal for driving parallel, low imped
ance bus lines with minimum power dissipation. 

• OS3890 
The 053890 is an octal BTL driver. It is designed specifical
ly to overcome problems associated with driving densely 
populated backplanes. The trapezoidal wave forms and the 
one volt swing reduces noise coupling to adjacent lines. The 
open collector driver output allows for wired-OR connec
tions. 

• OS3892 
The 053892 is an octal receiver. The receivers have preci
sion thresholds to increase the noise margins, and low pass 
filters to filter out crosstalk. 

• OS3898 

The 053898 is an octal repeater. It combines the BTL char
acteristics of the 053890 and 053892. The part is ideal for 
extending backplanes. 

• 053896 

The 053896 is an octal high speed schottky bus transceiver 
with common control signals. It provides high package den
sity for data/address lines. 

• 053897 

The 053897 is a quad transceiver with independent driver 
input and receiver output pins. It has a separate driver dis
able for each driver. 

• OS3893 
The OS3893 is the newest member of the family. It is de
signed to drive and receive signals at data rates of up to 
100 MBaud. The trapezoidal feature has been removed to 
reduce the propagation delay down to .15 ns for the driver 
and receiver combination. 

National's BTL drivers, receivers, and transceivers offer the 
most complete approach for operating high speed parallel 
backplanes. 
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+ 5 to -15 Volts DC 
Converter 

INTRODUCTION 
It is frequently necessary to convert a DC voltage to another 
higher or lower DC-voltage while maximizing efficiency. 
Conventional switching regulators are capable of converting 
from a high input DC voltage to a lower output voltage and 
satisfying the efficiency criteria. The problem is a little more 
troublesome if a higher output voltage than the input voltage 
is desired. Particularly, generating DC voltage with opposite 
polarity to the input voltage usually involves a complicated 
design. 

This brief demonstrates the use of the switching regulator 
idea for a + 5 volts to -15 volts converter. The converter 
has an application as a power supply for MOS memories in 
a logic system where only + 5 volts is available. However, 
the principle used can be amplied for almost any input out
put combination. 

OPERATION 
The method by which the regulator generates the opposite 
polarity is explained in Figure 1. The transistor Q is turned 
ON and OFF with a given duty cycle. If the base drive is 
sufficient the voltage across the inductor is equal to the 

TL/H/8467-1 

TL/H/8467-2 

FIGURE 1. Switching Circuit for Voltage Conversion 
supply voltage minus VsAT· The current change in the in
ductor is given by: 

I - Vss - VsAT T - Vss T 
A - L X ON - L ON (1) 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
Linear Brief 18 

Turning OFF the transistor the inductor current has a path 
through the catch diode and this in turn builds up a negative 
voltage across AL. 

The figure also shows the current and voltage levels versus 
time. A capacitor in parallel to the resistor will prevent the 
voltage from dropping to zero during the transistor ON time. 

Assuming a large capacitor, we can also write the current 
change as: 

Vour - Vo Vour 
Al= L x ToFF:::::: -L- x ToFF (2) 

In order to get a general idea of the operation for certain 
input output conditions, we will develop a set of equations. 

During the transistor ON time, energy is loaded into the in
ductor. In the same time interval, the capacitor is drained 
due to the load resistor AL· 

Drop in capacitor voltage: 

AV= ILOAD X ToN 
c (3) 

During the T OFF time the stored energy in the inductor is 
transferred to the load and capacitor. A rough estimate of 
T OFF can be expressed as: 

Vss 
ToFF = -v x ToN (4) 

OUT 
The capacitor voltage will be restored with a average cur
rent given by: 

le= AV x c = ILOAD x Vour (5) 
ToFF Vss 

The total inductor current during the OFF time can be writ
ten as: 

l1NDUeTOR = ILQAD + le 
Inspecting Figure 1. We find: 

Al Vss x ToN 
le= 2 = 2 x L 

which yields: 

2 x L x ILOAD x Vour 
ToN = Vss2 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Taking into account that the efficiency is in the order of 75% 
the final expression is: 

T - 1.5 x L x ILOAD x Vour 
ON - Vss2 (9) 

The above equations will be applied to the regulator shown 
at Figure 2. The regulator must deliver -15 volts at 200 mA 
from a + 5 volt supply. Using a 1 mH inductor the TON time 
for 02 is 0.18 ms from equation 9. T OFF is 60 µs from equa
tion 4 and the oscillator frequency to: 

F = 
1 

:::::: 4 kHz 
ToN + ToFF 
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CD ._ 
m Vss = +5V 0--------.-.------.-.------~-- PoUT u= "P;N~ 75% ...I 

RJ 
RS 

10K 

36K -"""---+----
F = 6 kHz 80% DUTY 

VAIPPLE = 100 mV @200 mA OUT 

IL = 200 mA MAX 

R4 
10K 

R& 
20K 

01 
Vz "'6.JV 

02 
INJBBO 

VouT = -15V 

lmH 

C2 
500µf 

VouT 

VouT = (V2 + VeE ( ~ + 1 ) 

TL/H/8467-3 

FIGURE 2. Switching Regulator for Voltage Conversion 

The LM311 performs like a free running multivibrator with 
high duty cycle. The IC is designed to operate from a stan
dard single 5 volt supply and has a high output current capa
bility for driving the switching transistor 02. The duty cycle is 
given by the voltage divider R3 and R4 and the frequency of 
C1 in conjunction with R5. 
By setting the duty cycle higher than first calculated, the 
output voltage will tend to increase above the desired out
put voltage of 15 volts. However, an extra loop performed 
by 0 1 and the zener diode in conjunction with the resistor 
network will modify the oscillator duty cycle until the desired 
output level is obtained. 

The output voltage is given by: 

Vour = ( Vz + VsE) (:: + 1) 

Data and results obtained with the design: . 

V1N = 5 volts 

Vour = -15 volts 

lour = max 200 mA 

Efficiency e 75% 

Frequency e 6 kHz 80% duty cycle 

VAIPPLE e 100 mV @ 200 mA load 

Line regulation: V1N = 5V to 10V < 3% Vour 

ILOAD = 200 mA 

Load regulation: V1N = 5V < 3% Vour 

ILQAD = 0 - 100 mA 
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RELIABILITY OF TELECOM DEVICES 

To insure maximum reliability of the field, all of the line card devices which contain mixed analog and digital functions on the 
same integrated circuit are subjected to a dynamic burn in for 22 hours at 156 degrees centigrade. This time and temperature 
directly correlates and is equal to a 96 hour 125 degree burn in, and allows a complete burn in rotation within a 24 hour period. 
This flow maximizes the production output of the devices, while at the same time removes any devices which might be 
candidates for infant mortality. 
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ALS/AS LOGIC DATABOOK-1987 
Introduction to Bipolar Logic • Advanced Low Power Schottky • Advanced Schottky 

ASIC DESIGN MANUAL/GATE ARRAYS & STANDARD CELLS-1987 
SSl/MSI Functions • Peripheral Functions • LSI/VLSI Functions • Design Guidelines • Packaging 

DAT A CONVERSION/ ACQUISITION DAT ABOOK-1984 
Selection Guides • Active Filters • Amplifiers • Analog Switches • Analog-to-Digital Converters 
Analog-to-Digital Display (DVM) • Digital-to-Analog Converters • Sample and Hold • Sensors/Transducers 
Successive Approximation Registers/Comparators• Voltage References 

HYBRID PRODUCTS DATABOOK-1982 
Operational Amplifiers • Buffers• Instrumentation Amplifiers • Sample & Hold Amplifiers• Comparators 
Non-Linear Functions• Precision Voltage Regulators and References • Analog Switches 
MOS Clock Drivers • Digital Drivers • A-D Converters• D-A Converters• Fiber-Optic Products 
Active Filters & Telecommunication Products • Precision Networks• 883/RETS 

INTERFACE DATABOOK-1986 
Transmission Line Drivers/Receivers• Bus Transceivers• Peripheral/Power Drivers• Display Controllers/Drivers 
Memory Support • Microprocessor Support • Level Translators/Buffers• Frequency Synthesis 

INTERFACE/BIPOLAR LSI/BIPOLAR MEMORY /PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC 
DATABOOK-1983 
Transmission Line Drivers/Receivers• Bus Transceivers• Peripheral/Power Drivers 
Level Translators/Buffers• Display Controllers/Drivers• Memory Support • Dynamic Memory Support 
Microprocessor Support • Data Communications Support • Disk Support • Frequency Synthesis 
Interface Appendices• Bipolar PROMs •Bipolar and ECL RAMs• 2900 Family/Bipolar Microprocessor 
Programmable Logic 

INTUITIVE IC CMOS EVOLUTION-1984 
Thomas M. Frederiksen's new book targets some of the most significant transitions in semiconductor technology since the 
change from germanium to silicon. Intuitive IC CMOS Evolution highlights the transition in the reduction in defect densities and 
the development of new circuit topologies. The author's latest book is a vital aid to engineers, and industry observers who need 
to stay abreast of the semiconductor industry. 



INTUITIVE IC OP AMPS-1984 
Thomas M. Frederiksen's new book, Intuitive IC Op Amps, explores the many uses and applications of different IC op amps. 
Frederiksen's detailed book differs from others in the way he focuses on the intuitive groundwork in the basic functioning 
concepts of the op amp. Mr. Frederiksen's latest book is a vital aid to engineers, designers, and industry observers who need to 
stay abreast of the computer industry. 

LINEAR APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK-1986 
The purpose of this handbook is to provide a fully indexed and cross-referenced collection of linear integrated circuit 
applications using both monolithic and hybrid circuits from National Semiconductor. 

Individual application notes are normally written to explain the operation and use of one particular device or to detail various 
methods of accomplishing a given function. The organization of this handbook takes advantage of this innate coherence by 
keeping each application note intact, arranging them in numerical order, and providing a detailed Subject Index. 

LINEAR SUPPLEMENT DATABOOK-1984 
Amplifiers• Comparators • Voltage Regulators• Voltage References• Converters• Analog Switches 
Sample and Hold • Sensors • Filters • Building Blocks • Motor Controllers • Consumer Circuits 
Telecommunications Circuits• Speech• Special Analog Functions 

LOGIC DATABOOK VOLUME 1-1984 
CMOS AC Switching Test Circuits and Timing Waveforms • CMOS Application Notes • MM54HC/MM7 4HC 
MM54HCT /MM7 4HCT • CD4XXX • MM54CXXX/MM7 4CXXX • LSI/VLSI 

LS/S/TTL DATABOOK-1987 
Introduction to Bipolar Logic• Low Power Schottky• Schottky• TTL• Low Power 

MASS STORAGE HANDBOOK-1986 
Disk Interface Design Guide and User Manual • Winchester Disk Support• Winchester Disk Data Controller 
Floppy Disk Support• Drive Interface Support Circuits 

MEMORY SUPPORT HANDBOOK-1986 
Dynamic Memory Control • Error Checking and Correction • Microprocessor Interface and Applications 
Memory Drivers and Support 

THE NSC800 MICROPROCESSOR FAMILY DATABOOK-1985 
CPU • Peripherals • Evaluation Board • Logic Devices • MA2000 Macrocomponent Family 

NON-VOLATILE MEMORY DATABOOK-1987 
CMOS EPROMs • EEPROMs • Bipolar PROMs 

SERIES 32000 DATABOOK-1986 
Introduction • CPU-Central Processing Unit • Slave Processors• Peripherals• Data Communications and LAN's 
Disk Control and Interface• DRAM Interface• Development Tools• Software Support• Application Notes 

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY DATABOOK-1987 
Static RAMs • TTL RAMs •TTL FIFOs • ECL RAMs 

RELIABILITY HANDBOOK-1986 
Reliability and the Die• Internal Construction• Finished Package• MIL-STD-883 • MIL-M-38510 
The Specification Development Process • Reliability and the Hybrid Device • VLSl/VHSIC Devices 
Radiation Environment • Electrostatic Discharge • Discrete Device • Standardization 
Quality Assurance and Reliability Engineering • Reliability and Documentation • Commercial Grade Device 
European Reliability Programs • Reliability and the Cost of Semiconductor Ownership 
Reliability Testing at National Semiconductor• The Total Military/ Aerospace Standardization Program 
883B/RETSTM Products• MILS/RETSTM Products• 883/RETSTM Hybrids• MIL-M-38510 Class B Products 
Radiation Hardened Technology• Wafer Fabrication• Semiconductor Assembly and Packaging 
Semiconductor Packages• Glossary of Terms• Key Government Agencies• AN/ Numbers and Acronyms 
Bibliography• MIL-M-38510 and DESC Drawing Cross Listing 



THE SWITCHED-CAPACITOR FILTER HANDBOOK-1985 
Introduction to Filters • National's Switched-Capacitor Filters • Designing with Switched-Capacitor Filters 
Application Circuits • Filter Design Program • Nomographs and Tables 

TRANSISTOR DATABOOK-1982 
NPN Transistors • PNP Transistors• Junction Field Effect Transistors • Selection Guides • Pro Electron Series 
Consumer Series• NA/NB/NA Series• Process Characteristics Double-Diffused Epitaxial Transistors 
Process Characteristics Power Transistors• Process Characteristics JFETs • JFET Applications Notes 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR HANDBOOK-1982 
Product Selection Procedures • Heat Flow & Thermal Resistance • Selection of Commercial Heat Sink 
Custom Heat Sink Design • Applications Circuits and Descriptive Information • Power Supply Design 
Data Sheets 

48-SERIES MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK-1980 
The 48-Series Microcomputers • The 48-Series Single-Chip System • The 48-Series Instruction Set 
Expanding the 48-Series Microcomputers • Applications for the 48-Series • Development Support 
Analog 1/0 Components• Communications Components • Digital 1/0 Components • Memory Components 
Peripheral Control Components 





NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS 

ALABAMA San Jose St. Petersburg Gaithersburg 
Huntsville Anthem Electronics Hamilton/ Avnet Pioneer 

Arrow (406) 295-4200 (613) 576-3930 (301) 921-0660 
(205) 637-6955 Kierulff Winter Park Kierullf 
Hamilton/ Avnet (406) 947-3400 Hamilton/ Avnet (301) 640-1155 
(205) 637-7210 Sunnyvale (305) 626-3668 MASSACHUSETTS 
Kierulff Arrow GEORGIA Billerica 
(205) 883-6070 (406) 745-6600 Norcross Kierullf 
Pioneer Bell Industries Arrow (617) 667-6331 
(205) 837-9300 (406) 734-8570 (404) 449-8252 Columbia 

ARIZONA Hamilton/ Avnet Bell Industries Hamilton/ Avnet 
Phoenix (408) 743-3355 (404) 662-0923 (301) 995-3500 

Kierulff Thousand Oaks Hamilton/ Avnet Lexington 
(602) 437-0750 Bell Industries (404) 447-7500 Pioneer Northeast 

Tempe (605) 499-6621 Pioneer (617) 861-9200 
Anthem Electronics Tustin (404)448-1711 Norwood 
(602) 966-6600 Arrow Kierulff Gerber Electronics 
Arrow (714) 838-5422 (404) 447-5252 (617) 769-6000 
(602) 968-4600 Kierullf 

ILLINOIS Peabody 
Bell Industries (714) 731-5711 

Bensenville Hamilton/ Avnet 
(602) 966-7800 COLORADO Hamilton/ Avnet (617) 531-7430 
Hamilton/ Avnet Aurora (312) 860-7780 Wilmington 
(602) 231-5100 Arrow (303) 696-1111 Elk Grove Village Lionex 

CALIFORNIA Englewood Bell Industries (617) 657-5170 

Chatsworth Anthem Electronics (312) 640-1910 Woburn 

Anthem Electronics (303) 790-4500 Pioneer Arrow 

(616) 700-1000 Hamilton/ Avnet (312) 437-9680 (617) 933-6130 

Arrow (303) 799-9998 Itasca MICHIGAN 
(818) 701-7500 Kierulff Kierulff Ann Arbor 
Hamilton Electro Sales (303) 790-4444 (312) 250-0500 Arrow 
(616) 700-0440 Wheatridge Schaumberg (313) 971-6220 
Kierulff Bell Industries Arrow Grand Rapids 
(618) 407-2500 (303) 424-1985 (312) 397-3440 Arrow 

Costa Mesa CONNECTICUT Urbana (616) 243-0912 
Avnet Electronics Danbury Bell Industries Hamilton/ Avnet 
(714) 754-6050 Hamilton/ Avnet (217) 328-1077 (616) 243-6605 
Hamilton Electro Sales (203) 797-2800 IN DIANA R-M Michigan 
(714) 641-4159 Meridian Carmel (616) 531-9300 

Cypress Lionex Inc. Hamilton/ Avnet Livonia 
Kierulff (203) 237-2282 (610) 260-3966 Hamilton/ Avnet 
(714) 220-6300 Norwalk Indianapolis (313) 522-4700 

Garden Grove Pioneer Northeast Advent Pioneer 
Bell Industries (203) 853-1515 (317) 872-4910 (313) 525-1 BOO 
(714) 895-7801 Wallingford Arrow MINNESOTA 
Hamilton Electro Sales Arrow (317) 243-9353 Edina 
(213) 217-6751 (203) 265-7741 Bell Industries Arrow 

Gardena Kierullf (317) 634-8202 (612) 830-1800 
Bell Industries (203) 265-1115 Pioneer Kierulff 
(213) 515-1800 FLORIDA (317) 849-7300 (612) 941-7500 

Irvine Altamonte Springs IOWA Minnetonka 
Anthem Electronics Pioneer Cedar Rapids Hamilton/ Avnet 
(714) 768-4444 (305) 834-9090 Advent Electronics (612) 932-0600 

Los Angeles Kierullf (319) 363-0221 Pioneer 
Kierulff (305) 662-6923 Arrow (612) 935-5444 
(213) 725-0325 Deerfield Beach (319) 395-7230 MISSOURI Ontario Arrow Bell Industries Earth City Hamilton/ Avnet (305) 429-8200 (319) 395-0730 Hamilton/ Avnet (714) 989-4602 Bell Industries Hamilton/ Avnet (314) 344-1200 

Sacramento (613) 541-4434 (319) 362-4757 Kierulff Hamilton/ Avnet Pioneer (314) 997-4956 (916) 925-2216 KANSAS 
(916) 922-6800 

(305) 426-6677 
Lenexa St. Louis 

Fort Lauderdale Arrow San Diego Hamilton/Avnet 
Arrow 

(314) 567-6668 
Anthem Electronics (305) 971-2900 (913) 541-9542 

Kierulff Overland Park (619) 453-9005 Kierulff (314) 997-4956 Arrow (305) 466-4004 Hamilton/ Avnet 

(619) 565-4800 Largo 
(913) 888-8900 NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Hamilton/ Avnet Bell Industries MARYLAND Manchester 

(619) 571-7510 (813) 541-4434 Columbia Arrow 

Kierulff Palm Bay Arrow (603) 668-6968 

(619)278-2112 Arrow (301) 995-0003 Bell Industries 

(305) 725-1480 Lionex (617) 273-4450 

(301) 964-0040 Hamilton/ Avnet 
(603) 624-9400 
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NEW JERSEY NORTH CAROLINA PENNSYLVANIA 
Cherry Hill Charlotte Horsham 

Hamilton/ Avnet Pioneer Lion ex 
(609) 424-0100 (704) 527-8188 (215) 443-5150 

Fairfield Raleigh Pioneer 
Arrow Arrow (215) 674-4000 
(201) 575-5300 (919) 876-3132 Monroeville 
Hamilton/ Avnet Hamilton/ Avnet Arrow 
(201) 575-3390 (919) 878-0810 (412) 856-7000 
Kierulff Kierulff Pittsburgh 
(201) 575-6750 (919) 872-8410 CAMRPC 
Lionex Salem (412) 782-3770 
(201) 227-7960 Arrow Hamilton/ Avnet 
Nu Horizons Electronics (919) 725-8711 (412) 281-4150 
(201) 882-8300 OHIO Pioneer 

Marlton Beachwood (412) 782-2300 
Arrow Kierulff TENNESSEE 
(609) 596-8000 (216) 831-5222 Nashville 

Mt. Laurel Centerville Bell Industries 
Kierulff Arrow (615) 367-4400 
(609) 235-1444 (513) 435-5563 TEXAS Pine Brook Cleveland Addison Pioneer Northeast Hamilton/ Avnet Quality Components (201) 575-3510 (216) 831-3500 (214) 733-4300 

NEW MEXICO Pioneer Austin 
Albuquerque (216) 587-3600 Arrow 

Alliance Electronics Columbus (512) 835-4180 
(505) 292-3360 Arrow Hamilton/ Avnet 
Arrow (614) 885-8362 (512) 837-8911 
(505) 243-4566 Dayton Kierulff 
Bell Industries Bell Industries (512) 835-2090 
(505) 292-2700 (513) 435-8660 Pioneer 
Hamilton/ Avnet (513) 434-8231 (512) 835-4000 
(505) 765-1500 Hamilton/ Avnet Quality Components 

NEW YORK (513) 439-6700 (512) 835-0220 
Amityville Pioneer Carrollton 

Nu Horizons (513) 236-9900 Arrow 
(516) 226-6000 Kierulff (214) 380-6464 

Brookhaven (513) 439-0045 Dallas 
Arrow Highland Heights Kierulff 
(516) 924-0700 CAM/OHIO (214) 343-2400 

Buffalo (216) 461-4700 Pioneer 
Summit Distributors Salon (214) 386-7300 
(716) 887 -2800 Arrow Houston 

Fairport (216) 248-3990 Arrow 
Pioneer Westerville (713) 530-4700 
(716) 381-7070 Hamilton/ Avnet Kierulff 

Hauppauge (614) 882-7004 (713) 530-7030 
Arrow OKLAHOMA Pioneer 
(516) 231-1000 Tulsa (713) 988-5555 
Hamilton/ Avnet Arrow Irving 
(516) 434-7413 (918) 665-7700 Hamilton/ Avnet 
Lionex Kierulff (214) 550-7755 
(516) 273-1660 (918) 252-7537 Stafford 

Melville Quality Components Hamilton/ Avnet 
Arrow (918) 664-8812 (713) 240-7733 
(516) 391-1300 Radio Inc. Sugarland 

Rochester (918) 587-9123 Quality Components 
Arrow OREGON (713) 491-2255 
(716) 427 -0300 Beaverton UTAH 
Hamilton/ Avnet Almac Electronics Salt Lake City 
(716) 475-9130 (503) 629-8090 Anthem Electronics 
Summit Electronics Anthem Electronics (801) 973-8555 
(716) 334-8110 (503) 643-1114 Arrow 

Syracuse Lake Oswego (801) 972-0404 
Hamilton/ Avnet Bell Industries Bell Industries 
(315) 437-2641 (503) 241-4115 (801) 972-6969 

Vestal Hamilton/ Avnet Hamilton/ Avnet 
Pioneer (503) 635-7850 (801) 972-4300 
(607) 748-8211 Portland Kierulff 

Westbury Kierulff (801) 973-6913 
Hamilton/ Avnet (503) 641-9150 
(516) 997-6868 Tigard 

Woodbury Arrow 
Pioneer (503) 684-1690 
(516) 921-8700 

WASHINGTON 
Bellevue 

Almanac Electronics 
(206) 643-9992 
Arrow 
(206) 643-4800 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(206) 453-5844 

Redmond 
Anthem Electronics 
(206) 881-0850 

WISCONSIN 
Brookfield 

Arrow 
(414) 792-0150 

Milwaukee 
Taylor Electric Co. 
(414) 241-4321 

New Berlin 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(414) 784-4516 

Waukesha 
Bell Industries 
(414) 547-8879 
Kierulff 
(414) 784-8160 

CANADA 
Western Provinces 

Calgary 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(403) 230-3586 
Zentronics 
(403) 272-1021 

Edmonton 
Zentronics 
(403) 468-9306 

Richmond 
Zentronics 
(604) 694-1957 

Winnipeg 
Zentronics 
(204) 775-8661 

Eastern Provinces 
Brampton 

Zentronics 
(416) 451-9600 

Dov al 
Se mad 
(514) 636-4614 

Markham 
Se mad 
(416) 475-8500 

Mississauga 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(416) 677-7432 

Nepean 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(613) 226-1700 
Zentronics 
(613) 226-8840 

St. Laurent 
Hamilton/ Avnet 
(514) 331-6443 
Zentronics 
(514) 735-5361 

Willowdale 
Electrosonic 
(416) 494-1666 



SALES OFFICES 

ALABAMA GEORGIA MISSOURI PENNSYLVANIA 
Huntsville Atlanta Kansas City Horsham 

(205) 721-9367 (404) 393-2626 (816) 941-3535 (215) 675-6111 

ARIZONA ILLINOIS St. Louis TEXAS 
Tempe Schaumburg (314) 569-3103 Austin 

(602) 966-4563 (312) 397-8777 NEW JERSEY (512) 339-7555 

CALIFORNIA IN DIANA Paramus Houston 

Inglewood Carmel (201) 599-0955 (713) 270-6141 

(213) 645-4226 (317) 843-7160 NEW MEXICO Richardson 

Roseville Fort Wayne Albuquerque (214) 690-4552 

(916) 969-5577 (219) 484-0722 (505) 275-0466 UTAH 
Santa Clara Indianapolis NEW YORK Salt Lake City 

(408) 730-3009 (317) 545-6441 Fairport (801) 261-5402 
(408) 730-3054 MARYLAND (716) 425-1358 WASHINGTON 

San Diego Hanover Liverpool Bellevue 
(619) 587-0774 (301) 796-8900 (315) 451-9091 (206) 453-9944 

Tustin 
MASSACHUSETTS Melville WISCONSIN 

(714) 259-8880 
Burlington Parallax Sales Milwaukee 

Woodland Hills (516) 351-1000 
(818) 888-2602 

(617) 273-3170 (414) 527-3800 
(617) 270-0160 NORTH CAROLINA CANADA 

COLORADO 
MICHIGAN Cary 

Englewood 
Burnaby 

(303) 790-8090 
W. Bloomfield (919) 481-4311 (604) 435-8107 

(313) 855-0166 OHIO Lachine 
CONNECTICUT 

MINNESOTA Dayton (514) 636-8525 
Ridgefield 

Bloomington (513) 435-6886 Mississauga 
(203) 431-8182 

(612) 854-8200 Highland Heights (416) 678-2920 
FLORIDA (216) 461-0191 Nepean 

Boca Raton OREGON (613) 596-0411 
(305) 997-8133 Portland PUERTO RICO 

Orlando (503) 639-5442 Rio Piedias 
(305) 629-1720 (809) 756-9211 



National 
Semiconductor 
Corporation 


